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Editorial Notes.

TITHE members of the Pennsylvania Forestry

^r Association are to be congratulated upon

t the interest which is exhibited on every

side in the Association and its work, and indica-

ons point to the Forestry movement approaching

a°"me when it will be appreciated on account of

LmerU Those who have been connected with

he organisation since its infancy, may have had

easonfof discouragement, but all can be gratified

that many who formerly looked "P""';^^^";^^;^^

Association askance, now give it encouragement

^^NoTorifof thanks which we can offer are too

strong to express the gratitude of all the friends

hrnn,W science to which he has devoted h s life,

11 in nresenting the claims of the Pennsylvania

:Ss;r^rs:^"^n^iitr^
;« to the s^VieWing efforts^of other me^^^

of the Council who have, and who are stil
,
ac

?vilv engaged in advancing various special fea-

iLres connected with our work, and we are sure

l^oz^^
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that their gratuitous aid will be recognized by the

membership when results achieved indicate what

has been attempted.*****
While the Association can be congratulated

upon the prospects for the future, it should be re-

membered that the individual work of every mem-
ber is needed to help the cause along, and personal

presentation will go further than official commu-
nications. Individual members can assist the work

by writing to the members of the legislature from

their districts, urging favorable consideration of

the bill, which has been prepared (a copy of which

appears in another column).

The Act relative to a Forestry Commission has

received the endorsement of the Pennsylvania

State Board of Agriculture, Council of the Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association, Academy of Natu-

ral Sciences of Philadelphia, Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia, Commercial Exchange of Philadel-

phia, and of many other organizations.

The objects of the Forestry Association, if

properly presented to the citizens of the State and

others, will undoubtedly largely increase our

membership, and this is a work in which every

reader of Forest Leaves can aid.*****
We allot liberal space to the proceedings of the

American Forestry Association in Washington on

December 20, 1892, and commend the interesting

report of the Executive Committee and other papers

to our readers. The American Forestry Associa-

tion adopted Forest Leaves as its official organ

in a manner which was complimentary to the

publication, and we endeavor to show our appre-

ciation of this unsolicited endorsement by bring-

ing the work of our sister Association to the at-

tention of those interested in Forestry. The
American Forestry Association and the Pennsyl-

vania Forestry Association have the same purpose

and labor for a common end, using the methods

believed to be best adapted for the membership of

each organization, and progress in either society

is a subject of satisfaction to the other.
j^ ^p ^p ^^ ^^

To assist in advancing the Forestry movement
throughout the State, the Forestry Association

have arranged with Dr. J. T. Rothrock to deliver

illustrated lectures in various parts of the State,

and applications can be sent to the office of the

Association, No. 1012 Walnut Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa., to obtain the benefit of such lectures.

The Council, however, feel that to secure local

interest in these assemblies there should be an in-

centive to action ; and while no charge will be

made for the service of the lecturer or the use of

his lantern and magnificent suite of illustrations,

the other small expenses connected with the lec-

ture should be borne locally.

Our readers will be gratified to note that the

illustrated article in this number is from the pen

of Dr. J. T. Rothrock, and we are pleased to an-

nounce that he has accepted, as part of his duties

as General Secretary of the Forestry Association,

the preparation of an illustrated article for each

issue of Forest Leaves.*****
The Council of the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation has formally endorsed the work of the

New Hampshire Forestry Commission, and com-

mended the efforts of its members to the citizens

of that State. The Commission are making stren-

uous efforts to preserve a part at least of the forests

of the White Mountain district, which yearly give

so much pleasure to visitors from all parts of the

Union.*****
We give in this issue the officers of the Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association for the year 1893,

and the various Committees of the Council for the

benefit of our readers. Correspondence ad-

dressed to the General Secretary at 1012 Walnut

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., will reach the proper

committees.*****
The Colorado State Forestry Association held

its eighth annual meeting at Denver, on Friday,

January 20, 1893, ^^ which a number of interesting

papers were read and addresses made. During the

seven years this Association has been in existence

it has performed a useful work in behalf of the

State. By timely and persistent effort it aroused a

strong public sentiment in favor of forest reform,

leading to the enactment of a State forest law. It

gave valuable aid to the movement which secured

the Congressional Act providing for the establish-

ment of public forest reserves, and it has in many
ways promoted the Forestry cause in the Rocky
Mountain region. We note with pleasure that

our friend, Mr. E. T. Ensign, remains active in

the good work.

An Act Relative to a Forestry Commis-
sion.

Presented to the Pennsylvania Legislature.

SECTION I. Be IT Enacted, etc., That the

Governor be authorized to appoint two

persons as a Commission, one of whom is

to be a competent engineer, one a botanist, prac-

tically acquainted with the forest trees of th« Com-
monwealth, whose duty it shall be to examine and

report upon the conditions of the slopes and sum-

mits of the important water-sheds of the State, for

the purpose of determining how far the presence

or absence of the forest cover may be influential

•« r^roducine high and low-water stages in the

m P'-oducing nig
^^^ ^^^y^

Sr rSnsTanding of suc'h kinds as have

pS commercial value, how much ^je ^ ,s of

'^
K irmd • as well, also, as to indicate the part

Tr pans of tL State where each grows naturally

aXhat measures, if any. are being taken to se-

such meaMirc
elsewhere in maintain-

raprop'e'^^to supply, and to ascertain as

nearW^ is practicable, what propor .on of the

^t^te ^t now recognized as mineral land is un-

%tr "lunerative' agriculture, and could w.th

advantage be devoted to the
g^«*V ,f also ascer-

Sec 2. The said Commission shall also ascer

tain what wild lands, if any, now belong to the

Commonwealth ; their extent, cha-cter -d loca-

tinn and report the same, together w th a staie

Tn't of wh'a^ part or parts of such lands would be

Sble for a State Forest Reserve ;
and further,

should the lands belonging to the Commonweal h

be insufficient for such purpose 'hen ^« f"J'^,
and report what other suitable lands there may be

wUh n'^^he State, their extent, character and value

The final report of the said Commission shall be

presented to the Legislature not later than March

'^Se?^V The said Commission shall have power

to appomt one competent person to act as StaUs-

tician whose duties shall be to compile the statis-

ics coUected by said Commission, under their

TecUon and su'pervision, whose -^^V^f^^l
one thousand dollars per annum, with necessary

«Jenses, to be paid in the same -anner as is

hereinafter provided for the payment of the tor-

"'sk''T"Ti""commissioners appointed here-

unSer" shall be entitled to receive by quarterly

navments a compensation as follows :
The Engi-

nee twenty-five hundred dollars ($2500 00) per

annum ; the Botanist, twenty-five hundred dollars

(«2Cioo.oo) per annum, with necessary expenses

;

and the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.-

00) is hereby appropriated out of any money in

the Treasury, not otherwise appropriated, to be

paid by warrant drawn by the Auditor General.

A Plea for the Forestry Commission Bill.

THE importance of the forests to the Com-

monwealth renders this bill worthy of

careful consideration.
. . .. -

For many years it has been apparent that the

destruction of our timber is vastly in excess of its

Reproduction. Hence, it is mere y a question of

a Thort time before the State will recognize the

value of our forests to its industries through a

scarcity of lumber.

This fact will be more clear when we remember

that the other regions whence we draw our sup-

plies are likewise undergoing a similar destruction

of their forests. Thus an editorial in the Zumicr

Trade JournaU^^%: "At the best, the vast for-

ests of Michigan have melted away until the most

optimistic view can but acknowledge that the end

is in sight." 1. .

Taking the country at large, we. cut each year

twice as much timber as is reproduced. What

will be the rate of forest destruction fifteen years

hence ? Where is the future supply to come froni i

But few rafts now come down the waters of the

Delaware. The vast forests about the headwaters

of the Lehigh are practically gone. 1 he splendid

white and rock oak which for so many years has

reached the market from the Juniata region is al-

most exhausted, and even in the lumbering re--

gions of the West Branch vast areas are denuded

of their most important trees. A most compe ent

authority, a practical lumberman, doubts whether

our hemlock will outlast the next twenty years

Yet almost unrestricted forest fires dest oy

about two million dollars' worth of timber each

vear Timber thieves rob tracts and often escape

unpunished. Cattle kill the young shoots of the

Showing timber, and we are practically making no

effort to protect and renew the forest crop.

But still another consideration remains

:

Fresh-flowing water which maintains a constant

leve Ts in a condition of the least danger o the

health of a community. Frequent stages of high

Ser, followed by as frequent periods of low water

Tre a constant danger. It is under such conditions

that malarial complications are most frequent.

It i^ clear that we have reached a period when

intelligent legislation will be required to avert

^' Mostt'not' all other civilized nations have

reached the same period long ago. We are sim-

^'SS SaluSXrer and Pattison have

«11 called attention to this important subject,

il ich sdll,'owing to a want of full information

Remains unprovided for. It '^ thought that the

»Act Relative to a Forestry Commission, pre-

semed to the Legislature by th^ «-• S^^m.th

Talbot will aid in a solution of the problem, it

we know what we actually have, we can more

reidilv ascertain what we really need.

To do the work as it should be will require at

lea t two years of active field work, and ,t is idle

to suppose^ that it will be fully done by any other

than a paTd Commission, whose members will give

lEeir wLle time to the P-blems p--'^^,,
Secretary.
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Trees and Telegraph Poles—Pamphlet
Laws of Pennsylvania, 1891.

Page 170

—

Act No. 168.

SECTION I. Be it enacted, etc.. That from

and after the passage of this act, it shall be
lawful, whenever any telegraph, telephone

or electric light company shall have erected its

poles and lines along any turnpike, public road,

street, lane, alley or highway in this Common-
wealth, for the owner or owners of land adjoining

said turnpike or public road, who may claim to be
damaged by the erection or maintenance of said

lines by reason of the cutting of trees, whether
planted in the said turnpike, public road, street,

lane, alley or highway, or on enclosed or unen-
closed land adjoining the same, to petition the

court of common pleas of the county in which
said damage shall be alleged to have been com-
mitted, whereupon the said court shall appoint
three impartial men, citizens of the county in

which said damages shall be alleged, as viewers,

who shall, after having been duly sworn or affirmed

to the faithful performance of their duties, assess

the damages done, if any, to the petitioner, and
shall report the same to the said court at the first

week of the next regular term thereof, after the

said appointment, which report shall, upon its

presentation as aforesaid, be confirmed nisi ; and
if no appeal be entered to the same on or before

ten days from the Saturday of the week in which
the same is presented, it shall then be confirmed
absolutely, and judgment entered by the prothon-
otary of the said court upon the same against the

said company.
Sec. 2. The compensation of the viewers pro-

vided for by the first section of this act shall be
the same as is now provided for road viewers, and
shall be paid by the defendant company where
damages are awarded, otherwise by the petitioner;

Provided, That the provisions of this act shall not
apply to the police patrol or fire department tele-

graph lines.

Sec. 3. All laws, in so far as they conflict with
this act, are hereby repealed.

Approved the 2d day of June, A.D. 1891.
Robert E. Pattison.

TTTHE brief but clear allusion to the Forestry

I movement by Governor Pattison, in his re-^ cent message, shows how fully the Chief
Executive of the State comprehends, and is in

sympathy with, any correct and reasonable legis-

lation upon the subject. Under head of Secu-
rity of DamSf he speaks to the point, thus

:

** It should be required that the breast of every
water receptacle in the State be made strong

enough to withstand any assault by rain or flood.

Cloud-bursts have been very frequent of late.

They are likely to occur during hot seasons any-

where in this part of the country, and unless proper

provision be made we will have repeated the ex-

perience of Johnstown, Titusville and Oil City.
** Your attention is also called in this connec-

tion to the destruction of the forests on vast areas

of the water-sheds of the streams of the State,

which have been denuded of their growth, leaving

nothing in their place. While much has been
accomplished by efforts to encourage tree culture

through Arbor Day exercises, there yet remains

much to be done in this direction. Our health,

the preservation of the streams and the prevention

of destructive floods alike demand consideration

of this important subject. Experience has demon-
strated that re-foresting restores dried-up streams

and makes habitable tracts of country from which
inhabitants have been driven by floods.

The Action of the State Board of Agri-
culture.

IT is well known that the State Board of Agri-

culture has for twenty years been in hearty
^ sympathy with the Forestry movement, but

its expression never was so decided and productive

as at its last meeting, which, by the way, was one
of the very largest ever held. All the counties of

the State except four were ably and intelligently

represented. By unanimous, and it might almost

be said by spontaneous, vote, it was resolved to

request the Senate and House of Re[>resentatives

of the State of Pennsylvania to autnorize the ap-

pointment of a commission, whose duty it should

be to collect all available data connected with the

Forestry problem, and to report upon the sub-

ject at the next meeting (in 1895) of the Legisla-

ture.

It is noteworthy, too, that Mr. Underwood, of
Wayne county, who offered the resolution, is a

lumberman of wide practical knowledge of the

subject. It remains to be said that no body so

fully representative of the large and productive

industries of the State ever passed more positively

upon a public measure than did the State Board
of Agriculture, at its last meeting, in this Forestry

movement, and it is hard to see how its appeal

can be disregarded.

Daily Republican, West Chester.

The forestry question is a most practical busi-

ness question, and upon its settlement depends
the gain or loss of many dollars to the people of

Pennsylvania.

I

I
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New Hampshire Forestry Commission.

TV T the meeting of ^e Council, heW January

A. 9th. the following was passed to express^ sympathy with and appreciation of the

active Forestry efforts now being made in New

"S?5: That the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation recognizes the efforts made by the Forestry

CommiSof New Hampshire ^oj.cnr.^-^^^^l

State the benefits of preservation and of forest res

toration, and desires to extend to that Commission

the cordial endorsement of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association in all efforts n>ade to awaken an

interest in Forestry, and to prevent the destruc

tion of the remaining woodlands in the State ot

New Hampshire.

The Buttonwood.

FLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS, L. The But-

tonwood, as we call it, is also known as the

Sycamore and the Plane Tree. It may be

characterized thus. A tree with alternate, deeply-

lobed leaves which have sheathing stipules Male

and female flowers in separate clusters on the same

tree
• the former consisting of numerous stainens

which have short filaments and mixed with these

are small scales ; the female clusters are globular,

almost an inch in diameter (on a soft thread-like

foot-stalk), made up of small nutlets which are

tipped with the styles arranged in pairs ;
neittier

male nor female flowers have either calyx or co-

rolla The tree may usually be recognized trom a

distance by the yellowish-white surface, from which

the flaky bark has peeled off.

Considered physically the wood has a specific

gravity of 0.5678 or considered in our list of 420

forest trees of the United States it would stand in

weight from the heaviest down as number 262.

In fuel value the Buttonwood stands as the 173d

on a list where Condalia ferrea, the Black Iron

Wood of Florida stands ist, the Mangrove 2d,

and the Shell-bark Hickory 36th.

In strength the Buttonwood is fair, but by no

means among our better woods. It is not easy to

split, especially at right angles to the silver grain,

which is here remarkably well developed. There

are special uses to which the tree is applied. It is

more generally used in making tobacco boxes than

any other wood. Then too a cut from across the

stem of a large Buttonwood is a popular form of

butcher's block. Its spongy texture does not de-

stroy the edge of a knife, as does the birch block

which is sometimes used for the same purpose.

Once in a while it is utilized to make cheap fur-

niture. It is fairly a question, however, whether

we estimate the tree at its full worth in this respect.

There is about the better Buttonwood logs a some-

thing which suggests the color, and the pattern

even, of a curly Maple.

Professor Sargent in speaking of this tree says it

is the largest species we have in our Atlantic

forests, often 30 to 40 metres (98}^ to 131 feet) in

height with a trunk 2.40 to 4- 20 metres (7 feet 10

inches to 13^^ feet) in diameter.

The latter is, of course, an exceptional size ;
but

even in eastern Pennsylvania it is not unusual to

find Buttonwood trees which are a 100 feet higH

and 6 feet through. The specimen from which

our illustration is taken was, at a height of 2 teet,

from the ground 7 feet 3 inches through Its two

I'arger branches at point of departure from main

trunk were, one 3/3 feet in diameter and the other

1 feet I o inches. The branches spread oyer about

00 feet of ground. The most remarkable fact in

connection with this tree is, that it is growing upon

high, dry ground, and that in spite of its great age

it is in a condition of vigorous vitality. Ihe

branching so near the ground which is very

marked in our illustration, probably comes from

the terminal bud being destroyed early m the life

of the tree, and the vigorous growth of the laterals

'exhausted the food-supply of the young second

terminal shoots. There are other But onwood

trees in the same region which are as large as,

or some probably larger than this one, but they

stand on low ground, their roots b^ng bathed in

a perpetual moisture, if not actually in flowing

"^^Mr". Robert Ridgway, however, mentions speci-

mens of Buttonwood which exceed m height the

proportions given by Professor Sargent. Onejn

bibson County, Indiana, was 9^3 eetm diame-

ter and measured 160 feet in height. There were

others of almost equal size.
, v ^

It is quite true that these Buttonwoods have

neither the vast height of the Blue Gum in Au^

tralia. now the thickness of trunk of our California

Sequoia, or redwood. Still, however, they remain

among the largest vegetable monuments on the

J' There are few species of trees which are in some

'^resnects more absolutely alike, and in others more

unUke in the individuals than the Buttonwood.^

The white bark where the flakes have peeled off,

7he d'eply-lobed leaves, the ball-like fruit, seem to^

varv but little ; but the stem which forms so im-

nressive an element in the character of a tree mayE a single majestic shaft to 60 or even 80 feet

ab^ve the ground, and on the other hand the pn-

?nary divisLs of the stem may come off as in the

l.i/tration but 2 or 3 feet from the ground.

'"More than most trees, it will take its owt, shaif

in spite of surroundings. Some that I know of are

tall, almost unbranched, even in open_ g ound

where they have every chance to spread, but have

/
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New Hampshire Forestry Commission.

7^ T the meeting of ^e Council held Jan
u^^^^^^

A. 9th, the following was passed to express^ sympathy with and appreciation of the

active Forestry 'efforts now being made in New

"XSS That the Pennsylvania Forestry A-^^

ciation recognizes the efforts made by the ^oj^f^J

Commisrioifof New Hampshire to secure o^

mntp the benefits of preservation and of forest res

^nrnHon and desires to extend to that Commission

he cordial endoement of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Mociation in all efforts made to awaken an

interest in Forestry, and to prevent the de^ruc-

tion of the remaining woodlands in the State ot

New Hampshire.

k
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The Buttonwood.

PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS, L. The Bia-

tonwood, as we call it, is also known as the

Syca7nore and the Plane Tree. It may be

characterized thus. A tree with alternate, deep y-

lobed leaves which have sheathing stipules Male

and female flowers in separate clusters on the same

tree ; the former consisting of numerous stanriens

which have short filaments and mixed with these

are small scales ; the female clusters are globular,

almost an inch in diameter (on a soft thread-like

foot-stalk), made up of small nutlets which are

tipped with the styles arranged in pairs
;

neither

male nor female flowers have either calyx or co-

rolla The tree may usually be recognized from a

distance by the yellowish-white surface, from which

the flaky bark has peeled off.

Considered physically the wood has a specific

gravity of 0.5678 or considered in our list of 420

fon-st trees of the United States it would stand in

weight from the heaviest down as number 262.

In fuel value the Buttonwood stands as the 173d

on a list where Condalia ferrea, the Black Iron

Wood of Florida stands ist, the Mangrove 2d,

and the Shell-bark Hickory 36th.

In strength the Buttonwood is fair, but by no

means among our better woods. It is not easy to

split, especially at right angles to the silver grain,

which is here remarkably well developed. Ihere

are special uses to which the tree is applied. It is

more generally used in making tobac co boxes than

any other wood. Then too a cut from across the

stem of a large Buttonwood is a popular form of

butcher's block. Its spongy texture does not de-

stroy the edge of a knife, as does the birch block

which is sometimes used for the same purpose.

Once in a while it is utilized to make cheap fur-

niture. It is fairly a question, however, whether

we estimate the tree at its full worth in this respect.

There is about the better Buttonwood logs a some-

thing which suggests the color, and the pattern

even, of a curly Maple.

Professor Sargent in speaking of this tree says ;t

is the largest species we have in our Atlantic

forests, often 30 to 40 metres (98^^ to 131 feet) in

height with a trunk 2.40 to 4-20 metres (7 feet 10

inches to 13^ feet) in diameter.
,

The latter is, of course, an exceptional size
;
but

even in eastern Pennsylvania it is not unusual to

find Buttonwood trees which are a 100 feet high

and 6 feet through. The specimen from which

our illustration is taken was, at a height of 2 feet,

from the ground 7 feet 3 inches through Its two

larger branches at point of departure from mam

trunk were, one 3^^ ^et in diameter and the other

. feet 10 inches. The branches spread oyer about

00 feet of ground. The most remarkable fact in

connection with this tree is, that it is growing upon

I

high, dry ground, and that in spite of its great age

'

it is in a condition of vigorous vitality. I he

branching so near the ground which is very

marked in our illustration, probably comes from

the terminal bud being destroyed early m the life

of the tree, and the vigorous growth of the laterals

exhausted the food-supply of the young second

terminal shoots. There are other But onwood

trees in the same region which are as large as,

or some probably larger than this one, but they

stand on low ground, their roots being bathed in

a perpetual moisture, if not actually m flowing

water

Mr'. Robert Ridgway, however, mentions speci-

mens of Buttonwood which exceed in height the

proportions given by Professor Sargent One m
C-.ibson County, Indiana, ^^l^^^^^^'^et in diame-

ter and measured i6o feet in height. There were

others of almost equal size.

Uis cuite true that these Buttonwoods have

neither the vast height of the Blue Gum in Aus-

tralia now the thickness of trunk of our Laliforma

Suoiror redwood. Still, however, they remam

aml.ng the largest vegetable monuments on the

.''''

"iVre are few species of trees which are in some

respects more absolutely alike, and in others more

unhke in the individuals than the Buttonwood.

I "n,e white bark where the flakes have peeled off,

'

th dwply-lobed leaves, the ball-like fru.t, seem to

varv biU little ; but the stem which forms so im-

; essiv^an element in the character of a tree may

Hs" n a single majestic shaft to 60 or even 80 feet

above the ground, and on the other hand the pri-

mary divisions of the stem may come off as in the

illustration but 2 or 3 feet from the ground.

'Sore than most trees, it will take its own shape

in^ e of surroundings. Some that I know of are

tall almost unbranched, even in open ground

where they have every chance to spread, but have

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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not, for the simple reason that the disposition to

do so was wanting. Others in the woods branch
from the base, and their spread is limited only by
the absolute impossibility of penetrating other
trees.

Our Buttonwood is a tree clean in limb and
trunk, leaving on you no impression of untidiness
even when you note the shreds of bark which are
half cast off—because you see beneath, the purer
surface to which it is coming. The Buttonwood
tends soon to become hollow ; there being few
trees whose trunk is more than 5 feet in diameter
that are entirely sound in the heart. Nor does
this tendency to decay so often come from any in-

jury above, as it does in the Silver Maple. The
latter tree almost inevitably rots when any consid-
erable limb is removed and the scar is not pro-
tected against the weather. The limbs of the But-
tonwood often become hollow, and in them,
however, the start is usually traced to where a
smaller limb has fallen, the cavities so made
being a favorite retreat for the red, gray and black
squirrels.

The base of the leaf-stalk in this species is hol-
low and conceals a young leaf-bud much as an ex-
tinguisher hides the wick of a candle, a peculiarity
by no means common among trees. The same
mode of protection is found in our smooth Sumach
(Rhus glabra). As for shade, though there is no
tree which in all respects surpasses the Buttonwood,
the large leaves, rather rough in surface, do not
impress one so favorably as do those of some other
trees. Yet the Buttonwood possesses a dense foli-

age, looked at from above down, though the
normal tree is by no means one of many branches
and twigs. The shade comes from each leaf, seek-
ing an open place for itself, closing an aperture in
the general mass of foliage. In rapidity of growth
our Native Plane tree, or Buttonwood, is probably
hardly so rapid as the European Plane which is

very much like it, and which is becoming very
comm on on our sidewalks and lawns. Whether
It will prove so long-lived here as our native spe-
cies, remains to be proved.

In the Oriental regions the Plane tree is one
of the most popular of trees. More so probably
than it will ever become here where we have so
long a list of Native trees to select from. It
should also be said that it frequently loses its
leaves in the spring after which a second crop
appears. At the same time many of the smaller
branches are killed and this leads to an excessive
multiplication from adventitious buds which give
the tree a diseased appearance. I do not remem-
ber to have found this so often the case where the
tree was surrounded by other trees; as it would
have been in its original home. It is, on the other
hand much more frequently seen on trees in open
field.

^

Our Buttonwood grows from Maine to Florida,

and as far west as Kansas. Two smaller species

are found, one in California, and the other in

Arizona and New Mexico. J. T. Rothrock.

Report of the Executive Committee of the
American Forestry Association.

During the year passed the attention of your
Committee has been mainly directed to secure an
extension of the policy of reserving the timber-
lands of the Public Domain and the passage of a
bill providing for the proper administration of
such reservations.

Six reservations of public timberlands have been
established by proclamation of the President,
namely

:

IVAi^e River Reserve, lying in Routt, Rio Blanco, Gar-
field, and Eagle Counties, Colorado, containing 1,198,080
acres

;

Pike's Peak Reserve^ situated in El Paso County, Colo-
rado' containing 184,320 acres

;

Plum Creek Timber Reserve, lying in Douglas County,
Colorado, containing 177,700 acres*

Pecos and Canadian River Reserve, situated in Santa Fe,
San Miguel, Rio Arriba, and Taos Counties, New Mexico,
contains 31 1,040 acres

;

Bull Run Reserve, lying in Multnomah, Wasco, and
Clackamas Counties, Oregon, contains 142,080 acres

;

Yellowstone Notional Park Timber Reserve, lying on the
south and east of the Yellowstone National Park, in Wyo-
ming, contains 1,239.040 acres.

Total, 3,252,260 acres.

For consideration and action under the same
law, twenty-three reservations are being, or are to
be, investigated by the General Land Office, and
the status of each on November 7, 1892, will be
given in a subsequent number. One of these, the
San Gabriel reserve, in Southern California, has
just been proclaimed.

Besides these reservations, made or proposed
under the law of March 3, 1891, there are estab-
lished by special act, approved October i, 1890,
several ** forest reservations '* in the State of Cali-
fornia, under specific regulations.

One, in the nature of an extension of the Yose-
mite State Park, is known as Yosemite National
Park, the whole reservation comprising now 42
townships or towns, or 960,000 acres, and smaller
additions to the Sequoia National Park, which,
however, were reserved as ** forest lands.'*

In addition to these withdrawals of timberlands
for forest purposes, we may note the reservation of
the following tracts for park purposes, which,
although not in conformity with the policy of the
Association, answer its purposes in part. Some
of these are new creations ; others, of longer ex-
istence, have been enlarged, so that now we have :

Yellowstone National Park, 2,288,000 acres,
increased by adjoining forest reservation of 1,239,-

040 acres, making total present area, 3,527,040

acres ; Sequoia National Park, established Septem-

ber 25, 1890, and the U. S. Grant National Park.

Here may also be noted the cession of some

40 000 acres of public lands to the State of Miri-

nesota, at Lake Itasca, for perpetual use as a public

park, approved August 3, 1892. This must not be

confounded with the larger forest reservations

asked for, as slated above. It may be proper to

call attention to the difference of objects—the dif-

ference of legal status of these two classes of reser-

vations.

The '' National Parks*' are created for the pur-

pose of preserving natural scenery and natural

objects of beauty or other interest ; they are set

aside for pleasure, recreation, enlightenment, and

study for visitors, and are otherwise practically

withdrawn from use.

The '* Forest Reservations'* are, or are to be,

created for the purpose of preserving favorable

forest conditions at the headwaters of streams and

elsewhere ; they are set aside for a more rational

utilization of the treasures they contain : regu-

lating, not preventing, the cutting of timber;

regulating, not preventing, the development of

their mineral and other deposits and resources;

protecting them against fire, illegal appropriation,

and destruction, and securing their reproduction

by proper methods of management.
In regard to the extension of the policy of

reservations, we are assured of most favorable con-

sideration by the President and the Secretary of

the Interior, the latter of whom says in his annual

report

:

** This policy will be further carried into effect,

and is deemed to be among the most beneficent

and far-reaching in its results that this administra-

tion has adopted."
On the other hand, it has become evident that

the investigations by the Special Agents, upon
whose reports, necessarily, the action of the Ex-
ecutive must depend, are not always carried on
with an unbiased mind, that misrepresentations of
the policy under which these reservations are to

be made have been spread, either from misconcep-
tion or ill-will, and that in consequence opposition

has been created not only among people whose
selfish interests would naturally incline them to

oppose any restrictions to their personal greed, but

also among settlers and other citizens who could
only be benefited by the establishment of such
reservations.

The opposition to the establishment of a reserve

in northern Minnesota led to an extensive news-
j)aper campaign in the early spring, with the result

that the leading papers of St. Paul and Minneapo-
lis recognized the propriety of our policy, reserving

judgment only as to its most practical method of
execution.

The Chairman of your Committee has entered

an appearance with the General Land Office to

secure a hearing before any adverse action in any
particular case be made.
Upon advice by the Commissioner of the Gen-

eral Land Office, that the reservation asked for in

Montana, namely, the Flathead and Marias River

Reserve, was before the Secretary of the Interior

with adverse report, a letter was addressed to the

Secretary, the following extract from which is here

reproduced, as it may serve to elucidate the posi-

tion taken by the Association through its Execu-

tive Committee

:

** I. The power of the President to reserve tim-

berlands under the law of March 3, 1891, under

which this reservation is petitioned for, was con-

ferred unconditionally for the purpose of enabling

the President to protect public property of a par-

ticular kind and to reserve this kind of property

from disposal under existing law. While we con-

cede, that in making such reservations the wishes

of residents and adjoiners should be consulted and

duly considered, we would urge that their tenden-

cies would naturally be, as they have been, antago-

nistic in a degree to any restrictions in the use of

public property within their reach ; that the Presi-

dent is expected to preserve forest conditions in

spite of this opposition.

2. The agents of the persons interviewed aver,

that '' the greater portions of the lands embraced

are some of the richest in the State, consisting of

agricultural, grazing and mineral lands, and that

the timber thereon is needed for the development

of these industries and not needed for the protec-

tion of the water-supply ; and to reserve the lands

would not only retard the mining and agricultu-

ral industries of that section of the country and

prove a barrier to the development of north-

western Montana, but would seriously affect the

whole State."

From this statement it appears that neither the

facts in the case are correctly stated, nor does there

seem to exist a correct conception as to what is

contemplated in the said reservation. It is not

intended to reserve anything but the timberland

embraced within the preliminary outlines of the

reservation ; it is not intended to withdraw the

timber from" use under proper restrictions and
regulations ; it is not intended to prevent the pros-

pecting for and developing of mines and the use

of agricultural lands ; it is not a fact that the bulk

of the proposed reservation consists of agricultural,

grazing, and mineral lands ; it is a bold assertion

that the forest-cover is not needed for the protec-

tion of water supplies. It is timberland, a large

part of which has already served not for the de-

velopment of legitimate industries, but for annual

conflagrations, to prevent which in future the

reservation and its administration are asked for. It
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It

is certain that these lands are not needed for im-
mediate occupancy and that wisdom and concern
for the future dictate their reservation.

The bulk of the area within which it is asked
to locate the said reservation is only fit for forest

growing, being a rugged mountain country, in
which grain does not ripen readily and only small
patches here and there along the water courses are
tillable. There may be more grazing lands in-

cluded on the eastern slope than are desirable and
such it was not intended to have withdrawn ; it

was expected that the examination asked for
would bring out the nature of the lands for segre-
gation.

I respectfully refer you to the facts regarding the
nature of these lands, as known in the United
States Geological Survey, from which it would
appear that the reservation asked for should not
only be made, but extended westward for a con-
siderable distance, if the policy upon which this
administration has so wisely started, of preserving
this public property for future use is to be carried
out. B. E. Fernow, Chairman,

The views set forth in this letter receive addi-
tional force from the following considerations:

While the law, conferring power to reserve, and
the spirit in which its application is considered by
the President and Secretary of the Interior are
most gratifying, we have to record congressional
action of a retrogressive character by the passage
of the law of August 4, 1892, which extends the
sale of public timberlands, under the provisions of
the act of June 3, 1878, to all the Public Land
States. This extension appears as a rider to a bill
entitled

:
*' An act to authorize the entry of lands

chiefly valuable for building stone under the placer
minmg laws." It is evident from this wording of
the innocent title and the fact that two sections
out of three of the act refer to timberlands, that
the passage of the bill was secured under a mis-
conception of its purpose ; and no doubt the sig-
nature of the President was given under misappre-
hension as to the contents of the bill. The repeal
of these two sections of this bill, not germane to
Its avowed purpose, should be sought immediately.

As another set-back to conservative forest pol-
icy, appear—to some of the members of your Com-
mittee, at least—two decisions of the Supreme
Court, in United States against Budd, decided
March 28, 1892, one of which, defining the mean-
ing of lands unfit for agriculture, as any land
** covered with a dense growth of timber," and
adding 'Mhat the statute does not contemplate
what may be, but what is," unfitness for cultiva-
tion being found in the presence of the timber
not in soil conditions; the other, in the same
case, barring the Secretary of the Interior from
refusing patents to purchasers of timberland al-

though circumstantial evidence points to inten-
tional fraud.

In view of these additional dangers to our pol-
icy of preservation under rational management, it

appears necessary to hasten at least the reservation
of the lands, even though the provisions for their
administration may for a time be delayed.

Regarding the administrative features of our
policy, we can report satisfactory progress. The
bill prepared by your Executive Committee, pro-
viding for the administration of such reservations
as were made, was introduced in the Senate by
Mr. Paddock, of Nebraska, and owing to his en-
ergetic interest, has found a place upon the calen-
dar of the Senate, after having been referred to a
select Committee, consisting of members of the
Committees on Public Lands and on Agriculture
and Forestry. This Committee amended the bill
by calling for the reservation of all public timber-
lands unfit for agriculture, and transferring their
administration to the Department of Agriculture,
and reported it back, recommending its passage!
We are assured of many friends to the bill in the
Senate, where its passage will be pressed, and ex-
pect to work up a similar interest in the House.
Some members of your Committee have expressed
dissent from the broad provisions of this bill, fear-
ing that the time is not ripe for accomplishing so
much, and preferring to have established a tem-
porary 7tiodus Vivendi, as it were, for the reserva-
tions as made. This position is, no doubt, a pro-
per one, and while we should try for the passage
of the Paddock bill as the ideal for which we have
worked during the last five years, it may be expe-
dient, either by the introduction of special legisla-
tion or in the appropriations for the Department
of the Interior, to secure for the Secretary of the
Interior the means of establishing a temporary ad-
ministration of the reservations made, by which
they shall not only be protected against fire and
theft, but their lawful use be secured for the needs
of the surrounding population in supplying them-
selves with wood material, of prospectors in find-
ing and opening mines, and of other occupants of
the reserve in various ways.

The formulation and bringing to passage of such
provisions appears to be the most urgent business
for the present. Regarding other interests of the
Society, its routine work and developments in
forestry matters during the year, we refer to the
Corresponding Secretary's report.
The Committee recommends a special meeting

during the- World's Fair ; that a committee be ap-
pointed to arrange for it ; that the efforts to secure
a salaried Secretary be continued ; that, as before
the main work should be in the direction of secur-
ing the withdrawal and administration of public
timberlands. B. E. Fernow,

Chairman Executive Committee,

The Floods of 1889.

Record, Philadelphia.

THE great floods of 1889 played sad havoc on

the West Branch. The principal parts of

the cities of Lock Haven and Williams-

port were inundated to a depth of from 4 to 8

feet The loss of life in the counties bordering

on the West Branch was 78, and the disbursements

of the Flood Relief Commission to the sufferers

within this district aggregated nearly jf30o,ooo.

At Williamsport the water rose 33jf^, and at

Muncy dam 37 feet above ordinary low water. If

the forests had still remained on the water-

sheds of this valley, according to the accepted

formula but seven feet of overflow would have

resulted, and even allowing for a greater propor-

tion of water reaching the river the damage and

loss of life would undoubtedly have been much

less. This is but an example of almost innumer-

able instances of the same kind throughout the

State.

Editorial Notes Clipped from Papers
Outside of Pennsylvania.

News, Newport, R. I.

According to official statements the forest

area in Ohio was reduced from 53 per cent, of the

whole area of the State in 1850 to 17 per cent, in

1880, and in Indiana the forest area declined in

the same time to 19 per cent., such shrinkage

placing these States with the countries of least

forest area in Central Europe. The scarcity and

deterioration of the hard-wood timber supplying

numerous industries in these and the adjoining

States in the North have been for some years a

matter of grave concern to those engaged in them.

At the tenth annual convention of the Furniture

Manufacturers* Association, held in Cincinnati in

1 881, and at the thirteenth meeting of the

National Carriage-Builders' Association, in 1885,

the complaint was raised that the supplies drawn
from the territory named above were becoming
scarce, while a good quality of timber was beyond
reach. These are certainly significant admoni-
tions from the representatives of important in-

dustries, which have to rely on the timber

resources of our forests and upon which thousands

of families of artisans and laborers are depending

for support.

Hawk-Eye, Burlington (Iowa).

The very important subject of forestry is

growing in popular interest and attention, and

Congress is doing more each year toward preserv-

ing valuable tracts of forest in the west. Six

reservations, including in all 3,252,260 acres, have

already been made and 26 others are proposed.

The men enlisted in the Forestry Associations are

unselfishly working for the interests of the public

and particularly of posterity, and Congress can

take their recommendations as honest and sincere,

something that, unfortunately, cannot be said of

very many of the projects urged upon the atten-

tion of federal law-makers.

NewSj Denver, Colorado.

The time was when this whole forestry busi-

ness was regarded as a matter of sentiment. The

fact that it bears a very close relation to the agri-

culture of the State is rapidly dawning upon the

people. The cutting off of timber, particularly

about the headwaters of the streams, affects the

supply and volume of water ; this in turn affects

the amount available for irrigation, and the de-

pendence of agriculture on irrigation need not be

discussed. There is no more practical question

before the people of the whole arid region than

the preservation of our mountain forests, and the

excellent work being done in this line by the

national and state forestry associations is deserving

of cordial support.

—cxp-

Express, Buffalo.

Speculators are beginning to buy large tracts

of rough land in the New England States because

they can get them at low prices. If a few old,

scrubby pines are growing thereon, they are will-

ing to pay more, because these trees seed the land

spontaneously if stock is kept out a few years.

Young pines two or three years old, however, can

be obtained for $10 or $12 per thousand, and if

thickly set, say 250 trees per acre, systematic cut-

ting can begin in 10 years, and a continual crop

is sure for 20 or 30 years, worth from $40 to $60

per acre every year. As no cultivation can be

given after the trees are five or six years old, it

will be seen that as a permanent investment there

can be nothing better on land that is not otherwise

saleable for more than $10 to $25 per acre. On
high-priced lands near cities and villages crops

yielding immediate returns are of course the more

profitable, but there is a good deal of cheap, rough

land in western New York on which the planting

of Pine, Walnut, Catalpa, Hickory, Maple and

other hardy timber trees would prove a better in-

vestment than the buying of more land, lending

money to a neighbor on a farni mortgage, or buy-

ing wheat or corn options in Chicago.
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Chronicle^ San Francisco.

There is a project on foot to provide a State

building in this city for the various State Commis-
sions, the Supreme Court, Board of Forestry,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, State Mineralogist and
Board of Arbitration.

ArguSy Albany.

Those interested in acquiring tracts of Adi-

rondack lands for private purposes disregard the

great value that the Adirondack forest preserve or

park has to the entire State, but the State officers

have not failed to remind them of this fact and to

oppose, so far as it is legally possible, all attempts to

acquire title of Adirondack lands at the expense of

the State's interests. Gov. Flower has expressed

himself forcibly on this point, and it would be
well that his words should be borne in mind.

Commonwealth^ Boston, Mass.

In New Hampshire it is interesting to learn

that a strong effort is being made by the Forestry

Commission to procure from the present Legisla-

ture of that State a law, in accordance with sugges-

tions already made, looking to the preservation of

the White Mountain forests. The scheme of such
a law was laid out at a meeting of the Forestry

Commission on Monday, and includes the creation

of a system of public parks and the establishment

of a policy of State purchase and ownership of
wild lands. The efforts of New Hampshire in this

direction will be heartily seconded by all New
England and especially by the people of Massa-
chusetts. It is a matter in which we have a very
considerable interest ; not alone because of the

value of the New Hampshire hills as our summer
pleasure grounds, but for material reasons such as

those set forth by Mr. Harrison of the Commis-
sion.

Express, Buffalo.

A very suggestive shortage of a certain sort

of timber has occurred this season. Hardwood
lumber dealers and coo|)ers find themselves un-
able to obtain basswood enough to make a respect-
able showing for the remainder of the year.
Lumbermen can substitute other woods readily
enough and are in no distress, but coopers are
almost entirely dependent on basswood for flour-

barrel heads, and they are greatly exercised over
its scarcity. There will be marketable timber of
this winter's cutting before the end of January,
but till then all sorts of shifts must be resorted to,

and much flour that usually goes to market in
barrels will have to be sent in sacks.

If this sudden giving out of a certain sort of

timber were a merely temporary matter it would

not be worth attention, but it is really the begin-

ning of a very unpleasant condition of things.

Not only one sort of timber, but many sorts, are

becoming scarce. Ten years ago Buffalo was

visited every day in summer by small Canadian

vessels loaded with ^'cooper stuff." They come
no more, for the Canadian shore of Lake Erie,

which used to furnish these cargoes, is denuded.

There is already complaint that whitewood, the

poplar of the lumbermen and the tulip tree of the

botanist, is about gone, though but a few years

ago it was a very common timber. Cherry is dis-

appearing and other and less valuable wood is put

in its place. Every year marks a further decline

of the business of such lumber-producing centres

as Saginaw. Now the great pine centres are

Georgian Bay, Menominee and further Lake Supe-

rior. Haifa dozen years ago the Saginaw district

alone supplied the lake trade as completely as all

these together do now.

Irrigation Age, Salt Lake, Utah.

The wholesale destruction of timber and under-
growth is playing havoc with many localities.

When the reservoirs of the mountains—the forests

—are destroyed, the waters cannot be retained.

They rush in torrents down to the valleys, causing

floods of destruction, and pass away in the streams

a total loss. The government cannot act too

quickly in adopting measures to prevent more
waste and destruction. This could most undoubt-
edly be more easily accomplished by the States

having control of the public lands.

Hardwood.

It is well to call to your attention the fact

that there is to-day less standing poplar timber
than there is of white pine proportionally. There
was a time in the memory of some of you when
there was a very large amount of standing poplar,
in the States of Ohio, Indiana and Michigan,
which has been cut off. This is also true of quite

a large portion of Kentucky and Tennessee. And
the fact is that to-day there is a very limited

quantity left, much of it is inaccessible, and the
cost of getting it out would be more than it is

worth. Hence, the knowledge of these facts alone,
should be a sufficient inducement for us to put the
price of our product where it belongs, viz., equal
to that of white pine. I believe that there are
those here to-day who will live to see poplar lum-
ber as scarce as black walnut and cherry are at

this day.—Report of President Greene at Poplar
Meeting.

"w

.^<.

Charles Mohr, in Engineering Magazine,

The most extensive and alarming instance of

the despoliation of a timber wealth, considered

inexhaustible only a few years ago, is presented

by the immense pineries of the Northwest, which

seem destined in the near future to complete de-

struction. With their timber wealth m a vast

body, made easy of access by improved methods

of labor and transportation, and in close connec-

tion with the treeless region of the heart of the

continent, filling up rapidly with an agricultural

population, in the States of Michigan, Wisconsin,

and Minnesota, the lumbering industry has as-

sumed the largest dimensions, causing a drain

upon the resources of their forests, which will in a

short time cease to respond to further demands.

The amazing activity with which this industry is

carried on in the pine-lumbering regions of these

States -can be realized from the statement of the

Northwestern Lumberman of Chicago, that the

amount of lumber produced in 1889 reached the

aggregate of 8,305,833,277 feet, board measure,

to which is to be added the output of shingles in

the same period of 4,698,975,800 pieces, swelling

the consumption of white pine lumber from that

section to fully 9,000,000,000 feet, board measure,

in one year. The amount of merchantable white

pine standing in lower Michigan, estimated in the

census reports of 1880 at 29,000,000,000 feet

during the subsequent 10 years has been reduced

to one-tenth of that amount, according to the

Chicago Timberman. Thus, the stock left would

just suffice to supply the material for first-class

lumber produced in a single year in the white

pine forests of the lake region.

Tribune y New York.

In favoring protection for the Adirondack for-

est, the New York Tribune ^di^s^' Fearful the con-

sequences if this region be sacrificed to the ava-

rice of man, and the fountains be dried up that

have fed the St. Lawrence, the Champlain, and the

Hudson, ever since they flowed to the sea. Life

and health are in the balance as well as the inter-

ests of commerce. At this very moment, in the

depths of winter, hundreds and thousands of in-

valids are scattered among the retreats of this great

sanitarium of nature in quest of health. In the vi-

cinity of Saranac Lake alone, are sick folks enough
to people a town. They are from all parts of the

country, and life depends upon the preservation

of the conditions that make the Adirondacks the

most healthful resort in the world for those afflicted

with pulmonary disease. Marvellous restorations

are recorded. Many have to abide there the year

round. They could not survive elsewhere. Now
let the valleys, the hills and mountain slopes be

denuded of the firs, and these unfortunate suf-

ferers would have to flee, or languish and die amid

the awful wreck of nature. Is it not full time,

therefore, for public sentiment to be stirred from

the very bottom?

Sun, Baltimore.

There exists in German-American poetry a song

which begins: '• Angelsachse, Waldverwuester,"

or, Anglo-Saxon, wood-destroyer, whose admoni-

tory stanzas, unfortunately, are not at hand, else

they might be profitably applied and more effect-

ively than many a long treatise on the problem in

question, provided there be any hope that the

destruction of our forests be ever stopped effectu-

ally by a more enlightened and less greedy com-

munity. In this connection it appears almost

depressing to see our Spanish-American neighbors

so far in advance of ourselves. The forestry regu-

lations issued by Gov. Ceballos and governing

the cutting of wood in the Federal District of

Mexico, prescribe that nobody is allowed to cut

wood except by a written permit issued by the

Council of the Municipality in whose jurisdiction

the forest lies. No tree must be felled within a

distance of 500 metres of a spring of water or

less than 100 metres from the banks of streams

and water courses. For every tree felled four

young ones must be set out. The felling of trees

not fully grown is prohibited. Compliance with

these regulations is to be enforced by a system of

fines and other penalties.

Republican, Springfield, Mass.

It is true, as Dr. Mayr says, that no civilized

people ever had so great a treasure of woodland in

their possession, and none could have wasted it

more recklessly. Within three centuries of the

settlement of North America by Europeans the

entire primeval forest will have disappeared at the

rate it is going now, and there is no likelihood that

the wanton destruction will be materially checked

at any point.

Dispatch, St. Paul, Minn.

From time to time the suicidal greed and blind-

ness which characterize us in our treatment of our

timber growths is made the occasion of protest on

behalf of one or other enlightened agency. But

the protest passes by unheeded, and our forests

continue to disappear steadily before the advance

of the lumber monopolist and the forest fire. The

evil is a radical and deep-seated one, and nothing

but the most radical remedy will give even a pass-

ing relief.
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A Few out of Many Press Comments on
Forestry from Pennsylvania Papers,

mostly Editorials.

Public Ledger^ Philadelphia, Pa.

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-
phia did wisely in the assistance it gave the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Association, by asking that our
Senate and House of Representatives would pass
the bill entitled '* An Act Relative to a Forestry
Commission." This bill, Mr. Talbot, of Chester
County, has already introduced into the Legisla-
ture. It is now in the hands of the Committee on
Agriculture. The point of this note is, that it

would be well if such bodies would more fre-
quently lend the weight of their influence and
impartial judgment to measures which are outside
of any party policy and for the good of all. It
may be fairly expected that within the membership
of such societies would be found gentlemen whose
names are authority on any of the various points
of contact between the world of nature and the
wants of our growing population. Most important
of all would be their opinion on just such matters
as the present, where the hopes of the future de-
mand a wise use of the property of the present.

Bulletin, Philadelphia.

The Legislature seems favorably disposed to-
ward matters looking to the preservation of our
natural possessions. The creation of a forestry
commission, consisting of an engineer and a bota-
nist, is the purpose of a bill already introduced
mto that body by the Forestry Association of
Pennsylvania, and the information which this
commission will collect and report, it is thought,
will lead to some decided action for the govern-
mental preservation of our trees. The observance
of Arbor Day and the labors and work of the State
Agricultural Station indicate that people generally
are becoming more alive to the needs of the Com-
monwealth in this respect, and, while the estab-
lishment of a State park would only indirectly ad-
vance that movement, it is a timely plan, and,
sooner or later, its success will be considered by
all of our States where settlement is rapidly and
surely leveling the forests and doing away with
scenes of natural beauty.

Call, Philadelphia.

Secretary Noble took a step in the right di-
rection when he recommended to Congress a plan
for the protection of our forests. If something is
not done along this line we will soon have no for-
ests to protect.

Times, Philadelphia.

This measure, suggested by the Forestry Asso-
ciation, has received the prompt indorsement of
the agricultural interests of the State. The recent
action of the State Board of Agriculture in asking
the Legislature to order the appointment of a
commission is especially noteworthy, not only in
the unanimity with which it was passed, but be-
cause at the meeting in which the action was taken
all but four of the counties in the State were rep-
resented. It is hard to see how a more direct call
upon our representatives could have been made,
and it is certain that no class have a greater inte-
rest in the subject than the farmers, as the very
rainfall, which is an absolute necessity to the
growth of their crops, is affected to a great extent
by the proportion of forest area maintained in the
mountain sections of the State.

Republican^ Bloomsburg, Pa.

If last fall, when the streams of this State were
nearly dry, the Pennsylvania farmer had visited
the streams of Southern New Jersey, he would
have had a practical object-lesson in the value of
forests as a means of preserving a uniform flow of
water. There had been no more rain in New
Jersey than in Pennsylvania, but while the Penn-
sylvania streams were dry the Jersey streams were
full. Mainly this diff"erence was due to the pres-
ence in New Jersey of the extensive belt of timber
in which the streams of the southern part of that
State have their origin. The terrible floods that
have cost the people of Pennsylvania millions of
dollars within a few years are in part due to the
denuding of the hills. The evidence of living
men as to the shrinking of the water-ways of the
State, cannot be disputed. Streams that could
not be forded, except in a few places, can now be
forded everywhere. Once or twice a year the
rainfall, which ought to be held back by forest
vegetation, to supply a gradual flow during the
summer months, pours down between the nearly
empty banks, destroying life and property as it
goes. This destruction occurs now nearly every
year. ^

'iK

News, Philadelphia.

There is no doubt that every one desires the
wasteful destruction of forests to cease, and the
Pennsylvania Forestry Association's work may
call forth legislation on this subject. This is a
good work, and one in which we hope the society
will be successful. The preservation of our forests
is necessary to the prosperity of our State.

Times, Philadelphia,

A penny wise and pound foolish spirit of econ-

omy should not be allowed to defeat the bill and

the purpose of the Forestry Association, for pres-

ervation and restoration of our forest area will be-

come a supreme necessity in the near future.

This legislation should be intelligently directed

and its first and most important step in this direc-

tion should be the collection of the exact infor-

mation contemplated in the creation of the pro-

posed commission. The cost at most will be but

a few thousand dollars, which the State can well

aff'ord to pay in view of the advantages likely to

accrue. ^
Daily Local, West Chester.

What the farmers have done, all classes of our

citizens should do—that is, urge the passage of the

bill. The food supply of the cities and towns and

the mining and manufacturing sections depends,

in some measure, upon proper conditions for the

production of a good rainfall. But the subject

comes closer to the citizens of town and city than

the food supply. An abundant and pure water

supply, absence of malarial conditions, and suit-

able territory for summer health-resorts are all

more or less affected by the forestry question.

Denuded mountain sides mean disastrous floods,

inundating towns and cities in the spring, drought

and short water supply in the summer, with the

worst malarial conditions likely to develop be-

tween the two extremes of high and low water.

Call, Philadelphia.

If men would consider that the forests are estates

held in trust for coming races of people (their own
descendants), they would plant fifty maples in-

stead of cutting down a dozen, and leaving their

stumps to disfigure the ground for years. The
coming generations will be better educated in all

that appertains to agricultural chemistry, and will

consider it as a sin to destroy a beautiful tree, and
that feeling may be something like that of the

ancient Druids, who felt that the destruction of a

tree rendered an angel homeless.

Intelligencer, Doylestown.

In many regions the forests would spring into

existence of themselves, if allowed to do so ; that

is, if forest fires could be checked by wise legisla-

tion much of the desolate area would put on a
natural robe of verdure, which ultimately would
become timber land of great value.

Times, Wilkes-Barre.

The cruel crusades that commerce is making
upon the timber lands of Pennsylvania and other

ancient commonwealths, naturally call for legal

interference, and it is necessary that strong pro-

tests, backed by indisputable facts as to the great

evils that are following the wholesale destruction

of our forests, should be made. It is, therefore,

with pleasure, that we note the withdrawal of Pro-

fessor Rothrock from the University curriculum

to connect himself with the Pennsylvania Forestry

Association, which proposes to inaugurate a cam-

paign of education to prevent the complete destruc-

tion of the State forests.

Record, Philadelphia.

Surveys ot all the watersheds will eventually be

made, the decrease in the flow of the streams in

relation to the denudation of the country will be

ascertained, the dates and circumstances of the

floods recorded, and ail landslides, etc., caused by

the withdrawal of the restraining force of the tree-

roots brought in as evidence.

Eleventh Annual Meeting of the American
Forestry Association.

THE Association met at the Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C, at lo

o'clock, December 20, 1892. In the ab-

sence of President Alvord, the Hon. Edwin Wil-

lits, Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, one of the

Vice-Presidents, called the Association to order.

The minutes of the last 'meeting were read by

the Recording Secretary and approved.

The Corresponding Secretary then made his

report.

The report of the Treasurer was read and ac-

cepted. From this it appeared that there is a

balance on hand to the credit of the Current Ex-

pense Fund of $362.13, and a balance to the

credit of the Permanent Fund of $933.36.

The report of the Recording Secretary was read

and accepted.

The report of the Arbor Day Committee was read

and accepted. The report stated that in no pre-

vious year were so many schools and so many
scholars enlisted in Arbor Day observances as in

1892. Among the most cheering signs of pro-

gress was the action, in July last, of the American

Educational Association, recommending the uni-

versal observation of the day and the establish-

ment of village and district improvement associa-

tions and the planting of memorial trees.
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The report was followed by a discussion, parti-

cipated in by Dr. H. M. Fisher and Messrs. Pellew,

French, Willitts, Little, Bowers, Egleston and
others, and it was urged that the Arbor Day Com-
mittee should prepare for the next annual meeting
a list of the best trees for planting on streets, and
set forth the proper method of planting and trim-

ming the same.

The report of the Executive Committee was read
and accepted, and after some time spent in the

discussion of the subjects embodied in it, they
were referred to the Executive Committee for fur-

ther consideration and such action as should seem
advisable.

Arrangements having been made with Secretary
Noble of the Department of the Interior for a
conference in regard to the making of additional
reservations of the public timber lands, and with
the Public Lands Committee of the House of
Representatives, Messrs. Little, French, Fernow,
Bowers, Pellew, Egleston and Jones were ap-
pointed a committee for the purposes of the con-
ference.

Messrs. Little and French were appointed to

audit the Treasurer's account, and Messrs. Little,

Pellew and French a committee to nominate offi-

cers for the ensuing year and new members.
The Association then adjourned until 2 p.m.

Afternoon Session.

The Association met at 2 o'clock, when the
Committee on Nominations reported the follow-
ing list of officers

:

President. Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Nebraska City, Ne-
braska.

Vice-Presidents, Dr. Charles Mohr, Mobile, Alabama;
D. M. Riordan, Flagstafi', Arizona Territory; Abbot Kin-
ney, Lamanda Park, California

; George F. Parsons, Colo-
rado Springs, Colorado; Dr. B. (J. Norlhrop, Clinton, Con-
necticut; Hon. Edwin Willits, Washington, District of
Columbia; A. V. Clubbs, Pensacola. Florida; Hon. C. R.
Pringle, Sandersville, Georgia; George W. Minier, Minier,
Illinois; Prof. James Troop, Indiana; C. L. Walrous, Des
Moines, Iowa: Prof. E A. Popenoe, Manhattan, Kansas;
John E. Hobbs, North Berwick, Maine; F H Appleton,
Boston, Massachusetts

; Prof. W. J. Beal, Lansing, Michi-
gan

; J. O. Barrett, Minneapolis, Minnesota
; Prof. William

Trelease, Mo. Bot. Gard., St. Louis, Missouri ; Robert W.
Furnas, Brownville, Nebraska;

J. B. Harrison, Franklin
Falls, New Hampshire ; W. A. Stiles, Deckertown, New
Jersey; Hon. Warren Higley, New York

; W. W. BarreU,
Lakota, North Dakota

; Prof. W. R. Lazenby, Columbus,
Ohio; Hon. G. W. Allan. Toronto. Ontario; E. W. Ham-
mond, Wimer, Oregon

; Dr J. T. Rothrock, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; Hon. H. G. Joly, Quebec; William Little,
Montreal; L. D. Davis, Newport, Rhode Island; Prof. H.
A. Green, Chester, South Carolina; Dr. L. *McLouth,
Brookings, South Dakota

;
Hon. Albert Roberts, Nashville'

Tennessee; W. Goodrich Jones, Temple, Texas; Hon.
George F. Edmunds, Burlington, Vermont; H. C. Putnam,
Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

Corresponding Secretary,
J. D. W. French, Boston Mas-

sachusetts.
'

Recording Secretary^ N. H. Egleston, Washington, D. C.

Treasurer, Dr. Henry M. Fisher, 317 South Twelfth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

In addition to the above regular officers of the
Association composing the Executive Committee
the following persons were nominated as members
of that committee

:

B. E. Fernow, Washington, D. C. ; E. A. Bowers, Wash-
ington, D C. ; Cleveland Abbe, Washington, D. C. ; E. T.
Ensign, Colorado Springs, Col. ; Henry E. Pellew, Wash-
ington, D. C.

;
John D. Jones, Washington, D. C.

Committee on Arbor Day, Dr. B. G. Northrop, Clinton,
Conn. ; Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Nebraska City, Neb.

;

N. H. Egleston, Washington, D. C. ; Dr. J. T. Rothrock,
Philadelphia, Pa.

;
Hon. Wm. Little, Montreal, Canada.

The persons nominated were duly elected.
Nine new members were nominated and elected
at the same time.

Death of Dr. Lundy,

The Association adopted the following minute
in regard to the death of Dr. J. P. Lundy :

The American Forestry Association has heard
with profound regret of the recent death of Rev.
Dr. J. P. Lundy, one of its most earnest and en-
thusiastic members, always ready by word and act
to advance the cause for which it was organized,
as well as to promote whatever seemed conducive
to the welfare of his fellow-men. The Association
desires hereby to place upon its records its sense
of loss by his decease and its appreciation of Dr.
Lundy's great work, and instructs the Secretary
to send a copy of this minute to Mrs. Lundy as an
expression of its sympathy.
The Auditing Committee reported that the ac-

count of the Treasurer was correct. The report
was accepted.

The publication of proceedings and reports, the
legal incorporation of the Association, and all

other business matters were referred to the Execu-
tive Committee, and the Association then ad-
journed sine die.

Attest

:

N. H. Egleston,
Recording Secretary,

Immediately after the adjournment of the For-
estry Association, the Committee appointed for
the purpose had an interview with the Secretary
of the Interior at his office. The Secretary re-
ceived the Committee very kindly and assured
them of his increasing interest in the objects of
the Association and of his determination during
his continuance in office to make as many reserva-
tions of the public timberlands as were properly
warranted.

On the following day the same Committee had
a conference with the Committee on Public Lands
of the House of Representatives. They were very
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courteously received and invited to explain the

bill favored by the Association (the Paddock bill,

now on the calendar of the Senate) for the reser-

vation and protection of the public timber lands.

Several members of the Committee explained at

length the more important features of the bill,

defended it against objections made to it, and

urged its consideration and favorable report by the

Committee on Public Lands.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee since

the adjournment of the American Forestry Asso-

ciation, Mr. E. A. Bowers, late Corresponding

Secretary, was elected as the agent and attorney

of the Association, to aid in securing the favorable

action of Congress in respect to the reservation of

public timber lands and to forward other objects

of the Association.

REPORT OF CORRESPONDING SECRETARY OF THE

AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION.

During the past year, fifty-three new annual

members have joined the Association, and two new

life members have been added to our list. Our

membership may have suffered some losses by

deaths and withdrawals, but just how many we

have lost in this way it is impossible to state until

after the payment of the annual dues. It is with

very great regret that I have to announce the death

of Dr. Lundy, one of our most energetic and con-

spicuous members from the early days of the Asso-

ciation.

The report of the Executive Committee will in-

form you of the action taken by the association at

numerous meetings held during the year, and I

accordingly will not go into the details of that

most important working branch of the Associa-

tion. It seems proper to state, however, as a

special committee was appointed at our last annual

meeting, to consider the question of incorporating

the Association, that Mr. Binney, the Chairman
and his committee went very fully into the sub-

ject, and after consultation with your Secretary, it

was deemed inadvisable to incorporate under the

laws of Pennsylvania. Accordingly, on the i8th

of July, at a meeting of the Executive Committee,

the committee on incorporation was discharged

with the thanks of the Association, and it was

voted that the Executive Committee take steps to

incorporate under the laws of the District of Co-
lumbia. The laws of the District now permit the

incorporation of such associations as this with

comparative ease, and there is no longer any re-

striction as to the termination of such charters

after twenty years. It would therefore seem ad-

visable that we should at least incorporate here.

The amount pledged for the General Secretary's

Fund amounts to $1183, of which I703 have been
paid.

I must again call the attention of the Associa-

tion, as I did last year, to what seems to me the

corner stone of all successful action in the work of

such an association as this ; that is, the employ-

ment of a permanently-paid secretary, who shall

make the work of the association his sole business.

Until that is done I believe that, at our best, our

action will only be fragmentary, lacking that sus-

tained and persistent effort necessary to accomplish

any great things.

As you will recollect, I most unwillingly con-

tinued in this position this year, knowing that I

could not give the work the time which it deserves,

and I regret to state that I have fallen short of

even the little I expected to do.

From what I have said you might infer that the

work of the Association during the past year had

been futile, and that, Cassandra like, I am only a

prophet of woe. But, on the contrary, I feel

greatly encouraged by the progress which this sub-

ject is making every year. From all parts of the

country I get newspapers, or clippings, or letters,

from time to time, from various people who are

interested in the subject, showing that the leaven

is working, and, so far as the Government's action

is concerned, we have made more progress during

this last year, I believe, than in all the previous

years combined, and I therefore think that the As-

sociation should make most strenuous efforts now,

as with these efforts I believe that we are on the

eve of success. In Maine and New Hampshire, as

well as in New York, there is now such State legis-

lation as insures continued progress in forest pre-

servation, with a lively public interest in the work.

In Pennsylvania, Dr. J. T. Rothrock has been ap-

pointed a permanent paid Secretary of the State

Association.

The Executive Committee authorized an appro-

priation of $50 for the painting of a poster for the

Association, to be exhibited at the World's Fair

in connection with the exhibit of the Forestry Di-

vision from the Agricultural Department, and we

should be glad to receive the comments and sug-

gestions of the members upon the one now on ex-

hibition here.

I wish to express my thanks to the Association

for the honor conferred upon me by electing me
to the position of Secretary for two years, and for

the consideration with which it has overlooked my
shortcomings \ and I also regret that I am unable

to give this most important movement the time

and effort of which it is worthy, for I believe that

some time in the future, the man who succeeds in

arousing such a public interest in this subject as

will lead to the preservation and conservation of

our forest resources will be regarded as one of the

great benefactors of the country.

Respectfully submitted,

Edw. a. Bowers,
Corresponding Secretary.
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in the public school grounds, and along the public

highways throughout the State, do hereby desig-

nate and proclaim Saturday, the 15th day of April,

and Saturday, the 2gth day of April, A.D., /<?93, to

be observed as Arbor Days in Pennsylvania, The

selection of either of the above designated days is

left to the discretion of the people in the various
|

sections of the Commonwealth, each locality

observing that day which is deemed to be most

favorable on account of climate conditions.

Let the people lay aside for a season the habitual

activity of the day and devote sufficient time

thereof to plant a forest, fruit or ornamental tree

along the public highways and streams, in private

and public parks, about the public school houses

and on the college grounds, in gardens and on

the farms, thus promoting the pleasure, profit and

prosperity of the people of the State, providing

protection against floods and storms, securing

health and comfort, increasing that which is beau-

tiful and pleasing to the eye, comforting to physi-

cal life and elevating the mind and heart, and by

associations and meetings excite public interest

and give encouragement to this most commend-

able work.

Given under my hand and the great seal of the

State this twenty-third day of March, in the year

of our Lord one thousand ei^ht hundred and

ninety-three, and of the Commonwealth the one

hundred and seventeenth.

By the Governor,

Robert E. Pattison.

W. F. Harritv,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Due notice of the Arbor Day celebration by the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association will appear in

the public press.

* * *

House Bill 173 now before the legislature of

this State is on its second reading.

In view of the fact that it is clear, right, and

asked for, by the people, the press and the public-

spirited organizations of the State, it is hard to

see how it can fail to pass.

It is not asked from charily. It is in the inter-

est of no man, or set of men. It is the expression

of a public policy which will be inaugurated in the

near future, not only in this State but in many
others. Forestry is a coming cause ; its doctrines

and its demands can no more be halted than we
can prevent the waves of the Atlantic from dash-

ing on our eastern seaboard.

Membership in the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation is not limited to those residing in this

State. We hope all our friends will bear this fact

in mind, and endeavor to add to our fast increas-

ing list of members. .

There is an inexorable logic in numbers. There

never has been a time when the outlook for the

cause of forestry was so promising. After years

of doubt as to whether our citizens could be

brought to realize the dangers impending from

failure to plant trees where we had hewn them

down, the light breaks in upon us from all sides.

Public opinion is crystallizing around the idea

that forestry is no mere fad. This is a good time

to join the Association and help along a move-

ment which is marching surely on to success.

;K ***** .

We have the second report of the New Hamp-
shire Forestry Commission before us. It was ex-

pected that it would show a strong popular current

in favor of active measures for forest preservation

and restoration, and also present a strong popular

statement of the forest relations to the Common-
wealth. In neither of these hopes are we disap-

pointed.

Under the head of ** Conclusions," the estab-

lishment of a permanent Forestry Commission for

that State is recommended, which shall consist of

five members, l^his is right ; but is it right to ask

that it shall be an unpaid commission ? When we

remember that the lumbering interests of the

country each year exceed by one hundred millions

of dollars the combined value of the wheat, gold,

silver, iron and coal produced, and that Forestry

is, at this writing, the only power seeking, or capa-

ble of seeking, to perpetuate this enormous indus-

try, it is unjust in any State to ask or allow that

such service as a well-appointed Forestry Comniis-

sion could render should be given as a gratuity.

It is really time for a Commonwealth to cease

asking something for nothing. This remark ap-

plies with equal force to other States than New
Hampshire.

This commission charges itself with not only the

care of the original and secondary forests of the

State, but with production of Forestry sentiment,

the care of the roads, for which State appropria-

tion has been made, and it also constitutes the

selectmen of the towns (townships here) fire-

wardens, making it their duty to watch for fires

and to summon aid in extinguishing them. New
Hampshire is to be congratulated on being in the

forest revival. When her conviction matures into

full conversion, she will say to those who have

worked, and continue to work, so zealously for her

present and future interest : You, too, are worthy

of your hire. Will New Hampshire's legislators

please make a note of this?
* 3fC * *

Mr. Howells would seem to be a **man of

affairs," as well as a distinguished writer, from

the following :

40 West 59TH St., New York.

Dear Mr. Harrison:

I have been away in Ohio, where my father still

lives, and can only just now answer your letter.

I am heartily and thoroughly with you in the

noble work you are engaged in, and do not see

how your forests are to be saved except the whole

people try to save them. The State must buy

your woodlands and hold them forever. It is

neither reason nor justice to exact their preserva-

tion from the private owner ; he must get the most

he can for his timber, and if the State will not

buy the trees and keep them standing in the in-

terest of beauty, health, and prosperity, then the

owner must cut them down. We talk about

public spirit as if it were something the individual

could rightly be expected to cherish to his loss;

but that is nonsense ; the only public spirit possi-

ble, or even desirable, is that which the public has.

If the people of New Hampshire, who profit

so richly by their scenery, cannot see their advan-

tage in guarding it from destruction, it must

perish, but you are right to appeal to the selfish

motive in them. * You and I love trees, perhaps,

more than dollars, but if we were hill-country

farmers, and saw that a bit of woodland would

help us to pay our heavy taxes and live a little

while longer in the old house, we would sell the

trees and rejoice in the dollars. Let the dollars

come from the State, and your people will keep

both the trees and the dollars. Use this in any

way you like.

Yours cordially,

W. D. Howells.*****
President Seth Low, of Columbia College, sends

a greeting to New Hampshire, thus : If there shall

not arise a prompt determination on the part of

the American public to protect their forests, espe-

cially at the water ** divides," the districts vitally

related to the welfare of the country as sources of

springs and rivers, as storehouses of water during

hot and dry seasons, and as plantations which,

providently administered, can furnish necessary

and moderate supplies of wood for all time, will

become arid wastes. The reparation of their de-

struction other generations, better enligtened, will

perhaps be unable to accomplish within as many
centuries as the years in which we shall have per-

mitted the ruin.
9|C * * * *

From New Hampshire we turn to approve the

circular "To The Teachers of Texas," which

contains an elaborate programme, issued by W.
Goodrich Jones, as an aid in the proper observ-

ance of ** Arbor Day."
It consists of music, recitations, patriotic ad-

dresses. Governor's Proclamation, hints on when,
where and how to plant trees, actual tree planting.

etc. It is helpful and suitable for the school work
on that occasion.*****

Reasons why House Bill 173, '*An act relative

to a Forestry Commission," should be passed by

the Legislature of Pennsylvania:

I St. Because it will save the Commonwealth
many times what the Commission will cost.

2d. Because it will tend to perpetuate the lum-

bering interests of the State.

3d. Because the preservation of the forests is

essential to the water-supply and to the health of

the community.
4th. Because it is in accord with a powerful, in-

telligent public sentiment.

5th. Because a request for a Forestry Commis-
sion has been officially made by

:

(t/) The Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia.

{b^ The State Board of Agriculture.

\c) The Commercial Exchange of Philadelphia.

(//) The Farmers' Institute of Union County.

(/) The Farmers' Institute of Northumberland

County.

(/) The State Board of Health.

\g) The Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

Qi) The American Philosophical Society.

(/) The Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

(y) The Philadelphia Board of Trade.

{k) The Philosophical Society of West Chester.

6th. Because the leading newspapers in all por-

tions of this State have, without regard to political

party, repeatedly and urgently asked for its passage.

8th. Because other States, and the general gov-

ernment, are supporting similar enact.aents.

8th. Because it accords with the policy of all

other enlightened governments.

9ih. Because, knowing fully the present condi-

tion of our forests, we can legislate more wisely

and safely in their future interest.

* *

In one issue of the Philadelphia Star there

were two adjoining paragraphs which interest our

readers. One called attention to the purchase of

500,000,000 feet of standing pine in Minnesota

for $2,000,000 by a syndicate which already own

sufficient timber to practically give control of the

lumber industry of the Northwest. Perhaps few

of the readers of that paper realized that forest

denudation had gone on until it was possible for

any syndicate to control the great lumber interests

of the section referred to.

The second detailed the murder of a United

States Marshal in Arkansas, while in pursuit of

Government himber thieves. The men who were

unlawfully cutting trees fired from ambush on the

Government posse. No expense should be spared

! to secure punishment to these outlaws.
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The Forestry RevivaL

FORESTRY has been enjoying a revival.

Whole States have shared in the awaken-

^ ing.

But a few years back men asserted and actually

believed that the timber supply simply could not

be exhausted. Those who held different views

were regarded as cranks and alarmists of a not

entirely harmless type. But mark the change.

Even the lumbering States begin to see the end.

In the Minnesota legislature a bill has actually

been introduced providing a bounty of two dollars

per acre for planting trees, and leading newspapers

are urging its passage. We are not prepared to

say that the measure is wholly wise, and simply

call attention to it because it is one of the many

signs of this forestry revival.

The most important factor in this change of

public sentiment has been the newspapers. They

have removed every color of a local fad from the

movement, and held it up to the public as a mea-

sure of national nni)ortance. In one year from

the time when the cause seemed to be at its very

lowest ebb, they have placed it in the front rank

of public questions, to be settled wisely and

promptly. Thanks to the newspapers ;
but keep

it up. You should, and doubtless will, help direct

the sentiment' you have created.

Lands to Reforest.

ONE of the most common inquiries made is,

what land have we in this State which

should be planted in trees—that is in trees

regarded as a crop ?

It is safe to say that land in Pennsylvania which

is poor, hilly, rocky, and has a cold exposure, had

all of it, better be left in forest, or planted with

trees again if the origmal forest has been removed.

We are met at once by the second question,

will it pay ? That may first of all be answered by

another question—does it pay to farm such land?

In the present depressed condition of agriculture

there can be but one answer to this. It will not

pay to farm it ! You have however taken your

land out of timber, where the soil was gaining the

elements of fertility and put it in crops where the

chances are, it is losing fertility ! What will you

have gained thereby at the expiration of, say ten

years? Most likely nothing. The fact is, there

are thousands of acres in this State which never

should have been cleared for farming purposes.

Such a statement may appear harsh, and regard-

less of the struggles which an honest man will

make to support a family. But the fact remains

that there never has been a time when such a

family could not have been better supported if

the industrious parent had hired out on better

land if he could not command its use as a tenant.

Meanwhile his trees as a whole would have lost

nothing in keeping. They would in some cases

have increased in value. Those which matured

could have been removed and turned into money.

The example furnished at this hour by New

Hampshire and Vermont is directly in point.

One may buy, in those States, an almost unlimited

number of farms, whose trees were first removed

and then crops put in, simply because the ground

was cleared. The idea of producing a second

crop of trees was new and strange, indeed, almost

unheard of. Now these impoverished lands are

ready to be abandoned because they will not sup-

port a farmer. They can be bought at a very low

figure.

Nature intended them for the nation s timber

heritage, and this statement is as true of Pennsyl-

vania as it is of New Hampshire and Vermont.

But we are at once told, if you cut off one crop

of good trees, another, probably of different kind

and most likely of less value will follow, which is

not at all strange.

If you cut off a crop of wheat, or corn, do you

expect wheat, or corn to grow spontaneously for-

ever after in the same ground ? If one fails to

recognize that trees are a crop, he does not com-

prehend the problem. Select your crop, start it,

and you may produce it. You have no natural

right to expect anything else. Furthermore, the

time has come when it will pay you to do so with

trees.

Just look around you for areas, large or small,

of bog land, of steep rocky hillsides, of serpentine

outcrops, of ridges of shale which slope toward the

west, north or northwest, and ask if it pays to farm

such places ;
possibly this will help to answer the

question where to plant trees.

Tribune^ Scranton, Pa.

It seems just a step from the protection of game

to the protection of trees, and the public is asked

to take it by Professor Rothrock, well known to

Scrantonians, who has recently resigned from his

chair in the University of Pennsylvania to accept

the position of State lecturer for the Forestry As-

sociation of Pennsylvania. The purpose of this

move is to afford greater stimulus to the demand

for forest preservation and development. Much

as this subject has been discussed among the few,

it is still of little interest to the many. Trees are

sacrificed, timber is wasted, and invaluable forest

lands are annually devastated by fire or robbed by

the indiscriminate axe of the woodman, precisely

as if the available supply were inexhaustible and

eternal.

The Trees of Northern Greenland.

PROF. ANGELO HEILPRIN in an illus-

trated lecture on the Peary Expedition,

given at the Engineers* Club of Philadel-

phia, made the following interesting statement in

regard to the trees of the upper portion of Green-

land :
. ^ , 1

«'The two representations of an arboreal vege-

tation found beyond Melville Bay were the Arctic

willow {Salix Arcticd) and dwarf birch {Betula

nana), the former a ' treelet ' from three to four

feet in length,—the stem trailing over the ground,

—and the latter a ' miniature,' six or eight inches

in height. The stem or * trunk ' of the birch is

about the thickness of a lead-pencil, while the

leaves, all perfect in their formation, are no larger

than coffee-beans. Where these trees are grouped

together, they constitute copses, or, if one chooses

to elevate them in rank, * woods ' and * forests,*

the extent of which could, in some instances, be

compassed by the shadow of a not unusually large

hat. The willows are, by comparison with the

birches, giants, since the trunks not exceptionally

attain the dimensions of a stout cane, the leaves,

too, being of very nearly the sizes of those of our

own willows. At the time of our visit (July) the

willows were nearly all in flower."

Growing Evergreen Seedlings.

By Josiah Hoopes.

IV TO other natural order of trees is so difficult

[^ to propagate from seeds as the Coniferge,
"^ and all ordinary systems of treatment, as

a rule, are open to objection.

The principal cause of failure is not in germina-

tion, but in the fact that some sort of fungi attacks

the embryo plant soon after its appearance above

ground. The oily, resinous character of the seeds

of Conifers evidently attract, or at least form a

congenial home, for these minute pests, which, in

an incredibly short space of time, destroy the suc-

culent little stems, causing the delicate whorl of

cotyledons, or seed-leaves, to fall to the ground

and perish. The writer has observed extensive

beds of Coniferous seedlings, containing hundreds

of thousands of germinating plants, totally de-

stroyed in a single night by what gardeners term

**damping-off '* at the surface of the soil, thus

presenting the appearance of having experienced

a heavy frost.

To counteract this tendency to premature blight,

modern gardeners now endeavor to have their seeds

germinate extremely early in the season, so that

the young Conifers may mature before the hot,

dry weather arrives. By permitting a current of

fresh air to pass over the surface of the beds, the

fungi are retarded, if not entirely eradicated ;
l3ut

a partial shade from the direct rays of the sun is a

necessary precaution for a year or two, at least.

To grow Coniferous seedlings on a large scale,

it is best to provide an arbor-like structure as a

shelter for the beds. Stout cedar or chestnut posts

should be set in the ground, ten or twelve feet dis-

tant each way, and connected by long poles spiked

fast to the tops. Over these may be placed ever-

green boughs or, what is neater, plastering-laths

nailed, or frames with wide interstices.

So much for the shading. Considerable mis-

understanding is prevalent regarding the needs of

this class of plants during the first stages. It is

quite unnecessary, if not positively injurious, to

prepare a bed of very light, sandy soil on which

to sow the seeds, unless the same be prepared the

previous autumn, so as to allow the earth sufficient

time to become, in a manner, compact and firm.

Seedling evergreens appear to survive better when

the beds are merely raked over in early spring and

the seeds sown thinly on the surface, giving there-

after merely a slight sprinkling of fine sandy or

peaty soil and pressing the surface firm with a

broad board. The seeds must be sown very early

—this is an indispensable condition.

Some propagators even sow them on the frozen

soil, trusting to a few mild spring days to germi-

nate the seeds, so that the succulent stems may
harden in advance of the heated term.

The only afterwork necessary for the first season

is to keep the beds clean of weeds, hoeing or stir-

ring the soil being needless. When the seedlings

are one or, still better, two years old, they should

be carefully dug and transplanted into a new bed,

setting them a short distance apart.

They should receive a slight shade at first, but

in a short time will be abundantly able to care for

themselves and be ready for removal to the regu-

lar nursery rows.

The above principles are applicable to growing

seedlings in a small way as well. In this case the

tall arbor-like structure may be dispensed with,

and in its place a few stakes should be driven into

the ground on each side of the bed. Long strips

must be fastened on these to act as a support for

the lath or evergreen bough covering, thus permit-

ting a free circulation of air whilst permitting a

cool, moist atmosphere beneath. Some growers

use an ordinary cold-frame of boards, but this is

objectionable, unless the corners are raised and a

brick inserted beneath to admit the needed venti-

lation. This *Mamping-off" will frequently oc-

cur in a single spot and spread very little through

the bed, but a wise precaution is to scatter over

the surface of such diseased places very dry dust

or sand, which seems to arrest the development of

the fungi. To prevent the young seedlings from
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being heaved out by frost during the first winter,

it is well to give them a thin coating of dead leaves

or slender evergreen branches. Indeed, such a

protection for two or three winters thereafter will

not come amiss.

The Over-cup Oak—Quercus Macro-
carpa (Michx.).

TV CHIEF among our noble oaks is the Over-

/^ cup. It is called, also, Burr-oak and
^'^

Mossy Over-cup Oak. The word /?<?^/^,

as used above, is no mere expletive, thrown in to

round a period or to give a fictitious color to a

statement. It is used with due consideration and
as the outcome of a comparison between the oaks

of our own country and those of Europe. The
days of "oaken walls," which term once meant
England's navy, have passed. Whatever of mari-

time supremacy the mother-country achieved was
inseparably associated with the strength and dura-

bility of the oaken ships which carried her iron-

hearted sailors to all quarters of the globe, whether
they went in entire loyalty to the throne, or as free-

booters serving themselves first and England next.

Iron and steel walls have taken the place of the

oaken ones. But still, for the best of trees, the oaks,

abundant uses remain. Nothing which the world
can produce in this group, surpasses our Over-cup
Oak. Not that it is the largest or the strongest

tree among its associates, for it is not, but because

it combines size, strength, beauty, and utility, all

in a pre-eminent degree.

The illustration of the species, taken on the

banks of the Juniata River above McVeytown,
gives a good idea of the form of the tree. It has

a diameter of about three feet.

The oaks of our region may be divided into two
groups—the white and the black. The over-cup
oak belongs to the former, and like all the species

of that group it matures its fruit the first year.

The black oaks, on the other hand, require two
years to mature their fruit. In other words, if

you examine one of these black oaks during the

summer, you will probably find large, nearly or

quite matured acorns, of a previous year, and
the young ones of the following season. It may
be said, incidentally, that the wood of the black
oak is seldom very valuable, being, as a rule,
** porous and brittle."
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being heaved out by frost during the first winter,

it is well to give them a thin coating of dead leaves

or slender evergreen branches. Indeed, such a

protection for two or three winters thereafter will

not come amiss.

The Over-cup Oak—Quercus Macro-
carpa (Michx.).

TV CHIl^F among our noble oaks is the Over-

/^ cup. It is called, also, l>urr-oak and
^*^ Mossy Over-c:up Oak. The word iwble,

as used above, is no mere expletive, thrown in to

round a i)eriod or to give a fictitious color to a

statement. It is used with due consideration and

as the outcome of a comparison between the oaks

of our own country and those of Kurope. The
days of "oaken walls," which term once meant
England*s navy, have passed. Whatever of mari-

time supremacy the mother-country achieved was

inseparably associated with the strength and dura-

bility of the oaken ships which carried her iron-

hearted sailors to all quarters of the globe, whether

they went in entire loyalty to the throne, or as free-

booters serving themselves first and England next,

iron and steel walls have taken the ])lace of the

oaken ones. But still, for the best of trees, the oaks,

abundant uses remain. Nothing which the world

can produce in this group, surj)asses our Over-cu])

Oak. Not that it is the largest or the strongest

tree among its associates, for it is not, but because

it combines size, strength, beauty, and utility, all

in a ])re-eminent degree.

The illustration of the species, taken on the

banks of the Juniata River above M( Veytown,
gives a good idea of the form of the tree. It has

a diameter of about three feet.

The oaks of our region may be divided into two
groups—the while and the black. The over-cu])

oak belongs to the former, and like all the si)ecies

of that group it matures its fruit the first year.

The black oaks, on the other hand, recpiire two
years to mature their fruit. In other words, if

you examine one of these black oaks during the

summer, you will probably find large, nearly or

quite matured acorns, of a previous year, and
the young ones of the following season. It may
be said, incidentally, that the wood of the black
oak is seldom very valuable, being, as a rule,
'* porous and brittle."

Quercus all)a, . .

Quercus niacrocarpa

(Quercus hicolor, . .

Specific Ash per- Wel^lit f)f Relative
Gravity.

1
centagc. cubic foot, fuel value.

0.7470

0.7453

0.7662

0.41

0.71

0.58

46.35

4<'>.45

47.75

176?

182

160

The foregoing comparison may be of interest.

It is the result of Professor Sharpless' careful labor,

and is published in Vol. IX. of the tenth census

report.

The weight per cubic foot in the above table is

calculated in pounds. And the relative fuel value

means that the best wood fuel stands number one,

and the poorest at 430. Thus, the black iron-

wood of Florida heads the list of wood fuels and

the Spanish bayonet ends it.

The leaves of the over-cup oak are obovate, or

oblong, more or less deeply lobed, paler and some-

what downy beneath ; the lobes never being

bristle-])ointed. The acorn, which is the usual

distinguishing feature, is from an inch to an inch

and a half a( ross the top of the cup, which some-

times almost entirely encloses the nut proper.

This cup is more or less fringed by the projecting

ti])s of the scales of which it is made up.

The chief glory of the tree from the aesthetic

standpoint^ is in its foliage. It forms a beautiful

mass and, owing to the difference of color on the

upi)er and lower surfaces, shows a delicate shading

wiien the leaves are in motion, which almost sug-

gests the delicate effect following the play of the

wind on the willow foliage.

This species cannot be regarded as one of our

common trees in Pennsylvania. It ranges from as

far north as Nova Scotia, south and west to Texas,

but generally kee])s to the west of this State. It

prefers the rich bottom lands and ])rairies of the

west, and is a charac teristic tree of the so-called
" oak openings " there.

Exceptionally, it may reach a heighth of one
hundred and fifty feet, and sometimes a diameter
of more than six feet.

Probably much of the timber received here from
the west as white oak is in reality from the over-

cu]) tree. It (annot be said, however, that the

pun haser is in any sense wronged, for the wood,
l)esides being about as strong as the white oak, is

for some purposes mu( h more lasting.

Like all the other species of oak, the over-cup is

extremely variable. This is partly explained by
location, and |)ossibly also by a tendency which
the trees of this genus possess to hybridize or cross.

So that we may, in any very errant specimen, ad-

mit a probable more or less remote admixture with

some other species.

I have most fre(|uently found the over-< up oak
in this State along streams which head up in the

mountains, well toward the water-shed between
the rivers of the east and west. This suggests the

(piestion whether we have not received the species

from west of the Alleghenies?
The honey-locust is a case in ])oint. It belongs

west of the mountains, but seed has, by some
means, been carried to our side, and from these,

on the Juniata for exam[)le, the species has estab-
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ished itself. So it may have been with the over-

"^"l^eJl' is no difficulty in making this tree adapt

itself to the purposes of the landscape gardener

A somewhat moist situation in rich soil would, ot

rourse furnish the conditions best adapted to its

rapid development. It is clear that no species of

nak is more worthy of trial for ornament and for
""^^ '

. T. T. ROTHROCK.
use. -^

Something About the Forest Trees of

Ohio.

Fraxinus, Carya, Papulus, and Ptnus have five

species each, Acer and Cratcegus each four; while

Ulmus, Primus and Betula, are represented by

three each.
t o • i.

The most characteristic tree of the State is the

Ohio Buckeye, ^sculus glabra. Probably the

most valuable tree is the White Oak, Quercus

alba. One of the rarest trees is the White Pine,

Pimis strobus. One of the largest is the American

Sycamore or Buttonwood, Platanus occidentalis.

It is probable that there are few States where as

large a number of species of forest trees are found

growing surely and thriftily as in Ohio.

William R. Lazenby.

71 N exhibit of the forest trees of Ohio for the

AX Columbian Exposition is being prepared

(^ by Professor Kellerman. So far about

eighty distinct species indigenous to the State have

been secured. The specimens wh^n prepared will

show a rough slab taken direct from the tree, a

polished board, a transverse section of the trunk,

•the twigs, leaves, blossoms and fruit of each

species.
, i_t r

Photographs of single trees remarkable tor size,

beauty, or other special characteristics, and of

groups of trees, groves, and shelter-belts when es-

pecially meritorious will also be exhibited. Among

the trees not heretofore listed as natives of Ohio,

are the American Holly {^Glex Opaca) a fine speci-

men of which was found in Lawrence County.

It is said that this species is exceedingly rare in

the Allegheny Mountain region, and in the

country immediately west of it, although it reap-

pears in southern Indiana, and extends southward

to the Gulf of Mexico through Missouri, Arkan-

sas, Louisiana and Eastern Texas.

Another species {Arbor Vitce), heretofore unre-

corded as a native of Ohio, has been found along

the banks of the Scioto River—a few miles from

Columbus, by Mr. W. C. Werner. It has also been

found growing abundantly in the Urbana swamps.

Champaign County. A few species that had been

reported by Dr. Warder and others, have not been

found.

Of the specimens already secured, representing

the true arboreus species of Ohio, it is seen that

they are distributed among nineteen different

natural orders or families. Of these CupulifercB

or the Oak family furnishes the most species,

twenty-one in number.
Coming next there are Rosacea and ConifercB,

with nine species tdich.Juglandacea with eight,

Sapirdacece with seven, Saliacece with six.

The orders Anonacea^ HamamelidecB, Ericacece,

Ebenacece, Lauracece, PlatanacecB, are represented

by a single species each ; while Magnoliacea^ Tilt-

acece, CornacecB, Bignoniacece, are each represented

by two species.

The genus Quercus leads with fourteen species

;

The Law Exempting Growing Timber.

THE Secretary is in receipt of so many in-

quiries concerning remission of taxes from

^ woodland, that publication of the follow-

ing law seems to be in order.

It is a matter of regret that the law was not

made more general. That tax was not removed

wholly and unconditionally from all timber land

so long as it received care enough to promise any

production of timber and was a source of no profit

to the owner. So long as the owner removes no

timber, taxing him for mere ownership of property

which is actually of more benefit to the commu-

nity than it is to him is unwise and unjust, it

argued at length, it might even be shown to be

unconstitutional.

However, the law is a great advance over earlier

conditions, and stands as the promise of a yet

better one.
An Act

For the encouragement of forest culture, and pro-

viding penalties for the injury and destruction of

forests.
, rr.. ^ •

Section i —Be it enacted, etc., That in con-

sideration of the public benefit to be derived from

the planting and cultivation of forest or timber

trees the owner or owners of any land in this

Commonwealth planted with forest or timber trees

in number not less than twelve hundred to the

ac re, shall, on making due proof thereof, be enti-

tied to receive annually from the commissioners

of their respective counties, during the period

that the said trees are maintained in sound condi-

tion upon the said land, the following sums of

"^For^a period of ten years after the land has

been so planted, a sum equal to ninety per centum

of all the taxes annually assessed and paid upon

the said land, or so much of the said ninety per

centum as shall not exceed the sum of forty-five

cents per acre.
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For a second period of ten years, a sum equal

to eighty per centum of the said taxes, or so much

of the said eighty per centum as shall not exceed

the sum of forty cents per acre ;

For a third and final period of ten years, a sum

equal to fifty per centum of the said taxes, or so

much of the said fifty per centum as shall not ex-

ceed the sum of twenty-five cents per acre

;

Provided, That it shall be lawful for the owner

or owners of the said land, after the same has been

so planted for at least ten years, to thin out and

reduce the number of trees growing thereon to

not less than six hundred to the acre, so long as

no portion of the said land shall be absolutely

cleared of the said trees

;

And provided also, That the benefits of this act

shall not be extended to nurserymen or others

growing trees for sale for future planting.

Sec. 2.—The owner or owners of forest or tim-

ber land in this Commonwealth, which has been

cleared of merchantable timber, who shall, within

one year after the said land has been so cleared,

have given notice to the commissioners of their

respective counties that the said land is to be

maintained in timber, and who shall maintain

upon the said land young forest or timber trees in

sound condition, in number at least twelve hun-

dred to the acre, shall, on making due proof

thereof, be entitled to receive annually from the

commissioners of their respective counties the

sums of money mentioned in the first section of

this act; Provided, That the first period of ten

years shall be counted from the time that the said

land has been cleared of merchantable timber,

and, that after the said first period of ten years,

the number of trees upon the said land may be

reduced as in the said first section is provided.

gEC^ ^^—Any person or persons who shall wil-

fully or carelessly cut bark from or otherwise cut,

burn or injure any tree, plant, shrub or sprout

planted, growing or being on any land in this

Commonwealth, without the consent of the owner

or owners thereof first had and obtained, or who
without such consent, shall kindle, or cause to be

kindled, a fire on any forest or timber land in this

Commonwealth, or who shall carry into or over

any forest or timber land any lighted candle, lamp

or torch, or other fire, without havmg the same

secured in a lantern or other closed vessel, or who
shall discharge or set off fireworks of any kind on

said land or among the trees thereon, or who shall

wilfully or carelessly burn or fire upon his or their

own land, or that of others, any tree, brush, stub-

ble or other combustible material whereby fire

shall be communicated to the leaves, brush or

timber upon any forest or timber lands belonging

to other parties shall be subject to a penalty not

exceeding one hundred dollars for each offence

committed, with costs of suit ; Provided^ That if

the defendant or defendants neglect or refuse to

pay at once the penalty imposed and costs, or

shall not enter sufficient bail for the payment of

the same within ten days, he or they shall be com-

mitted to the common jail of said county for a

period of not less than one day for each dollar of

the penalty imposed ; And provided, When the

penalty imposed is above five dollars, the defend-

ant or defendants may enter into a recognizance,

with good security, to answer said complaint on a

charge of misdemeanor, before the court of quar-

ter sessions of the peace of the county in which

the offence is committed, which court, on convic-

tion of the defendant or defendants of the offence

so charged and failure to pay the penalty imposed

by this act, with costs, shall commit said defend-

ant or defendants to the common jail of the county

for a period of not less than one day for each

dollar of penalty imposed.

Sec. 4.—Any justice of the peace or alderman,

upon information or complaint made oefore him

by the affidavit of one or more persons of the vio-

lation of this act, by any person or persons, shall

issue his warrant, to any constable or police officer,

to cause such person or persons to be arrested and

brought before the said justice of the peace or

aldermen, who shall hear and determine the guilt

or innocence of the person or persons so charged,

who, if convicted of the said offense, shall be sen-

tenced to pay the penalty aforesaid.

Sec. 5.—The commissioners of each county

shall, within one month after the passage of this

act, cause the same to be published, one or more

times, in one newspaper of general circulation in

their respective counties.

Manufacturer, Philadelphia, Pa.

One of the most important duties of the State,

which it may be hoped the Forestry Association

will now earnestly call to public attention, is a

survey of the timber and forest lands, particularly

those on the head waters of our principal rivers.

The Legislature ought to have such a survey care-

fully made and reported, with a view to the pre-

servation and restoration of the forest areas, and

the consequent prevention of excessive droughts

and floods.

Democrat^ Johnstown.

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association and its

new secretary should receive the heartiest co-

operation, financial and otherwise, of all public-

spirited citizens. The preservation uf a sufficient

forest area is an indispensable condition of the

future prosperity and well being of the Com-
monwealth.

T

Proposed Forest Reservations.

HE following is a list of forest reservations

which are being or are to be investigated

- by the General Land Office of the United

State'J, and gives the status of each at the close of

the year 1892.

The San Gabriel reservation has been pro-

claimed, and we trust that others will follow.

California.

Tulare.—'\xi Tuolumne, Mono, Mariposa,

Fresno Tulare, Inyo and Kern Counties. Under

investigation by Special Agent.

San Gabriel.—-In Los Angeles and San Bernar-

dino Counties. Proclamation prepared and before

the Secretary (has been proclaimed.)

San Bernardino.—In San Bernardino County.

Before the Secretary for temporary withdrawal of

lands.

Trahuco Canyon.—In Los Angeles County.

Awaiting investigation.

Colorado.

Grand Mesa.—In Mesa, Pitkin, Delta and Gun-

nison Counties. Under investigation by Special

Agent.

Pueblo or Wet Mountain.—In Fremont, Custer,

Pueblo and Huerfano Counties. Agent*s report

received and awaiting action.

South Platte.—In Park and Jefferson Counties.

Proclamation prepared and before the Secretary.

Clear Creek.—In Jefferson, Clear Creek, and

Gilpin Counties. Awaiting investigation.

Idaho.

-Adjoining Yellowstone Na-

Montana, and in Bingham County, Idaho. Await-

ing investigation.

Bitter Root.—In Missoula County. Awaiting

investigation.

.—In Madison County. Before

the Secretary for temporary withdrawal of lands.

New Mexico.

White Oaks.—In Lincoln County. Before the

Secretary for temporary withdrawal of lands.

North Dakota.

Turtle Mountain.—In Botineau and Rolette

Counties. Under investigation by Special Agent.

Oregon.

Ashland.—In Jackson County. Awaiting in-

vestigation.

Cascade Range, including Mt. Hood and Crater

Lake. Special Agent's report before the Secre-

tary for consideration.

Washington.

Mt. Rainier.—In Pierce County. Under inves-

tigation by Special Agent.

Wyoming.

Crow Creek.—In Albany and Laramie Counties.

Awaiting investigation.

The DeviVs Tower.—In Crook County. Inves-

tigation made by Special Agent. Bill introduced

in Congress by Senator F. E. Warren to create

National Park.

tional Park, in Bingham County, Idaho, and in

Madison and Gallatin Counties, Montana. Await-

ing investigation. (See Montana.^
Meadow Creek.—In Kootenai and Latah Coun-

ties. Before the Secretary for temporary with-

drawal of lands.

Minnesota.-

investigation.

Minnesota.

-In Northern Minnesota. Awaiting

Montana.

Flathead and Marias River.— In Choteau,
Lewis and Clark, Deer Lodge and Missoula Coun-
ties. Before the Secretary with adverse report.

Lake Como.—In Missoula County. Awaiting
investigation.

.—Adjoining Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, in Madison and Gallatin Counties,

Chronicle- Telegraph, PiUsburgh.

The subject of planting trees in waste lands is

one of unusual importance to our region of the

country. The consumption of lumber in mining

and in manufacturing is enormous, and the pri-

meval forests having been cut down on large

areas, the supply of timber is drawn from ever

increasing distances and at constantly increasing

prices.

Democrat, Clarion.

In the coal regions of Pennsylvania, says an ex-

change, nearly every piece of available timber has

been cut away to form props for the archways and

for various other uses in connection with coal

mining. Nearly every stick and every piece of

plank used in these regions now all have to be

brought from a distance.

m
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Tree-Planting in Illinois.

T7 ROM a paper read by Dr. George W. Minier,

H» of Illinois, before the Farmers' Institute,

"6
we excerpt the following notes relating to

tree planting

:

,

" We must not forget nor neglect nature s plans

in tree planting, otherwise we shall have neither

ornamental, shade, nor fruit trees. Congress

passed laws giving a quantity of land to any one

who would plant a specified amount of timber,

and many men and women availed themselves of

this generous offer. I have been on farms thus

obtained. Nature, however, demands that her

laws shall be obeyed. The prairie must be broken

and cultivated for two or three years before we

can be certain of success. The seeds and nuts of

the trees must be carefully kept from drying and

withering by heat. Plant all nut-beanng trees

where thev are to stand and remain. Transplant-

ing them IS perilous. The tap root which pene-

trates should not be broken. Seed-bearing trees

have spreading roots and can be safely trans-

planted. When nature attempts to grow a tree,

she invariably does two things, and these two

things must be observed and diligently followed

by every successful tree planter. She protects the

bark from hot sunshine and the roots from change

of temperature.
** These two points, which are both absolute

requirements of nature, are almost always ne-

glected by man. No matter what tree it is,

whether a'forest or a fruit tree, the small twigs of

the trunks protect from too much sunshine. These

twigs must not be removed by the browsing of

animals or the pruning-knife of man. Any tree

standing in an open lot is thus protected from the

sun, otherwise the heat will burst the cells, the bark

become dry and split, and the tree wither. Equal

development of cells on all parts of a tree will

form an upright and beautiful trunk. The care

of roots is even more important. The tree feeds

at unequal depths, but mostly near the surface,

and the rootlets extend to the tips of the longest

limbs. Now, if the sun sends its rays directly on

the surface, the rootlets will be destroyed. Ex-

tremely hot days will affect the roots a foot in

depth. But in most of all the extreme changes of

temperature deep freezing sucks away the life of

the tree. Nature provides against this sad calamity

by gently laying down each autumn a mulch of

leaves for her forests or solitary tree. The fungus

growth on the bark may be removed by washing

with a lime and copperas solution. Every road-

side should be planted with trees for shade or

fruit. In this way, Illinois may supply the neces-

sities of her citizens in fruits, at the same time

throwing the beauty of trees over her almost

boundless plains.

United States Timber Test Work.

TV LTHOUGH leading railroad engineers, ar-

/4X chitects, professors of engineering, and

<^ others interested in the Timber Tests had

flooded with letters their Representatives and

Senators and the Committee on Manufacturing,

in whose hands the special appropriation for the

work was pigeon-holed, neither the committee nor

the House paid attention to this expression of pub-

lic interest. The Senate, however, realized that

there was value in the work and sincerity in its

endorsers, and increased the appropriations for the

Forestry Division by $8ooo ; that is 20 per cent,

of the amount asked and considered by those in

charge as necessary to continue the work on a

proper business basis.

Under the circumstances, the testing will be

discontinued until after July, when the new appro-

priations become available, and then proceed at

the slow pace which Congress has set.

Although the result of the efforts of those who

took active interest in securing appropriations for

the work were not crowned with that success

which they deserved, this is the only proper

method of influencing legislation, and those in-

terested in the investigation should not fail to

move again when the new Congress assembles.

The first compilation of test results is now in

the hands of the printer, and will probably be

soon issued as Bulletin 8, Timber Physics,

Part II. ^ ,

The Forestry Division will exhibit the methods

pursued in this work at the World's Fair, which

will be of interest.

Another exhibit of interest to railroad engineers

and those interested in reducing forest waste will

be a collection of the most approved types of

metal railroad ties.

Mr. B. E. Fernow, Chief of the Forestry Di-

vision, in a letter to the Engineering a?id Mining

Journal, in which he speaks of the failure of Con-

gress to appropriate suflicient money to carry on

the United States timber examinations to a suc-

cessful conclusion, says:

*' We have carried it on with the small allow-

ance made, and believe to have brought to solu-

tion at least one important question, namely,

whether the timber of the Longleaf pine, bled for

turpentine, is in any way affected by the process.

^*The result that neither its strength nor its

durability suffers from the process removes a pop-

ular prejudice from a product the unrestricted use

of which may be considered true economy ;
and

the appreciation of its value resulting from our

work may be fairly estimated at over one million

dollars per year.

'*The engineering professions, railroad build-

ers, architects, wood-working and other industries

are no doubt most directly and pecuniarily inter-

ested in this work, and may, if properly appealed

to, see their profit in obtaining the information

which comes from it."

—Hon. B. G. Northrop writes that the Gov-

ernor of South Carolina and the State School

Superintendent are pledged to observe Arbor Day

suitably, and an Arbor Day bill is now before

their Legislature.

—House Bill No. 173, entitled an Act relative

to the Forestry Commission, passed its second

reading before the House on March 30th, with

practically no opposition. The State and the

friends of Forestry and the Legislature as well, are

to be congratulated upon this recognition of the

force of the Forestry sentiment.

Press Opinions Concerning Forestry in

Pennsylvania.

Messenger Phfenixville.

The destruction of the forests of this country

is proceeding at such tremendous pace that a halt

is imperative, or in a few years they will be literally

exhausted. So rich was this nation in timber pos-

sibilities two hundred years ago, that our people

looked upon the supply as inexhaustible, and have

ever since acted on that line of thought, in spite

of warnings and proofs they could not ignore. At

length there is a disposition to listen to reason.

It is seen that certain kinds of timber that could

be had close at hand must now be obtained from

a distance, and that of some kinds there is practi-

cal exhaustion. It is also seen that little or no

effort has been made to supply the waste wantonly

carried on, so that in the actual percentage of tim-

ber land the average of the United States, a coun-

try, as to age, in its infancy, is below that of Ger-

many and other European countries many times

older, but where forestry is a matter of science

and hedged about by law.

A very good definition of statesmanship would

be ** Earnestness to act in the interest of the

greatest number," and no enactment could be

more timely or of greater benefit to the people,

not only of this generation but of those to come,
than one that will provide for a thorough knowl-

edge of forestry and the application of correct

principles to the maintenance of a full timber

supply.

Just as reasonably can it be expected of the

earth to yield forever to the coying of the hus-

bandman without return of fertilizer, or the body

to live without nourishment, as to expect our for-

ests to withstand the onslaughts of the axe, and

of themselves, unaided, to recuperate and resupply.

The Messenger therefore earnestly urges our

members of the Legislature to do all in their

power to aid in the passage of the pending for-

estry bill.

Dispatch, Pittsburg.

The bill suggested by the State Forestry Asso-

ciation, and introduced in the legislature, for the

establishment of a Forestry Commission, is one

that should receive immediate and favorable con-

sideration. Under the plan of the bill, the duties

of the commission immediately contemplated is

simply that of investigation. With the aid of a

clerk the two expert members of the coninriission

are to examine and report upon the conditions of

the summits and slopes of the important water-

sheds, the amount of standing timber, the rate of

denudation, the effect of denudation upon the

streams, and the amount, if any, of the forest land

owned by the State. In short, the commission is

expected to study and compile for the information

of the legislature and the public, the actual facts

regarding our existing forest area, and the meas-

ures proper for its protection.

This measure has received the endorsement of

the State Board of Agriculture, and it ought to

have the equally cordial support of all classes.

There is no State in which the neglect of scientific

methods in the treatment of the forests has been

more egregious than in Pennsylvania. There are

immense amounts of mountain land in the State

practically useless for any other purpose than the

bearing of forest trees, which have become de-

nuded and barren by the wasteful methods of cut

ting off all the timber, destroying the young trees

with the old ones. As a result, our streams are

torrents at one time and rivulets at another ; the

timber supply is becoming rapidly exhausted ; and

the effects of the neglect of scientific conservation

of our forests are already apparent in our climate.

Republican, West Chester.

Representative D. Smith Talbot has introduced

in our legislature a bill to preserve the forests of

Pennsylvania, drafted in part by Prof. Rothrock,

of West Chester. It is one of the best measures

now pending in the House Committee, and when

it takes its place on the calendar it should be

promptly pushed through.
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PresSy Philadelphia.

The Legislature ought, without delay or hesita-

tion, to pass the act relative to a Forestry Com-
mission introduced by Mr. D. Smith Talbot, and
now before it. There is no action before the
Legislature more important and none whose pas-

sage is likely to produce wider or more far-reach-

ing benefits.

From being the best wooded State on the
Atlantic coast, Pennsylvania has become the
worst, except Connecticut. Where half of New
Jersey and over a quarter of New York are wood-
land in some shape, less than a fourth of Pennsyl-
vania is covered with forest. The proportion of
woodland steadily decreases in this State, forest

fires do increasing damage, and floods grow more
and more destructive.

New York has for four years had a Forestry
Commission which has already saved considerably
more than the cost of its salaries by recovering for

depredations on State lands, suppressing fires and
creating two State timber reserves*

This State has large tracts of land which could
at once be made useful and in time highly profit-
able as timber reserves. It needs a Forestry Com-
mission to study our forests, to urge needed legis-

lation to preserve them, and to educate public
sentiment on this most important question. The
bill now before the Legislature provides for a
Forestry Commission and a forest reserve at a total
cost of $20,000 a year, or two-thirds the New
York appropriation. It ought to be passed at
once.

People^ Milton, Pa.

The State suffers in many ways from the unnec-
cessary destruction of the forests, and particularly
from a failure to allow the saplings to grow on
waste land.

Truth y Scranton.

One step in a greatly needed matter has been
taken by the introduction of a bill into the Penn-
sylvania legislature providing for the appointment
of a Forestry Commission, whose duty shall be: "To
examine and report on the condition of the slopes
and summits of the State, and the presence or ab-
sence of forests thereon, for the purpose of deter-
mining their influence on the stage of water in the
rivers, the amount of timber remaining standing,
and how the supply can be increased and main-
tained."

Times
J
Philadelphia.

»

In portions of New England, New York and
in a few sections of our own State streams that

were once valuable and important mill streams
are now dry a great portion of the year, diminish-
ing in an important degree the flow of the rivers

of which they were tributaries. This will be true
in the near future of many streams in Pennsylvania
if the present indiscriminate cutting of the forests

is to continue.

Truth
J
Scranton,

The need of the hour is evident in a rehabilita-
tion of the forests, and in so doing securing to
the people who make the flourishing communities
of the river valleys of the Commonwealth a rea-
sonable safety from the ravages of spring floods.

Disputehy Pittsburg.

There is no doubt that a wise policy on the
part of the State could do much toward clothing
the barren ridges with forests, which would exer-
cise their emollient effects on future generations
and yield to them an annual supply of valuable
timber. The proposition at present is only that
the commission shall study the subject and report
to the Legislature. If it is open to any criticism
it is that of too much conservatism. But as no
one has a matured measure for the actual estab-
lishment of forestry, this is, no doubt, the wisest
course that can be taken. The Legislature should
establish the Commission at this session, and thus
set on foot the work of restoring the waste of the
past four generations.

Intelligencer^ Doylestown.

All in all, therefore, it is high time for the pub-
lic, acting through State authority, to move in the
direction of a forestry reform. Attention has been
called to the subject, on various occasions, by
Governors Hartranft, Beaver, and Pattison, but
it has required time to produce a popular apprecia-
tion of the urgent need of forest preservation.
Even the appointment of the proposed commis-
sion is only preliminary to the actual work which
the State must eventually take in hand; but until
accurate and scientific data can be secured no in-
telligent or effectual scheme of forestry can be put
into operation. It is to be hoped that the legisla-
ture will act wisely and with promptness.
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The Call, Philadelphia.

Preservation of what little forest growth we still

possess and the restoration of as much of our tree-

clad mountain sides as possible is our imperative

duty. The Call has repeatedly urged the neces-

sity and wisdom of this course. Private individ-

uals and corporations have already recognized the

supreme need of such a course, and the Girard

Estate for instance has planted thousands of trees

within the past decade.

They have flourished wonderfully. During last

summer's drought, while the surrounding country

was actually suffering for rain the water source of

the trust, being forest clad, did not give out, and
until almost the end of the dry spell the immedi-

ate mines and towns had all the water they needed.

The legislative bill for the appointment of a

forestry commission should be passed. Its intro-

duction has been secured by the Forestry Associa-

tion of Pennsylvania and there is absolute need
for the appointment of such a commission as soon

as possible. Town and country alike are interested

in the creation of the commission and the work
it will do. The measure should become law with-

out unnecessary delay.

Press y Philadelphia.

It is time the law-making power of Pennsylvania
took the forest land of the State under its protec-
tion. It has no right to stand idly by and let the
birthright of future generations be wantonly de-
stroyed. The Talbot bill should be passed as a
beginning and, on the information gathered by
the commission which it creates, intelligent legis-

lation will be possible that shall save our noble
forests from utter destruction.

Intelligencer^ Doylestown, Pa.

We must come to it, sooner or later, for our na-
tional timber supply is failing with alarming rap-
idity. It is a necessity from the standpoint of
political economy, for it is believed that climatic
as well as commercial questions are involved. The
State forests must have foresters, after the plan
which European experience sanctions, and in a
generation or so the waste places may be restored
to beauty and usefulness.

Forestry Outside of Pennsylvania.

It is to be hoped that some legislative action

looking to the preservation of American forests

may be taken by the present Congress. The
Paddock bill, to provide for a general system of
forest administration, is now on the Senate calen-

dar, and in the House a measure devised by some
citizens of Colorado is to be pushed, which, if

enacted, would put the entire work of making reg-

ulations for the control of the forests into the

hands of the Secretary of Agriculture. In the

Paddock bill it is also provided that the Secretary

of Agriculture shall have charge of the forest reser-

vations, while the Colorado bill, in addition, pro-

vides that United States troops may be called out

at any time to protect the reservations from in-

vasion or depredations. Amid the mass of legis-

lation which will be piled up in both Houses of
Congress before March i, these forest reservation

measures may be lost sight of, yet the problem
they seek to solve is none the less pressing and
important.

Tribune, New York.

It has occurred to the long-headed, public

spirited citizens of Pennsylvania that the time has
come to devise measures for the preservation of
the forests of that State. Accordingly they have
procured tne introduction of a bill in the legisla-

ture which provides for the appointment of a
forestry commission whose duty it shall be ** to

examine and report on the condition of the slopes

and summits of the State and the presence or
absence of forests thereon, for the purpose of deter-

mining the influence on the stage of water in the
rivers, the amount of timber remaining standing
and how the supply can be increased and main-
tained." This obviously is a promising beginning.

Irrigation Age, Salt Lake.

The regions about the sources of the Don,
Dneiper and Volga, which were formerly fringed
with forests, and which sheltered them from evap-
oration throughout the year, have for the most
part disappeared. Steamers have great difficulty

in finding a suitable channel, and for that reason
traffic is almost stopped. The Worskla river,

once a magnificent stream, 250 miles long, is now
dry from source to mouth. This river once fer-

tilized a broad region, supported a numerous pop-
ulation and contributed to the prosperity of the
country.
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yournaly Boston.

Secretary Baxter, in the annual report of the

Metropolitan Park Commissioners, sent on Thurs-
day to the Legislature, says that for a loan of

$1,000,000, Greater Boston could secure for itself

the following features

:

I. At least one of the important islands of the

bay that still remains as private property.

i. Permanent rights for the public in the shore
at Revere Beach.

3. The Snake-Creek Valley, lying on the borders
of Chelsea and Revere.

4. A sufficient amount of territory in the Mid-
dlesex Falls region, lying within the limits of
Maiden, Medford, Melrose, Stoneham and Win-
chester, to make one large public forest reserva-

tion in the most important and desirable locality,

in connection with what has already been set apart
by the various neighboring communities for water
supply and recreative purposes.

5. A reservation near the Mystic River, in the
neighborhood of the creek, known as Island End
River in Everett and Chelsea, including marsh-
land and upland, capable of becoming of great
importance for recreative purposes to both of those
cities, as well as to Boston, whose Charlestown dis-

trict lies close at hand.
6. The wild tract lying within the limits of the

West Roxbury district of Boston and the town of
Hyde Park, known as " the Muddy Pond Woods."

7. The Blue Hills range in Milton, Quincy,
Canton and Braintree, with adjacent wild lands
and lake country to the southward, as a mountain-
like public forest.

Herald, Rochester, N. Y.

Journal^ Fillmore Co., Minn.

Hon. J. R. Nelson has introduced a bill in the

house to encourage Forestry, it provides for a

bounty of %2 per acre, half of which is to be paid

by the county and half by the State. It is an im-

portant measure and should pass.

Advertiser, Elmira.

It is already becoming evident that J. Sterling
Morton, the next Secretary of Agriculture, is a
man of ideas. His appointment is especially
gratifying to all who are interested in the forestry

|

movement. From the time when he proposed the
establishment of Arbor Day to the present, he has
given much attention to the encouragement of
tree-planting. In a published interview, he an-
nounces his intention of preparing suitable na-
tional forestry laws for recommendation to Con-
gress and he will have a powerful backing from the
numerous forestry organizations of the country.
Mr. Morton points out that in a generation the
present timber supply of the country will be ex-
hausted, unless measures for checking the waste
and for planting new trees are promptly adopted.
His efforts to devise a remedy deserve the support
of every congressman.

The forest is as important to the advance of hu-

manity as the fish of the sea or the other crops of

mother earth. When we look upon the full grown
tree as a forest crop, we shall take a rational view
of the whole subject. The intelligent owner or

manager of a forest will never destroy his own
property. He will conduct his business so as to

secure the largest returns from his ownership. He
will not sit down and worship the graceful out-

lines of his trees or continue to wonder at their

marvellous growth, or to sing the praises of Euro-
pean Forestry theories. He will utilize his pos-

sessions in a practical way, and permit the in-

creased gro\vth of the remainder.

Times, New York.

It IS the first time that New Hampshire has
been asked to take even the initial steps for the
preservation of its forests. The Atlantic Monthly
for February makes a strong appeal to the public
in an article by one who has studied the subject
carefully in New Hampshire itself, and is in prac-
tical accord with the report of the Forestry Com-
mission. It remains to be seen whether the New
Hampshire Legislature can be made to see where
its mterests lie, and to act during its present ses-

sion with the intelligent consciousness of the
value of the forest interests on all sides. No
(question is before it that at all compares with it

in importance and magnitude.

Sunday Spy, Worcester, Mass.

Pennsylvania has joined New Hampshire in a
crusade against the destruction of its forests. It

would be well if the crusade could become epi-
demic, and every State in the Union ''catch " it,

for the forests primeval that were once splendid
features of all our States are fast becoming things
of the past. The country is likely to wake to the
fact when it is too late, that its people have seri-
ously handicapped both nature and themselves in
laying waste the nation's magnificent woodlands.

Daily News, Denver, Colo.

Agriculture in Colorado is dependent on the

water supply of the streams ; and the water supply

of the streams is dependent upon the snow banks

which the forests about the sources of the streams

protect, thus insuring a more certain, constant

and equable flow of water during the crop season.

All old timers know that the water flow of all our

mountain streams has been reduced during the last

few years, and there is no reasonable explanation

for it except the reckless manner in which our

mountains have been denuded of their timber.

Telegram, Portland, Oregon.

Portland has been brought prominently and
favorably before the national board of trade. It

is a good advertisement, as it is in connection

with an important cause. Our local chamber of

commerce presented a resolution for approval by
the national board, to the effect that more vigorous

measures should be adopted to protect the timber
lands of the country and to secure additional res-

ervations of the same. The action of the conven-
tion could not well have been otherwise than

affirmative, and hence the resolution was approved.

News, Bangor, Maine.

About $40,000,000 is paid every year in Ger-
many for the creation and preservation of forests;

200,000 families are supported from them, while
something like 3,000,000 find employment in the
various wood industries of the empire. The total

revenue from the forests amounts to j; 14,500,000
and the current expenses are ;j;8,500,000.

Iron Age.

The Moniteur Industriel records the fact that on
the shores of Brittany, between St. Malo and St.

Lunaire, in the vicinity of the St. Enogat station,

at a place called Port Blanc, the tides have lately

displaced a considerable mass of sand to a depth
of nine to thirteen feet. Forests which have
been buried for eighteen or twenty centuries have
been thus brought to light, to the great astonish-
ment of the seafaring people of the country. A
great forest has in fact been discovered in process
of transformation into coal. Ferns and the trunks
and barks of trees are to be seen in an advanced
state of decomposition . They are already beyond
the peat stage, showing the films and flakes which
are found in coal. Some of the trunks are sixteen
feet in length, still very distinct, although becom-
ing quickly transformed.

Forest Policy.

MR. E. W. HAMMOND in an article en-
titled, '* A National Forest Policy," de-

^ scribes the interest of Oregon in the

Cascade Reservation and also makes the following
remarks in regard to the forests as a national re-

source.

The forests of any extensively wooded country
must always be regarded as one of its most impor-
tant resources. They form a resource, which in

this connection, has a special significance. In the

virgin forest the present and immediately available

resource consists in its wealth of standing timber.

But that is merely a crop, and, as such, cannot be
considered a permanent resource. It is a crop,
which under certain restrictions, we have a right

to utilize, as much so as any other product of the
soil. That is, it is a resource which is exhausti-

ble ; but one which by proper management, it is

impbrtant to note, may be made to perpetually
renew itself.

The earth does not belong to any one genera-
tion alone, and each successive generation is

morally responsible that it does not needlessly
and wasteful ly destroy any natural resource.

Hence it becomes our duty, and especially the

duty of our legislators and those in power, to have
a proper regard for the preservation of such natu-

ral resources as it may lie in our power to control,

and upon which the well-being of the future com-
munity, as well as that of the present community,
depends. These are matters which touch the

very roots of economic questions, and we have no
right to disregard them.
The forests of the country, as we have seen, are

peculiarly resources of this class, and many years

ago it was declared in the United States Senate by
one of the most thoughtful members of that emi-
nent body that, **The laying waste of the forests

Oi a country rudely disturbs that harmony between
nature's forces which must be maintained if the

earth is to be kept habitable for its teeming mil-

lions."— The Rural Northwest.

—Mr. J. F. Crooker, Superintendent of Public
Instruction in the State of New York, has issued

a neat pamphlet entitled Arbor Day, in which he
calls the attention of the officers, teachers, and
scholars of the various schools to the proper ob-
servance of Arbor Day, and gives directions in

regard to the proper planting of trees. It also

contains articles by Mr. Wfftram F. Fox, Superin-
tendent of State Forests, on ** Forests and For-
estry," and by Prof. Charles H. Peck, State Bota-
nist, giving '* Directions for Collecting and Pre-
serving Herbarium Specimens of Trees," as well

as notes on the various maple trees which are

natives of that State,

I

m^\
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growth in the lowlands, but considering the tim-

b^ which matures on the i)lateau only, or on the

a())oining hills at elevations of between six and
t^ri thousand feet above sea-level, excellent var-

ieties of oak, -white and yellow pine, and some
cedar, produce lumber of superior quality, and
^hrs growth is healthy and of good size. But the

practice of the country rapidly depletes the avail-

able timber supply by the wasteful methods em-
ployed. Thus, a good -sized tree will be cut down
to hew out twenty or twenty-five feet of the trunk
to produce one or two '* vigas " for supporting the

mud roof of a house, and the balance left to rot

in the woods. No attention has been given to the

forest problem in Mexico, but the government has

awakened to the necessity of the care of the ex-

isting woodland, and it is expected that efforts now
being made may result in advantage to the Republic
by encouraging care for the existing forests.—J. B.

*^ ^js Ty^ ^j^ Jj^

House Bill 1 73, ** An Act Relative to a Forestry
Commission," was signed on May 23 by Governor
Pattison, and returned to the House of Represen-
tatives. It is now an accomplished fact that Penn-
sylvania seriously undertakes the care of her forests.

Let it also be said that the Commission to be ap-
pointed will be charged with an investigation of
the whole problem. The bill was drawn in no
spirit of leg:islation by isolated enactment for this

or that particular phase of the problem, but con-
templates a liberal, thorough forest policy for the

State and all its interests. In this respect Penn-
sylvania has probably the advantage over any
other State.

It should be understood that, if the Commission
is faithful to its trust, it will have before it two
years of hard field work. Let us now have the
bottom facts, told in a manner so plain that all

may understand them. Governor Pattison has
earned the gratitude of all the friends of forestry.

The Hon. D. Smith Talbot introduced this impor-
tant measure and worked earnestly in its behalf.

* * * * ;K

Mr. Henry Gannett, Chief Geographer to the
United States Geological Survey, has been distin-
guishing himself by recent statements that our
timber is growing more rapidly than we cut it

;

that we have now in this country as much timber
as when it was first settled ; and that Pennsylvania
has fifty per cent, of her area in woodland. Mr.
Gannett's statements are misleading and would be
mischievous if they were not so palpably unfair.
They are unworthy any attempt at serious refuta-
tion. Mr. Fernow has done about all there is to
do in showing that Mr. Gannett's conclusions rest
on a grossly exaggerated estimate of the rate of
timber reproduction. The pulverizing that Mr.
Gannett has received he has fairly earned, and we
trust that before attempting again to discredit the

work of the Forestry Division in the Department
of Agriculture he will, at least, show he is capable

of improving upon it.
^ J. T. R.

Editorial Notes on Forestry.

TTTHP^ Friends' Intelligencer andJournal \\di% \
\

I good word to say for Forest Leaves. Such^ recognition of our well-meant endeavors
|

IS gratifying and encouraging; all the more so

from our contemporary, whose statements are al-

ways too just to be misleading.

'p 1* 'K 'K 'T*

Hardwood^ though in the lumbering interest,

has always been friendly to the forestry agitation, a

We quote the following from its issue of April as

being a clear statement of the whole subject in a
nut-shell. The logic is unassailable, and the
sooner our lawmakers can be made to recognize
its force the better for the future.

" But the problem of a future supply of timber
remains, and must some time be solved. It is

useless to deny that we cannot go on forever at

the present rate without needing fresh supplies,
which must be obtained, if they are had at all, by
the cultivation of forests; and this being true, it

seems inevitable that such cultivation will have to
be begun sooner or later. Since it cannot be un-
dertaken by individuals, as a commercial enter-
prise, will it not devolve upon the community,
through its governmental organization, in the
same way the duty now rests upon it to provide
for other common necessities ? If so, the question
is not a commercial one, and the effort to solve it

by commercial methods may as well be abandoned.
It is a matter for discussion in legislative halls

rather than in the marts of trade, and for states-

men rather than merchants and manufacturers.
In this view of it, the lumber trade has no more
to do with preserving and replacing the forests
than the miner of coal or the manufacturer of
cotton. And perhaps rightly so. It would surely
be no part of wisdom to cease cutting timber now,
and as the supply must be utilized, probably no
better means to that end can be devised, under
existing conditions, than those now employed."

* * *

Mr. L. E. Chittenden, President Lincoln's
Register of the Treasury, a man of large knowl-
edge and sound practical judgment, sounds a note
of warning thus :

'* Unless the State of New York
does something more than it has done to protect
the forests along the head-waters of the Hudson,
The city of New York itself will fell into decay."
The Philadelphia Inquirer, of April 19th, says

editorially as follows: ** The interest of Mr.
Chittenden's prediction is not confined to the

State of New York. Pennsylvania has vast regions

which are undergoing, even more rapidly than the

Adirondack region, changes similar to those which

there prevail. For months during last year the

beds of most Pennsylvania streams were nearly dry,

while the forest-protected streams of New Jersey

were bank-full. It was an object-lesson in the

necessity of forest care, which anybody could see

by simply crossing the Delaware River. The bot-

tom of the Schuylkill was bare, the Perkiomen was

but a thread, while the Rancocas showed no dimi-

nution in its water-supply. The bill before the

Pennsylvania Legislature to create a forestry com-
mission should receive the serious consideration

which the subject demands.
V^ •>> *'r* *T^ ^

We are pleased to announce that the law estab-

lishing a Forestry C^ommission in the State of

New Hampshire has been passed, and the follow-

ing gentlemen have been appointed members

:

Hon. Joseph B. Walker, Hon. G. Byron Chand-
ler, Hon. N. B. Bryant and Prof. James Colby.

The Governor of the State is an ex-officio member.
This is the first results of an effort which was

commenced some six years ago to have the forests

of that State officially taken care of. For some
years the object seemed hoi)eless, but of late there

has been a change, popular interest has been
aroused, and we trust that the commission may
be the means of making many important changes
which will be of lasting benefit to the interests

and resources of New Hampshire.

r-fe^

News, Winchester, Va.

Forest fires have been doing immense damage
to Ohio, Kentucky, Nebraska, and South Dakota,
being fanned by high winds.

Burning wood was dropped into the town of
McKinney, Ky., from the forest three-quarters of
a mile away. Five farmers near there lost their
houses. Rei)orts from Liberty, Casey County,
Ky., stated that it was impossible to save the
town. At Grayson, Ky., fires are raging on all

sides. Everybody was fighting the fire.

Fires also raged near Enterprise, Haydenville,
Aubus, and West Union, in Ohio. The inhabi-
tants in that vicinity were panic-stricken.

Sentinely Rome, N. Y.

Messrs. Samuel J. Tilden, Dr. Schuyler, Wil-
liam R. Weed, and Mr. Babcock, of the New
York State Forest Commission, have taken the
oath of office. Mr. Strauss, of New York City,
has not yet been qualified.

Arbor Day Exercises, at the Wagner Free
Institute, by Pennsylvania Forestry

Association.

TTTHE skies were not at all inviting to out-door

1 exercises on Saturday, April 15th, when~ obeying the proclamation of our Chief
Magistrate, a fair-sized audience assembled at the

Wagner Institute of Science to plant trees. Three
thrifty young white oaks had been brought in that

morning from the hill sides of Chester County
and were appropriately named Columbus, Ferdi-

nand and Isabella.

Mr. J. Rodman Paul presided over the meeting.
Hon. Richard Westbrook opened the exercises

very happily by calling to mind that trees, espe-

cially those remarkable for size, remedial proper-
lies, or any historical association had always ap-

pealed to human interest, sympathy, or supersti-

tion. They were always factors in human affairs.

His allusions to certain trees which had been
plaiited over the graves of well-known individuals

showed that already their mortal frames were liv-

ing anew in the tree.

Mr. Addison Burk, of the Public Ledger

^

pointed very forcibly an argument for even mid-
dle-aged persons planting trees in hope of reap-

ing a reward in their life-time. His only regret

was that he had not seen the force of his own argu-

ment long before.

Mr. C. C. Binney believed thoroughly in Arbor
Day, but could not help reminding those who
planted that unless they cared for the trees after

planting that they must inevitably die, so that in-

stead of increasing shade, the planters had simply
killed so many trees.

Colonel A. K. McClure, of the Philadelphia
Times, in his usual felicitous way contrasted the

beauty about the Mormon homes in what was the
desert of Salt Lake with what we might recognize
as the want of care about our homes, or at least,

about the average American home. This could
not fail to have its effect on our coming genera-
tion. A home without beauty does not, and can-
not attract or attach any youth in whom there is

an innate refinement. To break the wandering
tendency of our lads let the homes where they
grow up be those toward which they can turn
with memories of satisfaction.

The Secretary of the Association called atten-

tion to House bill, 173, entitled an ** Act Relative
to a Forestry Commission." He urged his hear-

ers to bear in mind the fact that this bill was for

posterity. We cannot longer delay forestry leg-

islation of an active character without endanger-
ing the comfort and prosperity of those who fol-

low us.

The assembly then adjourned to the grounds of
the Institute, where, under the roots of the tree
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named Columbus, a glass jar containing a memo-
rial of the founder, Samuel Wagner, and other

documents bearing on the affairs of the day, was
placed.

The jar burial, it should be said, was a thought
of the ladies of the Institution.

Considering the threatening character of the

day the celebration was most successful.

House Bill 173, an Act Relative to a
Forestry Commission,

rXAS passed the House of Representatives by
II a handsome majority. The Senate Com-
^ mittee on Agriculture has returned it to

the Senate for final action with a favorable recom-
mendation.

This is its status at present, and while there is

every reasonable hope of its passage, it is well to

remember that in any legislation there are a thous-

and contingencies which no human wisdom can
predict.

The only thing about which we are at this writ-

ing absolutely sure in connection with the For-
estry Bill, is that public sentiment has matured in

favor of the cause with an unexpected rapidity

;

and that those of our legislators who have been
advanced enough in their ideas to labor for its

passage at this session deserve to be congratalated
and remembered.
The one saving clause in what we shall have to

tell the educated German and French foresters

who may look with surprise at our sun-parched
hillsides this summer, is that Pennsylvania hopes
to do great things for her forest interests in the
near future ; and that she has reached the point of
neglecting isolated enactments, and is maturing a
comprehensive forest policy. In, this respect she
probably is ahead of most of the other States of
the Union.

There is, however, one feature to be remem-
bered. This great advance is an illustration of
the power of the newspapers to mould the collec-
tive sentiment of a State. Their help, without
regard to political party, has been given with a
liberal hand, and without it, years must have
elapsed before any substantial results could have
been reached.

—-An ash tree was cut down on the farm of
Andrew Shaffer, near Bristol, Pa., which was over
a century old. It took two men a half a day to saw
through the tree, which measured twenty feet in
circumference. Mr. Shaffer has secured twelve
cords of wood from the tree and two wagon-loads
of chips. Several old Indian arrow-heads were
found imbedded in the tree.

Pruning.

THERE are reasons for pruning and there are

methods of pruning. Both of these vary under
existing conditions. It is fair to say that no

hmb should be removed without a distinct reason.

The mere fact that spring is coming, never is nor
can be a satisfactory ground for pruning. To jus-

tify the act there must be something in the health,

the surroundings, or the proposed use of the tree,

which requires that it should be done, and then
the amputating tool should be used in strict ac-

cord with the object to be gained and the natural

growth of the tree. It is unpardonable, for exam-
ple, to decapitate a cone-bearing tree, or an elm,
and, in most instances, even a horse-chestnut; be-
cause there can be but one leading shoot to a
conifer (and a lateral here never makes a straight

trunk), because it ruins the droop of the elm
branchlets, and, in the case of the horse-chestnut,
the regular symmetrical bifurcation of the branches
is hopelessly destroyed.

The pine trees, and their relatives, will prune
themselves, as they grow in clumps, by dropping
off their lower branches. You may assist nature,
when the languishing appearance indicates that it

is but a question of time before these branches will

be dead, unsightly, and, possibly, a danger to the
tree. So, too, you may thin out, here and there,
branches bodily which are of second importance
in giving shape to your elm. It will allow the
sunshine to penetrate into the mass of foliage and
give the branches a greater vitality.

Of course, it goes without saying, that a young
tree when planted out should be pruned—or cut
back, if you prefer that term ; there are physio-
logical reasons why it usually must be so treated

;

but, thereafter, there is no reason to interfere with
the natural shape. The solitary exception to this

statement is, in regard to the cone-bearers, their

branches may be removed wholly, or partially, as
deemed advisable, but, in respect to the main
shoot, you must refrain. It is merely a question
on transplanting, how many branches can the
young hard-wood tree keep in healthy condition
with its mutilated and diminished root-surface?
You must trim back until the leaf-surface is not
in excess of the food and moisture which the
rootlets can supply. Often, it may be worth your
while to cut back to the surface of the ground,
and make a fresh start with one vigorous sprout.
This, especially, is the case with such strong
growers as the western catalpa or the chestnut.

Nothing we have said is intended to preclude
trimming your trees into any reasonable shape
you may desire. Only do not prune them back
year after year until the whole head becomes a
distorted mass, simply because your neighbors
have done so. A great educational institution in

West Philadelphia has hopelessly ruined the

young trees on its campus by the irresponsible,

itinerant pruner being allowed to have his way in

regard to them. There are other equally glaring

examples of '* how not to do it," in the city and

surrounding country.

When there are so many instances of flagrant

carelessness in methods of pruning, it appears

hardly worth while to rise to a discussion of the

higher principles of the art. Take for example

the cases seen daily, where not only the bark but

the wood has been split from a trunk below the

point at which a large limb has been removed.

There never is an excuse for this. By simply first

cutting in, on the lower side of the limb, close to

the trunk ; then on the upper side of the limb,

but at a point several inches out from the trunk

proceeding to saw or cut the limb off, such an

accident would have been avoided. The remain-

ing stump can then be cut close without any in-

jury to the tree.

Then, too, the habitual neglect to place any pro-

tection, against the weather, over the scar made
by removal of a limb, is equally unpardonable. In

the absence of such care what can you expect, but

that these raw surfaces will become points of dis-

ease and decay which may ultimately extend

down the trunk to the very roots? This is espec-

ially the case in our softer wood, like the silver

maple. The cone-bearing trees usually tend to

protect themselves, by exudation of a resinous

substance which excludes air, rain and fungal

spores.

Coal tar is, with the French foresters, a favorite

application for a surface from which a limb has

been removed. But the only thing to observe, is

that whatever is an effective, lasting protection

against the elements will accomplish the work (if

promptly applied), whether it be coal tar, paint,

whitewash, or a resinous ointment, and that it is

good usually just in proportion as it is lasting and
impenetrable to air and water.

This subject will be continued in a future num-
ber.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

Press^ Philadelphia.

All this shows that the agitation for forestry

preservation is bearing fruit. But outside of New
York and New Hampshire nearly all that has been
accomplished has been done in the West. It is

easier to lay out forest preserves in a new than in
an old State, but they are no more necessary in
the former than in the latter. Pennsylvania should
take the subject energetically in hand and prepare
to preserve and add to its forest area.

Against the Pine Bark Beetle.

/O^LERUS FORMICARIUS, we are informed

\£^ by the following in the Philadelphia Times

of April 24th, has been introduced into

this country :

*' Professor O. D. Hopkins, entomologist at the

West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Stations,

at Mofgantown, is here on his way to Raleigh,

Webster, Pocahontas, Randolph and Tucker coun-

ties, in an attempt to save the pine forests, in

those counties, from destruction. For the last

few years he has made a careful study of the,

causes of the destruction of the pine forests of

West Virginia, and finds that a small insect in the

bark causes the death of the tree. During last

summer he spent some time in the black forest of

Germany, studying the insects, and has found a

small prolific insect which feeds upon the injuri-

ous ones, multiplies rapidly, and is not injurious to

timber. Several thousand have been imported,

and Professor Hopkins is now distributing them
and will watch the result this summer.'*

Professor A. D. Hopkins, it is well-known, has

been carefully considering this step for some time.

It is very clear that the ravages of the insect pest

(dendrbctonus frontalis) have been on the in-

crease. During the past year it is said to have
reached Southern Pennsylvania. It may also

fairly be assumed that Professor Hopkins has

assured himself that no evil consequences will fol-

low from the introduction of this new insect.

In this connection one reverts, however, to the

introduction of the English sparrow among us.

Or if we were disposed to call to mind a still

more striking case, we might allude to the intro-

duction, but a few years back, of the Mangoose
(so-called), into Jamaica, from India. It cer-

tainly has exterminated the snakes, and driven the

rats from the ground ; but it has also exterminated
the quail and all ground-nesting birds. It has

made poultry raising in that island very difficult,

and it has become a serious question with the gov-

ernment whether or not the mangoose must not

be exterminated at any cost.

Desperate cases require desperate remedies. We
hope, however, that nothing but good will follow

the advent of clerus to our forests.

—Apropos of forest legislation, the New York
Tribune comments thus: ** These new laws for

New York and New Hampshire may not achieve

great things. The vandals who find their interest

in destroying the forests may manage to circum-
vent them. But the fact remains that forest re-

form, like road reform, has come to stay. There
is a strong and ever-increasing public sentiment
behind it, and sooner or later it is certain to be
accomplished."
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Dr. Benjamin Franklin's Letter to
Francis Hopkinson.

"I

Passy, Dec. 24th, 1782.
THANK you for your ingenious paper in
favour of the trees. I own I now wish we
had two rows of them in every one of our

streets. The comfortable shelter they would afford
us in walking, from our burning summer suns, and
the greater coolness of our walls and pavements,
would, I conceive, in the improved health of the
inhabitants, amply compensate the loss of a house
now and then by fire, if such should be the con-
sequence

; but a tree is soon felled, and as axes
are at hand in every neighborhood, may be down
before the engines arrive."

The Forestry Commission.

THE forestry measure now before the Penn-
sylvania Legislature seems likely to be-
come a law. The act is known as House

Bill No. 173. It has i)assed the lower branch, and
IS now in the hands of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture, and may be acted upon during the
present week.

In the Senate there appears to be some vigorous
opposition to the bill, although the oi)position is
numerically small. Still, it would be wise for the
friends of the measure to use every reasonable
effort for its passage, and to be unremitting in
their endeavors until its success is absolutely as-
sured.

The work of the proposed commission is pre-
iminary in its character. It will make an ex-
haustive examination of the timber interests of the
State for the purpose of showing how best to re-
clothe the hills and mountains with useful forest
trees, and will report to the Legislature such
measures as may seem to be needful for the de-
sired end.

'J'here can be no doul)t about the value of this
great work. It appeals to iniblic spirit, and calls
for patriotic action. It is for the public good and
has to do with the health as well as the wealth of
the State at large. It involves the questions
of parching droughts, destructive freshets and
rural beauty. It has to do with climate. It
has to do With commerce and trade. Indeed
It involves all the difference between a treeless'
barren waste and a timberer, fruitful country It
involves, in a word, the difference between pros-
perity and penury.

*

,

All the leading countries of the world are mov-
ing in this matter. Its importance is recognized,
and laws are going into operation for forest plant-mg and preservation. We must have intelligent

laws and intelligent foresters, and the present pre-
liminary work is the very best and wisest that our
Legislature could enact.

—

Intelligencer, Doyles-
town.

The Black ^Valnut—Juglans nigra, L,

BOTANICALLY the hickories, walnuts, chest-
nuts, and oaks are near relatives. Some,
or all of them, in an earlier period, were

found much farther north than at present. It is

the opinion of Professor Shaler that they are now
endeavoring to regain their ancient limits, but
that, owing to the weight of their seeds, their
progress northward is slow. To same this may
require a word of explanation. Seeds like those
of the pine trees, or even the maple, the ash, and
the elm, are provided with wing-like margins, or
appendages, which aid in their dispersion when
the blasts of autumn come. It is to be observed
that they are most frequently torn from the trees
by the wind. On the contrary, the walnut tree,
so far as its nuts are concerned, has no such ad-
vantages. As a rule, the seed lies where it falls,

and germinates if it can,

A description of the walnut tree is a waste of
space. Every one recognizes it when seen. We
might say, however, that the inconspicuous male
flowers hang in clusters, two or three inches long,
from the branches of the previous year ; and the
nut-i)roducing flowers are either single or in
groups of four or five on a stem at the ends of
the branches.

Seven or eight different kinds of walnuts are
found over the world. Of these, one kind is native
to Central Europe and Asia, there are two in
Eastern Asia, and four or five species in North
America. Of our native species none are so im-
portant, so prized by boy and man as the black
walnut.

The origin of the name walnut is interesting.
Max Miiller teaches us that it is derived from the
''Anglo-Saxon wealh-hnut, in German Wlilsche
Nuss,'' and as these mean simply i\\Q foreign nut,
we have the idea at the heart of our word walnut.
The connection is fully established when we re-
member that the so-called English walnut reached
Germany from Italy, and just as the latter country
IS known to the former as Welschland, or foreign
land, so the fruits from it were called foreign.
Our British ancestors named the tree we write of
black walnut because of its unmistakable resem-
blance to the English walnut in their earlier
home. .

Considered in its commercial and mechanical
relations, the black walnut is a tree of note. The
wood is strong up to a certain point, then brittle

;

or, to state the fact otherwise, the wood lacks
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Dr. Benjamin Franklin's Letter to
Francis Hopkinson.

Passy, Dec. 24th, 1782.
44 r THANK you for your ingenious paper in

I favour of the trees. I own 1 now wish we
had two rows of them in every one of our

streets. The comfortable shelter they would afford
us in walking, from our burning summer suns, and
the greater coolness of our walls and pavements,
would, I conceive, in the improved health of the
inhabitants, amply compensate the loss of a house
now anfl then by fire, if such should be the con-
sequence

; but a tree is soon felled, and as axes
are at hand in every neighborhood, may be down
before the engines arrive."

The Forestry Commission.

TTTHIC forestry measure now before the Penn-
I sylvania Legislature seems likely to be-

come a law. The act is known as House
Bill No. 173. It has passed the lower branch, and
IS now in the hands of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture, and may be acted upon during the
])resent week.

In the Senate there appears to be some vigorous
opposition to the bill, although the oi)position is

numerically small. Still, it would be wise for the
friends of the measure to use every reasonable
effort for its passage, and to be unremitting in
their endeavors until its success is absolutely as-
sured.

The work of the proposed commission is pre-
nmnary m its character. It will make an ex-
haustive examination of the timber interests of the
State for the pur|)ose of showing how best to re-
clothe the hills and mountains with useful forest
trees, and will report to the Legislature such
measures as may seem to be needful for the de-
sired end.

'I'here can be no doubt about the value of this
great work. Jt appeals to public spirit, and calls
or i.atriotic action. It is for the jMiblic good and
has to do with the health as well as the wealth of
the State at large. It involves the questions
ot pan hmg droughts, destructive freshets and
rural beauty. It has to do with climate It
has to do With commerce and trade. Indeed
It involves all the difference between a treeless'
barren waste and a timbered, fruitful country It
involves, in a word, the difference between nros-
l)erity and penury.

All the leading countries of the world are mov-
ing in this matter. Its importance is recogni/ed
and laws are going into operation for forest plant'
ing and preservation. We must have intelligent

laws and intelligent foresters, and the present pre-
liminary work is the very best and wisest that our
Legislature could enact.

—

Intelligencer, Doyles-
town.

The Black Walnut—Juglans nigra, L.

BOTANICALLY the hi( kories, walnuts, chest-
nuts, and oaks are near relatives. Some,

^ or all of them, in an earlier period, were
found much farther north than at })resent. It is

the opinion of Professor Shaler that they are now
endeavoring to regain their ancient limits, but
that, owing to the weight of their seeds, their
l)rogress northward is slow. To some this may
require a word of explanation. Seeds like those
of the pine trees, or even the mai)le, the ash, and
the elm, are provided with wing-like margins, or
appendages, which aid in their dispersion when
the blasts of autumn come. It is to be observed
that they are most frequently torn from the trees
by the wind. On the contrary, the walnut tree,
so far as its nuts are concerned, has no such ad-
vantages. As a rule, the seed lies where it falls,

and germinates if it can.

A description of the walnut tree is a waste of
sjKice. Iwery one recognizes it when seen. We
might say, however, that the in(C)ns})icuous male
/lowers hang in clusters, two or three inches long,
from the branches of the previous year; and the
nut-|)roducing (lowers are either single or in
groups of four or five on a stem at the ends of
the branches.

Seven or eight different kinds of walnuts are
found over the world. Of these, one kind is native
to Central luirope and Asia, there are two in
Eastern Asia, and four or five species in North
America. Of our native sj)ecies none are so im-
portant, so i)rized by boy and man as the black
walnut.

The origin of the name walnut is interesting.
Max Miiller teaches us that it is derived from the
'* Anglo-Saxon wealh-Jinut, in Clerman Wlilschc
Nitss,'' and as these mean simj)ly ihc /ore/irn nut,
we have the idea at the heart of our word walnut'.
The connection is fully established when we re-
member that the so-called English walnut reached
(iermany from Italy, and just as the latter country
IS known to the former as Welschland, or foreign
land, so the fruits from it were called foreign.
Our Pritish ancestors named the tree we write of
black walnut because of its unmistakable resem-
blance to the iMiglish walnut in their earlier
home. .

Considered in its commercial and mechanical
relations, the black walnut is a tree of note. The
wood is strong up to a certain ])oint, then brittle

;

or, to state the fact otherwise, the wood lacks
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elasticity. In contact with the soil it is very

durable.

Its chief importance is in cabinet-work, where

its rich, dark-brown color and the fine polish of

which it is capable give it a peculiar value. It is

worthy of note that there is no likelihood of a

time coming when this wood will cease to be in

demand. Public taste for walnut furniture has

long since been crystallized. The call abroad

for our black walnut originated in the insufficient

supply of English walnut to meet the wants of the

cabinetmakers in Europe.

For the manufacture of gunstocks it is in great

demand, though it is probable the color and pol-

ish of the wood are the most important factors in

determining this use. For ** finish" of rooms
walnut has a recognized value, though it cannot

be denied that its sombre hue is an objection.

The specific gravity of black walnut is 0.61 15.

In relative fuel value it stands as No. 294 on the

list of 430 kinds of forest trees (loth Census Re-
port, Vol. IX.).

This tree is among those whose goodness has

been its bane. It is doubtful whether it will much
longer be able to meet the home and the foreign

demand without practical extermination. There
seems to be a wrong somewhere in our relation to

it ; that only the main trunk should be used, and
more than half the bulk of the tree be allowed to

go to waste.

Here and there over the country attempts, in a
small way, have been made to cultivate the black
walnut. It requires (and where growing naturally),

indicates a soil of strength. The planter should
bear in mind that whilst it may be slow in start-

ing, it is afterwards a tree of fairly rapid growth.
A delay in sprouting, or a subsoil of stiff clay,

once the growth has begun, may defer hope.
The best soil is a rich bottom land. There are

thousands of acres to-day in Pennsylvania, which
are periodically overflowed, and where, once
started, this tree might in the long run be the
most lucrative crop possible.

Whether young or old, it has but little of grace.
It has no point of comparison with its spreading
companion, the white elm. The robust strength
of the walnut trunk in youth leads, in riper years,
to a massive ruggedness almost equal to that of
black oak. Where you see it outlined against the
winter sky, the black, club-like limbs will suggest
the Kentucky coffee tree, though the limbs of the
latter are much straighter than those of the walnut.
The bark of some kinds of trees reveals artistic

possibilities in pattern. That of the walnut
varies greatly in the style of its clefts. It lacks
the individuality of the gum tree or the persim-
mon.
The trunk whose illustration appears in this

number was not an unusually large one for Ches-

ter County. It measured, at four feet above the

ground, four feet and three inches in diameter.

One near Muskingum was seven feet and four

inches through at five feet above the ground. Pro-

fessor Sargent gives three metres or almost ten

feet as the maximum diameter of the black wal-

nut. The greatest height indicated by the same
authority is about one hundred and fifty-seven feet.

The walnut has not entirely escaped the notice

of the physician ; as bark, leaves, and hull of the

fruit have all, at one time or another, been drawn
upon for remedies.

The boy who has never gathered walnuts has a

missing link in his life. Even the remembrance
of the odor and the stain is associated with an

outing for the absence of which boyhood would
have been somewhat less perfect.

The walnut extends over a wide range,—from

Florida north to Massachusetts and from southern

Minnesota through the Mississippi Valley, and
beyond, into Texas. Of course, over so many
parallels of latitude its time of blooming and
fruiting must vary many weeks.

With us it is the last tree to put on its leaves

and the first to shed them.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

[In this connection we would call attention to

Dr. Rothrock's article on '* The Row Farm Wal-
nut Tree," which appeared in the January, 1890,

issue and contained a picture of the tree and
also one of the fruit.

—

Ed.]

Sentinel^ Rome, N. Y.

The above paper says of the new forestry bill in

that State : *' It is also the design of the author

of the bill that the State shall sell * ripe timber

'

upon the forest lands within the limits of the park.

This will be following the example of the German
and French governments, which receive large in-

comes yearly from their forests. The State of New
York will use this money to buy more forest land,

and thus save it from destruction. The act says

upon this important matter:
' The forest commissioners may sell any soft or

hard wood timber, which is not less than twelve

inches in diameter at a height of three feet above

the ground, standing in any part of the forest

preserve ; and the proceeds of such sales shall be

turned over to the State Treasurer, by whom they

shall be placed to the credit of the special fund

established for the purchase of land within the

Adirondack Park.'
** Governor Flower has taken much interest in

the measure, and there is little doubt that he will

sign it at once."
This is all right, providing business tact and

thorough honesty prevail.
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National Forest Policy.

MR. E. W. HAMMOND is ]niblishing in the

Rural Northwest (Portland, Oregon), a
^* series of jjapers on ** A National Forest

Policy.** The germ of a real, wholesome truth

lies in that caption. It is truly, a National Forest

Policy and not a series of isolated, disjointed en-

actments which is re([uired. No other interest of
the same magnitude has been allowed to shift for

itself so long as that of the forest.

The articles in (juestion, must have their weight
in maturing public sentiment on a healthy basis.

A leading thesis in his third article, is that for-

est property should not be left to absolute control
of the private owner. Least of all, Mr. Ham-
mond thinks, should it be so left in a country like

ours. It is, however, just in a country like ours
where that proi)osition will be most difficult to

support. In fact it is barely possible that the
future may develop a plan by which the private
land owner will become the most fliithful conser-
vator of timber-land, if the government will an-
swer his question, '* What aid do you propose to

give those who produce forests which are more
necessary to the public than they are to the indi-

vidual owner? "

This aspect may be worth considering. It may
prove, in some shajie, a short cut through the dif-

ficuhies of paying (and the greater ones still of
appointing), a suitable force of forest commis-
sioners and supervisors.

Observations of ** Arbor Day."

4 4 7\^ RBOR Day*' in Camden was celebrated

.^t\. t)y the pupils of the public schools in an
^ appropriate manner. At the Liberty

school, the pupils in Principal Manness's district
planted a maple tree in memory of Camden's
'* good gray '* poet, and named it *'Walt Whit-
man." In the other districts trees were planted,
and the exercises consisted of recitations, reading
of the Scriptures, and vocal music.

** Arbor Day " at Haddonfield was observed
with the usual exercises. At the public school,
the school children, assisted by the school officials,

planted a number of trees. The exercises con-
sisted of singing, recitations, and addresses.

At Woodbury, ** Arbor Day'* was also ob-
served by the pupils of the three public schools
with appropriate exercises. At the West End
school the children planted twelve trees ; and in
the afternoon at the Oak Street Academy and
West End school, the scholars observed the day
by literary and musical exercises.

In Darkest Africa.

H. M. Stanley (Vol. II., p. 31).

WHILE we have travelled through the forest

region we have suffered less from Afri-

can fevers than we did in the open
country between Mataddi and Stanley Pool.

A long halt in the forest clearing soon reminds
us that we are not yet so acclimated as to utterly es-

cape the effects of malaria. But when within the

enclosed woods our agues are of a very mild form,

soon extinguished by a timely dose of quinine.

On the plateau of Kavalli and Undussuma,
Messrs. Jephson, Parke and myself were success-

ively prostrated by fever and the average level of
the land was over 4500 feet above the sea.

On descending to the Nyanza plain 2500 feet

lower, we were again laid up with fierce attacks.

At Banana Point, which is at sea-level, ague is

only too common. At Vivi, there were more
cases than elsewhere and the station was about 250
feet higher than Boma, and not a swamp was near
it. At Stanley Pool, about iioo feet above sea-

level, fever of a pernicious form was prevalent.

While ascending the Congo with the wind astern

we were unusually exempted from ague, but de-
scending the Congo, facing the wind, we were
smitten with the most severe forms of it.

While ascending the Aruwimi we seldom
thought of African fever, but descending it in

canoes, meeting the wind currents, and carried

towards it by river flow and paddle, we were
speedily made aware that acclimatization is slow.

Therefore it is proved that from o to 5000 feet

above the sea there is no immunity from fever and
ague, that over forty miles of lake water between
a camp and the other shore are no positive pro-

tection ; that a thousand miles of river course
may serve as a flue in a concentrated form.
That if there is a thick screen of primeval forest

between the dwelling place and a large clearing

or open country, there is only danger of the local

malaria around the dwelling which might be ren-
dered harmless by the slightest attention to the
system ; but in the open country neither a house
nor a tent are sufficient protection since the air

enters by the doors of the house, and under the
flaps and through the ventilators to poison the in-

mates.

Hence we may infer that trees, tall shrubbery,
a high wall or close screen interposed between the
dwelling place and the wind currents, will miti-

gate their malarial influence, and the inmate will

be subjected only to local exhalations.

Em in Pasha informed me that he always took a
mosquito curtain with him, as he believed that it

was an excellent protection against miasmatic ex-
halations of the night.

Forest Leaves, Vol. iv, No. 3.

I'

TRUNK OF BLACK WALNUT.
CHESTER CO., PA.
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National Forest Policy.

MR. E. W. HAMMOND is publishing in the

Rural Northwest (Portland, Oregon), a
^* series of j)aix'rs on ** A National Forest

Poliey." The germ of a real, wholesome truth

lies in that ea[)lion. It is truly, a National Forest

Policy and not a series of isolated, disjointed en-

actments which is re(|uired. No other interest of

the same magnitude has been allowed to shift for

itself so long as that of the forest.

The articles in (juestion, nmst have their weight

in maturing public sentiment on a healthy basis.

A leading thesis in his third article, is that for-

est property should not be left to absolute control

of the private owner. Least of all, Mr. Ham-
mond thinks, should it be so hM't in a country like

ours, it is, however, just in a country like ours

where that proposition will be most diffu uit to

su])port. \\\ fa( t it is barely possible that the

future may develop a plan by whi( h the private

land owner will become the most faithful conser-

vator of tiniber-land, if the government will an-
swer his ([uestion, '' What aid do you pr()i)ose to

give those who i)r()du(e forests whi( h are more
necessary to the public than they are to the indi-

vidual owner? "

This aspect may be worth considering. It may
prove, in some shape, a short cut through the dif-

ficuhiesof paying (and the greater ones still of
api)ointing), a suitable force of forest commis-
sioners and sui)ervisors.

Observations of " Arbor Day."

4 4 7\ KPOR Day" in Camden was celebrated

^h\^ l^V the pupils of the public schools in an
^ apj)ropriate manner. At the Liberty

school, the })upils in Principal Manness's district

planted a maple tree in memory of Camden*s
'* good gray" poet, and named it '*Walt Whit-
man." In the other districts trees were j)lanted,

and the exercises consisted of recitations, reading
of the Scrijitures, and vocal music.

** Arbor Day " at Iladdonfield was observed
with the usual exercises. At the public school,
the school children, assisted by the school officials,

planted a number of trees. The exercises con-
sisted of singing, recitations, and addresses.

At Woodbury, ** Arbor Day" was also ob-
served by the i)upils of the three public schools
with appropriate exercises. At the West End
school the children ])lanted twelve trees ; and in

the afternoon at the Oak Street Academy and
West End school, the scholars observed the day
by literary and musical exercises.

In Darkest Africa.

H. M. S'i'ANLEV (Vol. II., p. 31).

'\ ^'*7 HILE we have travelled through the forest

Y Y region we have suffered less from Afri-

can fevers than we did in the o])en

country between Mataddi and Stanley Pool.

A long halt in the forest ( learing soon reminds
us that we are not yet so acclimated as to utterly es-

cape the effects of malaria. I>ut when within the

enclosed woods our agues are of a very mild form,

soon extinguished by a timely dose of quinine.

On the ])lateau of Kavalli and Undussuma,
Messrs. Jephson, Farke and myself were success-

ively prostrated by fever and the average level of

the land was over 4500 feet above the sea.

On descending to the Nyanza plain 2500 feet

lower, we were again laid uj) with fierce attacks.

At Banana Point, which is at sea-level, ague is

only too (ommon. At Vivi, there were more
cases than elsewhere and the station was about 250
feet higher than Boma, and not a swamp was near

it. At Stanley Pool, about iioo feet above sea-

level, fever of a pernicious form was ])revalent.

While ascending the Congo with the wind astern

we were unusually exempted from ague, but de-

scending the Congo, facing the wind, we were
smitten with the most severe forms of it.

While ascending the Aruwimi we seldom
thought of African fever, but descending it in

canoes, meeting the wind currents, and carried

towards it by river flow and paddle, we were
speedily made aware that ace limatization is slow.

Therefore it is proved that from o to 5000 feet

above the sea there is no immunity from fever and
ague, that over forty miles of lake water between
a camp and the other shore are no positive pro-

tection ; that a thousand miles of river course
may serve as a flue in a concentrated form.

That if there is a thick screen of primeval forest

between the dwelling j)lace and a large clearing

or open ( ountry, there is only danger of the local

malaria around the dwelling which might be ren-

dered harmless by the slightest attention to the
system ; but in the open country neither a house
nor a tent are sufficient protection since the air

enters by the doors of the house, and under the
flaps and through the ventilators to poison the in-

mates.

Hence we may infer that trees, tall shrubbery,
a high wall or close screen interposed between the
dwelling place and the wind currents, will miti-

gate their malarial influence, and the inmate will

be subjected only to local exhalations.

Emin Pasha informed me that he always took a
moscjuito curtain with him, as he believed that it

was an excellent protection against miasmatic ex-
halations of the night.

Forest Leaves, Vol. iv, No. 3.
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Question, might not a respirator attached to a

veil, or face screen of muslin, assist in mitigating

malarious effects when the traveller finds himself

in open regions.

Forestry on the Girard Estate.

THE following extract from page 74 of the

Twenty-third Annual Report of the Board
of Directors of the City Trusts shows that

on the Girard estate practical forestry has made a

fair start. This showing is of great value as an

object lesson in the possibilities which our hill and
mountain sides possess

:

V Forest Culture.—The forest tree plantation, es-

tablished twelve years ago on the James Howell
tract on the top of the North Mahanoy mountain,

by the side of the No. 2 reservoir of the Girard

Water Company, and extended year after year

along the banks of Lost Creek, has been further

extended on the watershed of this stream by the

planting in April and May of 30,000 European
Larch, 10,000 Catalpa and 5000 Scotch Pine

trees. Ten thousand of the Larches were furnished

without charge, and were planted in place of that

number which were lost through defective packing

the year previous. The trees set out this year, as

well as those planted in former years, have done
well and made a good growth this year.

**The Legislature of the State, at its session of

1887, passed ** An Act for the Encouragement of

Forest Culture and Providing Penalties for the

Destruction of Forests,'* requiring county com-
missioners to pay a bounty of forty-five cents per

acre, not exceeding ninety per cent, of the taxes,

for planting forest trees not less in number than

twelve hundred to the acre, for a period of ten years,

with a similar bounty at a reduced rate for a second
and third period. While this bounty is incon-

siderable, it was deemed of importance for the

encouragement of forest culture by others and for

the credit of the county as well as of the estate,

that an account should be filed of the claim of

the Girard estate under this act. The bill, which
amounted to thirty-eight dollars and fifteen cents

(J38.15), was accordingly presented to the county
commissioners and paid. No other claim has

ever been presented to the Commissioners of

Schuylkill County under this Act of Assembly.
'* An order has been placed for 20,000 European

Larches, to be planted in April, 1893."

IP - 1-'

—Governor Cleaves, of Maine, in a recent mes-
sage, says: ** Judicious legislation, looking to the

preservation of our vast areas of forest growth and
the promotion of forest culture will tend to our
material welfare.'

1 1

The Fire D^mon Abroad Again.
'J.
Y

THE following, a few ou| of many clippings

from our exchange*iy/fho\T^ that the coun-

try at large is receiving its periodical visi-

tation of fire and smoke, that under circumstances

where no insurance company will undertake to

protect a man's property, the state also declines

to accord any protection, notwithstanding the

legal fiction that we pay taxes for ])rotection. This

is, of course, rather a bald way of stating an ac-

cepted principle.

There is no more reason for obliging a man to

clean up his ground in the interest of public health

than there is for obliging him to clean his woods
in the interest of jniblic safety.

Or it might be in point to call to mind the

statutes against the so-called Canada Thistle and
similar noxious weeds.

These enactments are all mere variants of the

old maxim,—that you must so use your own as

not to injure another. It is time for our Solons

to realize that filthy woods are no more tolerable

to modern civilization than filthy streets. It goes

without saying that any legislation to be effective

in such things as forest fires must be radical, but

the reforms of the present period are nothing, if

not radical. The law proposed by the New Hamp-
shire Forestry Commission may savor of an arbi-

trary spirit, but after all it is merely a question of

degree among laws. All are unwelcome to those

who stand in their way.

The forest incendiary must expect to find him-

self a more marked man in the future than he has

ever been in the past.

^ *fC 7^ 5|C 3|> ^ 5J5

Hardwood, with its usual vigorous sense, gives

the following :

*' Damaging forest fires seldom have their origin

where they produce the most injury. In nine

cases out of ten it is the fire started in an old

clearing and allowed to burn over the line into

green standing timber, which produces the most

disastrous results, and owners all acknowledge the

force of this. It is getting to be a common thing

for owners of high-priced stumpage to insist that

adjoining owners, when clearmg their land, shall

remove their debris to a safe distance from the

line. And where there are no local laws to com-
pel them to do so, the owners of the standing tim-

ber do the work themselves, meantime clearing

away the fallen rubbish from their own side of the

line.

'* Owners of hardwood timber lands, however,

have not kept pace in this respect with their pine

brethren, which is greatly to be regretted, and

which fact will be made vitally apparent to

them ere long, and in many instances after it is

too late. It is still more to be regretted that the

t^
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States do not appreciate the gravity of the situa-

tion sufficiently to enact stringent laws, with heavy

penalties, f6i;^starting )fires and allowing them to

damage anothe^^^fi /timber. There should not only

. be provisions for all civil damages, but severe

criminal penalties as well.

** Millions of dollars have been needlessly

wasted in forest fires in the three great northern

pine States of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minne-

sota, that could have been saved had those States

had proper laws on the subject. Even at this late

day neither State has anything like adequate stat-

utes. The Southern timber States are quite as de-

relict in this matter. Not one of them has yet

ventured to tackle the subject, as they should have

done long ago, and millions of timber are wasted

by fire every year that might be saved.

** It is to be hoped the experience of the clos-

ing season will show the owners of stumpage that

forest fires can be prevented, except in rare in-

stances, by the exercise of common prudence,

and that an eff'ort will be made during the coming

winter to impress upon the various State T.egisla-
|

tures the need of laws for the protection of forests

from fires. If they could be induced to organize

forestry commissions the work could well be dele-

gated to them. The example of the province of

Ontario in this respect is well worth following,

with somewhat more liberality in the way of an

appropriation.*'

Just to enforce all the above, a few items from

the daily press might with proi)riety be added.

This from the New York Tribune

:

Fredericksburg, Va.—Property to the value of

more than $100,000 has been destroyed by forest

fires in Spottsylvania and Caroline counties in the

last two days. Two schoolhouses and several

barns were burned. The old Concord Academy
and Lewis Kidd's house, in the same county, were

soon in ashes. The fire ran along the fencing in

Spottsylvania County for miles. Hundreds of

acres of woodland have been burned over. The
Tazewell Female Seminary was destroyed by fire

recently; all the young women escaped, but they

saved none of their clothing excepting what they

had on when they fled from the blazing building.

Here is the New York Sun! s contribution :

Petersburg, Va.—A fierce woodland fire, which

is destroying some of the best timber lands in

this State and in North Carolina, is burning along

the line of the Petersburg and Weldon and Wil-

mington and Weldon Railroads. The fire covers

an area of over one hundred miles, and hundreds

of cords of cord-wood, miles of fencing, and
many barns are being burned.

The handsome Catholic church at Jarrett's

Depot, which is in the path of the fire, narrowly

escaped being burned March 31st, and it was not

until one o'clock the next morning that the flames

in that immediate vicinity were gotten under con-

trol.
^

New Jersey has its annual conflagration.

May's Landing, N. J.—The high winds that

are prevailing have kept the forest fires burning

fiercely. They are still burning with no hopes

of stopping the terrible destruction, unless there

is soon a fall of rain or an abatement of the

winds.

The town was lighted up by the big fire on •the

Absecom road, nine miles from here, and the

flames could be plainly seen leaping high into the

heavens.

All efforts to stay their progress have been fruit-

less, and hundreds of acres of valuable young

standing timber and considerable fine cedar have

been consumed.
The fire that has been burning near Richland

for several days died down, but started up afresh,

and is now at work on a stretch of thickly wooded
timber. The loss from these fires in four days is

estimated to be over ;J3o,ooo.

As charity begins at home we may be allowed

space to insert the following from the Philadel-

phia Times, of April 5th.

Hollidavsburg—Reservoir Mountain, within

sight of this city, is a mass of flames, and the final

outcome is problematical owing to the prevailing

high winds.

Tiie fire originated on Loop Mountain and the

flames, carried by a hurricane, leaped the Juniata

River to Reservoir Mountain.

New Bloomfield.—The Mahanoy Ridge, near

this place, is being fire swept. Large tracts of valu-

able timber have been destroyed and it is feared

that farm property and railroad trestles will be

burned.

Carlisle.—Extensive mountain fires are raging

in this vicinity. Both the North and South

Mountains are burning, and that in the North

Mountain, a few miles west of Carlisle, is doing

great damage.

Bethlehem.—Fierce mountain fires are raging

to-night in close proximity to St. Luke's Hospital

and Lehigh University Park. The fire was started

by tramps.

I

Jersey's Forest Fires.

IV 1 EW JERSEY has just suffered another big

1 \ loss of property through the forest fires
"^ that have been raging in the pine forests

of Burlington, Camden, Ocean, and Atlantic coun-

ties. The State is powerless to give any assistance

or provide a remedy for the oft-recurring calami-

ties.

Prof. John C. Smock, the State Geologist, is

well informed on the subject, and is particularly

interested in legislation to prevent the spreading

of forest fires. The subject has been brought to

his notice by the startling reports of the great dam-
ages done during the past two weeks in the State.

Every year brings a reign of terror to the people

living in and about the pine land, and there is

generally destroyed from Jl 1,000,000 to <J^2,ooo,ooo

worth of property.

*'It is impossible for me,*' Prof. Smock says,
*' to assess the damages just now. It is needless to

say that the forests are being depleted and no
preparation made to restore them. The State has

valuable timber land containing chestnut, oak,

locust, and other timber salable for construction,

such as railroad ties, telegraph and telephone

poles, and excellent cedar wood for shingles. The
annual product was ^5,000,000 a few years ago,

but the products are smaller and smaller each year,

and soon the State will be timber poor."
The woodman's axe is doing the work in the

upper part of the State, but the principal destroyer

of the forest is fire. New Jersey finds its ravages

greater every year. Since 1866 the fires that have
occurred have been larger and more serious than

in previous years. It is estimated that ^25,000,000
worth of property has been destroyed since that

time. It is safe to estimate that the wood of the

pine land is worth from $10 to ^30 an acre, and
that the recent fire cost about ^75,000.
The West Jersey Railroad and Delaware, Lack-

awanna and Western have been at times careful,

and assist whenever a locomotive causes a fire.

The work, according to their plan, is to clear away
the timber for a width of one hundred feet on each
side of the track, to plow a furrow or two close to

the outer edge of this space, and then fire the

space in the fall, and keep it mowed and cleared,

if necessary, through the summer. It is claimed
that if this plan was adopted by all railroads, and
the engines furnished with suitable spark-arresters,

dangers from this source would disappear.

Most of the cross-roads are at present only just

wide enough to allow a wagon to pass through. It

is the practice, when a fire is to be fought, to make
a stand along one of these roads, and, by firing

back, to stop its progress by depriving it of food.

Not unfrequently, narrow as they are, these roads

alone stop the progress of the flames. It seems,

then, that it would be feasible to have all these

roads recorded as regular highways, with a uniform
width of four rods, and to clear away all timber
and brush for this width. It is believed that this

would create a gap which the flames would rarely

leap, and that they would usually be confined to a

few hundred acres at most. Probably about two
acres to a hundred would have to be cut off" in this

way to protect the rest ; and in case it was seen

that, because of high winds, the flames would leap

this barrier, it could be remedied by a little back
firing.

Some legislation imposing proper penalties for

careless use of fire in camps, clearings, or coalings

would be necessary. Stringent laws of this kind
exist in some European countries and in Canada.
The effect of an efficient forest police on the dep-

redations of timber thieves would be most salu-

tary, and the increase in the value of timber lands

that would arise from increased security, even
though otherwise unimproved, would pay the ex-

penses of the plan. It is most probable that the

railroads would readily co-operate in any plan to

increase the security of the forests, as they might
be otherwise held strictly accountable for all dam-
age done by them.

—

The Press.

Agave Sisilana.

TO the Editor of the Democrat and Chronicle :

DeaIv Sir: In the Democrat oi recent

date I see an article in regard to '* hemp."
That justice may be done, I will give a few facts.

The agave sisilana was introduced into Florida

by Dr. Henry Perrine, from Yucatan, in 1834.

He established depots at Key West, Indian Key
and Cape Florida, where it multiplied beyond be-

lief. So many years ago these many varieties of

fibrous plants had not been classified, but were

called ^' Century Plants.'* The officers stationed

at Fort Dallas on the Miami River, when removed

to other points, carried many of these plants with

them to adorn their posts, and m this way they

have been acclimated in many parts of Florida.

Vessels from the Bahamas have taken many plants

and to-day their manufacture has been commenced
under the name of Bahama fibre. The sisal hemp
is the most expensive and best cordage, our gov-

ernment paying annually between three and four

million dollars for it.

To Dr. Henry Perrine is due the credit of its

introduction, as well as the many other tropical

plants that now flourish withui her borders. Like

so many other noble philanthropists, he did not

live to see the result of his labors. His tragic

death at the hands of the Seminoles in 1840 may
still live in the memory of your older readers.

Hester Perrine Walker.

ii

•
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Suggestions to the Lumbermen of the
United States in Behalf of More
Rational Forest Management.

THE Division of Forestry of the United States

Department of Agriculture has issued Cir-

cular No. ID, from which we excerpt the

following

:

The forestry problem, which has now been agi-

tated for more than a decade, should interest no
one more than the lumbermen, who rely upon the

forest resources for their business, but have thus

far appeared indifferent to the movement. The
problem, briefly stated, is, how to use our forest

wealth so as not to impair its future—how to cut

the timber so as not to prevent the reproduction

of valuable aftergrowth.

It is conceded by those who plead for a more
rational treatment of our forests, that the lumber
business is not only a legitimate industry, and one
of our most important ones, but that from those

engaged in this business nothing may be expected

in the way of improved and conservative methods
that does not yield a profit and an immediate one.

It may also be conceded that the present economic
conditions which surround the development of our

forest resources prohibit, in many cases, a profit-

able change from the wasteful methods practiced

by those lumbermen at least who depend for their

supply upon the purchase of stumpage, and who do
not buy and hold large tracts of forest land which
they propose to work for continuous supplies and
which could advantageously be devoted to con-
tinuous forest management. Perhaps our popula-

tion is not yet dense enough, our virgin supplies

not yet sufficiently reduced, to make such forest

management profitable save under exceptional

conditions.

On the other hand, it will be conceded that the

community has an interest in the perpetuity and
conservative use of our forest resources and in the

preservation of favorable forest conditions, and
also that our present treatment of the same is det-

rimental to this communal interest when thousands
of square miles are not only culled wastefully of
their best timber, but are also burned over and
reduced to wastes, or else grown up with useless

brush.

The question is, how can the two interests be
adjusted ; namely, the lumberman's pocket in-

terest, which necessitates, or seems to necessitate,

his wasteful practices, and the communal interest,

which ought to prompt more conservative use?
The object of this circular is to show to lumber-
men that the two interests which seem to have
been considered antagonistic are, in fact, identi-

cal in many ways, and how, at the present junc-
ture, lumbermen may assist in adjusting them.
That it is now time to consider the question of

future supplies may be inferred from the following

rough estimate, the only kind possible with our

present statistical knowledge. We use in the

United States, according to estimates based upon
census and other figures, over 22,000,000,000
cubic feet of wood annually. Of this enormous
amount (about 350 cubic feet per capita)^ over ^
4,000,000,000 cubic feet of the best timber are

made into lumber (between 30,000,000,000 and
40,000,000,000 feet board measure) ; railroad con-
struction requires about 500,000,000 cubic feet;

and fencing takes an equal amount ; but by far

the largest consumption is for firewood. An un-
certain amount is burned up every year in forest

fires, which rage over the western mountain coun-
try especially, and which swell the total consump-
tion probably to beyond 25,000,000,000 cubic feet

of wood annually. During the last three decades
an increase of about 30 per cent, in consumption
for each decade is indicated. The area covered
with wood growth is less than 500,000,000 acres.

If all the land area not known to be treeless or

in farms were under forest, the acreage would not
exceed 850,000,000 acres, but the lower figure is

probably more nearly correct.

From the careful statistics of the German Gov-
ernment and from the records of private forests

we know that the annual growth of wood per acre

and year does not average more than 55 cubic feet,

though under favorable conditions it may rise to

double that amount with some species. In this

yield are included branches and smaller dimen-
sions down to 3 inches diameter, which are not
used in this country. If we refer only to the pro-

duction of such sizes as are used in this country,

our timber, at the age of 125 years, would be
found to have grown at best not more than 35
cubic feet per acre per year. Our present acreage,

therefore, even if it were well stocked and well

managed, could not produce our annual consump-
tion. But we know that much of it is badly
stocked, occupied with poor timber, and not cared

for. We are, therefore, consuming much more
than the area reproduces—probably double this

amount—and with every year the disproportion

grows. Were we to assume that 10,000 feet, board
measure, is now standing on every acre of the

whole forest area,—an extravagant estimate, even
with the enormous stumpage of the Pacific coast

forests,—our area could not supply out needs for

much over one hundred years, the time it takes to

produce a good-sized sawlog. Most of the timber
we are now cutting is over 200 years old. The
probabilities are that the end will be visible much
sooner. For the white pine, the end—speaking
relatively, not absolutely—is now in sight; and
the same is true for walnut, yellow poplar, and
ash. Hence the need of attention to more care-

ful and more thorough utilization of our timber

products, and especially to prevention of unneces-

sary waste, is indicated, even from considerations

which relate solely to the pecuniary interests of the

lumberman.
The most harmful avoidable waste comes from

losses by fire. Not only are enormous quantities

of timber killed or deteriorated in value by the

annual conflagrations, but by the burning of leaf

mould and seedlings the ground is made barren

and given over to inferior vegetation and scrubs,

and desirable reforestation is prevented. It would

be in the interest both of lumbermen and of com-
munities to stop this waste. This circular, there-

fore, appeals to lumbermen not only to enjoin

upon their workmen the necessity of a more care-

ful use of fire, but also to be instrumental, espe-

cially by associated effort, in bringing about the

^enactment and enforcement of proper fire legisla-

tion. There is no reason why forest property

should not be as well protected by the community
as any other property, and protection will be

afforded if the owners insist upon it ; and the

draft of a bill, its main features having been drawn
from the law enacted for the State of Maine in

1 89 1, and there successfully applied, is also pre-

sented.

There is one other immediately attainable, prac-

tical, and desirable step possible toward improve-

ment of existing conditions. It is a change in the

methods employed in the disposal of the public

timber lands. Under present regulations, lumber-

men and most bona fide consumers can secure pub-

lic timber only by circumvention, direct or indi-

rect, of the law. As a consequence, fraud and
trespass, wasteful cutting, illegal acquisition of

lands and material, destruction by fire, and abuse

of the administration when it has attempted to

execute the law, have been the rule.

The management of this part of the public do-

main has been denounced as unsatisfactory by
every administration for the last thirty years,

without securing legislative redress.

A tentative change was inaugurated by the law

of March 3, 1891, which gave power to the Presi-

dent to reserve timber lands for forest purposes.

Under this act, 13,056,440 acres out of the 60,-

000,000 or 70.000,000 acres of i)ublic timber land

remaining have so far been reserved. It is desir-

able that this policy be extended to the with-

drawing of all public timber lands from disposal

by sale or entry and of substituting disposal of

stumpage by licenses, under certain regulations,

somewhat similar to the Canadian systems, pro-

viding at the same time for a rational method of

protection, and eventually for a regulated forest

management.
In such legislation the needs of the resident

population, as well as of the lumber business, must

be duly considered, and the obligation of protect-

ing the property against destruction and devasta-

tion must be placed where it belongs ; namely,
upon the Government, which, representing the

community, must be responsible for all interests of

the future. To aid in the protection against fire

and trespass the army might be used, a measure
which has been most successfully employed in the

national parks.

It would appear that this method of protecting

the communal interest in forests would at the same
time be advantageous to the future of the lumber
business. All lumbermen, therefore, interested in

those sections of the country where public timber

lands are situated, and especially all lumbermen's
associations, should be concerned in the passage

of such legislation by which, in part, at least, their

own pecuniary interest and that of the commu-
nity may be harmonized and an example of what
rational forest management contemplates may be

established for imitation by private forest owners.

[The lumbermen of Pennsylvania are in advance
of their brethren in many of the other States, and
recognizing the fact that it is important that our

forestal resources be preserved, and a continued

supply of lumber assured, have given their earnest

support to Bill No. 173 for the appointment of a

Forestry Commission to report on the best means
of obtaining these ends.

—

Ed.]

We are pleased to copy the following endorse-

ment of a true friend of forestry from the Gazette :

Colorado leads all the States in the Union in

the area of government forest land reserved from

sale by proclamation of the President. This

means that the conservation of the forests in this

State is in advance of any other. It means that

the first steps have been taken for the preservation

of the natural reservoirs which the forests provide

for the storage of water, ready for irrigation. It

means the saving of millions of dollars which

must otherwise be required for artificial reservoirs

throughout the State. It means the preservation

of the most beautiful part of our mountain scenery.

To Colonel E. T. Ensign, of Colorado Springs,

more than to any one else, should be given the

credit of what has been done in the creation of

these forest reservations. For six and a half

years he ably filled the position of State Forest

Commissioner, and for over a year has been en-

gaged in the work of examining for the govern-

ment the various reservations re([uested in Colo-

rado. His heart is in the work, and with the

knowledge of the whole State and of the require-

ments of the forest, which he has obtained by lon;,^

study and experience, no better man could be

found for this purpose, as the results already ob-

tained plainly show.

• I

«i
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The Apple Tree And Its Cultivation.

PYRUS Malus, the common apple tree, is a

native of Europe and almost naturalized

here. The Romans had twenty-two varie-

ties, according to Pliny. Probably nearly one thou-

sand varieties are cultivated in the United States.

The wild apple or crab tree, a native of Britain,

and very generally found in temperate climates of

the Northern Hemisphere, is a somewhat stunted

looking tree, with austere, uneatable fruit, yet it is

the parent of all, or almost all, the varieties of

apples so much prized for the dessert. The apple

is now one of the most widely diffused of fruit

trees, and in the estimation of many is the most
valuable of all. It succeeds best in the colder

parts of the temperate zone. It may, however, be
found on the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, in

Arabia, Persia and the West Indies, but there its

fruit is as small and worthless as in high northern

latitudes.— Times, Troy.

Forestry Meeting at the World's Fair.

THE World's Congress Auxiliary recognizing

the importance of the subject of forestry

has assigned to the Forestry Congress
October i8 and 19, 1893.
There will be a general and popular opening

session at 10 a.m., October 18, in one of the large

Assembly Halls of the Art Palace, which is situ-

ated in the Lake Front Park in Chicago. •

This opening session will begin with an address
by the Honorable J. Sterling Morton, Secretary
of Agriculture, who has for many years been a
pioneer and leader in the Forestry movement in

the United States, and other distinguished men
will speak on the general subject of Forestry.

This session will oe followed by three meetings,
at 2.30 P.M., October 18, and at 10 a.m., and 2.30
P.M., October 19, at which previously selected

speakers will give briefly the essential points of
papers previously submitted to the Committee for

publication.

Where there are radically different views held
on any topic discussed, it is expected that each
view will be orally presented in a short talk.

The papers already presented by their authors,
and also others submitted to the Committee, will

be subsequently printed to form the chief memorial
of this meeting.
The attention of all persons interested in the

subject is directed to this meeting, and the cordial
co-operation of individuals and societies through-
out the world is requested to aid in making this

Forestry Congress a great success. Correspond-
ence and suggestions either on the proceedings of

the Congress or on the subjects to be treated are

invited, and persons qualified to write upon any
subject relating to Forestry are urged to prepare

such papers and submit them to the Vice-Chair-

man before September i, 1893.
All inquiries should be addressed to the Vice-

Chairman, Mr. J. D. W. French, 160 State Street,

Boston, Mass.

Garden and Forest.

The Tree-planting and Fountain Society of
Brooklyn, under the leadership of its president,

Mr. A. Augustus Low, is actively engaged in arous-

ing intelligent interest in the planting and care of
street-trees in that city. Articles containing prac-

tical suggestions on the subject are being published

in the daily press, and a set of circulars for gene-
ral distribution is in preparation. These will give

lists of the best street-trees and the most approved
methods of planting and caring for them. Neigh-
borhood clubs have been formed, comprised of
property owners interested in improving their

neighborhoods, and arrangements made with re-

liable nurserymen to furnish well grown trees,

shrubs and vines, for the use of the Society and
for sale to citizens. A list of competent pruners
in various sections of the city, is kept on file in

the rooms of the society, 44 Court Street. An ,

annual fund of $500, i)rovided by the late presi-

dent, will be used in improving and beautifying

different sections of the city.

«^->»-..

Timesy New York.

Those who protested against the provision of
the new forestry laws of this State, which per-

mits the selling of timber of certain kinds and of

a certain size on the State forest lands, will have
to rely upon the new Forest Commission to pre-

vent the mischief which they fear. Whether the

selling of standing trees or of ** downed timber,"

measuring twelve inches or more in diameter
three feet above the ground, should be allowed in

any case may be a (juestion, but the law merely
gives the commission authority in the premises.

If the commission is properly constituted, and if

its members give proper attention to their duties,

they will use this authority with discretion and all

due regard for the objects of forest preservation.

They will not sell timber from lands that ought
not to be encroached upon for that purpose. There
may possibly be lands in possession of the State

where this may be done under proper regulation.

The whole matter will be in the hands of the For-
est Commission, and it will be under no obligation
to sell timber.
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—When the Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh,

and the Ridgway and Clearfield railroads were

built, about ten years ago, an immense tract of

hemlock land was opened up in western Pennsyl-

vania, and the business of cutting hemlock tim-

ber and peeling the bark began on an extensive

scale. One firm alone, in Elk county, handled

50,000,000 feet of lumber and 10,000 cords of

bark every year, and employed hundreds of men
at wages of $2 a day with board. Over produc-

tion soon drove the price of lumber down, and to

eke out profits the ** operators " stripped the trees

of bark, which always found a ready market with

the tanners. This product was sent as far north

as New England, and prices ruled sometimes as

high as $7 a cord. But the bark-peeler will prob-

ably never see high wages again. The tanning

companies are combined, and owning large tracts

of timber they are in a position to control the

market. Moreover, the indiscriminate cutting of

bark in years past has reduced materially the sup-

ply in the forests.

Forestry Notes.

Tribune^ New York.

Without doubt. Governor Flower will take an

early opportunity to approve the bill creating a

new Forest Commission and providing in a practi-

cal way for the preservation of forest lands and

the enlargement of the Adirondack State Park.

The wiping out of the present Forest Commission

is the least important feature of the measure. The
part relating to the forest preserve seems to open

the way for saving a good share of the North

Woods, and ultimately will enable the State to

derive a substantial revenue from this source.

The Governor devoted considerable space to this

subject in his last message, and his ideas have, in

the main, been embodied in the bill as passed.

—It is a sign of progress out in Minnesota that

it is regarded as worth while to look after stolen

timber. We might naturally enough expect that

it would be worth stealing, before it would pay to

make a disturbance about it.

St. Paul has a sensation. *' Gross frauds, official

books awry, railroad companies accomplices, bot-

tomless abyss of corruption " are some of the de-

lectable items, which a leading journal alludes to

for the edification of its readers ; and all this fuss

about stealing timber in a state which supposed a

few years back that its resources were abundant

enough. ** Let no guilty man escape."'

Public Ledger,

The business in Berks County of buying up fine

old trees for the European market, previously men-

tioned in the Ledger^ continues to flourish. At

first the buyers would take none but walnut trees,

some of which were from 100 to 150 years old,

and the fiiiest specimens brought all the way from

;J575 to $125 and over. In many townships the

most desirable walnut trees have been purchased

and sent to Europe, where they are converted into

veneering for fine furniture, and many of them
will now reach this country in years to come in

this finished state. The interested parties are

now buying ash and oak trees. It is a matter of

general public regret that so many of these fine

trees have been removed from farms. Few have

been planted to take their places.

The Tradesman^ Chattanooga, Tenn.

It hardly looks reasonable that, in the " eternal

fitness of things," man was ever intended to arrive

at a stage of existence when he will need no lum-

ber, timber or trees, or the earth would not have

been so plentifully covered with forests. Coal,

iron-ore, gold, silver, diamonds and all forms of

mineral wealth do not increase by annual growth

like timber. When we dig a pound of coal, iron

or any other mineral out of the earth and consume

it, there is just that much left in the earth. We
are living off our capital stock in that case. When
we cut a tree and consume it, if we will arrange to

have two or three others grow, we are living off

our income. So the arguments of the forestry

preservation advocates are worthy of a careful

consideration.

Garden and Forest.

At the annual meeting of the Genesee Valley

Forestry Association, recently held in Rochester,

it was stated that public Forestry Meetings had

been held during the year in several towns, and

addresses were made by members of the Executive

Committee before the Sportsmen's Convention

and the Farmer's State Institute. A joint commit-

tee of this association, and the Association for the

Protection of Fish and Game, have now under

consideration, a practical experiment in forestry,

in the reforesting of the banks of the Genesee

and its tributary streams upon the estate of Mr,

Herbert Wadsworth, a member of the Associa-

tion.
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fact the success which has attended our efforts

encourages us to be more earnest in endeavoring

to educate public sentiment in favor of the for-

estry movement, so that when the Commission

shall make its report there will be such an interest

felt in the results that legislation will follow so

that Pennsylvania will not be a misnomer.

Extension of privilege always means increased

responsibility. This is emphatically true in the

case of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

Its most important work has but commenced. Its

long desired Forest Commission has been granted

by the Legislature and the bill promptly signed by

our Governor. But the only function of this

commission is to recommend a working system of

forestry laws to the coming Legislature for its

adoption. The fact is, however, that the mass of

our citizens know only of forestry in the most

general terms, and just what it proposes to do,

and can do, they have but the faintest idea of.

There is nothing so dangerous to the interest of

our cause as ignorance of the details and methods.

To ensure the adoption, by the next legislature of

the recommendation of the Commission, it is of

the first importance that the Forestry Association

should send its publications to every portion of

the State. They should be provided with a lib-

. eral hand for the Secretary who will find means

for distributing them. Failing, to secure the

adoption of a rational forest policy would be

worse than the defeat of the bill providing for the

creation of the Commission.
With special urgency, we ask the members to

help in increasing the membership of the Forestry

Association. Let the accessions come in from all

over the State. We desire not only the force of

members, but the advantage of location as well.

No State in the Union has ever had the chance

that this one now has, of making an epoch in

forest policy for the entire country; or, on the

other hand, of making an absolute failure through

inability to have its proposed policy adopted.

There is no honest course now for us, but to

put forth every effort to sustain the Commission
we have had so much to do in the creation of.

This responsibility is only the more weighty

from the fact that public sentiment, so far as it

understands the problem, is overwhelmingly with

us. Our manifest duty is to turn on the light,

and turn it on abundantly.
* *

On behalf of the members of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association, we desire to express our

appreciation of the public spirit exhibited by the

members of the Pennsylvania Legislature in the

passage of the Forestry Commission Bill. When
the matter came up for final action there were

112 votes for, and but i8 against it in the House
of Representatives

; 34 votes for and none

against it in the Senate, and had the bill been in

jeopardy there are other friends who were absent

on other duties who would have sustained the

measure. The prompt approval of Governor

Pattison gave the State the benefit of a bill

which we feel sure can be made of great value to

it. It would be invidious to mention the names

of the legislators who rendei-ed the cause of for-

estry good service, but it would be unjust if we
failed to recognize the personal interest taken by

the Hon. D. Smith Talbot, and Senator William

P. Snyder who guided the measure through the

two houses.*****
Marked copies of newspapers indicate that

some of the members of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association are as active in the Summer as

they are when at home. Forest Leaves has

received many flattering notices through the

efforts of members while off on vacation to keep

forestry before the public. All of these kind

words are appreciated and we believe that each indi-

vidual effort renders actual service to the cause in

which all are interested.

He * * * *

The daily papers describe the destruction of

several mining towns, and $1,000,000 worth of

standing timber by the forest fires in the northern

portion of Minnesota in the latter part of June.

This is the most serious danger that threatens our

remaining forests, and is really more destructive

than the woodman's axe, as it not only burns up

a large amount of valuable timber, but also de-

stroys the young trees, and injures the rich soil,

which are not touched by the lumbermen. It

would certainly seem to be economy on the part

of State governments to adopt good laws for the

purpose of fighting and preventing these forest

fires which, especially in the fall of the year

are becoming regular occurrences.*****
We would again call attention to the Forestry

Meeting at the World's Fair on October i8th

and 19th, and trust that such of our readers as can

arrange to do so will be present at the sessions of

the Forestry Congress on the days mentioned.

They will be sure to be interested in the papers

and addresses which have been prepared by dis-

tinguished men for this meeting.

—It is computed that 70,000,000 of people in

Europe wear wooden shoes. For the style of

wooden shoes called sabots, basswood is mostly

used, but willow is preferred. Poplar, birch,

walnut and beech are also used to some extent for

wooden shoes.
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llMting of the PtnnfiylvanlA Fortetry
AiioeUtiou,

THE Hummer mwtli>u of (h« IVnuMvlv^iulH
Foresiry Aiwui iwUuu w«h \wM ul Kwuutty
Hall, Hvyn Mc^wr, uu Wrdnomh^y t'voninu,

June a8th. PrtMiidciU John Hiikinbino o« mi

pied the th^ir. At\er tikuww u« m \.\\ ivnunkN on
Forestry by the Pu i^Unl, \\\\ Kolhrurk guv«
an interesting illu u.;ud UntmtY don\onmtia(ih^

the injuriuuK rtsMulU of \\\v drnutlulluh vjI i\\v

forests on the Hurrtaiiulit^g t ountiy.

He first showed the mtwlnu mnuU tU CMpo
Henlo|jen, stating tlmt when the eHploieiM llriil

came up the Dcliuv^u, the IoivmI enleiuled lo

almost to the water's etlge, Univlng but a nuimII Ntrip

of sand. After the Ireet* no«r the nhoie weie v\\{

off these sands were blown Inlund roveilng HJowly

but surely the forests Inrlher horn the shore, and
leaving nothing in their pline luit stumps and
hillocks of sand. Kven tite liglithonse Itselt,

owing to the piling up nf the hand, Ims seviiral

times had to be renal red,

He then referred to > ireani in Mllllln nnnity,
Pennsylvania, tlowinu into the Jnnlaia, itear

McVeytown. When he was lirst at l|iialnti'tl with

it, it was a gentle stream (lowing between wnndrd
hills and beside a small village, also driving a Hour
mill. When the forests were removed liuiii I lie hills

it destroyed the natural storage loi ilie rain and
snows, which desi eiidid the Jiillsidcs, marking it

with great furrows, renniving (lie soil, and rarrv*

ing boulders and small stones down iiiloihe ereoK,

which, rising rapidly, lore away a massive stone
culvert, several tintes destroyed I lie dam, NW«|it

away nearly a whole village, ami roveied Hal, fer*

tile places near the stream with rorks and slonos,

thus rendering them valueless.

The ravages nmde hy lire were also Illustrated,

hillsides where all the trees had been i^ilher en>

tirely burnt or leli as ( harred jind bltn keiied

))oles, not only the trees Iheiiisclves btfiitg de
stroyed, but the soil itself InJiiriMJ.

Some fannliar scenes ol slieri Ireos In I'hilii-

delphia and West (!hester were shown us well

as the n)any obstacles wliiih I hey eiiroiinlerrd in

their efforts lo grow,

He also spoke of the work of ihr Pennsylvunlil

Forestry C^ommission, and iIm* mission whn h it

would trv lo lullil, namely, the rn ommendalion
of such legislation us would ronnni'nd itself to

the comnujnily, siah iiN slopping forrsi fires,

covering unproductive lands with Ireos, which, II

carried out would tend lo improve lieMllh, Im ih
1

water supply, ferlilily of farms, and iiyLttMnrlly it

valuable timl>er supply.

Such lectures are valuable nids in giving th«

public an idea of the value of priitiiiiiil (urcstry.

IncrtMttd InUrtit in Forestry.

AT the meeting of the Pennsylvania State

UoArtl of Agriculture, at Bethlehem, the
• dlilGUMlt)n on the subject of forestry, tim-

ber growth, etc., showed a marked interest in

these in^portltnt mibjeels.

lion. Jeremiah Hess, of Hellertown, Pa., in

an essay on ** K Plea for Forest Culture," said,

that (he ihne for action had come. The destruc-

tion uf om* forests by fire and axe may bring
greater diiaster upon this country than the Civil

Warv The time is not long since when the valley

of the upper Lehigh was the centre of a great

white pine lumbering industry, but the trade has

eeasetl. It In ho of nearly all this country,

('mnparatively nothing has been done to remedy
the matter and systematic forestry is unknown.
I*ar greater than tlie finam iai side of the question
IK tlu* efTeet upon the water supply and health of

the t (immunity, The water that formerly soaked
iiilu ilu' curth washes down the water courses in

bMirniM and a drought succeeds. The Bureau of
l*'oi('s(ry Is on(* of the most important depart-

nieiiis uf the European countries. Schools of

forestry are established, and the forest care-takers

ate supplied from them. No region is allowed to

br denuded of tm > at one time. In America
Wi' tniist rei ogni/.e sooner or later that the gov-
ciiiiiient must take charge of the subject.

Naliniml and Stale commissioners should be
apjM Milled and the great forest centres preserved.

IN'iiiisylvania has nwule a move forward in ap-

hoiiilliig ti eommission of forestry and it is to be
hopnl ilwii ihc Legislature, when it meets again,

will lulluw llie advice ol the commission.
A I I he roiu'lusion of Mr. Hess's talk, the law

on llii' subje( I was read for the information of the

ntiMMhig.

(inicral Brown, of Bethlehem, said that the

wondcd and forest land should be exempt from
taHiiiion by the State.

( nluiirl James Young, of Middlctown, near

llaiiiNbnrg, and owner of 1400 ac res of land,

slahd thai for a number of years he had been
plaiiiitig trees on hisjiremises. He ie(onnncnded
hM iimI I roes as not alTecting the land.

Mr. Ilopwood, of Fayette (oimty, thought it

was lurcssary to remove the old limber and plant

a yniinger growth.

Mr. McDowell, of Washington county said thai

loi iimI trees could be grown large enough lor rail-

road ties in 15 years, lie thought the duly on
timher should be taken olT, and ati export duty
pla< n\ on exports of lumber.

Oilier members spoke on the necessity of re-

moving ripe timber, and of the growth of a second
crop,

Hon. Will. B. Powell, of Shadeland, Crawford
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The Apple Tree And Its Cultivation.

P
YRUS Mains, the common apple tree, is a

native of Europe and almost naturalized

here. The Romans had twenty-two varie-

ties, according to Pliny. Probably nearly one thou-

sand varieties are cultivated in the United States.

The wild apple or crab tree, a native of Britain,

and very generally found in temperate climates of
the Northern Hemisphere, is a somewhat stunted

looking tree, with austere, uneatable fruit, yet it is

the parent of all, or almost all, the varieties of
apples so much prized for the dessert. The apple
is now one of the most widely diffused of fruit

trees, and in the estimation of many is the most
valuable of all. It succeeds best in the colder
j)arts of the temperate zone. It may, however, be
found on the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, in

Arabia, Persia and the West Indies, but there its

fruit is as small and worthless as in high northern
latitudes.— Times, Troy.

Forestry Meeting at the W^orld's Fair.

THE World's Congress Auxiliary recognizing
the importance of the subject of forestry

has assigned to the Forestry Congress
October i8 and 19, 1893.

There will be a general and popular opening
session at 10 a.m., October j8, in one of the large

Assembly Halls of the Art Palace, which is situ-

ated in the Lake Front Park in Chicago. •

This opening session will begin with an address
by the Honorable J. Sterling Morton, Secretary
of Agriculture, who has for many years been a
pioneer and leader in the Forestry movement in

the United States, and other distinguished men
will speak on the general subject of Forestry.

This session will ne followed by three meetings,
at 2.30 P.M., October 18, and at 10 a.m., and 2.30
P.M., October 19, at which previously selected
speakers will give briefly the essential points of
papers previously submitted to the Committee for

publication.

Where there are radically different views held
on any topic discussed, it is expected that each
view will be orally presented in a short talk.

The papers already presented by their authors,
and also others submitted to the Committee, will

be subsequently printed to form the chief memorial
of this meeting.

The attention of all persons interested in the
subject is directed to this meeting, and the cordial
co-operation of individuals and societies through-
out the world is requested to aid in making this
Forestry Congress a great success. Correspond-
ence and suggestions either on the proceedings of

the Congress or on the subjects to be treated are

invited, and persons qualified to write upon any
subject relating to Forestry are urged to prepare
such papers and submit them to the Vice-Chair-
man before September i, 1893.

All inquiries should be addressed to the Vice-
Chairman, Mr. J. D. W. French, 160 State Street,

Boston, Mass.

Garden and Forest,

The Tree-planting and Fountain Society of
Brooklyn, under the leadership of its president,

Mr. A. Augustus Low, is actively engaged in arous-

ing intelligent interest in the planting and care of
street-trees in that city. Articles containing prac-
tical suggestions on the subject are being jniblished

in the daily press, and a set of circulars for gene-
ral distribution is in preparation. These will give
lists of the best street-trees and the most approved
methods of planting and caring for them. Neigh-
borhood clubs have been formed, comprised of
property owners interested in improving their

neighborhoods, and arrangements made with re-

liable nurserymen to furnish well grown trees,

shrubs and vines, for the use of the Society and
for sale to citizens. A list of competent pruners
in various sections of the city, is kept on file in

the rooms of the society, 44 Court Street. An .

annual fund of $500, provided by the late presi-

dent, will be used in improving and beautifying
different sections of the city.

Times
J
New York.

Those who protested against the provision of
the new forestry laws of this State, which per-

mits the selling of timber of certain kinds and of
a certain size on the State forest lands, will have
to rely upon the new Forest Commission to pre-
vent the mischief which they fear. Whether the
selling of standing trees or of ** downed timber,"
measuring twelve inches or more in diameter
three feet above the ground, should be allowed in

any case may be a ([uestion, but the law merely
gives the commission authority in the premises.
U the conmiission is properly constituted, and if

its members give proper attention to their duties,

they will use this authority with discretion and all

due regard for the objects of forest preservation.
They will not sell timber from lands that ought
not to be encroached upon for that purpose. There
may ])ossibly be lands in possession of the State
where this may be done under proper regulation.
The whole matter will be in the hands of the For-
est Commission, and it will be under no obligation
to sell timber.
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—When the Buffalo, Rochester, and Pittsburgh,

and the Ridgway and Clearfield railroads were

built, about ten years ago, an immense tract of

hemlock land was opened up in western Pennsyl-

vania, and the business of cutting hemlock tim-

ber and peeling the bark began on an extensive

scale. One firm alone, in Elk county, handled

50,000,000 feet of lumber and 10,000 cords of

bark every year, and employed hundreds of men

at wages of $2 a day with board. Over produc-

tion soon drove the price of lumber down, and to

eke out profits the '' operators " stripped the trees

of bark, which always found a ready market with

the tanners. This product was sent as far north

as New England, and prices ruled sometimes as

high as $^ a cord. But the bark-peeler will prob-

ably never see high wages again. The tanning

companies are combined, and owning large tracts

of timber they are in a position to control the

market. Moreover, the indiscriminate cutting of

bark in years past has reduced materially the sup-

ply in the forests.

Forestry Notes.

Tribune, New York.

Without doubt. Governor Flower will take an

early opportunity to approve the bill creating a

new Forest Commission and providing in a practi-

cal way for the preservation of forest lands and

the enlargement of the Adirondac k State Park.

The wiping out of the present Forest Commission

is the least important feature of the measure. The

l)art relating to the forest preserve seems to open

the way for saving a good share of the North

Woods, and ultimately will enable the State to

derive a substantial revenue from this source.

The Governor devoted considerable space to this

subject in his last message, and his ideas have, in

the main, been embodied in the bill as passed.

It is a sign of progress out in Minnesota that

it is regarded as worth while to look after stolen

timber. We might naturally enough expect that

it would be worth stealing, before it would pay to

make a disturbance about it.

St. Paul has a sensation. " Gross frauds, official

books awry, railroad companies accomplices, bot-

tomless abyss of corruption " are some of the de-

lectable items, which a leading journal alludes to

for the edification of its readers; and all this fuss

about stealing timber in a state which supposed a

few years back that its resources were abundant

enough. *' Let no guilty man escapt."'

Public Ledger,

The business in Berks County of buying up fine

old trees for the European market, previously men-

tioned in the Ledger, continues to flourish. At

first the buyers would take none but walnut trees,

some of which were from 100 to 150 years old,

and the finest specimens brought all the way from

%1S t^ ?i25 and over. In many townships the

most desirable walnut trees have been purchased

and sent to Europe, where they are converted into

veneering for fine furniture, and many of them

will now reach this country in years to come in

this finished state. The interested parties are

now buying ash and oak trees. It is a matter of

general public regret that so many of these fine

trees have been removed from farms. Few have

been planted to take their places.

The Tradesman, Chattanooga, Tenn.

It hardly looks reasonable that, in the " eternal

fitness of things," man was ever intended to arrive

at a stage of existence when he will need no lum-

ber, timber or trees, or the earth would not have

been so plentifully covered with forests. Coal,

iron-ore, gold, silver, diamonds and all forms of

mineral wealth do not increase by annual growth

like timber. When we dig a pound of coal, iron

or any other mineral out of the earth and consume

it, there is just that much left in the earth. We
are living off our capital stock in that case. When

we cut a tree and consume it, if we will arrange to

have two or three others grow, we are living off

our income. So the arguments of the forestry

preservation advocates are worthy of a careful

consideration.

Garden and Forest,

At the annual meeting of the Genesee Valley

Forestry Association, recently held in Rochester,

it was stated that public Forestry Meetings had

been held during the year in several towns, and

addresses were made by members of the Executive

Committee before the Sportsmen's Convention

and the Farmer's State Institute. A joint commit-

tee of this association, and the Association for the

Protection of Fish and Game, have now under

consideration, a practical experiment in forestry,

in the reforesting of the banks of the Genesee

and its tributary streams upon the estate of Mr,

Herbert Wadsworth, a member of the Associa-

tion.

\

1:

ass
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fact the success which has attended our efforts

encourages us to be more earnest in endeavoring

to educate public sentiment in favor of the for-

estry movement, so that when the Commission

shall make its report there will be such an interest

felt in the results that legislation will follow so

that Pennsylvania will not be a misnomer.

Extension of privilege always means increased

responsibility. This is emphatically true in the

case of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association.

Its most important work has but commenced. Its

long desired Forest Commission has been granted

by the Legislature and the bill promptly signed by

our Governor. But the only function of this

commission is to recommend a working system of

forestry laws to the coming Legislature for its

adoption. The fact is, however, that the mass of

our citizens know only of forestry in the most

general terms, and just what it proposes to do,

and can do, they have but the faintest idea of.

There is nothing so dangerous to the interest of

our cause as ignorance of the details and methods.

To ensure the adoption, by the next legislature of

the recommendation of the Commission, it is of

the first importance that the Forestry Association

should send its publications to every portion of

the State. They should be provided with a lib-

. era! hand for the Secretary who will find means

for distributing them. Failing, to secure the

adoption of a rational forest policy would be

worse than the defeat of the bill providing for the

creation of the Commission.

With special urgency, we ask the members to

help in increasing the membership of the Forestry

Association. Let the accessions come in from all

over the State. We desire not only the force of

members, but the advantage of location as well.

No State in the Union has ever had the chance

that this one now has, of making an epoch in

forest policy for the entire country ; or, on the

other hand, of making an absolute failure through

inability to have its proposed policy adopted.

There is no honest course now for us, but to

put forth every effort to sustain the Commission

we have had so much to do in the creation of.

This responsibility is only the more weighty

from the fact that public sentiment, so far as it

understands the problem, is overwhelmingly with

us. Our manifest duty is to turn on the light,

and turn it on abundantly.
* » * *

On behalf of the members of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association, we desire to express our

appreciation of the public spirit exhibited by the

members of the Pennsylvania Legislature in the

passage of the Forestry Commission Bill. When
the matter came up for final action there were

112 votes for, and but i8 against it in the House
of Representatives

; 34 votes for and none

against it in the Senate, and had the bill been in

jeopardy there are other friends who were absent

on other duties who would have sustained the

measure. The prompt approval of Governor

Pattison gave the State the benefit of a bill

which we feel sure can be made of great value to

it. It would be invidious to mention the names

of the legislators who rendered the cause of for-

estry good service, but it would be unjust if we

failed to recognize the personal interest taken by

the Hon. D. Smith Talbot, and Senator William

P. Snyder who guided the measure through the

two houses.*****
Marked copies of newspapers indicate that

some of the members of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association are as active in the Summer as

they are when at home. Forest Leaves has

received many flattering notices through the

efforts of members while off on vacation to keep

forestry before the public. All of these kind

words are appreciated and we believe that each indi-

vidual effort renders actual service to the cause in

which all are interested.

* 4e * * *

The daily papers describe the destruction of

several mining towns, and $1,000,000 worth of

standing timber by the forest fires in the northern

portion of Minnesota in the latter part of June.

This is the most serious danger that threatens our

remaining forests, and is really more destructive

than the woodman's axe, as it not only burns up

a large amount of valuable timber, but also de-

stroys the young trees, and injures the rich soil,

which are not touched by the lumbermen. It

would certainly seem to be economy on the part

of State governments to adopt good laws for the

purpose of fighting and preventing these forest

fires which, especially in the fall of the year

are becoming regular occurrences.

:|e * * * *

We would again call attention to the Forestry

Meeting at the World's Fair on October i8th

and 19th, and trust that such of our readers as can

arrange to do so will be present at the sessions of

the Forestry Congress on the days mentioned.

They will be sure to be interested in the papers

and addresses which have been prepared by dis-

tinguished men for this meeting.
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—It is computed that 70,000,000 of people in

Europe wear wooden shoes. For the style of

wooden shoes called sabots, basswood is mostly,

used, but willow is preferred. Poplar, birch,

walnut and beech are also used to some extent for

wooden shoes. .

Meeting of the Pennsylvania Forestry

Association.

THE summer meeting of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association was held at Ramsey
Hall, Bryn Mawr, on Wednesday evening,

June 28th. President John Birkinbine occu-

pied the chair. After some general remarks on

Forestry by the President, Dr. Rothrock gave

an interesting illustrated lecture demonstrating

the injurious results of the denudation of the

forests on the surrounding country.

He first showed the moving sands at Cape
Henlopen, stating that when the explorers first

came up the Delaware, the forest extended to

almost to the water's edge, leaving but a small strip

of sand. After the trees near the shore were cut

off these sands were blown inland covering slowly

but surely the forests further from the shore, and

leaving nothing in their place but stumps and

hillocks of sand. Even the lighthouse itself,

owing to the piling up of the sand, has several

times had to be repaired.

He then referred to a stream in Mifflin county,

Pennsylvania, flowing into the Juniata, near

McVeytown. When he was first ac(iuainted with

it, it was a gentle stream flowing between wooded
hills and beside a small village, also driving a flour

mill. When the forests were removed from the hills

it destroyed the natural storage for the rain and
snows, which descended the hillsides, marking it

with great furrows, removing the soil, and carry-

ing boulders and small stones down into the creek,

which, rising rapidly, tore away a massive stone

culvert, several times destroyed the dam, swept

away nearly a whole village, and covered flat, fer-

tile places near the stream with rocks and stones,

thus rendering them valueless.

The ravages made by fire were also illustrated,

hillsides where all the trees had been either en-

tirely burnt or left as charred and blackened
poles, not only the trees themselves being de-

stroyed, but the soil itself injured.

Some familiar scenes of street trees in Phila-

delphia and West Chester were shown as well

as the many obstacles which they encountered in

their efforts to grow.

He also spoke of the work of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Commission, and the mission which it

would try to fulfil, namely, the recommendation
of such legislation as would commend itself to

the community, such as stopping forest fires,

covering unproductive lands with trees, which, if

carried out would tend to improve health, better

water supply, fertility of farms, and necessarily a
valuable timber supply.

Such lectures are valuable aids in giving the

public an idea of the value of practical forestry.

Increased Interest in Forestry.

7^ T the meeting of the Pennsylvania State

jfA Board of Agriculture, at Bethlehem, the
^* discussion on the subject of forestry, tim-

ber growth, etc., showed a marked interest in

these important subjects.

Hon. Jeremiah Hess, of Hellertown, Pa., in

an essay on ** A Plea for Forest Culture," said,

that the time for action had come. The destruc-

tion of our forests by fire and axe may bring

greater disaster upon this country than the Civil

War. The time is not long since when the valley

of the upper Lehigh was the centre of a great

white pine lumbering industry, but the trade has

ceased. It is so of nearly all this country.

Comparatively nothing has been done to remedy
the matter and systematic forestry is unknown.
Far greater than the financial side of the question

is the effect upon the water supply and health of

the community. The water that formerly soaked

into the earth washes down the water courses in

torrents and a drought succeeds. The Bureau of

Forestry is one of the most important depart-

ments of the European countries. Schools of

forestry are established, and the forest care-takers

are supplied from them. No region is allowed to

be denuded of trees at one time. In America
we must recognize sooner or later that the gov-

ernment must take charge of the subject.

National and State commissioners should be

appointed and the great forest centres preserved.

Pennsylvania has made a move forward in ap-

pointing a commission of forestry and it is to be

hoped that the Legislature, when it meets again,

will follow the advice of the commission.

At the conclusion of Mr. Hess's talk, the law

on the subject was read for the information of the

meeting.

General Brown, of Bethlehem, said that the

wooded and forest land should be exempt from

taxation by the State.

Colonel James Young, of Middletown, near

Harrisburg, and owner of 1400 acres of land,

stated that for a number of years he had been

planting trees on his premises. He recommended
locust trees as not affecting the land.

Mr. Hopwood, of Fayette county, thought it

was necessary to remove the old timber and plant

a younger growth.

Mr. McDowell, of Washington county said that

locust trees could be grown large enough for rail-

road ties in 15 years. He thought the duty on
timber should be taken off, and an export duty

placed on exports of lumber.

Other members spoke on the necessity of re-

moving ripe timber, and of the growth of a second

crop.

Hon. Will. B. Powell, of Shadeland, Crawford
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county, one of the proprietors of the Shadeland

stock farm, said that he had noticed how soon the

ground dried out in comparison with what it did

when he was a young man. He had observed the

effect on crops near the woods and how much

better they kept. In France, where ' forests have

been planted, the country for miles around is

much more productive. He had himself planted

over 2000 trees a year for the past 15 years.

Senator Critchfield, of Somerset county, agreed

with General Brown that taxes should be removed

from forest land. At this time the forest lands are

assessed at a higher rate in proportion than other

property. He owned timberland and had been

obliged t J ( ut out the older growth. The farmers

should fertilize what land they have instead of

clearing new land.

Mr. Stitzel, of Berks county, thought that care

should be taken in planting trees to select those

that live mostly through their leaves, and not

wholly root-feeders.

Mr. Herr, of Clinton county, said that if the

question of forest fires could be solved, the matter

would need no further attention. Fires destroy

ten times the wood that is planted each year. Or-

ganizations should be formed to fight the fircs.

Mr. Hiester, of Dauphin county, recommended

the planting of locust trees by individuals.

Mr. Hopwood said that cattle should also be

kept out. Dr. J. T. Rothrock of the State Com-
mission said that he was very much gratified by

the expressed sentiment of the meeting. Other

States had tried to remedy the forest question,

but Pennsylvania is the only State that is finding

out what is the matter before it goes to work. It

is a fact that if the rail fences of Pennsylvania

were strung out in a line it would reach 14 times

around the world. Here is a chance to save.

Dr. John P. Edge, of Downingtown, thought

the tax on forest land should be reduced if it can

not be abolished.

Dr. Rothrock said that it was admitted that the

trees were more valuable to the State than to the

individual.— The Manufacturer.

—The Handbook of Colombia contains a de-

scription of the vast forests of that country, and

among others, mentions four trees stated to have

very peculiar properties. The albataque, vine of

the cross, and the arisa are stated to be remark-

able, the first against inflammation, the second

for stanching effusions of blood, and the third

for stopping bleeding at the nose. Near Medina
occurs a singular tree known as leche-miel (Lac-

melles edulis) the bark of which exudes a milk-

like juice which Baron Humboldt analyzed and
found to contain the same caseine and the same
nutritious qualities as cow's milk.

Prophetic.

IN an address delivered during the last session

of the Pennsylvania Legislature in the House
<* of Representatives, Dr. Rothrock spoke

thus:

If the owners of these denuded lands do not

cover them with trees, what will they do with

them? It is fair to say that much of these areas

is of no known value as mineral land, and that it

is too cold or too rough, and too poor for farming

purposes. In such places destruction of timber

means eventual depopulation. Besides this, we
must bear in mind that much of the land, now
given up wholly to mining, will sooner or later

be worked out, and should then in great part be

devoted to growth of trees.

The speaker did not think that his prospective

problem was already pressing itself upon the at-

tention of citizens in certain portions of the State :

but Judge Barker, of Cambria County, in a decent

address of welcome to Governor Pattison at Car-

rolltown, said that the process of depopulation

had already commenced there, and that it was for

the authorities to show how it could be prevented

and the region made to produce enough by agri-

culture to meet the wants of the fast-increasing

mining population they were receiving.

After all, however, is it not the natural result

of a war against nature ? Would it not be better

for Cambria and other similar counties if instead

of clearing so much land, they had devoted their

energies to a more careful cultivation of fewer

acres, leaving the rest remain in timber ? One
hillside particularly attracted the attention of the

writer on the occasion of a recent visit. Half of

it was cleared, and absolutely worn out by at-

tempted cultivation. It was doubtful whether it

had ever paid for the attempt to farm it. Now it

is absolutely barren. The other half supports a

fine forest of maple and hemlock. Which is

the more valuable now? Suppose it was neces-

sary to have the timber cut off of the first half to

turn into cash, was it wise to attempt to farm it,

when its unpromising character was written over

the soil and surface ? Would it not have done
better if sown with maple seed and left to its

chances? These problems are facing us here on

all hands ; and we need not go to New Hampshire
and Vermont for examples of land on which no
farm cultivation should ever have been attempted.

—The mountains of Guatemala (meaning full

'

of trees) are covered with magnificent forests, and
the country takes its name from them. One of

its principal products is gutta percha ; dyewoods,
and other tropical trees abound.
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Forestry at the Columbian Exposition.

IT
was our intention to have given our readers

an early description of some of the for-

estry exhibits of the World*s Fair, but a

late instalment of some prominent features ren-

dered this impossible, and we give below a few

comments taken from the New York Press and

the Philadelphia Press on the Forestry Building

and on the United States government forest

exhibit in the Agricultural Building, to show how
the interest in forestry is advancing, defering our

editorial notice until later.

The New York Press says : The structure

devoted to forestry, unlike all the other buildings,

is constructed solely of wood. Even the fastening

together of the beams is done, not with nails, but

with wooden pins, so that not only the contents

but the building itself is entirely a product of the

forest.

Inside the structure most of our States and

many foreign nations are represented in the

exhibits. Sections of tree trunks, showing the

grain longitudinally, transversely and on the

bias
;
panels of the wood, showing how it looks

when finished for cabinet or decorative purposes
;

samples of the leaves and flowers of the trees,

and cabinets or other articles made of different

woods, showing their useful and ornamental

qualities.

A handsome exhibit is from New South Wales,

whose rich rosewoods and mahoganies show to

great advantage ; but our own country comes to

the front, and no American citizen will be dis-

appointed in the comparison of the exhibits

from our own States with those from foreign

countries.

This exhibit at the World's Fair should have a

great educational value, and should stimulate the

interests of Americans in all that relates to the

preservation and care of our forests. As a purely

ornamental feature of the great Exposition the

forestry exhibit is an undoubted success ; but it

will fail of its best effect unless it leads to a more
widespread and general interest in the welfare of

our native woods. A study of the German and
French forestry systems, as exhibited here, should

yield many useful suggestions for the United
States. Many of our States have forest reserva-

tions, but few of them have in use a well regu-

lated system for the care of their trees. An
enlightened and progressive forestry policy will

look not only to the preservation of trees, but to

the use of the forest and their improvement as

well.

Under President Harrison the nation had a

forestry policy which was beginning to bear good
fruit. Attention has already been called to the

establishment of a number of national forest res-

vations, especially in the Rocky Mountain re-

gion.-

The forestry exhibit at Chicago has, therefore,

a lesson for the federal government, as well as for

the State governments, impressing the necessity

for a general law for the protection of the reser-

vations now set aside.

The Philadelphia Press %diy%\ One of the most

interesting buildings at the Chicago World's Fair

is that devoted to forestry. There is exhibited

the forest growth of many different States and

many different countries. The student can there

learn how to distinguish trees and wood in the

infinite variety in which nature presents them.

He may study the leaf, the bark, the fruit of each

species and variety of tree, note how its timbers

look when rough hewn and their appearance when
highly ])olished. If he is a novice he will be

amazed at the great variety and marked differences

in flimiliar species of trees. With the aid of the

competent men in charge he may learn much of

the different uses and of the varying values of the

different trees and timbers. He will find there

are sermons in trees and good in every one of

them, and very likely he will become a recruit, in

the steadily increasing army whose object is the

preservation of our forests from annihilation and

of our hillsides and mountains from denudation.

A new sentiment and a new civilization has

recently been developed which recognizes forests

a precious inheritance which no country can part

with without impoverishing itself. That new
forest lore has its organs and its organizations,

and it has begun to secure its own body of law.

To the latter the Pennsylvania Legislature con-

tributed something at its last session when it pro-

vided for the appointment of a forest commission

in this State.

In Europe the value of forests is keenly appre-

ciated and this preservation made the especial care

of the several governments.

Compared with these elaborate and effective

systems of forestry the art of preserving for-

ests in this country is still in its infancy. The
people yet scarcely realize the priceless value of

their forests rapidly disappearing beneath the

woodman's axe. Of course, wood and lumber

must be had ; forests can not be preserved solely

for ornament and meteorological purposes, but

new trees should take the place of those cut down,

waste should be prevented and lands not neces-

sary or available for agriculture or pasturage should

be made to enrich the world by a crop of trees

where none grew before. Our forestry laws are

yet a mere beginning, but the process of educat-

ing the people as to the value of forests is advanc-

ing steadily. Publications, societies and individ-

uals are aiding in this good work, and the forestry

exhibition at the World's Fair cannot but give it

"'^'wnfT"
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a powerful impetus forward and bring nearer the

time when our forests shall be jealously guarded,

protected and perpetuated by the whole power

of the State.

What Our Neighbors Say of Us.

THE Freeman's Journal, Cooperstown, writes

thus: '• Mrs J. P. Lundy, Secretary of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, is at

Templeton Lodge. This Association is doing an

excellent work. It publishes a bi-monthly paper

called Forest Leaves, which is well edited."

The Sunday School Times also says a good
word :

'* If our latter-day interest in foliage and floral

decorations is one of the signs of a growing pop-

ular taste, the awakening interest in the planting

and protection of forests is a sign of the growth

of popular wisdom. Horticulture and forestry are

increasing their held on the people through the

periodical press.

Forest Leaves, useful as a public educator, is

published bi-monthly by the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association, at No. 25 North Juniper street,

Philadelphia, at one dollar a year, which includes

membership in the association. It is illustrated

by excellent half-tone reproductions of photo-

graphs of typical trees, which form in them-
selves a valuable series of studies of tree-forms

and characteristics. Through the association of

which this journal may be called the organ,

Pennsylvania is now in the lead in its new forestry

policy. What Forest Leaves has done to

awaken an interest in forestry in Pennsylvania, it

may assist in doing in other States of the Union,
if it can acquire that enlargement of its circula-

tion which it merits.

Thank you, friends. Praise from the praised is

praise indeed.

I i

The Vanishing State Forests.

THE State Forestry Commission recently ap-
pointed by the Governor has a wide and
important work before it, the magnitude

of which is doubtless fully appreciated by the
gentlemen directed to consider the best way out
of a serious situation, and if they discover some
plan during the process of inquiry and investiga-
tion that will serve to restore the wasted territory
they will solve a problem that has long had the
earnest force of public pressure back of it, a pres-
sure in the form of public necessity.

It has been some years since arbor days were

established as an avenue through which to repair

the great losses annually suffered by the work of

denudation, and the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-

ciation has been an invaluable auxiliary as an

agent bent upon acquainting the public of the per-

manent loss sustained in the general destruction of

the once unrivaled forests that covered the northern

and western central counties ; but the results from

these two sources have been feeble at best, and

the State concludes at last by legislation to arrive

at the core of the trouble through a Forestry

Commission. This is a wise course to pursue.

As a beginning it must eventually provide a sure

foundation for future legislative action, and, the

light turned on, the present condition of the tim-

ber section means truth in all its forceful naked-

ness.

The Forestry Commission will find a remarka-

ble condition, for instance, in Schuylkill, Luzerne,

Lackawanna and Carbon counties, from whose

mountain sides the standing timber long since dis-

appeared to be used as supports in the mines.

Nothing has been done to restore by growth the

supply so taken, largely from the fact that the

native woods were exhausted, the ground burned

over, and no re-creation was possible.

In other sections like those found in Clearfield,

Clinton, Jefferson, Elk, Lycoming, Cameron and
contiguous counties, where the axe and lumber-

man found virgin timber kingdoms fifty years ago,

the despoliation has been of such a character as

to cause much alarm even among the residents of

the territory covered. For the first time this year

the city of Lock Haven, once a thriving centre

of the lumber interests, finds itself with a scant

supply of logs for its mills, and in fact the great

boom is practically closed. Williamsport has

been the recognized head and front of the Sus-

quehanna lumber trade, the mills there sending

annually to market hundreds of millions of feet

of finished and unfinished lumber, but the supply

has been dwindling down until there is no longer

scarcely a respectable showing.

Investigation will introduce facts to the com-
mission showing that Pennsylvania's once inex-

haustible supply of timber has really such a thing

as a limit, and that the time has come to save the

pine and hemlock wherever the course of salva-

tion can be judiciously pursued. Only as far

back as the year 1874, when John E. DuBois
penetrated the wilderness from Driftwood along
Bennett's Branch to the Sandy Lick, he found
fifty miles of close growth in pine and hemlock
as straight as an arrow. To-day there is hardly a

'

stick left worth cutting, and his claim that the

timber stretch was inexhaustible comes as a warn-
ing cry to care, for that which remains.

If the commission can stop the pot-hunter from
firing the woods, and kindred to him, the very

t
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many who cultivate the huckleberry and black-

berry by burning over extensive areas yearly in

order to have furious crops at the expense of the

young timber shoots, they will eliminate the cause

of much of the waste and destruction in State

forests. If in addition to this the commission can

induce the various corporations, companies and

owners of timber tracts to set out again young

trees in the place of those taken away, some day

the virgin forests will return, but never again, in

the primitive purity the settlers found them a half

century ago.

—

The Times,

resinous contents throughout the trees bled and

unbled. These show what physiological conside-

rations would lead us to anticipate, that the resin-

ous contents of the heart wood take no part in

the flow of resin induced by the *' boxing " or

'' chipping " of the tree, being non-fluid, and also

being found present in larger amounts in the

heart wood than in the sap wood as well before as

after oleeding. The drain appears to be entirely

free from the sap wood, and as this does not enter

into lumber production, being hardly more than

two inches on the radius, it may be left out of

consideration.

The Long Leaf Pine.

PROF. B. E. FERNOW gives the following

conclusions as the result of over 2000

tests, made on the long leaf pine, by

Prof. J. B. Johnson, some of which may have to

be modified upon further study.

With the exception of tensile strength, a re-

duction of moisture is accompanied by an in-

crease in strength, stiff'ness and toughness.

Variation in strength goes generally hand in

hand with variation in specific gravity.

The strongest timber is found in a region lying

between the pith and the sap at about one-third

of the radius from the pith in the butt log ; in

the top log the heart portion seems strongest.

The difference in strength in the same log ranges

however, not over 12 per cent, of the average,

except in crushing across the grain and shearing,

where no relation according to radial situation is

apparent.

Regarding the variation of strength with the

height in the tree, it was found for the first 20 or

30 feet the values remain constant, then occurs a

more or less gradual decrease of strength, which

finally, at the height of 70 feet, amounts to 20 to

40 per cent, of that of the butt log for the var-

ious exhibitions of strength.

In shearing and crushing across and parallel

with the grain, practically no difference was

found.

Large beams appear 10 to 20 per cent, weaker

than small pieces.

Compression tests seem to furnish the best

average statement of value of wood, and if one

test only can be made, this is the safest.

The investigations into the effect of bleeding

the trees for turpentine leave now no doubt of

the fact announced in a preliminary circular, that

bled timber is in no respect inferior to unbled

timber.

. This conclusion, to which the mechanical tests

lent countenance, is strengthened by the chemical

study of Mr. M. Gomberg into the distribution of

?-e=»-

Canada Will Have a Forest Reservation.

rrr H I S is the result of the general onward

I movement. The new factor is taking hold

^ of Canadian politics.

The Park will be in the Nipissing district and

will contain 1300 square miles. Of course it goes

without saying that if the Dominion has one reser-

vation firmly established it will soon have more.

That is the way such things always go.

It is a source of real gratification to know that

the long continued agitation of a few public-

spirited Canadians is bearing its legitimate fruit.

The Canada Lumberman has this to say of the

proposed reservation:

An indication of the interest lumbermen mani-

fest in the present movement of the government

is shown by a letter from Messrs. McLachlin

Bros., of Arnprior, who are owners of extensive

timber limits in the vicinity of the proposed reser-

vation. They have asked the Commissioners

that the boundaries of the park be so arranged as

to take in a number of the townships over some

of which they hold the right to cut. The gov-

ernment have included two of these within the

proposed boundaries. The land set aside by the

government for the Park belongs wholly to the

Crown and as a consequence there are no vested

or private interests in it to be bought up or dealt

with.

The field will prove a satisfactory one for ex-

periments in forestry, and lumbermen, no doubt,

will watch with interest, the development in this

direction.

—The Brazilian Department of Agriculture de-

plores the rapid destruction of what were at one

time looked upon as inexhaustible forests of India

rubber trees. A recent report of the Department

suggests as a remedy that plantations for the cul-

tivation of the tree be established, and shows by

statistics that large profits would accrue to the

planter.
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Our Shell-bark Hickory.

THIS species is emphatically our possession.

No hickory belongs naturally outside of the

United States, unless we except one species

which appears sparingly in Mexico. Hence we
speak of it with some pride as our own. Botani-

cally we prefer still to call it Carya alba, Nutt.

It is true that there are those whose work entitles

them to respect, who prefer to designate the

Hickories under the botanical name of Hicoria.

As a name we like the latter better than Carya

,

but this has been established, and until over-

thrown by some authoritative convention which
speaks for the botanical world we prefer to retain

Carya. Life is quite too short for busy men of
facts and affairs to devote their time and ener-

gies to changing the names in their herbariums.
We shall welcome Hicoria when it comes fully ac-

credited by the stamp of some cosmopolitan body.
There is an individuality about our shell-bark,

or, as it is sometimes called, shagbark. No name
could be more appropriate than either of these

popular designations. They convey to the mind
just the peculiarity of the trunk. And when you
use either of these as an adjective to qualify the

word hickory, you have at once a picture which
is real and true, and ruggedly beautiful. Whether
the individual tree of this kind is tall and slender
or whether it spreads and droops over smaller
things with the protecting air of a lordly elm, it

is still an enduring, elastic hickory.

The type is ours. It belongs to our soil ; let

us claim it, and prize it as producing the one
wood, which of all others, is best adapted to

wheel the world on to better things. There is

no end to the compliments one might heap on
this distinctively American wood. It has so many
uses and so many lessons. How it yields to the
inevitable, and bends before the storm, when the
oak breaks : but it comes back serenely and
gracefully with its goodly character unharmed,
after the gale has passed.

'From boyhood on, there is no period of human
life to which it has not some special message. In
youth we cherish the nutting outings it furnishes.

In vigorous manhood it supplies us with the im-
plements we so greatly need, and in toothless old
age the nuts and salt are an after dinner recom-
pense for a passing world with which we are no
longer able to keep pace. It is to us, or ought to
be, if we properly estimate it, what the date is

to the Arab.

The physical properties of the Hickory may be
fairly stated as remarkable. The tendency of
the green stick in a marked degree seems to be to
*' dry crooked," and as it is dried so it remains.
This is of course true to a certain extent of most,
if not all woods; but it is strikingly so of the

hickory. Then its elasticity and rigidity com-
bined, give the wood a special value in the manu-
facture of wheels. For spokes and felloes no
other wood of temperate regions can approach it in

value. It must be said, however, that exposed
to the weather or buried in the soil hickory de-

cays with ^reat rapidity. The general statements

made here concerning the shell-bark hickory apply

with almost equal force to nearly every kind of

hickory. Indeed it is fairly a question among
artisans as to whether or not the pig-nut hickory
{Carya porcina, Nutt) is not for the purposes of

the wheelwright an even more desirable wood
than the shell-bark.

One phase of the forestry problem is intimately

associated with the hickories. It needs no
argument to prove that the shell-bark and the pig-

nut hickories are becoming quite too scarce. It

maybe safely said, that if the unutilized corners

of our richer grounds were planted with shell-

bark trees, it would tend to eventually meet
our commercial need, and that in the meantime
the shade and the nuts would p'ay for the time
and labor of the planting ; this too without mak-
ing any real demand on ground which we would
use to better advantage. With the pig-nut the

case is somewhat different. Whilst the shell-

bark almost demands the best of soil, the pig-

nut is not so exacting. It will thrive on soil

which hardly pays for tillage. Hence it may be
regarded as a tree whose character is always on
the productive side. It stands in the way of
nothing better.

But to return to the shell-bark. Its specific

gravity is 0.8372 ; or to put this statement in an-
other way, it is the eighty-fourth species on the
list, in point of weight, out of our 420 different

kinds of wood. As a fuel it ranks very high,
burning slowly, giving off great heat, and the
coals remaining ** live " for a long time. Be-
sides the uses already indicated for this tree, it is

pre-eminently good for axe handles. In fact it

stands in this respect without a rival.

As for the huts there are shell-barks and shell

-

barks ; some of which are of little value ; some
are good and some very good. The kernels
differ in size, and in sweetness; and some are
markedly astringent in taste. As for size of
kernel very much depends on the thickness of the
nut shell. In some the latter is very thick, in

others it is so thin that it may almost be rrushed
by the fingers.

It should here be stated that though you plant
a nut of the finest quality, it does not follow that
it will produce a tree bearing nuts of equal value.
In fact there seems to be a tendency to deteriora-
tion in the fruit: The time, however, will doubt-
less come when attention will be given to pro*
duction of nuts of the highest quality.

-.
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The backwoodsmen often extract the oil from
the nut kernels, by heat and pressure, for the
purpose of oiling their guns.

But considered, all in all, it is quite useless to
attempt, in a brief article, to enumerate the uses
to which the shell-bark hickory may lend itself.

As further increasing its value, it ranges over a
wide area, extending from the Samt Lawrence
river to Florida and west as far as eastern Texas.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

The North Carolina Forests.

WW. ASHE of the North Carolina Geo-
, logical Survey contributed a resume

of the forest growth of North Caro-
lina in The Southern States for May, 1893, from
which we clip the following:

**The forests, so faras their distribution is con-
cerned, extend from the very seacoast to the high-
est mountain, and embrace in abundance a series
of the most valuable American trees. Naturally
the forests fall in three divisions, more or less

clearly marked.
'*In the long-leaf pine belt, the western limit of

which extends from the bend the State makes to
the southeast near Anson county, northeast to
Northampton county, are found four very valuable
trees—the long-leaf pine, cypress, white cedar or
juniper, and short-leaf or rosemary pine.
"The fact that boxed turpentine trees have

been found to make lumber equally durable to
the unboxed, and more capable of standing a
transverse strain, has lately brought to market
large tracts of abandoned orchards.

** The short-leaf pine is found over the whole of
the long-leaf pine belt, on wet clayey soil, being
very abundant, and the chief lumber tree lying
above the Tar river, where it attains a larger size
than any of the yellow pines of eastern America,
reaching a diameter of five and a-half feet, with a
limbless bole 80 to 100 feet long.

** In the middle district the oaks largely pre-
dominate, being mixed in most places with yel-
low or short-leaf pine.

*' The oaks of this region include a number of
red and black oaks, very valuable for wood-
work and furniture. White oak and post oak,
which make excellent wagon timber and furni-
ture, are very common and reach large size.
Black walnut is common along with the oaks, but
attains its greatest size in the mountains. There
are found in this region four hickories growing
abundantly on all kinds of soil and furnishing
valuable wagon material.

*' It is in the mountain counties, where the Ap-
palachian system is most developed, that the val-

uable hardwoods attain their greatest develop-
ment, reaching their largest size in eastern Amer-
ica in this State. There is still much walnut and
cherry, especially in the extreme southwestern
counties of the State. There are walnut trees still

standing which have a diameter of ^yj^ to six feet

and a trunk of fifty to sixty feet. Cherries, with
a diameter of four or five feet, are not uncommon.
The tulip, or poplar, reaches a diameter of eleven
feet and a height of one hundred and fifty feet;
the chestnut a diameter of seven feet, and other
deciduous trees attain proportionately large sizes
on the cool, moist slopes of the mountains and in

mountain coves and valleys.

*' Scattered in belts immediately adjacent to the
Blue Ridge are bodies of excellent white pine.
The lumber from this pine is the same grade as
' No 2 ' in the Albany market.

'* Yellow poplar reaches its greatest develop-
ment in the mountains. Trees containing 4000
feet are .frequently cut. There is a church on
Hominy creek, Buncombe county, all the wood-
work of which came from one poplar tree, which
contained over 8000 feet of lumber.

** No Southern State has a larger amount of soft
wood, suitable for paper manufacture, than this
State. In the mountains there is an abundance
of lin (American linden), the chief material used
farther north for making paper, also buckeye and
ash.

** In the middle and eastern sections there are
large areas of three kinds of ash suitable for this
use and easily accessible."

—A correspondent of the Toledo Commercial
says that a lumber company at Goshen, Ind.,
have closed a deal by which they have
come into possession of a fine lot of walnut
trees. The trees are just twenty in number, and
were grown on twelve acres of ground. They
were purchased of a farmer in La Grange county,
for $4900* or I245 a tree. The transaction is

not only remarkable for the price paid, but for
the size and quality of the timber. One hundred
teams were engaged to move the timber to the
Goshen yards where it will be prepared for market,
the butt cuts, saplings and limbs will be converted
into lumber at the home mills and sold to furni-
ture manufacturers, but the choice cuts will be
hewed and shaped for export in the log to London,
Hamburg and Paris.

—It is asserted that the best, strongest and
most fibrous material in the shape of wood, now
used as pulp for paper, is made from spruce
logs.
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The Supply of White Pine in the North-
west.

¥R. MILTON O. NELSON, in an article

on this subject written for the Trades-

mafif says

:

The impression has become general throughout
the country that the supply of white pine lumber
in the middle North is nearing its end ; tnat the

great agricultural belt that has thus far drawn its

lumber supply from the States of Michigan, Wis-
consin and Minnesota, must soon turn to lumber
fields further south and west. There is founda-
tion for this belief; the production of white pine
lumber in these three States has nearly reached its

climax. While lumber manufacture is diminishing
in Michigan, it is increasing in Wisconsin and
Minnesota at a rate that overcomes the Michigan
decrease and will continue to overcome it for per-

haps five years to come. It is thought by such
lumbermen as have given attention to this matter,

that the decrease in the total white pine product
will begin not later than 1900. For the fol-

lowing ten years the product will be large

enough to take care of the bulk of the demand
for the territory now supplied with this lumber

;

while twenty-five years from to-day there will

still be much pine lumber sawed in the three
white pine States.

A few figures from the carefully compiled rec-

ords of lumber manufacture will show the growth
and extent of the white pine lumber interests for

the past twenty years in the three States named.
In the year 1873, the total cut of pine lumber in

the three States named was 3,993,780,000 feet, and
of shingles, 2,277,433,550. In 1883, ^he figures

stood, 7,624,789,786 feet of lumber and 3,964,-

756,639 shingles. In 1892, the cut was 8,934,-

^53»^73 ^^^^ ^^ lumber and 4,248,690,526
shingles. The product of 1892 was larger than
that of the largest preceding year by 270,000,000
feet of lumber, but the shingle cut of 1892 has
been surpassed by a quarter of a billion in 1884,
and by nearly that amount during four subsequent
years. It is probable that the total shingle output
has reached its highest limit.

The Federal census of 1880 estimates the stand-
ing pine of Minnesota at ten billion feet. Since
that date a little more than ten billion feet of
Minnesota pine has been made into lumber, and
the best estimates place the standing pine in

Minnesota now in private hands, at between ten
and twelve billion feet, while the pine on public
lands is an unknown quantity. Some estimates
place it at ten billion more. The standing i)ine

of Wisconsin is variously estimated at from twenty
to thirty billion feet, and the Michigan pine is

about twenty billion. The Michigan pine supply
is being supplemented by the logs rafted over

from the Georgian Bay forests, and with this

source of supply the lumber product of Michigan
is likely to outlast that of Wisconsin.
The quality of the pine lumber cut and the

size of the logs now sawed is deteriorating in the

three States. Second and third cuttings are now
being made in the older sections, while more
tracts are cut clean of pine than was the case in

former years. The hemlock timber, once con •

sidered worth only what the bark would bring for

tanning purposes, is now being cut into dimen-
sion and plank, and is even used for moulding
and shingles to a limited extent. On the other
hand, there are large blocks of the finest virgin

pine being held by heavy capitalists to be cut at

some later date, when pine lumber shall have
become more valuable.

Concerning the Northwestern supply of hard-
wood, and its possible future shortage, no infor-

mation can be given as accurate as that relating

to white pine. Much of the white pine timber
cut off consisted of scattering pines among hard-
wood forests of more or less density. The decay
of the hardwood industry will not begin till many
decades after the white pine product has dwindled
to small proportions.

Peculiarities of Trees.

MR. H. B. WETZELL, in an interesting

paper on the peculiar features of tree
^ growth, written for the Tradesman says,

the vegetable world has its peculiar forms, as

well as the animal kingdom. There is a strik-

ing similarity in the form and features of every
distinct type of the human race.

And yet, since the creation of man, no two
individuals existed or ever will exist, that were or
will be exactly alike in every respect. To many,
a tree is simply a tree, each individval in a forest

of a given species looking alike to the careless or in-

different observer. But there never was nor ever
will be two trees exactly alike.

It is nature's law, this individual self, whether
in tree or man.

In the great silent forest, there stands a patri-
arch whose mighty form has withstood the storms
of centuries. Behold another, an Apollo, whose
majestic proportions stands head and shoulders

'

above his neighbors, the very pride and glory
of a kingly race. And yet another, whose queenly
beauty and grace pronounce it as the Venus of this
forest kingdom. There are others whose stunted,
gnarled and twisted forms show that in their
struggle for existence, they have passed through
trying periods and " stages such as characterize the
maimed, poor and wretched of the human race.
The growth and life of every tree is stamped

4
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upon its form and features. But it is not this

general characterization of tree growth so much
as the marked peculiarities of individual trees,

that are to be discussed. Only a few days ago
in examining a number of poplar logs drawn to-

gether in the woods, amongst several large logs

three to four feet in diameter and larger, with

thin sap and wood soft and yellow as old cheese,

four logs were noticed cut from one tree, the

butt log thirty inches in diameter at ihe small

end, which were in striking contrast in appearance
to that of their neighbors. The sap wood was
nearly four inches thick, the heart wood a grayish

white, and so close grained and tough that it

would make good wagon axles. Curious to learn

what was the cause which produced this strange

freak of nature, I hunted the spot where the tree

grew and examined with some care the stump, the

top of the tree, and its surroundings. Within
one hundred feet had grown three of the largest

poplar trees of the forest, almost perfect specimens
in form and wood quality of that species. From
what could be seen, this singular tree had grown
under exactly the same conditions of soil, moist-
ure, exposure and every known element which en-

ters into growth, the same as the others. Then
why this marked peculiarity ?

In a woodpile on the upper waters of the Big
Sandy river in Virginia, was a fine specimen of

tough white ash, splinters the thickness of a stalk

of wheat, and larger or smaller as desired, could
be tied into knots and loops and seemed tough
as whale bone. The annual growths were small

and the wood white. The tree had been about
two feet in diameter at the stump, and the splint-

ers had been taken six or eight feet from the butt.

On the same woodpile was another ash log of
smaller size, but brash and almost *' calico "in ap-
pearance. These two trees had grown near each
other where the land had been cleared for crops.
No difference in the physical conditions which
surrounded them could be found, for they had
grown within two hundred feet of each other.
What produced the marked difference ?

One day while examining a lot of white ash
logs and lumber on the head waters of the Nan-
tahala river, in western North Carolina, a log
about thirty inches diameter was cut into lumber.
The wood was white and seemed almost as tough
as second growth hickory, while the annular
growths were large. The other ash lumber ap-
peared to be of the usual quality found in the
mountain districts, by no means as tough as the
log mentioned, and showing no marked character-
istics. They had all grown near together, under
apparently similar conditions, but the one was al-

most a prototype of that found three hundred
miles distant, in Virginia, and growing under en-
tirely different conditions of latitude, altitude,

climate, humidity, moisture, geological formation,
soil and other known elements which enter into
the growth. Why this striking similarity and dis-

tinctive features?

In attempting to solve the mysterious matter
we do not get much light from scientific investi-

gation. To test any theory respecting it, would
require hundreds, perhaps thousands of years.

But in the study of the matter every person may
formulate a theory, however far or near it may
be from the real truth, for after all, in any scientific

investigation it is the truth for which we are
searching.

** Like begets like " in the vegetable as well as

the animal kingdon. And yet there are striking in-

stances of exceptions to this well-known natural law.

In the case of the poplar tree first mentioned, is

it not fair to assume that the germ came from the
same source as from the larger and more perfect
trees of the same species which grew near it ? In
any event we may reasonably assume that it did
not go beyond grandfather or great grandfather.

Not long ago in sawing a poplar log, after tak-

ing off the first slab it was noticed that the wood
had a dark purplish color, growing deeper in hue
further in the log, until the whole of the centre
was almost inky black. The log was free from
wind shakes and cracks ; what was the cause which
produced this strange phenomena? We turned
the log over, and after entering nearly half way
through, found distinct marks of an edged tool,

for a piece of the tree had been cut out and re-

moved, and fermentation and decay followed.
Afterwards the wound healed over and new wood
to a depth of nearly two feet had covered the spot.

Probably an Indian or early pioneer more than a
hundred years ago had cut this wedge-shaped hole
with a tomahawk—for a common sized axe could
not have done it—and at a certain season of year
when the sap of the tree was vigorous, the tree be-
came poisoned.

Now, it would be a matter of interest to know
what influence, if any, that tree had upon the
trees of which it was a parent.

The things of nature are constantly under-
going change. Evolution is the order of natural
law. New types, races, and species appear and
then disappear and others take their places.

Are these peculiar trees which have been men-
tioned the only type of that which once grew in

greater abundance, or are they the advance guard
of anew type which will evolve into a new speceis
during the coming ages?

Or, if science can determine the causes which
produce these peculiarities in trees, can it direct

how to grow a tree that we may have one of tough
or brittle fibre as we like?

An eminent scientist, has said, ** there is a vast

residuum of unexplained phenomena."

\m
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Influence of Forests Upon the Climate of
Surrounding Country.

THE following conclusions, showing the ben-
eficial effects of forests on the climate of
the country, has been excerpted from For-

est Influences,

An influence of the forest upon the climate of
its surroundings can only take place by means of
diffusion of the vapor which is transpired and
evaporated by the crowns and by means of air

currents passing through and above the forests
being modified in temperature and moisture con-
ditions; the mechanical effect upon such air cur-
rents by which they are retarded in their progress
may also be effective in changing their climatic
value.

Local air currents are set up by the difference
in temperature of the air within and without the
forest, analogously to those of a lake or pond,
cooler currents coming from the forest during the
day in the lower strata and warmer currents during
the night in the upper strata. The latter cur-
rents being warmer and moister, can be of
influence on the temperature and moisture con-
ditions of a neighboring field by moderating the
temperature extremes and increasing the humidity
of the air.

This local circulation is the one most important
difference between forest and other vegetation.
How far away from the forest this circulation
becomes sensible is not ascertained. In the
winter time when the temperature differences
become small, no such circulation is noticeable.
The general air currents in their lower portions

are cut ofl" entirely by the forest, which acts as a
windbreak. This influence can of course be ex-
perienced only on the leeward side. How far
this protection reaches it is difficult to estimate,
but it certainly reaches farther than a mere wind-
break, since by the friction of the air moving
over the crowns a retardation must be exper-
ienced that would be noticeable for a consider-
able distance beyond the mere windbreak effect.
Deforestation on a larger scale would permit un-
interrupted sweep of the winds, a change more
detrimental where the configuration of the ground
does not fulfill a similar function in large plains
more than in hilly and mountainous regions, and
at the seashore more than in the interior.
The upper air strata can be modified only by

the conditions existing near and above the
crowns. At the same time they must carry away
the cooler and moister air there and create an
upward movement of the forest air, and thereby
in part the conditions of this become also active
in modifying air currents. The greater humidity
immediately above the crowns is imparted to the
air currents, if warm and dry, and becomes vis-

ible at night in the form of mists resting above
and near forest areas. These strata protect the
open at least against isolation and loss of water
by evaporation, and have also a greater tendency
to condensation as dew or light rain, if condi-
tions for such condensation exist. This influence
can be felt only to the leeward in summer time
and with dry warm winds, while the cooling
winter effect upon comparatively warmer moist
winds is not noticeable. Theoretical considera-
tions lead to the conclusion that in mountain
regions only the forest on the leeward slope can
possibly add moisture to a wind coming over the
mountain, but this does not necessarily increase
the precipitation on the field beyond. Altogether
the theoretical considerations are as yet neither
proved nor disproved by actual observations, and
as to rainfall, the question of influence on the
neighborhood is still less settled than that of pre-
cipitation upon forest areas themselves. Wher-
ever moisture-laden winds pass over extensive
forest areas the cooler and moister condition of
the atmosphere may at least not reduce the possi-
bility of condensation, which a heated plain
would do ; but observations so far give no conclu-
sive evidence that the neighboring fields receive
more rain than they otherwise would.
With regard to comparative temperatures in

forest stations and open stations that are situated
not far apart from each other, it would appear
that the forest exerts a cooling influence, but that
more detailed conclusions are hindered by the
consideration that the ordinary meteorological
station itself is somewhat affected by neighboring
trees.

The studies of the stations in Asiatic and Euro-
pean Russia seems to show that in the western
part of the Old World the presence of large
forests has a very sensible influence on the tem-
perature. Similar studies for stations in the
United States seem to show that our thin forests
have a slight effect in December but a more de-
cided one in June. It appears also that our
wooded regions are warmer than the open plains,
but there is no positive evidence that this diff'er-

ence of temperature is dependent upon the
quantity or distribution of forests, or that changes
in temperature have occured from this cause.
When a forest encloses a small area of land,

forming a glade, its inclosed position brings
about special phenomena of reflection of heat,
local winds, and a large amount of shade. For
such forests it is found that the mean range of
temperature is larger in the woods than on the
the open plain ; the glade climate is more rigor-
ous than the climate of open plains. The glade
is cooler and its diurnal range larger during the
spring, summer and autumn.

Favorable influences upon moisture conditions
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of the air are most noticeable in localities where
much water is stored in underground with over-

lying strata which are apt to dry when our sum-
mer drought prevails. Here the forest growth is

able to draw water from greater depths and by trans-

piration return it to the atmosphere, thereby reduc-

mg the dryness and possibly inducing precipitation.

In most climates this action would be less effec-

tive or of no use. Hence in regions with oceanic

climate with moist sea winds like England, and
the west coasts of Europe or of the northern

United States, deforestation from a climatic point

of view may make no appreciable difference, such

as it would make in continental climates like the

interior of our country, the Rocky Mountains,

and Southern California.

Whether large or small areas of forests and open
fields alternating, or what percentage of forest is

most favorable can not as yet be discussed, since

we are not clearly informed even as to the manner
and the amount of influence which forest cover

exercises. In general we may expect that an

alternation of large forested and unforested areas,

in regions which on account of their geographic

situation have a dry and rigorous climate, is more
beneficial than large uninterrupted forest areas,

which would fail to set up that local circulation

which is brought about by differences in tempera-

ture and permits an exchange of the forest cli-

mate to that of the neighboring field.

Foresting Mountains in France.

7\ LTHOUGH the existing evils resulting

/^ from the effects of mountain torrents
^ have been less in the Alps than in the

Pyrenees, yet the evil there is so well known that

the railway company du Midi would only take

possession of certain railway lines built by the gov-
ernment on condition that the state should repair

all damages caused by mountain torrents, and the

latter has been forced to provide necessary works
to this effect.

Several years ago the minister of public works
in France named a commission of inspector-gen-

erals of roads and bridges, of higher officers of
the marine and of hydrographic engineers for the
purpose of looking into the situation of two piers

of the Garonne and the Gironde, as well as into

that of the port of Bordeaux. The end for which
this commission was appointed was *' to study the
complex question regarding the works to be
erected for the improvement of the port of Bor-
deaux, of maritime Garonne and of the Gironde."
The result of this was that the commission re-

commended that an arrangement should be ar-

rived at between the ministers of public works and

agriculture, in order that extensive measures might
be taken for the sodding (gazonnement) and re-

wooding of the higher parts of the basin of the

Garonne, which were subject to erosion. During
a session of the commission, which was presided

over by M. Meline, the new minister, in observ-

ing the great importance of the opinions ex-

pressed by so many able men, named the forestry

administration in connection with the work, and
a few days later, in the most energetic manner,
called the attention of the Chamber of Deputies

to the greatness of the evils existing and to the

advantages which would result from the construc-

tion of the necessary works. On the termination

of the minister's discourse, after a long contest, a

supplementary credit of 2,600,000 francs was de-

tached from another service to be applied to the

reforesting of the mountains.

—

New York Lumber
Irade Journal.

Fossil Forests of the Yellowstone.

PROF. S. E. TILLMAN, in The Popular
Science Monthly says of these forests that

the standing silicified stumps and fallen

trees were found varying in diameter from one to

seven feet. Two sections of trees were found so

perfect that the rings of annual growth through-

out could be counted, except a few, perhaps fifteen

or twenty, near the heart and bark. One tree

measured three feet in diameter, had two hund-
red and twenty-two rings of growth ; and an-

other, of three feet five inches diameter, had
two hundred and forty-three—this without any al-

lowance for a few missing rings at the centre and
towards the bark. The latter of these trees was
only about half the size of the largest seen. Many
were found varying in diameter from five to seven

feet, but none of this size were seen exposing the

rings throughout the entire section. Judging from
the closeness of the rings in certain well preserved

portions of these larger trees, many of them must
have been at least five hundred years in attain-

ing their growth, if the rings were truly annual.

Taking one-half of this number, two hundred
and fifty years, as the more probable age of the

successive forests at this point, it is seen that the

earliest of these trees were living more than two
thousand years before the latest, during which
time there were alternating conditions of growth
and accumulation of volcanic material.

This estimate makes no allowance for the time
necessary for the formation of a soil upon the

volcanic material, which at first sight would seem
necessary for the support of such a vigorous vege-

tation. It is not probable, however, that any
considerable time was necessary for this purpose,
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for, with rare exceptions, each succeeding forest
took root and began to grow very promptly after
the destruction of its predecessor. In most cases
the destroying flood consisted largely of mud,
ashes, conglomerate, and other volcanic material,
which formed an excellent base for vegetation,
and it was doubtless covered with a luxuriant
growth as soon as it was dried or cooled suffi-
ciently, and this would require only a short time.

Trees in Cities.

IV T EARLY all who ever visited Berlin have
I \ something to say about the lines of Lin-

den trees on the most beautiful street in
that city, simply because it is in the guide books,
and every tourist that ever visited the city and
wrote anything for publication mentioned them.
But they never mention the trees which form the
chief beauty of the streets of European towns
and cities, more especially those in France.
There the planting and maintenance of the trees
form an important item in the budget of yearly
expenses and they are planted and kept in the
most scientific manner.

Educated Frenchmen who should travel
through this country, especially through the South,
which IS comparatively newly settled, would be
struck with the absence of trees on the streets

;when attempted it is in a haphazard way without
any reference to the suitability of climate and soil
to the trees selected and without concert of ac-
tion to produce a pleasing general eff*ect. The
American idea seems to be to select trees for
shade and ornament that are exotic, or foreign to
the soil or climate. The principal street of Gal-
veston, Texas, is lined with rows of oleanders, a
native tree of warm climates, and it is a beautiful
street. Its beauty has induced property owners
to adopt this tree as an ornament for yards and
lawnsin latitudes so far north that they have to
be kept in tubs and moved into the green house
or cellar, before frost. It is all right for Galveston
to choose the oleander for its street shade tree,
and it has fairly earned the name of the '' Olean-'
der City " but it is not wise for other towns to
adopt It, or any other tree, not suited to its climate
and soil. Nature has provided trees suitable for
every locality and soil and given to each a vitality
that will permit removal acclimatization within
reasonable limits. Some varieties of the conifera
are found in ail climates and soils, but it is useless
to try to make a permanent shade tree of a tropi-
cal growth in a cold climate. One of the pret-
tiest little trees of our Southern coast is the um-
brella china so called, and it has been tried for
years in the hardwood sections as far north as the

39th degree of latitude. But it is a short lived tree
and, if not killed by frost when young, dies about
the time it reaches its prettiest development.

In this country, where the planting and care of
shade Jrees on the street are left entirely to the
owners of abutting property, uniformity or pleas-
ing results cannot be expected. In France, and
in some other countries in Europe, the municipal
authorities have such matters in charge. Not
many kinds of trees will flourish in France and
shade trees—many of which are imported, some
from the United States—are carefully selected,
the soil in which they are to be set analyzed and
the after culture carefully looked after by the
officials.— T/ie Tradesman,

New Books.

Outlines of Forestry^ or the Elementary Princi-
ples Underlying the Science of Forestry^ being a
series of primers by Prof. Edwin J. Houston A
M., published by J. B. Lippincott & Co., iJmo*
254 pages, price $1.00. The volume is a compi-
lation of information in regard to forestry which
has been gleaned from various sources, and am-
pbfied, treating briefly and succinctly of the con.
ditions necessary for the growth of plants and
trees, the animate and inanimate enemies of the
forest, rain, drainage, climate, and how it is in-
fluenced by the presence or absence of forests, re-
forestation, and lists of trees suitable for plant-
nig in various sections of the United States, con-
tributed by various authorities, etc. This book
IS especially interesting to any who desire to ob-
tain a general knowledge of the elements of
forestry.

The Hawks and Owls of the United States in
their Relation to Agriculture, being Bulletin No 3
issued by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Division of
Ornithology and Mammalogy, Department of
Agriculture. 8vo.. 210 pages. This able work
which was prepared by Dr. A. K. Fisher, may do
good in dissipating the almost universally accepted
idea that all birds of the hawk species are the
natural enemies of the poultry yard. In this
treatise are given the results of the analysis of the
stomachs of several thousand birds, and it is stated
that of the 73 species, and sub-species of hawks
and owls, only six are injurious. Of these six,
three are so rare that they need hardly be con-
sidered, and another (the Fish Hawk) is only in-
directly injurious, leaving but two (the Sharp-
shinned and Cooper^s Hawks) that need really be
J^^^^y destroyed. Of the remainder Dr.
Merriam thinks many may be considered some
of the farmers' best friends, feeding upon field

•^
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mice and other small animals, and should be pre-

served instead of being slaughtered. This volume

shows the folly of offering bounties for the

destruction of many of the hawks and owls as is

now done in many of the States. The book is

admirably illustrated with 25 colored plates, and

will form a valuable addition to any library. This

Division has also issued a number of treatises on

American Fauna.

1 89 1. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture,

8vo., 654 pages, illustrated. This admirable

work, the third which has been issued by the De-

partment, shows the great strides that the Gov-

ernment is making in treating the many phases of

agriculture from an economic standpoint. The re-

port of the Chiefof the Division of Forestry which

is included in the volume will be of special in-

terest to our readers. After giving some general

information in regard to forestry, Mr. Fernow dis-

cusses in detail some of our Southern lumber

pines, which are illustrated by plates showing the

cones and leaves, and maps giving the geograph-

ical distribution of the Long-leaf, Cuban, Short-

leaf and Loblolly pine trees. The Superintendent

of Gardens and Grounds also contributes an arti-

cle on *' Trees in Cities and on Streets,'' giving

a list of the more desirable trees for such pur-

poses, and directions in regard to the time to

plant, preparation of the soil and trees, pruning,

insect enemies etc.

Hand-Book No. j of the Bureau of American

Republics^ 8vo., 604 pages. This is practically a

revision with additions of the first two hand-

books issued by the bureau. It contains valuable

tables of the imports and exports on the principal

articles of merchandise in the various American
Republics, short and comprehensive descriptions

of the countries themselves, statistics as to area,

population, etc., along with general information.

Forest Influences, \i€\x\g^\y{\^\vc\ No. 7, issued

by the Forestry Division of the Department of

Agriculture, 8vo., 197 pages, treats of the influ-

ences which are exerted by the forests on the sur-

rounding country, the introduction and summary
of conclusions being prepared by Prof. B. E.

Fernow, as well as the contributions on the special

subjects of the relation of forests to water sup-

plies, and notes on the Sanitary significance of

forests. There is also an exhaustive review of

forest meteorological observations, preliminary

to the discussion of the relation of forests to

climate which was compiled by Prof. W. M. Har-
rington, and which are graphically illustrated in

an ingenious manner. There are also two appen-

dices, one by Mr. Cleveland Abbe on the deter-

mination of the true amount of precipitation and

its bearing on theories of forest influences, and
the other by Mr. Geo. E. Curtis, giving an an-

alysis of rainfall with relation to surface condi-

tions. This pamphlet is certainly quite an addi-

tion to our forestry lore.

Timber Physics, Part II. Bulletin No. 8, For-

estry Division of the Department of Agricultnre,

4to., 92 pages. This work which is a report of

progress on the investigations which were under-

taken by that division into the nature of our im-

portant woods, was prepared by Prof. B. E. Fernow,
and contains the results of tests for strength made
on the long-leaf pine collected in Alabama, and
a comparative study by Prof. J. B. Johnson, of the

various exhibitions of strength as related to each

other, and as dependent on certain conditions of

the test specimens. There is also a study by Mr.

M. Gomberg into the chemical conditions of the

bled and unbled timber. An account of the gen-

eral characteristics of the timber of the long leaf

pine, and of the geographical distribution of the

species and a brief recapitulation of the methods
pursued in this work. This should be of practi-

cal advantage to lumbermen and all engaged in

the manufacture or consumption of this class of

timber.

North America Fauna, No. 7, issued by the di-

vision of Ornithology and Mammalogy, of the De-

partment of Agriculture. 8vo. 398 pages. This

is part II. of the report on the results of the Death

Valley Expedition, a biological survey of South-

ern California, Southern Nevada and parts of

Utah and Arizona carried on in 1891. It con-

sists of the special reports on birds, reptiles,

batrachians, fishes, molluscs, insects, and the

desert shrubs, cactuses, and yuccas, and is accom-
panied by a list of localities, being illustrated by

15 plates, and fine maps, and is a valuable addi-

tion to our literature on these subjects. Part I.

comprising the general report, and the description

of the mammals is not yet quite ready for the

press.

If our readers will send the Secretary of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, at 1012 Wal-

nut Street, the names and addresses of such of

their friends whom they think would be or might

be interested in forestry, copies of our publication

will be sent to them. If then the reader will use

their influence to have the parties join the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Association, they will aid in

carrying on the good work which has been so

auspiciously started, and which we trust will result

in much good to the public at large.
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which answers for charcoal production, and not

for such marketable purposes as will meet the de-

mands of the lumber merchant. J. T. R.
in <r|S» ^1^ ^^ ^^

The members of the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation are already reaping material benefit for

•their advocacy of the Pennsylvania Forestry Com-
mission. Dr. Rothrock's active hbors in the field

encourage him to offer suggestions inspired by his

surroundings, and our readers receive the benefit

of these in a series of brief sketches in this number.
We shall encourage our colleague on the Publica-

tion Committee to continue to give his thoughts

as they are inspired by his studies in the wood-
lands, for we believe that in no way can we do
more to advance the interests of forestry or to in-

vite attention to forest protection and propagation

than by notes from the sketch book of a practical

botanist seeking the true interests of a great com-
monwealth. J. B.

^ 9|C 3|< 4( ^

The daily press again gives accounts of the an-

nually recurring autumn forest fires. In Wiscon-
sin, Michigan, Minnesota and other States, in-

cluding Pennsylvania, vast tracts of timber have

been destroyed, many families rendered homeless,

and a number of lives lost. It would seem as if

the various States must soon be forced to see that

proper laws for the prevention, and some means
of stopping the spread of these forest fires, are ab-

solutely essential, and find some method of enforc-

ing these laws when passed. In this connection
we would call the attention of our readers to Mr.
Ayres's article on this subject which appears in

this issue. F. L. B.
* * * *

We again direct the attention of persons in-

terested in forestry to the meetings which will

be held by the World's Forestry Congress in Chi-
cago on Oetober i8 and 19, and trust that all who
can will be present, and aid in making the sessions

instructive and profitable. F. L. B.

—The great oaks in Waverly, Mass., are survi-

vals of an oak forest that must have existed in that

region, according to the geologists, as far back as

the tenth century. They bear every evidence of

great age, and an elm tree in the neighborhood is

now almost dismantled, with its great limbs lying

around on the ground. The dozen oak trees in

the neighborhood are of great age. Only one
other oak tree in New England is known that can
be compared with them ; that is located in Ips-

wich, and is larger and more venerable than the

Waverly oaks. That, with the Waverly, have been
inspected by the State Park Commissioners, and
will be preserved.

Pennsylvania's Land of Desolation.

/"rENTURIES ago, old John Davis, awe-

\jy stricken by the appearance of Greenland,
called it ** The Land of Desolation.*'

Much the same feeling forced itself upon the mind
of the writer as he recently stood on an elevation

overlooking the region between Six Mile Run and
the Black Moshannon in Centre county, in this

State. Half a century ago, the whole region was
little more than a wilderness. The hilltops and the

lowlands were covered with a growth of the best

white pine and hemlock. The former was re-

moved to aid in building the fortunes of the en-

terprising lumberman and also to establish the

prosperity of the State. The hemlock had but

little of commercial value. The road passing

through this solitude, eveih at a later date, has

been aptly compared to a vast arbor where the

interlocking l)ranches maintained a perpetual

shade. It was only here and there that the foli-

age allowed any outlook, and when it did the

view was seldom, if ever, an extended one.

To-day the whole scene has changed. For
miles one may see the dead, charred trunks of
large trees standing out clearly against the sky.

It was, of course, impossible to exactly estimate

the quantity of timber, white pine and hemlock
thus destroyed, but probably it would be within

the limits of the truth to say that at one time

there vvas in sight enough of such trees to aggre-

gate three-fourths of a million feet of board
measure. In some places the view of these dead
trees was partly obscured by a vigorous growth of

young pines and oaks. But in the region indi-

cated the charred giants were conspicuous by
the comparative absence of a coming forest. The
whole scene was an eloquent commentary on the

inefficiency of our existing laws and on the heed-

less extravagance of a commonwealth which felt

rich enough to be a spendthrift. It is no figure

of speech to say that the blackness of desolation

was upon the country. That it indicated a radi-

cal wrong no one will deny. But who was to

blame? Surely not the lumberman, for here

stood a matured forest, and the country needed
the lumber which he produced. He was turning

those trees into material prosperity for the com-
monwealth, and without his business enterprise

they would have fallen, decayed, and, save for the

mould they produced, left behind them no sign of
usefulness.

The fault is further back than this. It lies

with the people at large. It was the fruit of a
reckless political economy, or, to speak more ex-

actly, of an utter absence of political economy.
There was no recognition of the fact that every acre
within the limits of the State should be made to

produce its very best crop in the very least time.

i

The trees were removed and the land turned

over to the reproductive mercies of nature. Even
in this there vvas probably no great wrong for the

time being. The error lay in failing to recognize

the now apparent fact that stringent measures

should have been taken to prevent and to arrest

the forest fires which year after year swept over

that area. If this had been done, or could have

been done, the region in question would have

been well on the way with a second crop of limber

to replace the one removed. In some cases white

pine would have reappeared, in others there

would have been jack pine and various species of

oak, with a possible admixture of hemlock. As
it is, the possible crop is in the distant future, and
the soil is impoverished to the last degree by the

repeated burnings to which it has been subjected.

It is nothing but the old, old tale with the varia-

tions incident to time and place. The practical

and pressing point is how long shall such a con-

dition of affairs continue ? How radical will be

the corrective measures which the people will

tolerate? To what extent may the public purse

be drawn upon to render such waste impossible?

How far shall the owner be called upon to pre-

vent a fire spreading from his land to that of his

neighbor ? And, also, to what extent should the

State be held responsible for a protection which
it has failed to accord property on which taxes

are paid? It is a part of the duty of the Forestry

Commission to collect all the facts bearing on this

question, and after ascertaining to what extent

public opinion will support measures in correcting

this evil to present a bill to the next Legislature

which shall correct this burning wrong.

J. T. R.

— It is interesting to observe what heights vari-

ous kinds of plants attain. Explorations of the

Cordilleras of Bogota, which forms a part of the

Andean mountain system in Colombia, have re-

cently been published, and among these are inter-

esting statements about the tree zones on those

mountains. Their slopes are covered with a prim-
eval forest in which palms attain an elevation above
the sea level of about thirty-three hundred feet.

The evergreen oak begins to appear at about fifty-

five hundred feet, and is found up to the limit of

the continuous forest, which is about ten thousand
feet. The valuable cinchona trees, from which
Peruvian bark is obtained, has a range of elevation

on the- mountain slopes running from forty-nine

hundred to ninety-five hundred feet. The cam-
phor tree is found in Japan on the slopes of moun-
tains and adapts itself to climatic conditions. It

flourishes in the lowlands as well, and often attains

a gigantic size, the trunks being sometimes twenty
feet in diameter.

—

JV. V. Lumber Trade Journal,

Forestry at the Columbian Exposition.

rjTHE excellent exhibit of the building devoted

I to forestry and its contents, is a decided
^ feature of the Columbian Exposition at

Chicago, and is an evidence of the hold which the

forest interests have taken in this country. We
specify the building as an exhibit, for such it truly

is—and the educational feature of the colonnade

which surrounds the structure is worthy of preser-

vation. This colonnade consists of several hun-

dred logs—contributed by various States—no two

from the same State being duplicate species.

Standing upright in nesfs of three, these unbarked

logs—each with its popular and botanical names

and the State from which it came clearly labeled,

teach visitors the physical peculiarities of different

trees. We trust this rustic forestry pavilion may
be retained at its picturesque location on the beach

of Lake Michigan.
Within the structure there is a collection of

woods and other instructive features which has

probably never been equalled. A trophy of a

great California red-wood slab with its thick bark,

two immense Japanese bamboo shafts, crossed

above it, and surrounded with typical specimens

ot woods occupies the centre of the building. At

one end Pennsylvania and Japan flank the main

aisle ; the exhibit of the Keystone State is good,

but suffers by comparison with those of other states.

A feature of the State exhibit is Miss Grace Anna
Lewis's collection of paintings of autumn leaves.

North Carolina, California, West Virginia, Ohio

and New York, have excellent exhibits—the last

two probably deserving pre-eminence. No single

collection impressed us as favorably as that of New
York. The absence of any elaborate enclosure is

noted, the plain iron stands holding the revolv-

ing frames, and the encircling fringe of tree trunk

specimens evince an attempt at an educational

rather than an ornamental display. But the ex-

hibit is attractive in appearance and well installed.

Each of the numerous iron columns contains four

frames which revolve on a spindle, each frame

being devoted to a particular tree, the tree being

illustrated (a) by photographs of single examples

of the species—both in leaf and bare if the tree

is deciduous ;
(b) an enlarged photograph of the

bark
;
(c) samples of leaves, fruit, etc.

;
(d) three

of Hough's celebrated veneer sections, viz., trans-

verse, radial and tangential, so placed that the

section of wood is between the observer and un-

obstructed lights.

The enclosure is surrounded by samples of trees

with bark upon them, the logs being cut so as to

exhibit the grain, transversely, radially and
tangentially, one-half being smooth finished and
one-half varnished.

It would take pages instead of columns to detail
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the merits of various State displays or to refer to

the neatness or skill of their installation ; and it

would be invidious to compare the excellent foreign

displays made by Canada, Mexico, New South
Wales, Brazil, Japan, etc., but none show more
care in selection or a greater effort to educate than

the exhibit of the Japanese Government. This
may be in part owing to the desire to attract

attention to the World's Fair to be held in Tokio,

Japan, in 1895, but the effort is surely worthy of

mention.

The only drawback to the forestry exhibit is the

unnecessary repetition of varnish advertisements.

Where a firm of varnish manufacturers have con-

tributed a red-wood plank 12 feet by 9 feet by 5
inches thick, or a cross-section of a mahogany
tree 6 or 7 feet in diameter, or an immense slab

of red cedar, each with beautifully finished sur-

faces, elegantly polished—there is an excuse for

stating what varnish or filler was used. But the

repeated advertisements on exhibits of States and
sections is offensive.

The forestry exhibit is not confined to the For-

estry pavilion ; in the centre of the government
building is a grand section of a California red-

wood tree, with a spiral stairway within it, giving

visitors an idea of the immensity of these forest

giants. This section is so much larger than an-

other which was placed in the Midway Plaisance

as a side show that the proprietors of the latter

have turned their venture into a refreshment booth.

In the space devoted to the Interior Department
in the Government Building, Chief Fernow and
his assistant, Dr. Jones, have made an excellent

exhibit of the Forestry bureau and any one who
desires information upon this specialty which is

rapidly gaining popularity, can find much of in-

terest and value at the Columbian Exposition.
In fact we consider that a special building erected

for the forestry display—and that such a superb
series of exhibits have been brought together,

strong evidence that forestry is being recognized
the world over as a companion to agriculture and
that the advocates of forestry are in this country
passing from enthusiasts to patriots in the opinion
of the general public.

We wish that it were possible to retain the for-

estry exhibit intact, as a great educational mission
and we trust that a goodly portion may be pre-

served for the instruction of Young America.

J. B.

—An effort has been made to introduce the
Australian hardwood into this country. At the
World's Fair there is to be seen what is stated to

be the largest piece of bark ever scaled. It is a
piece of hemlock bark, 12 ft. 5 inches by 6 ft. 4
inches.

A Notable Beginning.

THE question as to whether or not it will pay
to care for growing forests, seems likely to

meet with a solution in this State earlier

than was expected.

On the northwestern corner of Centre County,
in Burnside Township, is a densely-wooded area

of 11,000 acres, more or less, which is known as

the ** City Lands," a portion of the estate of Dr.

Elias Boudinot. To-day it stands out in marked con-

trast with the whole surrounding region, which has

been practically stripped of its mature timber, by
the matured, vigorous growth of trees which tower

up on all sides. This is especially true of the hem-
locks in the ravines leading from the high plateau

to the river. One might readily enough imagine
himself in the original forest. This, however,
would hardly be correct, for even there, years ago,

the timber which was accessible was removed. It

is safe to say that this tract does contain the largest

body of fully-matured hemlock in Centre County.
One would find no fault if these trees were re-

moved, but as they are owned by those who are

not driven to cut them, the design is that they

shall stand, fall, and decay where they are, rather

than allow the area to be invaded for the present

by the lumberman. On the whole, the plan for

that region is the best. Let there be at least one
area in the State which shall serve to perpetuate
an exact idea of an absolutely primitive wilder-

ness.

It should be said, however, in this connection,
that to Mr. Kirkpatrick, in Philadelphia, and to

Mr. Geo. Boak, in Pine Glen, a large measure of
the success which has attended this preservation

is due.

Leaving all sentiment out of the question, these

gentlemen propose to show that it will pay to hold,

protect and restore timber. This is, after all, just

the kernel of the whole problem. Give an af^rm-
ative reply to it, one which will satisfy the average
business man, his heirs and assigns, that there is

more money in holding than in cutting timber,
and the forestry agitator may rest from his labor.

In this connection one cannot fail to note the
change in our ideas as to the relative value of dif-

ferent kinds of timber for a specific work. Thus
the favorite wood now, quite aside from the ques-
tion of cost, for making mine-props, is pitch- or
yellow-pine—and its value increases in proportion
to its age, until a full maturity is reached. One
acre of this tract, which was hastily scaled, gave
9600 feet (board measure) of pitch- and yellow-
pine. It is well to add, in this connection, that

both of the pines indicated under the above names
are botanically Pinus rigida (Mill). Jack-pine is

the name by which the tree is best known to the
Pennsylvania lumberman. The yellow-pine of the

:

1

botanist is Pinus mitts (Mich.). It is very clear

that the so-called Pinus rigida merits a much more
full, and also a much more practical study than it

has yet received. It is generally thought to be a

weak, unimportant wood. Some specimens, of

the best quality, might compel a revision of that

verdict, and place it close along side of Georgia

pine.

Apropos of the constancy of certain forestry

ideas, we have a very suggestive field in the study

of this same pitch-pine. Thus, while one could

hardly call in question the fact, so long known to

certain people, that bleeding Georgia pine did not

appreciably lessen its strength, the question as to

the durability of bled-pine, will, we think, be

found to depend on what is meant by durability.

If the word includes only endurance under strain,

then no exception may be taken to the statement

;

but if durability is to include long-continued sol-

idity when the stick is placed in a position

where it is exposed to the soil and weather, or to

water, then it may yet be an open question as to

whether bleeding does not lessen durability. Ev-
ery back-woods boy knows that the rich pine-knots

are the last to decay when a log lies on the ground.

Beside the hemlock and pine there is a fine

growth of young white-oak on the tract. It will

perhaps average a foot in diameter at the base, and
is looked at with very longing eyes by those who
are interested in ** tie-timber." That grove
should stand at least half a century yet ; in-

deed, to fully mature, it will require double
that time. As a grove of volunteer second-
growth white-oak, following an earlier pine forest,

it is an interesting study, and for this reason
should be kept as an object-lesson, already well

advanced, but whose history is known well enough
to predicate something upon.
Of course there is an average showing of rock-

oak, especially on the higher portions of the tract.

It is, however, straighter, more vigorous, and gen-
erally more promising than one as a rule sees.

This is doubtless due to the soil of the uplands,
which, though too poor and cold for remunerative
agriculture, is still better than the rocky footing
which this oak usually has in Pennsylvania.

It should also be added that there is a consid-
erable growth of very fine cherry-birch {Betuia
lenta^ L.) in the ravines. Some specimens were
not less than two feet in diameter, and carried a
straight trunk for almost, if not quite, 50 feet.

In addition to the species already alluded to, as
might be expected, there was a goodly number of
others, enough to make out, within the limits of
this domain, a fair representation of the mountain
sylva of the State.

It is to be hoped that no change of policy will

frustrate this experiment until it has been worked
out to a full solution. It is absolutely in the inter-

est of the Commonwealth that it should be. The
gentlemen who have it in charge deserve the

thanks of the friends of forestry. J. T. R.

The Facts of the Case.

WE have been so long and so persistently

informed that once our white pine was

gone it was gone forever, that it is high
time to step in and assert the facts. If the case

involved a mere scientific law or principle it would
be bad enough to maintain a silence. But such an
error is worse here, because it may lead to a fatal

neglect in the way of reproducing a crop which
has been for years a staple of the Commonwealth.
The fact, however, is, there are thousands of

acres of as good young white pine growing in this

State as ever grew in it. Furthermore, it is a vol-

unteer crop— a second crop, at that. It must be
remembered, however, that the original white pine,

that which figured a quarter of a century ago in

the markets as *' clear stuff," '*cork pine," etc.,

represented the growth of a century and more un-

der natural conditions. The trees producing such
lumber stood originally as saplings as thick as they

could grow. They began from the start to strug-

gle up into the sunlight and thus to produce the

straight trunks which gave character to the earlier

product. From the very start, also, they began
to prune themselves. The knots were small and
few ; hence the clear stuff, which delighted the

workmen of our boyhood. Such trees were not

matured, as some who should know better assert,

in twenty-five or even in fifty years. Taking things

as we find them in the woods of Central Pennsyl-

vania, it may be stated that very extended obser-

vation shows a white pine log of two feet diameter
cannot be counted upon for less than seventy-five

years of growth, which is far from maturity. Un-
der exceptional circumstances it may do better,

but such cases are so rare as to be of no value

whatever in a practical estimate.

No ; the white pine is not doomed by any nat-

ural law. It will continue to grow, and form for

centuries a staple of the state, if we will just give

it half a chance. More than this, our *' sap pine,"

some of it, at least, will become prime lumber if

it has the time to do so.

We do not ignore the fact that there is some
white pine which never, at any age, will lose its

designation of '* sap pine." Some instances of

this recently came under observation. The trees

were actually old and past maturity, but the zone
of sap wood was very wide. This does not

invalidate the statement that there is now growing
in the State as good and promising white pine as

ever grew. All it wants is time to fully mature.
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Several white pine stumps recently examined in

Huntingdon County, which ranged in age from
fifty-nine to sixty-five years old, varied in size

from eighteen to twenty-two inches in diameter.

In about another half century the trees would have
been a small fortune to their owners. Just hold
on to your half-grown timber. It will probably
bring you principal and interest from this on, when
you must cut it or when it is fully ready to cut. As
an investment, good, young white pine, out of fire-

infested districts, is about as safe as can be found.

Its tendency is to increase in value, while that of

most other investments seems to be to yield a

lower rate of interest. J. T. R.

Tornadoes and Forests.

THE alarming frequency of tornadoes this

summer is leading to renewed investigation

of their origin on the part of scientists.

Such a calamity as that at Pomeroy, Iowa, in which
fifty-four people were killed and seventy-five fatally

injured, may well lead to careful study, for the pur-
pose of discovering, if possible, what causes these
devastating storms and what precautions may be
taken to guard against them. It is not a matter
that concerns the West alone, for right here in

Western New York wind storms are becoming
very frequent and destructive. Lyons had an ex-
perience with a tornado on Saturday, and it was
not long ago that Canandaigua suffered severely.
It is noted that tornadoes are more likely to oc-
cur in regions where forests have been destroyed.
The connection between the cutting down of
trees and the peculiar atmospheric conditions
necessary to the production of tornadoes is diffi-

cult to trace. If there is such a connection, the
increase in the number of destructive tornadoes
should serve as a warning against cutting down
the few forests that remain.

—

Rochester Herald,

—The New York Lumber Trade Journal de-
scribes a large white oak log which was cut near
Bedford, Indiana, and transported on two gon-
dola cars to New York. This tree was unsound
for a few feet at the base—the height to the first

branch was, about 63 feet, and at this point above
the ground the tree was 4^ feet in diameter, and
it is stated that the log was so large that it is pro-
posed to blast it apart with powder in order to
obtain convenient sized pieces. From 40 feet
of the trunk it is expected that 7000 feet of choice
lumber will be obtained.

¥
Forest Fires.

R. H. B. AYRES, in an article in the Pro-
gressive Age^ bearing the above caption,
says

:

I have been deeply impressed with the fact that

our country is losing by forest fires, each year, an
immense value, and the best excuse for all this is

that we are careless, and are following the customs
of the Indians. These fires are started in many
ways; mostly, "to improve land " for pasturage
or farming.

Farmers in dry times set fire to old grass, bush
heaps, felled trees, beds of dry leaves, bogs, weeds,
rubbish ; not a bad purpose in itself, but too often
carried out so thoughtlessly and wastefully that the
damage is greater than the benefit.

Indians fire prairies to make early spring grazing,
to harm the whites and other Indians, to kill seed-
ling trees, to drive game, and for sport. In the
woods they burn out trails, hunting-grounds,
camping-places, and in a heavily wooded district

make prairies wherever they can. Sportsmen,
tourists, and all classes of men in the woods, igno-
rantly start many fires by choosing improper
places for camp-fires and smudges and failing to

extinguish them upon leaving ; by using gun-wads
that burn after shooting; throwing away burning
matches and cigar stumps ; emptying pipes, etc.,

etc. Fires are started by boys in sport and by
mean men in malice; a large number by sparks
and cinders from locomotives ; some from chimney
sparks and burning buildings, and occasionally by
lightning.

In the woods a fire sometimes merely creeps
along the surface, fed by a scanty supply of grass,

fallen leaves and twigs. When the ground is parched,
however, dry muck, vegetable mould, and even the
soil itself, will burn slowly and persistently from
surface to subsoil, utterly denuding the roots of
trees, which, unsupported, topple over to feed the
surface fire which commonly follows in a few years.
In woods full of fallen and dry branches, trunks
and leaves, attacked in a dry and windy time, the
fire, from a manageable creep, rushes into head-
long flight, and if in a dense growth of resinous,-

coniferous trees, ascends into the tops, and the
tornado of fire sweei)s with its breath every green
thing from sight. The fires which eat up the
soil, and those on the surface so fierce as to kill

any considerable portion of the trees, are com-
monly followed in a few years by a fire even more
destructive than the first. The dead trees have
fallen forming" a perfect network of dry trunks,
branches and roots. The ashes of the former fire

have nourished a vigorous growth of weeds and
brakes, which growing densely among the debris,
rise in flames at the merest touch of fire.

The extent of and damage by fires can be only

roughly estimated. The census report on forestry

for the year 1880 estimates the area burned over

during that year by forest fires at 10,274,088
acres.

I estimate that two tons of dry vegetable growth

per acre is the least through which fire will follow.

In the forest, I think as much as 100 tons per

acre are frequently burned ; while the average of

prairie fires is a consumption of 4 tons per acre,

and of forest fires 10 tons per acre.

On this basis over 100,000,000 tons of dry

vegetable material is consumed each year in the

forest.

The effect of repeated burnings is both logically

and practically to reduce a fertile soil to a desert.

By combustion, part of the vegetable matter

which, decaying, would become a store of veget-

able food, is passed as gases into the atmosphere,

and blows to other regions. The ashes, a small

proportion of the whole, lie on the surface to be

leached, mostly into the streams ; or, if the soil

be open, to a depth from which the tardy new
growth cannot recover it. What plant food re-

mains on the surface commonly centres into a

growth of weeds and brakes which again is burned
and dispersed. After this operation has been re-

peated a few times, nature often ends it by re-

fusing to produce a growth sufficient to support a
fire.

Where sandy lands cleared by fire are farmed,

the first crops are commonly good, but, decrease

from year to year, until unprofitable. Rocks, cov-

ered by a light soil, when burned over are laid

bare and commonly remain so. The lands held

by the government probably suffer the most loss.

Marketable property, as well as resources, is de-

stroyed by fire. The census of 1880 reports losses

by forest fires to the amount of $25,462,250.
The insecurity of property, owing to the prev-

alence of these fires, retards industries and de-

preciates values to an extent that is alarming.
Lumbermen, tanners, farmers, stockmen—all who
have property in forest or prairie—are deeply in-

terested in this subject ; although, being unable
to prevent it, they bear their losses quietly.

There is very little that can be said in favor of
these fires. At best, they are a slight immediate
benefit at great ultimate expense. Is not here a
rare chance for economy by legislators provid-

ing for the present relief and future prosperity of

our country?
The great difficulty lies in finding and punish-

ing those who break the laws against starting fires.

The civil laws being enforced by neighbor against

neighbor, an offence must be great or personal be-

fore any one moves to punish.

I would suggest that the suppression and pre-

vention of forest fires be placed in charge of the

war department of the United States government,

and for many reasons, some of which are—military

organization, discipline, and execution, would be

far more eff'ective, less expensive, and most con-

stant.

A constant employment, profitable to the coun-

try and to the men employed, could thus be fur-

nished a large number of men ready for army ser-

vice.

—6^^

Curious Trees.

TV N extraordinary illustration of the transpi •

^^\ ration of plants is afforded by the weep-
^ ing-tree of the Canary Islands. This

extraordinary tree lives in a perpetual shower.

The water, exuding from its foliage, falls in a

copious rain from its branches. It thus stands in

the midst of a little pond, which it perpetually

supi)lies. The inhabitants of the vicinity come
hither to get their water.

It is, however, not only water which nature thus

singularly but generously supplies. The tree is

not only a reservoir ; it is a manufactory, a lab-

oratory, yes, even a distillery. The peasants of

Sicily find, exuding from the pores of the flower-

ing ash, a sugary substance resembling honey.

They gather it as the boys do chewing-gum from
the spruce, with a knife. Similar exudations are

observed in the larch tree of Briancon. Bruce
observed an analogous phenomenon in Abyssinia.

On the other hand, in Caracas, South America,
the natives, making an incision in the trunk of

i what they very properly designate the cow-tree,

extract a fluid which has not only the appearance
but the qualities of milk.

Nature also churns. The natives of the Niger
gather their butter from the butter-tree. They
even sell it in their markets. It abounds in such

quantities as to threaten to become an article of

commerce, and bring their isolated land into re-

lations with other and civilized communities. The
slave dealer dreads it more than the English

blockade. At his solicitation the King of Da-
homey ordered it exterminated. But it will not

die. A ceaseless war is proclaimed in the name;
of this infamous traffic against the tree. The
malice of its foes it repays only by persistent be-

neficence. It is annually burned by royal decree.

It annually springs up again.

Alas ! That we should be obliged to confess it,

nature, which furnishes us so abundantly with
fruits of innumerable kinds, provides also, in its

mystic laboratory, wine. The wine-bearing palm
of Western Africa yields a vinous sap, which is,

indeed, mild and sweet when first drawn, but fer-

ments in a few hours, and it is then invested with
intoxicating qualities.

—

Harper^ s Magazine,
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The Persimmon—Diospyros Vir-

giniana, L.

THERE are special fruits for special tastes.

Such are, to each individual, wholly good
or wholly bad. The man who enjoys a

frosted persimmon enjoys it thoroughly, but he
who does not love it hates the fruit and despises all

its associations. Thoreau, I have no doubt, would
have made them an article of daily diet, had they
grown in his neighborhood. Between him and
the fruit there would have been such a relationship
as would almost amount to an affinity. Frosted
apples he loved, because they were frosted. How
much more, then, would he have rejoiced in a
fruit which was unique in flavor, was frosted, and
was withal sweet because it was frosted. The tree
is hardly less marked than the fruit. It may be
erect, slender, or branched, but it has, in spite of
all this, certain characteristics which mark it. The
curves and kinks in the branches are such as no
other tree has. They are seldom true curves;
more frequently, they are such a compromise be-
tween an angle and a curve as I have hinted at

under the word '* kinks.** Its bark is pronounced
in character—gray or dark-gray in color, deeply
furrowed, but the furrows so right-angled to each
other as to surround a square or parallelogram of
solid texture, which rises out of a net-work of
clefts as a perpendicular walled island does out of
the water. The persimmon bark may impress me
unduly as to its possibilities, but I never think of
it without wondering what designs or pattern it

may yet form a basis for in the hands of a decora-
tive artist. Possibly, it may prove a basis on
which some elaborate design may be harmoniously
spread; or, in its naked simplicity, it may prove

, attractive to a plain but not uncultivated taste.

Except that of the shell-bark hickory, I know of
no bark among our Pennsylvania trees which is

more characteristic than that of the persimmon.
Unlike the hickory trees of which we last wrote,
this tree belongs to a group which extends widely
over the globe. Even the particular species of
which we now write has a vast po>yer of adapta- i

tion. Its rugged exterior is in keeping with its

defiance of the ordinary climatic limitations which
set narrower bounds to so many of our trees. Even
its fruit, which here requires the cold to develop
its full sweetness, comes, under southern skies, to
a hjscious perfection without a frost. Indeed, when
we note the size and the flavor of its Japanese re-
lative, we can hardly avoid the conclusion that
cultivation may yet raise it as much above its pres-
sent condition as the cultivated apples are above
the crab apple. Even as it is, one finds it in the
autumn markets of our cities.

The tree ranges from Connecticut to Texas, and
from Iowa to Florida.

Professor Sargent says of it, that in size it is

from ^^ to 66 feet high, reaching, occasionally to
a stature one-half taller ; and that its diameter is

sometimes over 20 inches. The specimens so
kindly and so well taken by Mr. Charles S. Brad-

I

ford, to illustrate this article grow in Chester

j

County, Pennsylvania. It will be seen that they

I

have more than attained a good average size. In
diameter they are afiou^ 14 inches, and in height

I

about ^o feet. I regret that I neglected to take
exact measurements. I think it a healthy sign for

I

the forestry movement that people are more and
more coming to respect remarkable representa-
tives of each particular kind of tree. These indi-
vidual persimmon trees have a strong hold appar-
ently on the sentiment of the neighborhood in
which they are growing.
Those who are men now, have associations with

the " three big persimmons,*' which were possibly
crystallized in memory a quarter of a century ago.
They are not only large specimens for any region,
but they are the only respectable representatives
of their kind in that neighborhood. Hence, their
removal would be something like an invasion of
the sanctity of home life. It would cause a shock.
The wood is heavy (specific gravity, 0.7908) ; a

cubic foot, on the average, weighing 49.28 pounds.
One specimen of the wood from a female tree is

noted in Professor Sargent's census report as hav-
ing the extreme specific gravity of 0.8552. Of
course, one naturally anticipates that so heavy a
wood should also be strong, and the opinion is well
founded. Its compact structure adapts it to the
purposes of the turner, and it should be noted
that a related species from Texas furnishes a fair

substitute for boxwood in engraving. The black
heart-wood of an old trunk makes a cane which
some ** fanciers" admire.
By fermentation, a domestic beer is said to be

made from the fruit. The known astringency of
both the fruit and the inner bark makes them val-
uable as a remedy in catarrhal troubles.

Let us open our hearts to the persimmon, and
think better of it in the future than we have in
the past. There is no predicting to what stand-
ing a tree with such marked characteristics may
yet be promoted.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

—The oak is a historic wood. As early as the
iith century it became the favorite wood of civil-
ized Europe; and specimens of carving and inter-
ior finish have come down to us from that early
day, their pristine beauty enhanced by the
subduing finger of time. The early colonists
brought with them to the shores of America their
love for this wood, and here too the oak acquired
historical initx^si.—Hardwood.
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The Care of European Forests.

IN
an article in the New England Magazine for

July, Mr. Henry Lambert contrasts the anx-

ious care bestowed on the forests on the

other side of the Atlantic and the reckless destruc-

tion of them in America. The reasons for pre-

serving forests ought to be well understood. The
perpetuation of our wood and lumber supply is

itself sufficient, but the influence of forests in

equalizing temperature, in promoting local rains,

and by keeping freshets down by checking the

escape of water after heavy and continuous pre-

cipitation, and in preserving the hill and mountain
sides from being robbed of their soil, their beauty

and their fruitfulness, are reasons quite as weighty
for preserving and perpetuating forest growths.

Forest areas generally, whether owned by indi-

viduals, corporations, communes, religious socie-

ties or the State, are put under the control of the

government in nearly every country in Europe.
In Austria- Hungary, which, next to Sweden, has

the largest forest area of any country in Europe
(being 29 per cent, of its total area), the Minister

of Agriculture is specially charged with their cus-

tody and oversight. Under him are permanent
presidents, district captains, forest inspectors and
other officers, the whole organized on the principle

of the regular army. Forestry officials of all grades
number nearly 32,000, being greater than the

army of the United States. The private owners of
forests dispose of them subject to this forest bureau.
There is not a single act of ownership which the

holder of the title deeds to an estate can exercise

which is not directly under the control of the for-

est inspector.

There is no danger of an entire district being
deforested, its hillsides washed bare to the rocks
and its streams filled with debris in consequence
under this system. Forestry is there a profession
and has its schools and university to prepare a class

of men who shall be fitted for the important task

of caring for the nation's forests. Germany has
the same system, and one-fourth of its whole area
(about fourteen million acres) is covered with
forests. For seventy years France has had her
forests under government protection, and her
schools of forestry have served to train men for her
own service and for England also. In 1874 nearly
twenty-one millions of acres of forest were under
government control.

France is noted for its success in reclaiming sand
dunes. Six hundred miles of the coast on the west
and north of France were made desolate by the
sand blowing in from the sea, sometimes to the
height of two hundred feet, burying in its course
whole villages and ruining large tracks of land.
In 1787 the government began the work of recla-

mation. The plan pursued was to make the winds

build up a barrier of the sand itself. This was
done by placing along the shore, three or four

hundred feet from the water's edge, bundles of
faggots, set in diagonal rows together, on planks
three or four feet high, with a space of an inch
between. A part of the sand will lodge in front

of the obstructions and a part will pass through
and settle behind. As they are buried, more
fagots are piled up, or planks raised, till a huge
mound of sand is formed with a gentle slope to-

wards the sea and one more abrupt on the land
side. The slopes are then sown with beach grass

and other marine plants, and behind these the

seeds of trees are sown. This plan proved so suc-

cessful that the whole coast is now covered with a
fine growth of timber, which, from its various pro-

ducts, is a source of wealth. In Italy the forests

are preserved with religious care, and cover about
ten million acres or nearly one-fourth of the whole
extent of the country, while in Switzerland the
need of protecting her forested mountain slopes

has been recognized from time immemorial.
Slopes robbed of their forests are there liable to be
swept by torrents that carry everything but the

solid rock to the regions below, making desolate

wastes both on mountain side and in valleys.

Latterly the care and cultivation of forests in

Switzerland have received a fresh impetus in order
to repair the great destruction of forests by ava-

lanches. According to the census of 1880, forest

culture and its kindred pursuits gave employment
in Switzerland to 6000 persons. Mr. Lambert
reports that **so thoroughly has the work of re-

foresting been done in that country that waste
places have been renewed by the planting in seven
years of 42,000,000 young trees."

The wanton destruction of millions of timber
has not the excuse of** shortsightedness,'* put for-

ward for those who in the early years of the cen-
tury made rails and firewood of trees that, had
they been preserved, would now be small fortunes

for each of their owners. We not only strip our
enormous stretches of mountain plateau, slopes

and intervening coves of the larger growth, but we
allow ignorant vandals to do the work in a way
that literally destroys millions of young and
promising pine, walnut, poplar, oak and other
growths. Our lumbermen, the owners of mills

and timber lands, know the future value of those
lands depends on conserving the younger trees,

and on judicious selection of only the largest

and most mature, for the axe and saw. In-
formation on these points is now common, and
some means, in the form of both public senti-

ment and law should be found for saving our
splendid heritage of timber.— The Tradesman,

•I
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Enormous Use of Spruce.

TO supply the raw material for the 1250 tons
of ground wood pulp, chemical pulp, and
sulphite pulp, now used daily in the United

States, requires about 2200 cords of spruce each
day. This is the equivalent of nearly 1,700,000
feet of spruce logs for every twenty-four hours,

or upwards of 500,000,000 of feet per annum.
One reason of the almost stationary demand

for spruce for lumber and building purposes has
been the fact that the demand for spruce from
Great Britain during the past few years, by reason
of dull times there, has fallen off nearly 100,000,.-

000 feet. Again, owing to the financial troubles
in the Argentine Republic, the demand for Amer-
ican spruce has fallen off there some 50,000,000
to 75,000,000 feet per annum. Yet, with this enor-
mous falling off in the demand for sawn-spruce
lumber, the home consumption for building pur-
poses has greatly enlarged and broadened until
this immense gap in the foreign demand has been
nearly filled by local orders, and to-day spruce
lumber is fully as high as it was before the Baring
panic, and before the disturbance in the indus-
trial enterprises in Great Britain and in South
America. The probabilities in the near future
are that both England and South America will
soon require their old-time quantities of spruce
lumber. •

The difference between the old cuttings of the
spruce forests, before the practical use of wood
pul|) and the present, is as follows: 500,000,000
feet of lumber, used in the construction of
houses, stores, and factories, produced structures
which were intended to last fifty to one hundred
years unless they were burned ; hence that quan-
tity of lumber had a permanent and lasting use
and value. Now, then, the immense quantity of
lumber worked into wood pulp has only a transi-
tory use and value, making its repeated demands
upon the forest year after year. During the won-
derful development of the wood pulp business,
the demand for building timber has not re-
mained at a standstill, but is developing with
almost as great rapidity as the wood pulp and
paper industry.

The demand for spruce pulp wood, now esti-
mated at upwards of 650,000 cords per year, or
about 500,000,000 feet of logs each twelve months,
is practically clearing the mature timber from up-
wards of 100,000 acres of forest every twelve
months. And lo this must be added a natural in-
crease in the business of fully 15 per cent, per
annum, or nearly 1,000,000 cords additional each
year. Thus it will be seen that, while the spruce
forest is not a rapid-growing product, yet the de-
mand for the same is increasing in a rapid ratio,
tending eventually to competition between the

manufacturer of wood pulp and the owners of the
spruce saw-mills, with the certainty of creating
such a demand that prices will soon double up for

areas of spruce forest.

Taking everything into consideration, we sub-
mit that pulp and paper manufacturers cannot
make a mistake in giving careful consideration to
securing future supplies of raw material in the
shape of areas of spruce forest.

—

Ma?mfacturers'
Gazette,

Double Mountains.

TTTHERE run through Central Pennsylvania
I several mountain ranges which are double,^ or have between their higher parts a more

or less pronounced valley. Take, for example,
that one known as the Bald Eagle or the Muncy
Mountain. Another such would be the Nittany,
in at least its lower part.

In many places there exist old farms in these
mountain troughs. They were cleared long since,

and apparently at a time when the value of the
lumber could hardly have been the determining
cause. We can only explain it by the inherent
desire to be a land-owner—a good farm, if possi-

ble, but good or bad, a farm at any rate. We
can hardly find fault with the desire, further than
to say that it was injudiciously gratified. Many
of these farms have been a practical Siberia for

their owners, a place of poverty, exile and lack of
most that makes life desirable.

It is almost impossible to keep them productive.
Year by year they have yielded less, until at last,

worn out in the hopeless struggle, they have been
abandoned. To-day they are producing nothing,
and too frequently are numbered among the wasted
acres of the Commonwealth. Their legitimate
function was the production of timber. J. T. R.

White Pine Cones.

TAKING the State at large, we may say this

has been a most remarkable season for the
production of white pine cones, and we

hope it has been utilized by the collection of a
large quantity of seed for planting. I write this
as I sit under the shadow of a large tree on which
there are thousands of freshly-opened cones, and
we should also say that there are many good seeds
in the cones. It frequently happens when a forest
tree is well laden with fruit that a large proportion
of the seed is not perfect and will fail to produce
a young plant. This is especially the case in this
region with beech and tulip-poplar. J. T. R.

/

The Elm as a City Shade Tree.

THE Press in an editorial says : Philadelphia

is an extremely backward city in respect to

trees. Located on ground which once sup-

ported a forest and with a soil in most sections not

greatly disturbed by grading and filling, the con-

ditions favor a healthy growth of trees adapted to

city streets. But what have we ? The sycamore

or plane tree was a favorite of our grandfathers,

and a few mementoes of this partiality still survive.

Most of our streets to-day are treeless. The pre-

vailing narrowness of the roadways will probably

explain not only this fact but the tendency to

omit tree-planting altogether. Our wide streets,

no less than the narrow ones, are without any sys-

tematic or extended tree shading. Where the

taste of the residents calls for trees, as in West
Philadelphia, white maple and poplar are the two
species which the nurserymen supply in response

to this demand. These two trees, with an occa-

sional horse-chestnut or hard maple, are much
better than no trees at all, but they are not the

best, at least on avenues of moderate width.

Here and there, generally in inclosed places

but occasionally on the street, the white elm testi-

fies to the fitness of this soil and climate for the

splendid development of this prince of city shade
trees ; a tree which beautifies any street wide
enough to admit of its natural and healthful de-

velopment. Though a more slow-growing tree

than the maple or the poplar, it lasts much longer,

and when twelve or fifteen years of age is a very

respectable shade tree and steadily improves as the

years are added to it.

Mr. E. S. Hall proposes narrowing the roadways
of our wide streets a few feet in order to leave an
open space for the trees. Good shade trees can-
not be obtained on any other terms. Wide road-
ways on streets not overwhelmed with traffic are
neither necessary nor desirable. Wide streets are
a blessing because of the increased space for light

and air, but there is no justification for making
the whole of the space a Sahara of pavement, to

glare and scorch in midsummer and give free

course to the winds of winter. A portion of such
streets should always be given up to grass and
trees. This makes a city delightful and is adopted
for the principal driving and residential streets in

all the rising western cities. If Philadelphia would
adopt this plan where it can do so as well as not the
city would be increased greatly in attractiveness,

healthfulness and beauty.

The late Mr. Ayer's plan for grass plots on the
side of each street is an excellent one, but has
proved a partial failure because not carried out
with intelligence in the few attempts to embody
the idea. Mr. Hall would make more of these
plots by making them the basis for elm tree plant-

ing for the future adornment and shading of our

widest streets. It is an excellent suggestion, and
when the public mind rises to it and perceives

that shade and green are good for the streets, and
that the soft, rapidly growing, early dying trees

are not the best, Philadelphia may begin to be a

city of elms.

Harihvoodxw a recent article makes the follow-

ing observation :

Among all the deciduous trees of the continent,

the elm in its various species is one of the best

known and most familiar. For certain purposes

it has always been popular, but it is only during a

comparatively late period that it has taken any
place among the finer woods or has been quoted
in the market reports. Its wood has been of great

importance and value however, in the develop-

ment of the country. But over and above all its

economic value, the elm is noted for its great

beauty as a shade and an ornamental tree.

The elm in its perfection is truly a thing of

beauty and an addition to any landscape to attract

and pleasingly impress the mind. No one who
has ever visited the valley meadows along the

streams of New England, or has passed through
the vaulted arches made by their branches over

the quiet streets of the hill towns of the same sec-

tion, can resist the impression that art and archi-

tecture owe much to the elm for the suggestion

of form and symmetry.
The elm is a noted tree in the old world as

well as the' new. The English species, the Ulinus

campestriSy is a noted tree of great beauty and
value, while the continent of Europe has several

species of nearly equal importance.

The elm is a massive and stately tree in its fnll

development. It carries its crown far upward in

thick forests, and spreads out its branches to the

sunlight above the heads of all the other trees,

but in the open field it branches lower and spreads

wider, making an almost unequaled shade. Wher-
ever found the elm is a marked feature of the

hardwood forest through its perfect individuality.

—A case in which a fall of rain was determined
by trees has been put on record by J. W. Slater,

of London. On a dull, calm, October day, a few

years ago, he passed along a road in the most ele-

vated part of England, when he encountered a

drizzling rain as he traversed a wood of fir trees,

although no rain had fallen or was falling on either

side of the wood. On his return, about three

hours afterward, the ground was still dry in the

open country on both sides, while the rain con-

tinued to fall over the space occupied by the trees.

— The Tradesman.

i
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Lumber and Climate Conditions.

WE have a fixed idea that nature planted the
kind oftimber trees in every climate best
suited for use in that climate. In other

words, that lumber cut from timber native to a cer-
tain climate will not give the best satisfaction in a
country where the climatic conditions are the re-
verse of those where it grew. There are exceptions
to all rules and there are enough of them known
to prove that there is something in this one theory
not yet considered. For instance, the heaviest
and hardest of woods grow in the low latitudes
such as mahogany, ebony and several other kinds.
The farther north, and so far as known, south, of
the equator the softer are the woods. The most
widely distributed of all trees is the conifera, but
It is known that the climatic conditions change
the character of this wood. We find the soft
white pine in the North and the hard pitch pine
in the South. We find the hard red cedar in its
highest development in the South, even on the
Gulf coast, and the white cedar, juniper and
other softer varieties farther north.
To claim that every wood is not adapted for

use in a climate different to that in which it grew
would be to ignore the rule which is proof of
all rules, viz. :

'' There are exceptions to all
rules." Of course wood used for outside work
and exposed to the weather is meant. It does
not matter that the mahogany of the desk upon
which these lines are written nor the pen staff
used grew in the tropics and answer their pur-
poses in every climate. But for all outside work
exposed to the weather, the woods that grow in
the locality or in a similar climate, are better
than those brought from a different zone. Cy-
press makes the best tanks for a warm climate
but has not given entire satisfaction to the rail-
road companies in the North where they are
frozen four months in the year. White cedar
makes the best, lightest and strongest small
boats for use in the clear cold waters of North-
ern lakes and streams, but in the turgid waters
of the Southern lagoons, under a hot sun and
moist air, the wood soon becomes water logged
and seepy—what the Southerners call *' soggy."

It is really an artificial condition that requires
shipment of rough lumber across five or more de-
grees of latitude, for outside work, and it grew
out of the unequal distribution of population and
manufactures in reference to the amount of
available and cheap timber. The abundance and
cheapness of timber in the South has fixed a habit
of shipping rough lumber to distant Northern
points that has nothing to justify it at present ex-
cept that it is a habit. It is told, that a long
time ago, people carried a stone in one end of the
sack to balance the grain in the other end, when

going to mill horseback, and carried a ''pump-
kin" from the hog pen to the field to balance
another when '' toting" feed to the hogs.— 77/<f

Tradesman.

Practical Forestry.

7\ LL who know the forests know that when
Mi^ they are kept in their thriftiest condition
^ they are not only the most beautiful, but

the most productive, and consequently the most
remunerative. Many acres of our northern forests
have never had a tree cut upon them, and yet we
have no reason to suppose that they contain any
more or any less wood and timber per acre than
they did when America was discovered. The
growth and decay of trees have balanced each
other.

To cut out the full-grown trees and thin out
those which are being smothered in close clumps,
would start the comatose charnel house forests
into life, beauty and profit-producing parks.
Such a course would also furnish summer resorts
and homes for the inhabitants of our cities. New
Yorkers are already doing thus in their Adiron-
dack region, while Vanderbilt is occupying a
large territory upon the mountains of North
Carolina.

Instead of slaughtering the forests upon our
mountains, we should make them more beau-
tiful by making them more productive, more en-
joyable and more remunerative. Uncared for,
decaying forests, like uncultivated farms, and un-
kept gardens, cannot compare in beauty or profit-
ableness with those which are properly attended
to. Few have any idea of the profitableness of
growing timber.
Why grow weeds when one can grow grain !

Grow timber as a crop, just as corn is grown as a
crop. Why not? There is no reason save
ignorance and laziness. Our 3,000,000 acres of
New Hampshire sprout, bush and forest-covered
lands should and would grow from 900,000,000 to
1,200,000,000 feet of lumber annually under
rational and intelligent treatment. When a boy,
we used to tread down an acre of grass and
spend a half day's time in getting a gallon of
strawberries. Now the gallon of strawberries is
picked in fifteen minutes from our cultivated
patch, and the grass allowed to stand. It is still
the custom, however, to hunt over a thousand
acres of forest land to obtain half a million feet
of timber when it could be produced from ten
acres

;
and this crop could be obtained every sixty

or eighty years from the same land.—Z?e?/F^z;/7/^
Herald.

The Dwarf Palm of Algeria.

THE French Monde Economique says that the

dwarf palm, which furnishes considerable

quantities of fiber, grows in great profusion

in Algeria, and is one of the principal obstacles to

the clearing of the land, so thickly does it grow

and so difficult to pull up; its roots, in shape re-

sembling carrots, penetrate into the ground to

the depth of a yard or more, and when its stem

is only cut, it sprouts out again almost imme-

diately.

Various uses are made of this plant. Its roots

serve as combustibles, a light kind of coal being

made out of them, and the natives have employed

the fibres that they extract from the leaves and

the stems, mixed with camel hair or wool, in the

manufacture of stuffs for tents; with the leaf itself

they make baskets, mats, hats, fans, bags, and

other articles. Considerable attention is now
being paid by the authorities to the encourage-

ment of this industry in Algeria, as, in the first

place, it affords to the Arabs an easy means of

making a living, and, in the second, the land is

thus rapidly cleared of this parasite. The idea

of embarking in the industry of fibre production

from the dwarf palm originated a few years ago

with a landed proprietor living in Cheragas,

about eight miles from Algiers. At the present

time there are in Algiers numerous establishments

which are devoted to this branch of industrial

enterprise. The quantity of fibre exported from

Algiers was reported as 19,000,000 kilogrammes

in 1 89 1.

In preparing the fibre, the following system is

adopted : The leaves are plucked by the Arabs,

and carried into the courtyard of the factory in a

green state. As they are at once used, it is only

necessary to pile them on the floor in a heap.

The first operation consists of sorting ; the weeds
are removed from the stems which frequently ad-

here to ihem and the broken or dried-up leaves

are cut away. Another operation consists in

combing the leaves, or rather carding them.

This is effected as follows : a workman holds

tightly in his right hand a handful of green leaves

which he applies to a small carding machine, con-

sisting of a drum on which some nails have been

roughly fixed, and is constantly turning with

great rapidity. To protect the hands of the work-

man it is incased in wood, with only an open-

ing sufficiently large to admit the leaves. As it

is necessary that these leaves should be damped
during the work, a tap is placed above the drum,
from which a constant stream of water falls upon
the leaves. With this primitive system, a work-
man is able to card from five to six hundred kilo-

grammes— 1000 to 1300 pounds—of leaves a

day. •

When the leaves have been combed at both

ends, they present the appearance of a handful

of rough and short fibre. They are then dried,

and after certain preparations, are ready for use

in stuffing chairs, couches, etc.

Forest Conflagrations.

WOODLAND fires, fanned by a gale, have

been known to advance at the rate of

fifteen miles an hour, and in densely for-

ested regions may thus cause an enormous amount
of havoc before their progress is at last arrestt d by

that curious law of self-limitation by which Na-

ture terminates wide-spread plagues in a manner
which in the present case has been explained as

follows : The ascending air, rarefied by the intense

heat, creates a vacuum, which before long is filled

by air currents rushing in from all sides and driv-

ing the flames back upon the centre of the burnt

district, where the conflagration at last subsides

from lack of fuel.

In Western Europe, where forest culture has

been carried to the perfection of a systematic sci-

ence, wood-fires have for years been prevented by

safety-clearings— broad lanes, cut through the

park like forests in every direction. The curious

fact that in Eastern America forest-fires have

become more destructive since the total area of

woodlands has been reduced, may be attributed to

the increasing frequency of droughts, which a

hundred years ago were almost unknown. The
chief proximate cause of forest conflagrations,

however, is the preposterous practice of burning

the underbrush to " keep up the range," as the

squatters of the Southern Alleghenies call it, />.,

to promote the growth of pasture-grass, at the risk

of sacrificing millions of dollars' worth of fuel

and timber.

Our contemporary. Hardwood, is a live, relia-

ble journal, quite above pandering to the pet

theories or follies of any one. Hence it is always

welcome on our taole. The number for July

25th seems to be specially valuable. We would
call particular attention to the discussions in the

Poplar Meeting. These have no less interest for

the friends of the forestry movement than they

have for the lumberman.
It would appear as though these interests should

come together. It is quite clear that the last few

years have done much to reconcile the one to the

other. We must have both lumber and forest pro-

tection. There is no evading the question that

trees will continue to be as much an article of

prime necessity in future as they have been in the

past. Let us all join hands. Brethren, mass our

strength, and anything in reason can now be done.

I
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Why Shade-Trees have Practically Dis-
appeared from the City Streets.

MR. THOMAS MEEHAN, in an interest-
ing article on this subject in the Public
Ledger, says :

There is not a street in Philadelphia but was
once lined with trees. Why have they disap-
peared ? One of the greatest foes to a street tree
IS Ignorant pruning. When large branches are
sawed off roots die in proportion, and the rotting
roots convey rottenness to the trunk. The stumps
left by the pruner also rot, and convey the rotting
tendency downward as the rotting roots do up-
wardly. These severely pruned trees soon become
hollow, and seldom last many years.
The gnawing of the bark by horses shortens a

tree s life considerably. If the bark is removed
half around the tree, only one-half the necessary
amount of moisture and food that the tree re-
quires can be drawn. In a very dry time such
trees suffer seriously, and either die at once or
dwindle gradually away. The leakage of the city's
gas-pipes destroys thousands of trees. Tree roots
are particularly susceptible to injury from coal or
water gas, and, with the loss of roots, the tree suf-
fers accordingly. Often, a tree will die in a sin-
gle season from a leaky gas-pipe; usually, however,
the vital power is weakened, and the tree '^ dies
by inches " only. Sulphurous gases in the atmo-
sphere, as often evolved from sewers as from chim-
neys, are injurious to the leaves of trees es-
pecially to some kinds of trees, and without an
abundance of vigorous leaves a tree will not keep
healthy long. For the same reason, the ravaires
of insects materially shorten the life of a tree It
loses Its leaves, and the worst of those attacked
die; the whole tree soon being permeated by the
rotting material.

^

Occasionally, trees are selected for planting
that are among our huge forest species, and theybecome too large for our narrow side-walks, and
not infrequently they are cut away to show offsome ostentatious arciiitectural structure, and that '

some stores signboards maybe more effectively
seen I have not included in this account the suf-
focation of the roots by sheet asphalt c verings,
because the losses referred to occurred long before
Its introduction, yet, it is doing its share of de-

Spring Garden Street are all suffering, and it is

nm^ \^fT'^ ""^ ^ ^^^ >'^'^^^ when this beauti-
fully shaded street will be as treeless as Chestnutor Walnut streets. If any trees could, by any

and te£h
''"^^' '^^ ''''^'' '^'^'^'y P-'»^ -'metricand teephone wires soon settle their business.The pruning which follows to accommodate the

Te red r"^'r .'^' ^^"^^"'^'^ed vitality already re-
ferred to, and the tree soon succumbs.

When I have referred to these difficulties, I
have been met with the remark that they exist to
probably as great an extent in Washington, Balti-
more, Boston, Cleveland, and Chicago, and yet
they make a much better show with street trees
and boulevards than we do. But their system of
management is different. Not one of the draw-
backs referred to but may be lightened by intelli-
gent oversight. All these cities have this intelli-
gent supervision—we have none but what the
property-owner himself chooses. The law places
the full possession of the roadway in the hands of
the city, from building line to building line, but
the care of the sidewalk is placed in the hands of
the property-owner. He can plant or not plant
a tree, hack and destroy it at pleasure

; plant that
which will crowd out his neighbor's tree, or set-
out such a weakling that the neighboring tree
soon starves it out. The most intelligent planter
gets no protection by law for his tree ; an electric-
light company can cut it completely down for
him, and the owner can only collect as damage
the value of the tree as so much firewood.

Boston Ws a ''city gardener," who is not a
mere empiric, but one who really knows what a
tree needs. The care of all the city trees and
little squares are under his control. He is not
changed from time to time to satisfy the ins and
the outs.

As for Washington, years ago the whole of their
street-tree system was placed in the hands of three
of the most intelligent horticulturists in America.
These three gentlemen constitute the *' Parking
Commission." Their services are wholly unpaid
It IS with them a labor of love. But all the street
trees are under their orders, and the result is the
most beautifully tree-shaded city in the world. In
Chicago, much of the boulevard-work is under
the hands of boulevard associations, or the tree-
planting is not left to individual whim or fancy
and hence the good result.

^
Until something of this kind is organized in

Philadelphia, we shall never have street trees, bou-
levards or public squares in any condition that we
shall be proud of.

What I know about success with street trees or
the establishment of boulevards, is simply this :

that tree-planting and general tree-knowledge is
very rare among professional horticulturists—just
as rare as first-class editors, lawyers, doctors or
I^reachers. But men engaged in great enterprises
ot this kind know where they are to be had
V^ hen your city shall change your *' go-as-you-
please " method of street-tree planting and street-
tree management, and shall have an intelligently
conducted department, the present difficulties may
in a measure be overcome. Then we may have bou-
levards and street trees. It is all idle talk till
that time comes.

I

American Forests—Their Preservation

Means Much to Future Genera-

tions.

THE bare recapitulation of the areas already

designated and reserved under the act of

1891 is sufficient to make plain the ex-

treme importance of the results already secured.

What course may be contemplated by the present

administration in the further demarkation and es-

tablishment of national forest areas cannot yet be

known. It is certainly to be hoped that an un-

dertaking so splendidly begun may be carried still

further. The prosperity not only of farmers, but

also of towns and cities throughout the western

States and Territories is related so vitally to the

maintenance of a perennial and sufficient flow of

water from the mountain streams that it may be

asserted almost as a mathematical axiom that the

larger the upland stretches of forest that are pre-

served from destruction at the hands of the tim-

ber cutter, or by forest fires, the greater will be

the wealth and prosperity in generations to come
of those States of magnificent promise.

It should have been explained that within these

large reserves there exist here and there pieces of

land which have already been granted to private

owners and the title to which the Government
has not extinguished. It is, of course, desirable

that public reservations should contain as few as

possible of these privately-owned farms, claims

and mines. Hence the importance of establishing

as rapidly as possible such forest reservations as

climatic topographical conditions would show to

be advantageous for the future welfare of the sur-

rounding regions.

—

July Review of Reviews,

Large White Oaks.

71 RECENT visit to the region of Little Kettle

/^ Creek, in Centre County, revealed the
^ presence of some exceedingly large and

solid white oak trees. We have seen none finer

in this State. They called to mind those straight-

trunked specimens which were .so famous as ship

timber in Delaware and Maryland. The soil upon
which these trees grew was a rich bottom-land
made by the wash of the elements of fertility from
the slope of Nittany Mountain. The annual rings

visible on the stumps of the trees cut revealed a
vigorous growth, which also suggested timber of
fine qualit).

Furthermore, they were good examples of the

effect of dense shade in producing tall, straight

trunks, or, what is the same thing, logs capable of
making goqd, long timber; •

J. T. R.

—The new Forestry Commission in New Hamp-
shire is doing vigorous work in educating the

farmers and lumbermen in regard to the extent and
value of their forests and the best methods of

treating them. It is believed that the New Hamp-
shire forests are worth more for lumbering purposes

than all the farms in the State are worth for agri-

cultural purposes.

<Z>C::

—It is stated that trees are to be planted on all

the residence streets of San Diego, Cal. Five

thousand trees are to be set out.

New Books.

''''Report of Commission on Forest Resertation
and National Park^^^ of Ontario. The Commis-
sion was appointed February, 1892, and is com-
posed of five members : Messrs. Alexander Kirk-
wood (Chairman), Aubrey White, Archibald Blue,

James Dickson and R. W. Phipps.

Accompanying the report and a part of it, are

papers and reports upon Forestry, forest schools,

forest administration and management in Europe,
America and the British possessions and upon
forests as public parks and sanitary resorts.

The papers and reports were collected by M.
Alexander Kirkwood (chief officer of the Lands
Branch of the Department of Crown Lands) under
the direction of the Commissions of Crown Lands.
The Royal Forest Commission's report occu-

pies forty pages, and shows one year's work. The
second division of the book covers two hundred
and seventy-eight pages.

The report is exhaustive and interesting and a

credit to the Commission whose work it is a record

of. The collections bv Mr. Kirkwood are very

comprehensive and add much to the value of the

report.

Report of the Chief of the Division ofForestryfor
1892. U. S. Department of Agriculture, 8vo., 65
pages. This report of Prof. Fernow's, like previ-

ous ones, contains much of interest to persons in-

terested in forestry. It deals with the work which

has been accomplished during the year in the test-

ing of timber. It contains interesting tables

showing the extent of the forests at the discovery

of this country, causes of reduction in forest areas,

value of forest products in i860, 1870 and 1880,

etc., describes the present condition of the forestry

movement, the imports and exports of wood, and

also a very exhaustive resume of the methods em-
ployed here as well as in Austria and France in

obtaining turpentine, resins and other products of

the pine tree. •

I
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Forestry Association or the American Forestry
Association, so that their influence may be counted
in favor of forestry, much benefit will result. J B
* * * * >K i\: i
Th^ Eighth Annual Meeting of the Pennsyl-

vania Forestry Association, has been called at the
College of Physicians, at the southeast corner of
Thirteenth and Locust Streets, on Monday even-
ing, December nth. It is hoped that the mem-
bers of the Association will be present in large
numbers to show their interest in the work which
has been undertaken in the cause of forestry. So
much has been accomplished during the past year
that members of the Association can well meet to
exchange mutual congratulations ; so much yet re-
mains to be done that a strong representation is

desired for the discussion of plans for the future,
as well as for the encouragement of those to whom'
has been entrusted the management of the work in
hand.

At the annual meeting there will be the Presi- '

dential Address, Report of Council, and of its '

Secretary, and a talk illustrated l>y lantern slides,
by Dr. J. T. Rothrock. The committee on work

i

having the details of the meeting in hand will
spare no effort to make it instructive and in-
teresting, and those who have heard Dr. Roth-
rock's interesting talks will need no urging. J. B.

* * * * * *
j

The subject of county organizations and their
relation to the Pennsylvania Forestrv Association
was brought to the attention of Council by the
suggestion from members of one of the county
branches that the sub-organizations should be dis-

jcontinued. The committee having the matter in
j

charge communicated with county members
throughout the State, and while a number favored

\

this concentration, there was sufficient evidence
to show that in several of the counties, there was
a warm interest in, and a desire to sustain subordi-
nate organizations. After a thorough discussion
of the subject, the Council voted that it was in-
expedient to dissolve any county organization
except in such cases, where by the vote of the
members, a desire to this effect was expressed.
The plan of having county organizations sub-

ordinate to the State Association was suggested so
as to bring into closer personal relations members
in one locality, and thus increase the interest in
the parent society. It is not necessary that an
organization should be confined to one county,
for the by-laws of the Association provide for a
subordinate organization in one county or in
several adjoining counties. Where such organiza-
tions are kept up, and the interest of the members
is maintained, they can be a decided help to the
parent association, but unless this is done it is
better to have a few members active in the State
Society than inactive in a county branch. The

formation of these subordinate organizations being
optional, the action of the board is practically to
maintain those which desire to keep up closer
personal associations, and to encourage the forma-
tion of similar branches in other counties, and
yet to place the State Association in a position to
absorb the membership of any inactive county
organization, and maintain the interest of its

members in the cause of forestry. J B
* * * >K *

At last we may say that there is in the United
States one forest conducted on what are recognized
as forestry principles, />., quick returns and per-
petuity. These two factors express the whole
question.

!
The Biltmore estate, in North Carolina, owned

by Mr. Vanderbilt,and supervised by Mr. Pinchot,
who is so well known to most of our readers,
enjoys the distinction of furnishing the first

,

thorough object lesson in American forestry.
Its first report, which was printed and exten-

sively circulated at the Columbian Exposition,
makes a good financial showing. It is true that
it did not quite clear the expenses the first year,
but it must be remembered that the cost of organi-
zation, of training raw hands in a field which was
wholly new to them, came in here, and will prob-
ably never again be so large. Then, too, the market

I

for the products was a home market, where money
was scarce and where timber was almost currency.
It meant least possible returns. After a year or
two of work we expect to see Biltmore estate pay
for the scientific treatment it is receiving. J. T R

I

* * * * °:^
*^

i

i Pennsylvania is to have a forestry museum in
Harrisburg. Governor Pattison has ordered the

I

return to Harrisburg of the whole forestry exhibit
of the State from Chicago. It is, at best, but a
nucleus of what the State should exhibit on such
occasions. Care will now be taken to fully com-
plete it, so that in future we can make as creditable
a showing of what we have as New York, West
Virginia and North Carolina have done. The
collection will be housed in the new State build-
ing when it is completed at HarrisburL^ T. T. R

* * * * ^^
;fc

The Columbian Exposition will not have borne
its natural fruit if, out of what it furnishes, we do
not gather up a museum of economic botany for
some part of the United States. Philadelphia is

endeavoring to obtain as much as possible for ten
thousand dollars; and for this we are mainly in-
debted to Prof, Thomas Meehan and Prof. W. P.
Wilson. But why was not the idea acted upon
sooner, and money raised earlier, and more of it,

so as to have forestalled competition? A year ago,
and oyer, an article in the I'l/d/ic Ledger called'
attention to our vast need of such a museum; and
it was, furthermore, perfectly well understood
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among certain leading and influential citizens,

that there were those who were ready to push
matters, if there were the slightest sign of solid

aid in the enterprise. '* He gives doubly who
gives quickly." So, while we may congratulate

ourselves on the fact that we are to have a start, it

is equally well to remember that we lost an advan-
tage which only long years and much money will

compensate for.

J. T. R.
*

It seems quite in order here to call attention

to the exhibit of Dr. B. H. Warren, State Ornithol-

ogist, at the Columbian Fair. In spite of the fact

that its location in the anthropological building

is unfortunate, it receives probably more attention

than any other portion of our State display. It is

a representation of a small mountain, with a col-

lection of all the mammals indigenous to the State,

and with most of the birds, appropriately, and we
may add, suggestively grouped upon it; every ani-

mal in the exhibit was captured within the limits

of the Commonwealth. Doubtless, it would sur-

prise many to see just what our woods actually do
contain. Dr. Warren certainly deserves the ut-

most credit for the skill and patience with which
he has worked out his idea.

J. T. R.

Pennsylvania Forestry Exhibit at the
Columbian Exhibition.

IT is humiliating that our great State, whose
forestry interests should be second to none on

^ the Atlantic seaboard, should have fallen so

far below those of the less wealthy and more
sparsely populated States.

This is all the more so, when we remember that

at our Centennial Exposition the State seemed to

recognize the great educational and commercial
advantages accruing from full general exhibits.

It is hardly the fault of those who had charge
of the forestry display, but is simply the natural
result of postponing to the last hour work which
should have been commenced at least a year ear-
lier. The wisdom of New York State is recog-
nized by a glance at the fine collection which it

has brought together. Not only is there a full

showing of the tree trunks indigenous to the State,

but there are fine photographs of the tree, in leaf

and in its wmter nakedness ; and also good speci-

mens of the leaf, and often of the fruit and flower.

It is true, that the Wym)^ photographs diX^ sometimes
lacking in sharpness, but not to any damaging de-
gree.

North Carolina has reaped a golden harvest for
herself in a full and judicious forestry exhibit.
The wood specimens are well selected, and the

photographs are far superior to those which the

writer has placed in the Pennsylvania collection.

It is not that the negatives from which the en-

largements were made are sharper or more dis-

tinct, but because North Carolina was willing to

pay more for having larger and more conspicuous
prints made from the negatives.

Miss Grace Anna Lewis's water-colored repro-

ductions of Pennsylvania leaves, fruit, and flowers,

are superb, and form clearly a redeeming feature

to our forestry exhibit. So, too, do the wood col-

lections of Mr. Howson. The labels on the North
Carolina exhibits are most commendable, for they

give a full history of the particular tree to which
they belong, so that every log becomes full of in-

formation.

West Virginia, in like manner, deserves great

credit for her exhibit. Among the most interest-

ing features presented by the collection of that

State, are the insects which are working such se-

rious harm in the forests of yellow and pitch-pine,

where they have destroyed J 1,000,000 worth of
timber in four years. These same pests have ap-

peared in great numbers in Fulton County, in

Pennsylvania. For details of this, see Mr. John-
son's communication which will appear in the
next number.

There is great comfort, however, for the friends

of the Forestry cause in remembering that, at our
Centennial exhibit Forestry was here an almost
unknown word ; but that, in seventeen years, it

has grown to be so tangible a thing as to demand
a separate building to represent its claims.

It is a convincing sign that, in spite of a still-

prevalent, general ignorance upon the subject, the

thinkers and the doers of the nation, in many
States, have already wrought a revolution in this

most practical and important question.

J. T. R.

r

Backward.

TJTVVO thousand square miles in the centre of
Pennsylvania are now known to be in a

non-productive condition.

Originally well-wooded, it has passed through
the period of white-pine lumbering to hemlock,
and from that into production of mine props. One
more stage is possil3le before the region is bereft

of all its valuable timber. It may yet furnish

some small, otherwise worthless wood for manu-
facture of pulp, and then, unless the process of
restoration goes on, it may be inventoried by the

Commonwealth as worthless. The fact is the

more lamentable because the chief factor in pro-

ducing this co»idition has been, not the lumber-
men, but the unchecked forest fires.
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Forestry at the Columbian Exposition.

TV NOTABLE year, indeed, this has been, in
jM^ more ways than one to American forestry.

^ The great fair took under its wing, very
early, one or another phase of the problem. Thus
from June 19th to July ist, there were lectures
given in Assembly Hall on ** Forestry and Kin-
dred Subjects," by men who were qualified in the
fields they represented. Then, in October (i8th
and 19th), a representative gathering of the friends
of forestry and lumbermen was held in the Art
Institute, as one of the many *' World's Congresses
Auxiliary,'* which have so stimulated the thought
of the age in this memorable year. We have not
space to fairly treat the proceedings; indeed, it

will be better done in our columns after they are
edited by the proper officer. We may say, how-
ever, that among others, the following gentlemen
were present : Dr. Adolph Ernst, Venezuela; Dr.
Gustav Niederling, Argentine Republic; Mr. Wil-
liam Little, Montreal, Canada; Professor William
Saunders, Canada; Mr. William Byers, Colorado;
Mr. H. C. Putnam, Wisconsin ; Dr. Charles Mohr,'
Alabama; Prof. J. T. Rothrock, Pennsylvania;
Col. William Fox, New York ; Hon. John E.
Hobbes, Maine ; Hon. Aubrey White, Canada

;

Mr. Gifford Pinchot, Pennsylvania ; M. Audrey
Vilmorin, France; Mr. J. O. Barrett, Minnesota;
Mr. W. W. Barrett, South Dakota ; Professor B. E.
Fernow, Washington, D. C.
The meeting was marked throughout by earn-

estness, fairness, and we may add, ability in the pre-
sentation of the subjects. Once for all, the period
of platitudes in American forestry seems to have
passed. We are getting down to a solid basis of
essential facts. Mr. Met. L. Saley, of the North-
western Lumberman, read a suggestive paper which
we would like to copy in full here if space allowed.
It is just possible that he laid too much stress on
the element of sentiment in the friends of for-
estry. It is particularly noticeable that the most
successful advocates of the forestry idea are, at
present, men of the most practical turn.

Mr. J. E. Defebaugh, of the Timberman^ read an
elaborate.paper on forestry from the lumberman's
standpoint. Of course, it was able, but it left the
impression that, however satisfactory from the
present standpoint, it did not allow enough for
speedy changes in public sentiment which would
alter the relation of the government to forestry.
For example—the first, most manifest duty of a
government is to perpetuate itself. On this hangs
the possibility of transmission of property, which
is the strongest inducement to that industry and
thrift on which a government must depend. Hence,
It is the function of a strong government to guard
against any serious impoverishment of its area
which will retard future developments. Or, to

state the proposition as another has done, *' we are
bound to leave the world as well fitted for those
who come after us as we found it for ourselves,
and it is the business of the government to see that
we do it."

There were other noteworthy papers, to which
it was a pleasure to listen.

The one apparent fact, that the lumbermen and
friends of forestry are coming to understand each
other better, was possibly the most gratifying fea-
ture of a meeting from which we shall hear fur-
ther, we hope.

J. T. R.

Jack and Yellow Pine.

IN
the central part of Pennsylvania the lum-
berman recognizes two kinds of pine, which
are largely used as mine props, though the

best of them may be cut up into lumber. These
appear to be simply different forms of Pinus rigida^
and may safely be embraced under the general
name of "pitch pine.'*
The lumberman regards as yellow pine the form

with smoother, larger-patterned bark, and a small
outer ring of sap wood. Naturally it is the better
sort of the two.
The rougher, dark-barked kind, with a wide

belt of sap wood, is what he calls *'jack pine.'*
It can readily be shown that these two kinds grad-
uate into each other, and that their distinctions
are simply those of degree, and not of kind. It
should also be added that the name ** jack pine "

IS applied in other parts to Pinus Banksiana.
The true yellow pine of the North is quite another
tree from Pinus rigida^ and also differs markedly
from the yellow pine of the South.

—A drum in use among the Najas of India is
formed out of the trunk of a large tree, hollowed,
elaborately carved and painted in front, after
the manner of a figure-head of a ship, and fur-
nished at the other end with a straight tail. The
drum is raised from the ground on logs of wood.
It is sounded by letting a heavy piece of wood fall

against it, and by beating it with double-headed
hammers.

—The immense rubber forests, with which Peru
abounds, are susceptible of improvement by a
proper cultivation—farming—of the tree, and by
careful and improved methods of securing the sap.
In the latter matter great waste could be prevented.
The rubber tree comes into bearing, so to speak, in
about seven years after planting, and with proper
care the tree is good for fifty years of production.
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The Inexhaustible Forest.

THIS is a, term which is yet fresh in the mem-
ory of almost all our readers. It was once
supposed to express an absolute fact. It is

now fully realized to be a supreme fallacy. Take,
for example. Lock Haven in our own State. The
once large lumbering industry which centred there
has departed. The booms are useless, and the
adjacent hillsides almost wholly denuded of trees.

An hour's ride by rail from Buck Creek to Pan-
ther Run, reveals a county thousands of acres of
which are practically useless. Their wealth of
trees has been taken away, and fire swept over the
hillsides, until now they present a picture of des-

olation which it is almost impossible to overdraw.
The same statement may be made of the rugged

ridges which comprise the eastern end of theXit-
tany range. To enforce this statement, one has
but to drive from Mill Hall across to Loganton in

Sugar Valley. The *' Long Run," which flows

through the gorge, in 1889 was a raging torrent.

It repeated, in a small way, the tragic fate of
Johnstown. But while the latter was caused by a
down-pour so heavy as to have been almost super-
natural, the flood in '' Long Run " was traceable
to forces which could have been either moderated
or held in check. The bursting of dam after dam
could have been prevented by timely withdrawal
of the water, commencing with the lower dams,
and emptying in order toward the head of the
stream. Then, too, it must be remembered that
the region is naturally a perfect nursery of deluges

:

so caused by the numerous steep declivities which
for mile after mile slope toward the creek bed.
This natural tendency, too, is intensified by the
naked character of the treeless surfaces.

There never was, in our young country, a finer
field for forestry than this eastern end of theicit-
tany range affords. Much of the soil is capable of
reproducing forest growth, if only the one foe

—

fire, is held in check. From the line of the West
Branch of the Susquehanna river to 1700 feet
above tide, thriving clumps of white pine and
hemlock are growing at intervals, to show how
strong the reproductive tendency is.

Lock Haven knows better than almost any other
place in the State, the contrast between timber-
clad and treeless hillsides. It also knows, better
than we, how much of commercial prosperity is

involved in the change. It should be full of cit-
izens who are full of the spirit of modern forestry,
which seeks to perpetuate the industry to which
Lock Haven owes so much of its substantial suc-
cess.

J. T. R.

—Central Texas is said to
western forest of Pinus Taeda,

possess the most

The Autumn Arbor-Day.

IV 1 OTHING gives greater promise for the

1 \ speedy success of the forestry idea in this

State than the manner in which the recent
Arbor-Day was observed by the Public Schools of
the Commonwealth—let us add, under the inspira-

tion of the State Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion, the Hon. N. C. Schaeffer. A paper is before
us prepared by Bessie G. Baker, aged eighteen. It

is entitled '' Brief Observations made on Arbor-
Day, October 20, 1893, by the School at Eschol,
Perry County, Pa."
The most interesting fact connected with the

paper is, that the field of study was the school lot.

Next to this, is to be noted, that all the pupils, and
the teacher, as well, learned something which they
did not know before. Meteorology, Topography,
Botany, Geology, Physical Geography, Forestry,
Budding, Grafting, Arithmetic and Surveying,
all came in for a share of attention. Twenty-six
plants (trees and herbs) were identified and named
botanically. We shall watch the history of that

school with great interest in the future. The au-
thoress of the paper deserves not only congratula-
tion on her effort, but thanks, as well, for the illus-

tration she has given of how to make the most out
of Arbor-Day.

Cutting Down Trees With Gun-Cotton.

BY fastening around a tree-trunk a chain or
belt made of compressed cakes of gun-cot-

^ ton, and to this attaching a percussion-cap
and fuse. This was lighted ; the concussion of
the cap exploded the chain of gun-cotton wafers,

and almost instantly the tree-trunk was neatly cut
through.

—The way lumbering is done at the present day
is enough to make angels weep. Well may it be
said that we are living up to our capital when men
mow off forests as reapers level the grain, and if

we were to judge by the pace of to-day we might
well tremble at the outlook fifty years hence ; but
as the years roll by and forest after forest bow to

the woodman's axe, men will begin to think, and
thinking will put on the brakes, and this will lead

to an extension of the fatal day and perhaps put
it off altogether.

There is no sense in lumbering as it is now
conducted, and we believe that a little careful

thought would lead to improved methods which
would make lumbering in the United States profi-

table as long as time rolls on.

—

The Tradesman,
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Our National Forest Reserves.

THE practical and far-seeing policy of creat-

ing government forests and timber land
reserves must be popularized by campaigns

of education, argument, and proof in the imme-
diate region of the reserves. These forest tracts

are reserved as climatic agents in equalizing tem-
peratures; as protective measures to guard, pre-
serve, and regulate the water supply of neighbor-
ing agricultural regions, and as economic meas-
ures to preserve and cultivate supplies of timber
for a time when the present reckless and wasteful
lumbering system will have exhausted all forests

not owned and reserved by the government. Such
reservations have been opposed in many sections
by the very classes to be benefited and protected
by the reserves. The average American, living
only for the present day and the dollars of the
moment, in this extravagant age of wood does not
consider the lumberless condition of the next cen-
tury, when wood will rank with metal, as in
Europe ; when it will be little used as a building
material ; when rails will be laid on metal ties,

and stone piers and docks replace our wooden
wharves, resting on acres of piles. The guarding
of the water supply is the only argument that ap-
peals to western settlers, and several Colorado val-
leys with empty flumes and irrigation ditches
already offer object-lessons as to the effect of
wholesale forest destruction on any watershed.
Germany and France learned a century ago that

forest destruction dried up the rivers, turned fer-

tile plains to deserts, and increased climatic ex-
tremes. In those countries forestry is an estab-
lished profession, and wood crops are cultivated
as much as root or cereal crops. Russia has lately
been taught the severe lesson of forest destruction,
and in French and German schools has trained for-
esters to preserve and manage its timber lands and
redeem its wastes. The government forests in
India return an average net revenue of three hun-
dred thousand dollars a year. Great forest fires

are a thing of a past dark age in Canada, and its

lumbermen co-operate with the Dominion authori-
ties in protecting the forests. The United States
alone lags behind the age. It did not learn from
others' experience to reserve in the beginning all

timber lands for the general government, to de-
rive a perpetual revenue from them, besides guard-
ing the best interests of the people thereby. The
timber culture laws were a failure, as only lo per
cent, of nearly 31,000,000 acres taken up were
planted with trees as required. More government
timber is destroyed by fire each year than is used
by the people. In addition to J8,ooo,ooo an-
nually lost in burned timber, the government re-
covers an average of but one-thirtieth of the value
of timber stolen.

The United States sells its forest lands at 112.50
an acre, lumber companies indirectly acquiring a
square mile of land for little over |;i6oo, while the
timber on it is often worth :$ 20.000. The French
government forests return an average profit of ;?2.5o
an acre annually from timber sales, or 2}^ per cent,
interest on the value of the land. The United
States now owns only enough forest land to pro-
vide a continual timber supply to its present popu-
lation if forests are managed and lumber used as
in Germany. The United States is exactly in the
position of a man making large drafts on and using
up an immense idle capital, which, if properly in-
vested, would return an interest sufficient for his
expenditures. In 1885 thegovernment of Bavaria
sent an expert forester to study the timbers of the
United States, who stated: *^In fifty years you
will have to import your timber, and as you will
probably have a preference for American kinds,
we shall now begin to grow them in order to be
ready to send them to you at the proper time."
The forest lands in the Eastern and Middle

States are all under private control, and will have
to be purchased back by the States or associations
if protective forests for guarding the watersheds
are to be established. New York State, while
holding 715,000 acres of forest land in the Adi-
rondack region, contemplates a protective reserve
of 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 acres by the purchase of
adjoining trsicts.~ T/ie Century, for September.

—The necessity for tree-culture is equally im-
perative with irrigation, and the arid lands ques-
tion will never be satisfactorily settled without
the recognition of this principle in its solution.
America can ill afford to ignore the experience of
other nations in this respect, and forestry should
receive equal consideration with irrigation.

It has been estimated that within historic times
some seven millions of square miles along the
shores of the Mediterranean, once highly fertile,

have been changed into worthless deserts, and for
nearly 2000 years the inhabitable portion of the
earth has decreased at the average rate of 3500
square miles. This has been produced by the
direct agency of man, the evil being chiefly due
to river floods caused almost exclusively by the
destruction of land-protecting forests.

It is right that America should set the example
of reclaiming desert lands, and thus increase the
earth's capacity for supporting the human race.
Irrigation and tree-culture must go hand and hand
in this work.— West American Scientist.

—The celebration of Tree Day is of great sig-
nificance to the student world at Wellesley.
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The Covering of Tree Seeds.

THE following are the maximum depths to

which forest seeds may be covered with

loose soil, and which may serve as a guide

for other seeds :

Oak, chestnut i^ to 2j^ inches ; maple J^ to

y^ of an inch ; black locust (an exception to the

rule the seeds of which should be scalded) will

stand and produce best results with a cover of

2 inches ; alder J4 to yi of an inch ; spruce,

Scotch pine, and larch y^ to }^ of an inch ; Austra-

lian pine ^ of an inch ; birch and elm as thin as

possible (a cover of }4 an inch prevents germina-

tion entirely).

The drills may be covered to advantage with

other material than the soil of the seed-bed, such

as garden mold mixed with sand, sod-ashes, saw-

dust, etc., which keep loose and moist and afford

additional plant food. The covering material is

filled into the drills, heaped full and then pressed

down (firmed), to bring seed and soil into close

contact, which helps to supply the moisture.

Fall sowing may be covered more heavily. A
cover of sphagnum or moss, powdered for small

seeds, makes an excellent cover, being light and
retaining moisture. But care must be taken to

make this cover not too thick or to replace it with

soil when the seed has germinated, in order to

avoid the spindling growth to which the plantlet

would be forced through the thick cover.

If the soil is in proper condition, fresh or

moist, no watering is required, but if water seems
necessary it is better to apply it before sowing.

—

Progressive Age.

Forestry at the County Institutes of the

State.

THE following is a copy of the circular let-

ter from the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-
ciation, addressed to every County Super-

intendent of Public Schools in the State

:

" The Forestry Commission, created by the
Legislature and appointed by the Governor, is at

work, and our Association has great reason to con-
gratulate itself upon this, to a large extent, its own
achievem.ent. It is a long stride in the direction
of practical Forestry, for which the Association
was organized and has been working since its or-
ganization in 1886.

" But, with so much success we dare not lose
interest or relax our efforts to build up the Asso-
ciation. On the other hand, we must strengthen
our organization, increase its membership and con-

sequently its influence and usefulness. We must
add new material, new members—new timber;
and every member can, if he will, help us.

" This is our plan : We want every member of
the Association to send in at least one new mem-
ber and as many more as possible. Among your
many friends and acquaintances it will be an
easy matter for you to find one or more persons

who, at your earnest personal request, will be will-

ing to join so worthy an organization, and by join-

ing it assist in advancing the cause of Forestry,

which stands in great need of thoughtful, intelli-

gent, active advocates.
*^ Explaining that $1.00 pays the dues for one

year and in addition entitles a member to Forest
Leaves free of charge will make it easier, we be-

lieve, to secure new names.
'* Recognizing the merits of our cause, and

with the utmost confidence in your willingness

and ability to assist in advancing it, we look for

the early gratification which the enrolling of a
new member always affords."

A number of favorable repHes have been received

from Superintendents, showing that the subject of

Forestry was given place and duly considered at a

number of Institutes. In a later issue of Forest
Leaves the results of the above circular, so far

as learned, will be printed, and, we can say in

advance, will be most satisfactory and encourag-

ing. B. W. D.

The Woods of Australia.

THE total forest area of New South Wales,

says the Hon. J. P. Hudson, sui)erintend-

entof the exhibit from that country at the

World's Fair, is estimated at about 21,000,000
acres, and 10 13 forest reserves have been proclaimed
covering a total of over 5,600,000 acres, sub-

divided in twenty- five districts, each having resi-

dent foresters and travelling inspectors whose duty
it is to safeguard these forest reserves. In 1891
the Forest Department expended $119,375 upon
the northern reserve for the conservation of red

cedar, and other purposes. As in the United
States, so also in New South Wales, Arbor Day
has been appointed, on which the children of all

the public schools plant trees. There is also a

State nursery, consisting of over 1,200,000 trees,

representing over 250 kinds of timber. There are

practically three classes of timber country, divided

into open forest, scrub, and brush ; these forests

producing no less than 630 different kinds of tim-

ber of economic value. The finest description of

hardwood timbers grow on the ridges and hill

sides.

«\
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The Forest Primeval.

THE remarkably fine illustration furnished by
Mr. Charles Bradford is a strong tempta-
tion to leave the beaten track and describe

the interior of one of the very few old forests yet
remaining in Pennsylvania. Indeed, the whole
scene is so old in appearance that one might with
perfect propriety, if not with absolute truth desig-
nate it as ** The Forest Primeval." It is in'Mittany
Mountain, Centre County. This, in common with
many other mountains in the interior of the State,
is double, i.e., of two ranges with a narrow valley
between them. It is in the depth of this valley,
in the darkness of shade produced by overarching
branches, that the view is taken. A damp soil
has furnished congenial footing for many kinds of
mosses. These, in turn, help to retain the moist-
ure, and the place is as damp and gloomy almost
as if in some deep mountain-bound glen, yet it is

not gloomy in the sense that it inspires either awe
or undue solemnity, but simply from the absence
of sunlight. One might almost say it is the quiet
and the same mellowed light you sometimes see in
a cathedral when the sun is under a cloud. The
tree-trunks are the columns and the branches
above represent the arches of the cathedral.
One looks at the vigorous trees, and thinks only

of the vast vitality locked up within them. But
among the living trees one finds the decaying re-
mains of those that fell a quarter of a century or
more ago. They are essential to our idea of a
primeval forest; indeed, to them the increased
fertility of the soil and its reproductive capacity
are largely due.

Not infrequently one sees a hemlock or a birch
tree which has commenced its growth on top of a
fallen log. The latter slowly rotted away from
beneath the growing sapling. Time at length
completed the destruction of the fallen trunk.
The sapling matures into a tree, and is left stand-
ing in the air on stilt-like roots. Eventually it

settles down more and more near the ground, but
its *' queer roots " always remain a puzzle to those
who have not observed how nature does such things.
The absence of animal life (especially birds) in

the forest depths has often been noted, but life is

there, and abundantly. Remove the bark from a
decaying trunk, explore the lower face of a stone
or a log, and note how many insects (and of how
many kinds) you will see. Remain in the forest
through the night, and count the sounds you will
hear, from the flight of some nocturnal insect to
the stealthy tread of some large animal. There
is life everywhere, but your eyes and ears must be
trained to recognize it.

The old forests on lower grounds do not have,
as a rule, so much undergrowth as those on the
hillsides, unless it be of laurel or rhododendron.

Where these occur they form dense thickets. On
the hillsides young forest trees are coming on. Pos-
sibly they may mature into valuable wood, perhaps
they may never reach a destiny better than scrub
oak. It depends mainly on the species. While you
can never produce a large tree from a scrub oak
(Quercus ilicifolid)^ it does not follow that even
white, black, chestnut or any other kind of oak
will produce a vigorous, merchantable trunk, un-
less the growing tree have sufficient sunlight and
nourishment. I can point now to oak trees in the
decrepitude of extreme old age, but whose trunks
have not attained the size one might expect after
a quarter of a century's growth. It is due to the
surroundings.

The ground adjoining the place where the illus-

tration was obtained furnishes a remarkable illus-

tration of the vast reproductive power inherent in
American forests. It is part of the Hecla Furnace
tract, and by the past generation was cut over for
the production of charcoal. Already the promise
of a splendid future forest exists. The man who
owns it might consider himself in possession of a
fortune if he could protect his growing trees
against fires and hold them for another quarter of
a century while they matured and lumber rose to
the price it must command in the future.

Jack and yellow pines (all Finns rigida) abound
on the hillsides and are coming into demand for
mine props. They vary vastly in the rapidity of
growth, some in thirty years attaining a size which
others of twice that age have not reached.
How few of all the seeds which mature in the

forest ever have a chance even to start on their
growth. The acorns, chestnuts and other fleshy
nuts are mostly consumed by squirrels and birds.
The pine seeds scattered by the winds are well
adapted for dispersion and occupying a new coun-
try, but poorly adapted for finding a lodgment
beneath the leaves and in contact with the soil.

The wing which aids in their dispersion is, to a
certain extent, a hindrance to their boring through
the leaves to the soil.

There occur very often in the forest depths
slight elevations which suggest burial places, and
which are often so regarded, but which, in reality,
are merely the earth lifted out of the ground by
the roots of some great tree which fell in earlier
years before the wind. As the roots decayed the
earth dropped to the surface. J. T. Rothrock.

— A wealthy citizen of New York, now past the
prime of life, is planting looo acres of land he
owns in Connecticut in forest trees. He does not
expect to realize any returns during his own life-

time, but is trying to do something to benefit
future generations. His experiment will be a good
object-lesson to those who live to see its results.
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The Forest Primeval.

THE remarkably fine illustration furnished by
Mr. Charles Bradford is a strong tempta-
tion to leave the beaten track and describe

the interior of one of the very few old forests yet
remaining in Pennsylvania. Indeed, the whole
scene is so old in appearance that one might with
perfect propriety, if not with absolute truth^desig-
nate it as *' The Forest Primeval." It is inXittany
Mountain, Centre County. This, in common with
many other mountains in the interior of the State,
is double, i.e., of two ranges with a narrow valley
between them. It is in the depth of this valley,
in the darkness of shade produced by overarching
branches, that the view is taken. A damp soil

has furnished congenial footing for many kinds of
mosses. These, in turn, help to retain the moist-
ure, and the place is as damp and gloomy almost
as if in some deep mountain-bound glen, yet it is

not gloomy in the sense that it inspires either awe
or undue solemnity, but simply from the absence
of sunlight. One might almost say it is the quiet
and the same mellowed light you sometimes see in
a cathedral when the sun is under a cloud. The
tree-trunks are the columns and the branches
above represent the arches of the cathedral.
One looks at the vigorous trees, and thinks only

of the vast vitality locked up within them. But
among the living trees one finds the decaying re-
mains of those that fell a quarter of a century or
more ago. They are essential to our idea of a
primeval forest; indeed, to them the increased
fertility of the soil and its reproductive capacity
are largely due.

Not infrequently one sees a hemlock or a birch
tree which has commenced its growth on top of a
fallen log. The latter slowly rotted away from
beneath the growing sapling. Time at length
completed the destruction of the fallen trunk.
The sapling matures into a tree, and is left stand-
ing in the air on stilt-like roots. Eventuallv it

settles down more and more near the ground, but
its '' (lueer roots '* always remain a puzzle to those
who have not observed how nature does such things.
The absence of animal life (especially birds) in

the forest depths has often been noted, but life is

there, and abundantly. Remove the bark from a
decaying trunk, explore the lower face of a stone
or a log, and note how many insects (and of how
many kinds) you will see. Remain in the forest
through the night, and count the sounds you will
hear, from the flight of some nocturnal insect to
the stealthy tread of some large animal. There
is life everywhere, but your eyes and ears must be
tramed to recognize it.

The old forests on lower grounds do not have,
as a rule, so much undergrowth as those on the
hillsides, unless it be of laurel or rhododendron.

Where these occur they form dense thickets. On
the hillsides young forest trees are coming on. Pos-
sibly they may mature into valuable wood, perhaps
they may never reach a destiny better than scrub
oak. It depends mainly on the species. While you
can never produce a large tree from a scrub oak
{Quercus ilicifolid)^ it does not follow that even
white, black, chestnut or any other kind of oak
will produce a vigorous, merchantable trunk, un-
less the growing tree have sufficient sunlight and
nourishment. I can point now to oak trees in the
decrepitude of extreme old age, but whose trunks
have not attained the size one might expect after
a quarter of a century's growth. It is due to the
surroundings.

The ground adjoining the place where the illus-

tration was obtained furnishes a remarkable illus-

tration of the vast reproductive power inherent in
American forests. It is part of the Hecla Furnace
tract, and by the past generation was cut over for
the production of charcoal. Already the promise
of a splendid future forest exists. The man who
owns it might consider himself in possession of a
fortune if he could protect his growing trees
against fires and hold them for another quarter of
a century while they matured and lumber rose to
the price it must command in the future.

Jack and yellow pines {dXX Pinus rigida) abound
on the hillsides and are coming into demand for
mine props. They vary vastly in the rapidity of
growth, some in thirty years attaining a size which
others of twice that age have not reached.
How few of all the seeds which mature in the

forest ever have a chance even to start on their
growth. The acorns, chestnuts and other fleshy
nuts are mostly consumed by squirrels and birds.
The pine seeds scattered by the winds are well
adapted for dispersion and occupying a new coun-
try, but poorly adapted for finding a lodgment
beneath the leaves and in contact with the soil.

The wing which aids in their dispersion is, to a
certain extent, a hindrance to their boring through
the leaves to the soil.

There occur very often in the forest depths
slight elevations which suggest burial i)laces, and
which are often so regarded, but which, in reality,
are merely the earth lifted out of the ground by
the roots of some great tree which fell in earlier
years before the wind. As the roots decayed the
earth dropped to the surface. J. T. Rothrock.

— A wealthy citizen of New York, now past the
prime of life, is planting looo acres of land he
owns in Connecticut in forest trees. He does not
expect to realize any returns during his own life-
time, but is trying to do something to benefit
future generations. His experiment will be a good
object-lesson to those who live to see its results.
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Foresting of Mountains and Confining of
Torrents in France.

PURING the discusion of the agricultural

budget in the French Chamber of Depu-
ties, one of the deputies characterized de-

forestry as a public calamity, and one of his col-

leagues added, **a national impoverishment.*'
M. Chambrelent says that the inundations of

the basin of the Pyrenees, which in 1875 ravaged
the city of Toulouse and a vast extent of country
in the vicinity, causing the death of many of the

inhabitants, resulted, according to the official re-

port, in a loss to the country of more than one
hundred millions of francs.

In 1882, a storm, not an extended one, trav-

ersed the valley of the Isere, doing much damage.
The prefect, in reporting the evil, asked that it

might be immediately repaired. ^* Large surfaces

of country,** he said, " have been covered to the

depth of from two to three metres with dejections
;

houses have been carried off, and the action had
been so violent that it extended even in the plain.*'

M. Chambrelent having been charged by the Min-
ister of Agriculture to examine and report on this

matter, remarked that the first thing which struck
him was that, in the middle of the destruction
which the overflowing of the torrents had pro-
duced, one only of these mountain streams had
escaped the devastation which the others had ex-

perienced. Although it had been as much ex-

posed to the storm as the others, it had been pre-

served by a small and cheap expenditure of money
in marks for travaux de barrages which had been
previously executed.—iV; K Lumber TradeJournaL

A timber expert makes the interesting state-

ment t^hat the spruce lands of Maine are to-day
worth more than were the pine lands of fifty years

ago, mainly because of the development of the
pulp business. He estimates the value of wild
lands at |>2o per acre, reckoning only 85 cords to

to an acre. There are nearly 9,500,000 acres of
wild land in Maine, and assuming that only a
quarter of this is covered with merchantable
growth, the total valuation would be something
like $47,000,000.

—

Public Ledger,

—A remarkable cabinet and writing-desk is

on exhibition at the World's Fair in Chicago.
The main part is made of dark walnut, and is in-

laid with wood from difl"erent parts of Canada, the
United States and Europe. It is stated that there
are more than 53,000 pieces in the cabinet, of all

shades and colors.

Wood Structure in its Relation to
Mechanical Purposes.

THE following is an abstract of a lecture de-

livered by Dr. J. T. Rothrock before the

Engineers* Club* of Philadelphia

:

The value of wood in the arts depends usually

upon strength, durability, ease of working, and
abundance,
A closer analysis of the subject might lead one

to affirm that, so far as structure was concerned,
a piece of wood of a given size, which had the

most actual wood in it, was. the better. To ex-

plain this statement, let us take a single wood
fibre of rock elm and another of common cotton

-

wood, as nearly of the same microscopic dimen-
sions as possible. The former will be not only
stronger but heavier. The most evident reason
for this is that its walls are thicker and its cavity

smaller. In other words, it actually contains
more wood than the fibre of cotton-wood. In like

manner it will be found that, as fuel, the heavier

is usually the better wood.
Her^, then, is the first general proposition

which may be regarded as approximately true

—

strength, weight, and fuel value are closely related

to each other, for the simple reason that they de-
pend upon the same cause.

Specific gravity is due probably quite as much
to the quantity of air entangled in wood fibre as

it is to diff*erence in the cellulose (making up the

woody fibre). The process of water-logging may
be mainly the substitution of water for air in the

woody tissue.

Looking at a cross-section of hard wood, one
will observe lines extending from the centre to-

wards the circumference. These are the so-called

silver grain, or the medullary rays. They have
two functions, the first being to act as a means of
communication between the outside and the inside

of the stem or trunk. These silver grains are made
up of rectangular cells whose greater axis is hori-

zontal, and hence they would seem to be well fitted

not only to act as means of communication in the

direction of this greater axis, but .also to act as

chains, if one might venture on so crude a com-
parison, to bind together the outer and inner por-

tions of the stem, whose woody fibre runs in a ver-

tical direction, and therefore at right angles to the

cells of the silver grain. That this is true, is

readily proved by the fact that wood is harder, as

a rule, to split at right angles to this silver grain

than it is parallel to it. And my second proposi-

tion lies in this statement.

Then one more point of structure is plainly visi-

ble to the naked eye on examining a cross-section

* Vide Proceedings of the Engineers' Club^ vol. x., pp.
184-189.
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of a woody stem. It is the well-known ring or
rings constituting the so-called year's growth.

xSc^Zer, 40 to I.
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season and the smaller and more compact fibres
of the latter part of the season.

.
jS'coIc, 40 Iff J.

Quercus rubra. Red Oak, cross.section

d IfS^woo'iry.r' /' 'P""^ ^^^^^'^
^ ^. '-^"""^1 ring;

This is due to the contrast between the lar^e fibre*;or ducts formed in the early part o? the ^r^^^^^^^^^

section. It does not follow, however, that there
are no differences of structure between them. On
the contrary, one may readily detect three types

\a

Primus serotina. Wild Black Cherry, cross.section.

/ !l'.5''"i7"'
""^ """ y^^""

; ^ """"a' ring
; ^, wood fibres; •

/, medullary ray
; g, ducts through entire year's growth '

plants whose annual growth is thus visible on cross-

Tsuga Canadensis. Hemlock Spruce, cross-section.

a, growth of one year ; b^h, spring growth
; r, annual ring;

/ medullary ray; g^ resin cavity; h, autumn growth.

of annual ring. The first and most common one
is that represented by the oaks, in which we find
the first structural work of the year marked by
certain large-mouthed vessels which, on cross-sec-

tion, show as pores, plainly visible to the naked
eye. Whatever else the tree is to produce that
season, it always makes these first, and whether
the subsequent belt of denser tissue is wide or
narrow, that of the ducts or pores varies but
little.

As these ducts have thin walls and large cavities,

while the fibres, on the contrary, have thick walls
and small cavities, it is clear that the ducts are
relatively an element of weakness as compared
with the fibres. It also follows that when one com-
pares two specimens of wood of the same species^

having this type of structurej that the larger year'

s

growth will indicate the stronger and the heavier
specimen. This, then, is my thirdproposition.
The oak, hickory, elm, ash, hack-berry, and

chestnut may be regarded as representing the
above type.

Then there is a second type, represented by the
beech, sugar-maple and silver-maple, yellow birch,
linden, butternut, wild black cherry, and many
others, in which the ducts or pores are almost
equally visible in all parts of the year's growth.
In such instances weight would be one criterion of
value. Another would be relative scarcity of
ducts, and a corresponding increase in proportion
of wood iibres. And still a third guide (under
the microscope) would be the thickness of the
walls of the woody fibre.

As a rule, this second type is more diversified
in structure than the first, and also of less value,
as a group, for purposes where either great strength
or durability is required.

My fourth proposition then is, that where the
ducts or pores are visible over the whole year's
growth, that preponderance and thickness of fibre
over duct, measures {usually^ the value of the wood
where strength is required.

There remains still a third type, which is rep-
resented by the cone-bearing trees. The year's
growth is usually plainly marked, but there are no
ducts or pores visible on cross-section, such as you
see in the first type. The few apparent ducts are
resin cavities, and of no moment in our present
estimate. The whole mass of the solid tissue is

made up of more or less modified wood fibres.

The only real structural distinction is that the
wood fibres (or tracheids) of spring have thinner
walls and larger cavities than those of late summer
or early autumn. The latter also contain more
resin.

It will require but a brief examination to ascer-
tain that the strength of timber in this group is

fairly measured by the width of the autumn belt
of thick fibres (seen on cross-section) of the year's
growth ; and this is my fifth proposition.

Concerning this group, it remains to be said
that lumber from the long-leaf pine of the Southern
States has suffered no loss of strength if it comes

ass
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from matured trees which have been bled for tur-
pentme. The durability of such lumber, how-
ever, would probably be considerably reduced if
used in exposed situations.

It should be stated that too much value has been
placed by our courts on the value of the yearns
growth as a means of determining the period of
timeelapsmg since the ''blazes and witnesses"
were made which are supposed to mark the date
of a survey. Giving the argument the utmost
possible value, there still remains a doubt as to the
entire reliability of such evidence.

It should also be remembered that there is a
right way and a wrong way of placing a beam, in
an exposed position, to obtain the greatest dura-
bility. If the year's growth is placed so as to put
the convex surface uppermost, each annual ring
acts as a roof to those beneath. If placed with
the concave side up, the year's growth tends tomake a trough, into which moisture will work and
so hasten the decay of the stick.

Note.--We are indebted to the Engineers'
i^lub tor the cuts which accompany this article

The Preservation of the White Mountain
Forests.

IN
the New England Magazine Mr. George B
James makes a strong argument in favor of
the purchase of the White Mountains bycombined effort claiming that a contribution ofone dollar per share from each visitor would in afew years realize a fund sufficient to make themowners of the property. As the article is quit^long we can only give a few extracts from itwhich will no doubt be of interest

The White Mountains, with their lofty heights
their forest covering, and their ever-flS
springs give birth and sustenance to four of NewEngland's mighty rivers. The valleys of theMerrimack, the Connecticut, the Saco! and theAndroscoggin are made fertile by the snows andrams which fall on the rocky summits and forest

feet'abov thr""'"'"f ^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^-^
blow of ?hlt

ocean level starts the downward

dnle ?hV h Pfi^"^ '''"^'"^» contributing to

industries.
"^ ^ ^'^' "^ ^'^ ^"^^^"^'^ ^^^^^^

Is not the conservation of the rainfall in ourmountain forests of sufficient importance to ourmanufacturers to make them keenly alive to Tpreservation of our forests?

wi^F"?/^'
""^ 250,000 people annually visit theWhite Mountains for health and recreation snending not less than ^6,000,000 each season ' ^

•

How important that the forest scenery should

remain attractive, and that increasing numbers of
people should be induced to visit and enjoy theWhite Mountain region !

^

,

The forests may be made to yield their annualincome of wood products, and yet be kept as
beautiful in appearance as ever, through co-opera-
tive ownership and comprehensive plans of for-
estry management.

n-J^^^k""'^'^'
""^^ ^^""^^ ^^ '^^'^^ by generaliza.

tion. They can never be saved by legislation
pure and simple. An object-lesson in forestry iJneeded by the present owners of woodlands.

I lie fact that these forests have a two- fold value
first la scenery and then in natural product is areason why their broad areas should be owned and
controlled by those who appreciate this double
value. The only feasible scheme of preserving
these forests is one of co-operative ownership be
It on a large or small scale, through the contribu-
ions of a few wealthy men or the smaller con-
tributions of a larger number of people of moder-
ate means. ^

The proper management of the forests demands
a systematic cutting out of the ripe and fullvgrown trees. This will not only conserve the

from the same. The forests should be treated asany other crop, subject to annual cuttings

counrrvinT"'^^""^
is to-day the most tVavelled

country in Europe, with an annual income from
tourists aggregating ^30,000,000. Yet the appre-
ciation of the fine mountain scenery of the Alps
IS only a development of the present century Inhe la^t century the Alps were regarded as^'ugly

ward ?oTa1f^ ^'^^^^^^^ '^ ''^ ^^^^^^ ^^ufZ

The White Mountains proper cover an area ofabout 800,000 acres ; while the timber area, pri-meval and secondary, covers upwards of 1,000 000

hT; i^"^^
^^"/^' '^^"^- ^^ ^^'^ ^^"d has beendamaged beyond reparation. The scenery re-mains attractive and unique. Except in a few

£ fnT'' !^' "'"'" ^""^"^^ ^^ ^^^ mountain-
sides in this territory has been occasioned by
fires, rather than by the lumberman's axe.

^

<Jne of the best sections in the recent forestry

hItS ^>'J^^New Hampshire Legislature i^hat which makes better provision for the preven-

brtheoffi'-'r'^^'^'.'.^"
^""^^'"^ of the forestsby the official supervision of fire wardens.

nnnnVvf
^' ^'''? """"^^ dependence has been placed

isTnl
^""^•'"^"^^1 ^ide of this question.^ This^unnecessary in appealing to practical business

^e^frnJ.
' ^^'^/'^

r'^'^"^^*"^^
^^^'^ "^en that in-vestments in well-selected timber lands surpass allother investments in absolute worth and certain

S:^s" 'h
-"^^ " ^ P°^'^^^^ demand for futue

Som nor"f V"
^ ^^^^^i"ty that neither time norcustom nor fashion can change the public want
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for this material, so long as it can be supplied at
any reasonable cost. Competition in production
cannot reduce its demand nor increase the num-
ber of trees, except through intervals of one hun-
dred to one hundred and fifty years devoted to
planting and growth. The ownership of timber
lands is free from the contingencies which sur-
round investments in railroad property, industrial
stocks, and corner lots.

Co-operative ownership is the key to the situa-

tion. Divided and scattered ownership means
destruction ; co-operative holdings tend to proper
development and care.

Any plan of planting forest trees in the moun-
tain regions of New England at the present time
is purely theoretical. It has no practical argument
in its favor. The capitalists can buy to-day, in
the White Mountain forests, fully grown forest
trees at less than the cost of plantations a year
old. Thus the most enthusiastic individual would
not contract to plant an acre with seedling spruces
maples, and birches, and cultivate for one year
alone, at a less cost than forty dollars to fi(ty dol-
lars per acre, leaving out of the question the
original value of the land. Let the statistician
figure what such areas would cost, compounding
the interest upon the original outlay, for a pe-
riod of one hundred years. The aggregate
would show something over twenty-five hundred
dollars per acre.

Nature shows us forests, averaging one hundred
years old, which are available at a cost not ex-
ceeding ten cents per tree. Thus, in the White
Mountain forests, nature has worked one hundred
years, with air and moisture, and with the chemi-
cal laboratory of the soil, in producing full-

grown trees, which in the year 1893 man can
buy and own in quantity, at ten cents per tree,
at the point of growth. Can the mind conceive
of more stately, more satisfying, and more re-
munerative estate than century-old forest trees,
within one hundred and fifty miles of Boston,'
at a cost of ten cents each? What shall be
said of the theorists who would purchase naked
land, plant and care for trees a hundred years,
in competition with the abundant growth of na-
ture now in sight and available at such reasonable
cost ?

If the American forest is to fall before the axe,
how satisfying the ownership of 100,000 or 200-
000 acres of primeval forest at the low cost of to-
day

! It is the White Mountain forests now under
consideration which could be entirely within the
co-operative control of a reasonably large company
of capitalists, and which, under such control,
would not suffer the wasteful destruction predicted
for American forests in genera4.

Present cotton machinery can supply fifteen per
cent, extra demand for fabrics without the erec-

tion of new buildings. Shoe factories can supply
the present demand by working only eight months
in the year. The same factories could add fifty

per cent, to their present product without new
outlays for plant or machinery by manufacturing
every month in the year. The iron, coal and
steel output could be doubled by a few years of
increased enterprise. Yet it must take from 100
to 150 years to perfect a spruce-tree, and perhaps
150 to 200 years to produce a timber pine. The
owners of forest lands may look with equanimity
upon their property, while everywhere there is an
increased demand for lumber, pulp-wood and
fuel, with everywhere a diminishing supply of raw
material.

Rational forestry demands a method covering
generations. Individual ownership is dictated by
selfish motives, regulated by short-sighted plans,
and terminated with insufficient profits. The
plans of rational forest management should be
far reaching. The rights of individual ownership
should be respected, yet enlightened public opinion
and an economic consideration of values must in-
sist in the end upon a preservation of the forests
through broader co-operative ownerships, if not
by State or nation, as in Europe, then by capital-
ists, clubs, or companies of public-spirited citizens.
Public policy dictates the conservation of forests,
and sound business judgment detects therein good
investments and ever-increasing values.

In Europe, forestry matters are subject to gov-
ernment control. In France, an eminent legal
authority has laid down the principle '' that the
preservation of the forests is one of the first in-
terests of society, and consequently one of the
first duties of government."

Real estate is the safest of all investments, and
the most certain to appreciate in value during a
term of years. Forest lands are the most valuable
of all forms of real estate, the most difficult to
duplicate, and the most promising, both in remun-
erative returns and future enhanced value. In the
Old World, forest lands are selected by rich fami-
lies as entailments. Future generations will profit
by these investments. With an ever- increasing
demand and a lessened supply enhanced future
values are a certainty.

The principal coniferous growth in the White
Mountain forests is spruce, with some pine, hem-
lock and fir. Spruce is among the hardest growths
known to America, and will thrive at greater alti-

tudes than any other available tree. The decidu-
ous growth, embracing the maples, birches and
beeches, is of superior character. White ash
grows to a limited extent, while there is but little

oak north of Sandwich and Campton.
Forty per cent, of all the spruce annually cut in

New England and New York is now used in the
wood-pulp industry. It is estimated that this de-
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mand is increasing at the rate of fifteen or twenty
per cent, per annum, and within eight or ten
years will call for fully as large a quantity of spruce
logs as is now cut for all purposes. The cut of
spruce last year in New England and New York
aggregated about 1,200,000,000 feet, of which
700,000,000 feet were consumed in the manufac-
ture of lumber, and 500,000,000 feet in the wood-
pulp industry. There are no large areas of spruce
forest in America, except those in northern New
Kngland, the Adirondacks, and the Province of
Quebec.
The spruce of the White Mountain forests is

more highly esteemed for lumber, and especially
for wood pulp, than that of other sections, and
brings a larger price. This superiority is by rea-
son of Its large size, great length, smoothness
sottness and freedom from defects. Much of the
Canadian spruce imported by our pulp and paper
concerns is glassy and hard to work by reason of
the fact that It grows on wet and swampy soil,
i^oth the hard and soft woods of the New Hamp-
shire forests command comparatively higher
prices, by reason of their high (juality, as well asby reason of their proximity to favorable routes
of transportation to market. These products will
always be marketable at the best prices, and hence
are the most favorable for co-operative owner-
o 1 1 1 1J

.

The practice of intelligent forestry is all im-
portant in the development and preservation of
these magnificent White Mountain forests There
IS a grave misapprehension of the province of
forestry and its objects among the lumbermen and
present owners of forests, who are apt to sneer at
progressive ideas in the management of wood-
lands. Ihe owner is as much entitled to his
annual harvest of forest products as the farmer to

.rllT^U'
^'"""^^^

""J.^'^''
^"^ g^^'"' o^ the fish-erman to his seasonable catch of fish

That fruit grower would be considered insanewho should cut down his orchards to secure one

won /h ""^rF P ^ff',.^'
^'^^'^'^'' ^^h^t floristwould be adjudged foolish who should pull up his

buT^H fl'^'"^"
'"1 '''''^''' '^'^'^ than cut hisbuds and flowers at the seasons of bloom

fronwhi'^"'^'' ^i
'^' ^^^'" ^^""tain forests

wh^nV rf''^''^'"' ^"^^ impecunious ownershipwhich seeks to secure a petty return for one indis-
criminate slaughter of all the growth, to the wise
substantial ownership which shall seek the larSannual income for all time, consistent with The

condition of r^f'^' '""'"'''y ^"^ '^' "-tural

dollars to the forest wealth of New HampshireThe true preservation of the forests lies in con

rhirrfrnH .^'""''i'^'
"^^^'^'"^ mature and market-

able products, and in a management which looksto an annual income for all time.

While the variation in soil, climate, and econo-
mic conditions precludes our full acceptance of
European forestry practice in the management of
our American forests, there are general principles
everywhere acceptable. In thickly settled Europe
every variety of forest product has a cash value.'
With us, the high cost of labor, the exorbitant
rates of transportation, and the abundance of fire-
wood throughout New England, necessitate the
waste in the forest and at the sawmill of more
than seventy per cent, of the total growth In
trance fagots and kindling wood sell by the
pound. Little or no waste is permitted • while
Americans actually market less than thirty per
rent, of the tree as nature produces it. The lum-
berman leaves behind in the forest, in roots, limbs
and tops, and at the sawmill, in slabs, edgings, and
sawdust, fully seventy per cent, of the total growth
of the entire tree.

In many sections forest lands in Europe are
valued at $100 and upwards per acre, while ecmallv
well-stocked forests can be purchased here at ^10
to ^15 per acre. This inequality cannot last formany years. The consumption of wood is much
larger />er ca/iVa in this country than in any other
on the globe. With a rapidly increasing demand
and a constantly diminishing supply, not many
years must elapse before American forest products
will advance materially in price. This is in favor
ot those investments which may be made at the

:

present time; it is in favor of those people who
I

are willing to come forward with their means and
I

preserve the White Mountain forests. This preser-
vation 15 not a Utopian idea, born of sentiment
and fancy, but an investment worthy the investi-

I gallon of the most critical and conservative capi-
talist. *

Co-operative ownership and management of
forest lands are well exemplified by several clubs
in the Adirondacks, one of which controls a large
area of land, the cost of which was contributed by
five hundred wealthy gentlemen, who subscribed
«iooo each to the original purchase. The sale of
ripe and marketable timber and wood from this
area, under the guidance of careful managers, nets
an income beyond the cost of the club manage-
ment. The shares in the principal club in the
Adirondack region, which originally cost $1000
each, now stand ^1250 bid, with J1500 asked for
each share. Its members and their families have
enjoyed the advantages of the club beyond meas-
ure. Life in the forests, and on the lakes and
streams, has newly created many city dwellers
Ihey have realized the charms of nature. Betterwork will result all along the line of human en-
deavor from such outings.

Little or no reliance can be placed upon any
'

scheme for inducing the New Hampshire Legisla-
ture to tax the people of that State in the preser-

"TXfPftiep- •i/t.'r
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vation of forests, which are as much for the benefit
of the people of Massachusetts and other near
States as those of New Hampshire. It must not
be expected that the people of New Hampshire
will tax themselves in a burdensome way to pro-
vide health resorts, mountain scenery, and forest
property for the people of other sections. This is

not necessary, if the wealthy men, or those of
moderate means, of other States can be convinced
that the White Mountain forests cannot only be
saved in their aesthetic aspect, but can also be
cultivated as any other crop and return an annual
income to the owners.

Good Words.

WE copy the following notice of Marshall-
ton, the residence of Humphrey Marshall,
from Garden and Forest, where it ap-

peared as part of an editorial. We certainly appre-
ciate the good opinion of our contemporary:

" If there is a name which should be remem-
bered with gratitude by every lover of American
trees it is that of Humphrey Marshall ; or if there
is anywhere a spot which should be dear to them,
it is this little Pennsylvania farm-house, which was
the house of the author of the first American book
ever written about our trees; and no trees planted
in America are so worthy of veneration and care
as these which were planted by his hands. Mar-
shallton is the Mecca which will attract the steps
of every student and lover of our trees, and Hum-
phrey Marshall's house and arboretum should be
I)reserved for all time in memory of a pioneer in
American science.

** In his native State a movement has been suc-
cessfully inaugurated which looks to the better care
and management of its forests; in no other State
of the Lnion is there such an energetic and well-
directed forestry association, and no other organi-
zation of the kind in this country is doing such
useful work. It might well add to its equipment
for the education of the people the Marshall Arbor-
etum as the best possible monument to the memory
of a leader in the work they are carrying
forward. °

'* The undertaking is certainly not a serious one
and the cost in proportion to the good that could
be accomplished in this way probably would not be
large

;
and outside of Pennsylvania are m^ny men

and women who would be glad to contribute some-
thing toward securing a spot of unusual historical
interest and educational significance. All that is
needed is some one to take the initiative, and no
individual, or association of individuals, is so well
organized for this task as the Pennsylvania Fores-
try Association."

A Letter About Persimmon Trees.

MR. SAMUEL MILLER, Second Vice-
President of the Missouri State Horti-

^
cultural Society, in a late communica-

tion, mentions that he has raised seven different
varieties of persimmons, and at the proper season
can supply grafts from some of them. Below we
give several excerpts from his letter:

'' The article on * Persimmons,' in the October
issue of Forest Leaves, by Dr. J. T. Rothrock.
interested me so much that I concluded a few
items on this subject might interest others.

^* For the last twenty years I have been looking
after this fruit, and think now that my collection
is perhaps as good as any in our native sorts.

**That this fruit is not more common among
fruit-growers seems strange, and the only way it

can be accounted for is the difificulty in grafting
small trees. My attempts so far have proved
mostly failures. While by crown-grafting on the
limbs of larger trees, I have succeeded in fruiting
them.

^

**I have eaten persimmons equal to a green
gage, and think I know what good fruit is. An
excellent quality of this tree is that it bears every
year, and the fruit is never killed by late frosts.

*' The fruit may be picked while hard and
ripened in the sun, leaving them exposed to frosts
if there be any."

—The cocoa of commerce is the seed of the
fruit of several varieties of small trees of the genus
Tkeobroma cacao, a name given by Linnseus. The
tree is indigenous to the tropical parts of Central
and South America, between twenty-three degrees
south latitude. It is low in stature, averaging fif-

teen feet under cultivation. The foliage is dark-
green and abundant, the leaves large, glossy, ellip-
tical, oblong and acuminate. The cocoa tree
begins to bear at four years,, matures at six. and
lives sometimes a hundred years.

—The Yellow-Fruited Fir, reported only from
the vicinity of Lake Webber, and doubtfully from
Mount Whitney, has been discovered on the
slopes of Mount Shasta. Here it bears its crown
of gauzy foliage far above the heads of other firs.

The topmost branchlets are decorated with up-
right cones of large golden fruit, a vision of flam-
ing glory, which in the autumn can be detected
miles away, in pleasing contrast with the royal
purple cones of the Shasta Fir.
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS
OF

TREES
IN THIS PAPER ARE MADE BY THE NEW

Aatoglyphic Process
OF

,,^^,, ,^ . HIlfADBtEHtt

,/c»'pSNEO Vn highest aUA%oH
'""^3TN^''Ay»_a GREATEST EXP^.pH..

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

TEE EiaETH AITNUAL MEETIITS
OK TlIK

PENNSYLVANIA POEESTEY ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS ANDTHE TRANSACTION OF OTHER BUSINESS,

WILL BE HELD AT THE
College of Physicians, Cor. 13th and Locust Streets,

Philadelphia,

ON
MONDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1893, at 8 P.M.

The President's address and the Annual Report of
Council will be presented ; and. in addition, interesting
features connected with the work of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Commission will be described by the Secretary
and illustrated by lantern slides.

A full attendance is desired.

John Birkinbine, President.

J. T, RothROCK, Secretary,

WILL EXCHANGE for Fine Blooded Horses or

AT .^
^^^ATTLE, valuable Town Lots in Southern Pines,

r^ t"T ""''"^^r
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editorial remarks, preferring to give our readers
the benefit of other matter, but cannot refrain from
expressing our satisfaction that this number of
Forest Leaves contains so much that is encour-
aging. Recognizing this we appeal to the friends
of forestry to be active and earnest; the cause
needs your help, it needs the assistance of your
friends who will become members of the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Association. Can you not send
the name of one or more who will thus add their
names and influence to strengthen the cause?
J^orward these with one dollar for each name to
the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-
ciation, IOI2 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
This amount will pay for a subscription to For-
est Leaves for one year and enroll a name in
the Association.

j^ g
'-{i * ^H

The necessity of educating public sentiment in
favor of forest protection was made painfully evi-
dent by an occurrence in Huntingdon county in
i«S92.

A party had gone into the woodland belonging
to a corporation, put up a mill, cut down and
sawed considerable timber, and were arrested as
trespassers. When brought to trial the partici-
pants confessed their guilt, but notwithstanding a
dear case was established, the jury brought in a
verdict of *' not guilty," and assessed the costs on
the owner of the woodland. The judge gave the
jurors a lecture in vigorous language, but that did
not right a grievous wrong. Evidently the people
ol Huntingdon county look upon woodlands as
public property, or prefer saving the county a few
dollars in court costs, than doing justice to those
whose lands have been robbed of part of their
natural wealth.

j^ 3*****
'We are glad to announce to our readers that

Col. A. K. McClure, a pronounced friend of for-
estry, has recovered from a very dangerous illness.

An interesting event during the late meeting of
the Scotch-Irish Society Congress at Springfield,
Ohio, was the planting of four trees (two ash, a
Norway maple and an alder), on the post-office
lawn at that place.

* *

In a letter from Mr. H. C. Putnam, of Eau
Uaire, Wis., speaking highly of Forest Leaves,
the statement is made that the Hon. Carl Schurz,
when Secretary of the Interior (1876-79), drew
up the first forestry bill, and advocated the with-
drawal of forest lands from

, iblic sale, placing
them in the hands of a Forest Commissioner, but
although he labored for its passage the bill was de.

feated. Mr. Putnam also states that a company,
organized on the principle of the one mentioned
in our last issue, viz., to preserve the White Moun-
tain forests by an association buying in the lands
could most profitably buy at a low figure the forest
lands covering the head waters of the Wisconsin
and Chippewa rivers, the streams of which are still
well stocked with trout, bass and pickerel, and the
woods full of game. It is expected soon to perfect
the State of Wisconsin Forestry Association mak-
ing it a strong practical organization. We shall
certainly extend to it a hearty welcome, as the
harvest is great and the laborers (gw, F. L. B.

Narrative of the Eighth Annual Meeting.

THE Eighth Annual Meeting of the Pennsyl-
vania Forestry Association was held in the
hall of the College of Physicians, Thir-

teenth and Locust Streets, Philadelphia, Pa on
Monday, December nth, 1893, at 8 p.m., at which
hour the room was filled with members of the
Association and their friends.

After the meeting had been called to order by
the President, Mr. John Pirkinbine, the minutes
of the last annual meeting were read and approved
The Presidential Address was then read, followed
by the Report of the General Secretary, Dr. J. T.
Rothrock, both of which will be found in full
in this issue.

Mr. Herbert Welsh was called upon to speak of
the work accomplished during the year. He stated
that associated work for a great public object, such
as the Pennsylvania Forestry Association has in
view, receives its greatest help from the selection
of some one thoroughly equipped to stand as its
representative, all of whose time shall be given to
the cause which he represents. That this idea re-
ceived the perfect illustration in the appointment
and work of Dr. Rothrock, who has fully justified
the action of the Association when it appointed
him and secured the funds necessary to enable it
so to do. Further, that we should not be deceived
through the great forward movement made by the
Association during the past year into self-compla-
cency, and a consequent fiiilure to profit by our
opportunities. During the past year two impor-
tant results have been achieved : ist. The passage
of the bill creating a Forestry Commission for
Pennsylvania, which the Association had long
sought in vain to have enacted. 2d. 1^he appoint-
ment by Governor Pattison of Dr. Rothrock as bota-
nist of the Commission. This appointment will en- .

able Dr. Rothrock and his associate to collect and
publish certain valuable data showing the present
forestal conditions and needs of the State. If our
Association continues its activity, the report of the
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Commission, when completed, can be made oper-
ative in securing action from the State which will,
as far as possible, retrieve losses and injuries already
inflicted, and prepare the way for the wise care of
our forests in the future.

The Report of Mr. C. E. Pancoast, Treasurer
was presented, as follows

:

'

Treasurer's Report for 1893.

General Fund,

Dr.

To balance, ....
' clues and life membership,*
•' advertisements in Forkst

Lkavf.s,....
** sale of Forest Leaves,
** donations. .

3454 00

146 20
264 81

142 00

$283 23

Cr.

Hy cash piiljjication (jf Forest Leav^:s,
*' incidentals and office expenses,
*« advanced rent account,
•' balance, ...,,*

1,007 oi

$1,290 24

193 25
50 18

194 04

Special Funds.

Secretary,

Dr.

To balance on hand special subscriptions
' lecture fund, . '.

*• subscriptions during 1893, •

Ck.

Hy cash salary of Dr. Rothrock and travellin*'
expenses.

.

*^

balance,

;5^i,290 24

Rent Fund.

Dk.
To balance, . . ,

" amount paid by City Parks Asso-

,,

^'•'^^•""»
$114 59amount advanced from general ac-

*^^»"l'
50 18

5275 00

53 92
1,922 40

52,251 32

$2,046 43
204 89

$2,251 32

536 1},

164 77

Cr.
By rent, office expenses, etc.,

$201 50

$201 50

The account was audited by Mr. A. B. Weimer
and found correct.

A ballot for the election of officers to serve for
the ensuing year was then taken, and Messrs.

* Annual dues, $368; life memberships, $3^^es fromcounty organizations, $56; total, $454. ^ ' "^ '

"""^

Charles G. Ogden and Samuel Marshall appointed
as tellers.

Dr. J. T. Rothrock then gave an interesting illus-
trated lecture, occupying three quarters of an hour.
He presented views of the portable saw mills which
are now set up in the forests, the logs being cut on
the spot into merchantable timber instead of being
floated down the streams to suitable places, where
large saw mills converted them into lumber, as was
formerly the imiversal practice. The saw dust,
slabs, and tops, constituting often from two-thirds
to three-quarters of the original amount of wood in
the trees, instead of- being utilized byconversion
into charcoal, etc., are left lying on the ground to
act as fuel in helping swell forest fires, and aiding
in destroying the young sprouts which had com-
menced to grow after the ground was cut over.
Other graphic representations of the effect of
forest fires on the woodland proper were exhib-
ited, acres of tall bare poles being left in some
cases without a single leaf, and, in still other in-
stances, charred so that they fell to the ground to
serve as fuel for subsequent fires. He laid stress
on the fiict that he should not be understood as
condemning the lumber industry, but merely ex-
hibited these pictures in the hope of preventing
some of the losses from this cause, and also that
a way to utilize these waste products might be
found. Views were presented of the evil effects
of the denudation of timber from the steep hill-
sides

; also of some fine hemlock and yellow pine
forests now growing; of the large elm tree at
Broad and Walnut Streets, Philadeli)hia, etc.;
closing with some general remarks as to the reasons
why owners of woodland clear off the timber,
and suggested possible means of preventing at
least a portion of such denudation.

After a vote of thanks had been presented to Dr.
Rothrock for his entertaining lecture, the tellers
announced that the following officers had been
elected :

President, John Birkinbine ; Vice-Presidents,
Herbert Welsh, Howard M. Jenkins, James C
Haydon, Dr. Charles A. Schaeffer ; Secretary, Dr.
J. T. Rothrock; Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. J.
P. Lundy

; Treasurer, Charles E. Pancoast ; Coun-
a/ at Large, Mrs. G. Dawson Coleman, Mrs. John
R. Fell, Mrs. Brinton Coxe ; Council from Phila-
dclpJiia County, J. Rodman Paul, Eli Kirk Price,
Richard Wood, General Isaac J. Wistar, Henry
Budd, Lucius L. Landreth, A. B. Weimer, J. H
Redfield. '

^

^
The meeting then adjourned to meet at the New

Century Drawing Room on January 17th, at

3 • •

At that hour the hall of the auditorium of the
New Century Club was filled with persons inter-
ested in forestry assembled to listen to the continua-
tion of Dr. Rothrock's interesting and instructive
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lecture. He presented about fifty different views
dealing with the forestry problems to be solved.

The moving sand hills near Cape Henlopen which
are now destroying large tracts of timber were illus-

trated, andtheir origin attributed to the denudation
of the forests lying near the water's edge. Striking

contrasts between a treeless and a timbered region
were shown, and also excellent views of large trees,

theeffects of forest fires, etc., making the hour and a
half occupied by the lecture pass quickly. F. L. B.*^^ ^^ nL* ^L'

*P ^ *y» ^f^

The following have been announced by the
President as the

COUNCIL COMMITTEES FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA FOR-
ESTRY ASSOCIATION FOR 1 894:

Finance.—Herbert Welsh, Chairman
; J. Rod-

man Paul, Charles E. Pancoast, Dr. Charles A.
Schaeffer, Mrs. Brinton Coxe.
Law.—Henry Budd, Chairman ; Gen. Isaac J.

VVistar, Eli Kirk Price, Richard Wood, Lucius L.
Landreth.

County Organization.— \^x . H. M. Fisher, Chair-
man

; Miss Grace Anna Lewis, Mrs. G. Dawson
Coleman, Miss Bradford, Dr. J. Newton Hunsber-
ger.

M,7nbership.—Albert B. Weimer, Chairman
; J.

H. Redfield, Edwin S. Balch, Mrs. G. Dawson
Coleman.

Publication.—John Birkinbine, Chairman ; Dr.

J. T. Rothrock, F. L. Bitler, B. Witman Damb-
ley, James C. Haydon.

^^A-/'.—Howard M. Jenkins, Chairman ; Mrs.

J. P. Lundy, Mrs. John R. Fell, Mrs. Henry Bid-
die, Charles G. Ogden.

At a special meeting of the New York State
Forestry Commission, held for the purpose of de-
termining the prices to be charged for the land and
stumpage in the districts where the commission
has decided on disposing of land and timber,
Commissioner Straus explained that *' since the
Adirondack I*ark is now established and a cer-
tainty, it is the aim of the Forestry Commission to
acquire as much land as possible within the boun-
dary of the park and to dispose of all they can
outside its limits." Applications to cut timber at
the State's price were received from a number of
persons. The stumpage is being sold at thirty cents
per standard—each standard being equal to about
three hundred feet of lumber. It is estimated that
there are about ten standards of these logs to an
acr^, which will net the State about three dollars
an acre, and leave them the land. The applicants
agree to cut no trees under twelve inches in diam-
eter, and there seems to be no reason why the
State should not receive a handsome income an-
.nually from this somc^.— Wood Fulp News,

Address of Mr. John Birkinbine,

(President of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, at the
Eighth Annual Meeting, Philadelphia,

December 11, 1893).

/^ LANCING over the seven and a half years

V^X which have elapsed since the organization
of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association,

those early enlisted in its membership scarcely
realize that their co-operation has covered such a
length of time ; and yet, as they look about and
miss the presence of others who labored with them
until life's work was ended, and as the change
wrought in public sentiment is recognized, they
wonder that so few years mark the life of concerted
forestry effort in Pennsylvania.

In 1886, when the initial meetings were held,
forestry was considered a notion of enthusiasts;
kindly disposed friends being willing to admit
that its champions were well meaning, and that
qualified encouragement given them would do no
harm.

In 1893, forestry became the basis of a recog-
nized department of our State government ; hun-
dreds of thousands of citizens of the Republic
have been impressed with the value of husbanding
such resources as were displayed in a pavilion
devoted exclusively to forestry at the World's
Columbian Exposition, and millions of American
citizens have read in the late message of the Presi-
dent of the United States the following :

*'
I

especially commend to the attention of Congress
the statement contained in the report of the Secre-
tary of Agriculture concerning forestry. The
time has come when efficient measures should be
taken for the preservation of our forests from in-
discriminate and remediless destruction." The
most enthusiastic friend of forestry in 1886 would
not have believed sucn an exhibit could have
been collected or such widespread interest be
developed in less than eight years.

This growth of interest has not been marked by
sudden accessions to the ranks of the friends of
forestry, but has been gradual and earnest. The
roll of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association
to-day contains as active members the names of
those vyho were pioneers in forming it, and in its

Council are women and men who for years have
championed an interest in forest preservation,
protection and propagation. Following custom
I would have used the expression ** men and
women," but the forestry movement in Pennsyl-
vania, like many other efforts for the general good,
owes its inception, and much of its life to women,
and they deserve first honor. It was they who
inspired, and who have encouraged the interest
shown by the stronger sex.

The usefulness of the Association has not been
hampered by antagonisms engendered through

.
*r"fl~W^K,-W
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controversies with those whose business interests
are associated with the denudation of forests.
Its policy, on the contrary, has been to have the
great lumber interests, and those who supply
charcoal, telegraph poles, railway ties, wood for
pulp, hoop poles, etc., recognize the importance
of a continuous supply of material, and to point
out the waste which characterizes many methods
now employed.

Early in its history the organization took the
position that he who used the most wood should
be the strongest advocate of forestry, and it has
constantly sought to enlist such in the work under-
taken. Iron and steel have taken the place of
wood in many specialties, and in numerous in-
stances this displacement has supplied material
better fitted than wood for the purposes required.
This must continue, for had wood been used for
all the purposes to which it was formerly applied,
the threatened scarcity would have been even more
apparent than it is at present.

But the trades of the carpenter, the cooper, the
pattern-maker and the qabinet-maker will continue
important ones, and the supply of material for
these branches of industry must be maintained.

^
The more scattered and distant this supply the
greater will the cost of the material be. Selfish-
ness, therefore, should encourage us to protect
and propagate forescs so that our supply of wood
should be maintained, while a broader spirit will
look to the good of those who follow us.
The Association recognizes with gratitude the

aid given by the Forestry Division of the United
States Department of Agriculture, and believes
that the establishment of government timber res-
ervations and the investigations made (the results
of which are published by Mr. B. E. Fernow, chief
of that branch of our general government) will
teach citizens the true value of wood and how best
to protect and utilize it.

While this Association is endeavoring to pre-
sent forestry in its true light to the citizens of the
Keystone State, a national organization and socie-
ties m other States are laboring to accomplish
similar results through t the country, and it has
been the policy and privilege of those who edit
our publication to sustain in every way these sister
organizations, for we can rejoice in each advance
made as being one step towards the end in view
A special cause for congratulation is that the

bill framed by this Association and urged by its
friends was passed by large majorities in the Leg-
islature and met the prompt approval of the Gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania. This law provides for a
Forestry Commission, to which is assigned the
study of the forestry problem of the entire State
Since Its appointment, the Commission has been
actively engaged in collecting valuable data, and
much more will be obtained before its life of two

years has passed. We may predict, from a knowl-
edge of its personnel, such a statement from the
Commission as will give to the people of the Key-
stone State an opportunity for properly under-
standing the forestal resources of the Common-
wealth, and means for maintaining or improving
them.

In forming the Commission, the Governor
selected the Secretary of this Association as one
of its members, a recognition of true merit and
ability, and an endorsement of the Association's
choice of an executive officer. While his duties
as Forest Commissioner prevent Dr. Rothrock
giving time to the detailed work of the organiza-
tion, our members can feel that he is rendering
the cause greater service in his official capacity,
and it is believed that with his oversight, efficient
assistants, and the aid of his colleagues on the
Council, the work of the Association will not
suffer.

Let us not forget how much of the success of
the Association's efforts is due to the support given
by the press of the State. Many editors have
joined in an' earnest effort to secure a reform in
the treatment of our remaining forests, or to in-
crease our present wooded areas, and numerous
commendatory notices of Forest Leaves deserve
our acknowledgement. We bespeak a continu-
ance of this help in the efforts to bring to the no-
tice of our citizens a true appreciation of the
present condition of the forests, and to enlist pub-
lic sentiment in favor of wise measures for the
future.

The report of the State Forestry Commission
will not appear for a year to come, but it will cer-
tainly show an appalling condition, due to care-
less methods of clearing or wanton destruction of
timber.

The Association has sought to educate the pub-
lic to look with equal condemnation upon the
reckless denudation or upon damage by grazing or
fire to forests and to growing crops; it has pub-
lished the fire laws of this and other States in the
hope of encouraging greater protection, and of
securing punishment for those who sacrifice the
property of others, and has endeavored to arouse
a sentiment which will consider the wanton de-
struction of forests on the same basis as injury
done to other classes of property.
Samson wrought vengeance on his enemies, the

Philistines, by burning the standing grain, and if
he were living to-day and carried out his experi-
ment in this State, he would be promptly tried as
a criminal. His attorneys might claim that,
through a want of harmony in selecting a direc-
tion for flight, the foxes fired the grain, Samson
merely igniting the connected tails of the animals—but he would be probably sentenced to one or
more years of imprisonment' and fined. If instead
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of grain, which represents but a year's growth, a
forest, the product of many consecutive years, had
been destroyed by the same means, the offender
would probably go unpunished, unless the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals should
take up the case of the blistered fox tails.

Do you imagine that the farmers of any section
of the State would fail to hunt out and punish the

. vandals who should destroy wantonly either a field

of wheat or a stack of grain or of hay, which rep-
resented the growth of but a part of a year over a
few acres, or that they would hasten to aid in put-
ting out the fire? Yet this same community has
undoubtedly seen forest fires follow one another
until but few wooded areas have escaped. Its
residents can recall numerous instances where
niany miles of timber were ravaged, the fire con-
tinuing for days, with no public protest save
against the inconvenience of a smoke-laden at-
mosphere, and no concerted action towards check-
ing the flames until fences, barns, and homes of
individuals are threatened.

While numerous forest fires result from careless-
ness, many have not even this poor excuse, but are
started to furnish better grazing ground for young
cattle, the owner of the cattle setting fire to a
neighbor's property, destroying thousands of grow-
ing trees (even if mature ones are uninjured,
which is not always the case) to give sustenance to
a herd which he does not consider of sufficient
value to pasture at his own cost. Who can equate
the relative values of the timber destroyed and the f

few pounds of beef gained by such action ? !

The cynic, considering tree-planting from the
stand-point of present utility, claims, with appar-
ent truthfulness, that the planter receives little or
no benefit therefrom, but that posterity only is the
gainer.

This selfish view, seemingly unworthy of atten-
tion, is only in part true. A lover of nature must
enjoy watching the growth of a tree which he
plants, and, in many cases, the development is

sufficiently rapid to permit of the planter enjoying
the shade or the fruit of trees which he sets out.

But, if the pleasure of seeing what is planted
grow to maturity is denied us, why shall we not
desire to leave the world better than when we en-
tered it

;
and is not tree-planting one of the ways

offered us ? None question the propriety of large
cities building sewers or laying water-pipes of
greater capacity than the present needs, although
smaller structures would be ample for the present
taxpayers. All approve the policy of a railroad
company which constructs its roadway so as to
diminish future cost of maintenance, although the
stockholders of to-day receive smaller dividends
on account of these extraordinary expenditures.
The wisdom of the farmer who cares for and fer-
tilizes the soil of his farm is commended. Is he

less wise who, foreseeing the future demand for
timber, or recognizing the benefits which a liberal
acreage of forests brings to the tillable soil and
water supply, plants protects and propagates trees ?

Men struggle to gain wealth, or strive for polit-
ical preferment, which, in a majority of cases,
results at the close of life in a brief newspaper
obituary, and, except among near relatives or in-
timate friends, one drops out of the world with
only an occasicnal thought to his memory, sug-
gested by some reminiscence.
He who has a proper ambition to be remem-

bered, may well consider the extent to which tree
planting will gratify this ambition.
True forestry does not condemn the cutting of

trees and the utilization of the wood so obtained
it recognizes the forest as a crop to be harvested
when ripe, but asks that this crop requiring
decades and even centuries to mature should
receive at least equal consideration with others
which demand but a few months to complete their
growth. It seeks to have the frugality which en-
courages the farmer to utilize the straw threshed
from his grain, evidenced in making use of the

i tops and limbs of trees felled for timber. It
I
realizes no essential difference in the folly of cut-

!

ting a field of grain when but a part of it is fit for
the reaper, and denuding great areas of forest land
of which a portion only is in condition for ser-
vice. The friends of forestry consider trees as
much a gift of the Creator, as any other vegetable
product

; they recognize that being placed here
for the use of man, man should use them when
matured. It is not the use but the abuse of the
forests against which we are arrayed.
Custom indicates that a presidential address

should call attention to the work accomplished,
and so suggest a policy for the future. The
former belongs to the Secretary's report, the latter
needs but a a few words. The charter of the
Pennsylvania Forestry Association recites that
certain citizens of Pennsylvania have '' Associated
themselves together in order to disseminate infor-
mation in regard to the care and culture of forest
trees, to create a public sentiment recognizing the
importance of forests to the general welfare, and
to aid in the enforcement of all laws for the'pro-
tection of trees and forests and for the encourage-
ment of their culture." These are the objects for
which we are organized, and we can best continue
in the course heretofore followed. A singleness
of purpose will win if the point to be gained is

worthy of support ; let us then press forward with
the same concert of action and harmony which
has characterized the Association in the past.
Our publication. Forest Leaves, which is also

the recognized medium through which the Ameri-
can Forestry Association reaches its members
should be maintained at its present standard,
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and improved, if our revenue permits; its circu-
lation should be widened, and the intervals be-
tween issues decreased.
The scheme of interesting the teachers of our

schools offers a means of instilling love for and
appreciation of the importance of forestry in the
minds of those who in a few years will shape the
policy of State and national governments, and
this method should be vigorously pursued, for we
are enlisted in a work which is to benefit those
who follow us more than they who are with us.
As a rule Arbor Day celebrations have been conl
fined to the public schools ; the suggestion is offered
that these occasions could also, with propriety, be
made rallying days for county branches, and pos-
sibly for the State Association. The active county
organizations have been a strong support to the
parent society, and every effort to sustain these
should be made. Where representatives of other
counties desire to form organizations encourage-
ment will be given, and help tendered to make
them active and useful; for these branches, if well
managed present opportunities for personal ac-
quaintance and local combined effort which the
State Association cannot offer.

..

If to accomplish the purposes for which we are
organized a strong public sentiment must be cre-
ated, It seems that this can be secured most cer-
tainly by enlisting numbers in the work Each
one now enrolled in the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association can aid in this, and it is believed that
a proper presentation of the aims of the organiza-
tion will bring to it many who, recognizing that
It has no selfish end to gain, but that it has a work
of general helpfulness before it, will co-operate
With cheerfulness and often with enthusiasm.

For much of what has been accomplished and
what is^ expected to be gained during the coming
year, the Association is indebted to the generosity
of some of its members, and while this is recog-
nized with gratitude, we should so increase the
membership as to be able to carry on the work in
all Its details from a general fund. No organiza-
tion IS so healthy as one which is self-supporting
and the Pennsylvania Forestry Association can bemade so if the members now enrolled will eachmake its success an individual duty.
Those to whom you committed' the policy of

the Association one year ago have striven to pron-
erly represent the Association, and it is with real
pleasure that I bear testimony to the unselfish de-
votion of the members of council chosen by the
Association and by the county branches. With
such earnest, faithful workers guiding us we needknow no such word as fail.

The Poverty Pine.

THIS is the expressive title by which the
farmer in portions of the Southern border
of the State, recognizes a tree which until

a few years was reckoned among the rarest species
of our woods. It came to be called Table Moun-
tain Pine and the name suggested the idea that
It was rather localized there. About a score of
years ago Professors Meehan and Porter detected
It, about the same time in Central Pennsylvania.
Professor Gray and the writer found it in the
Juniata Valley, near McVeytown, a few months
later. Then it was discovered to be common in
the Bald Eagle Valley region of Centre County.
1 his year it was recognized as about as common
on the Shamokin ridge in Union County as the
Pitch Pine. In spite of its marked peculiarities.
It IS usually confounded, even by the lumbermen'
with the pitch pine. Of course no one who has
ever noticed the strong, hooked spines on the
cones and seen how they cluster around the
branches, remaining on year after year, will ever
fail to recognize this marked and common species.

Hut is it not about time to abandon the sense-
less name of Table Mountain pine and call it

Prickly Pine or even Poverty Pine instead
Botanists will of course call it Phms Pungens
or by some other learned name until they con-
clude to call it something else equally unin-
telligible to the public. This species was found
quite frequently in Fulton County this season
growing alongside of the pitch pine ; whilst the
latter was suffering from the attacks of the destruc-
tive beetle which infested the woods, the Poverty
Pine escaped serious injury. It would hardly be
fair to fail to say that this pine is by no means so
worthless as the name might suggest. It will make
a fair quality of charcoal, and for rough structural
work is not to be despised.

But let us banish Table Mountain Pine to the
limbo of forgotten appellations.

J. T. R.

—A walnut burl weighing over 5000 poundswas recently found in Grundy County, Mo

The terrible forest fires have had the effect of call-
ing the attention of the people to the importance
of making some provision for the protection of the
forests, and there seems to be a general demand
over the country, for some definite action by
Congress, for the preservation of our timber belts.
It will be found before very long, that those who
have been advocating forest protection and pre-
servation, are really the friends of the lumbermen
and the defenders of the i>eople. The forest fires
have given a great impetus to thought along this
line, and the probability is, that we now shall have
something done which will be worthy the «great
interests that are at %X^\iQ.—Progressive A^-e
Minneaj)olis, Minn.

"^
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The American, or White Elm—Ulmus
Americana, L.

O striking in size and so symmetrical in form
is this tree that the northeastern portion
of the United States has almost claimed it

as a peculiar glory of the woods and waysides
there. A glance however, at the illustration ac-
companying this sketch will probably satisfy every
one that the claim is by no means so well founded
as might at first appear. The original from which
the picture came stands in Chester County, Penn-
sylvania, is about four feet in diameter at a like
distance above the ground. It is still hale and
vigorous, and so far as observed shows at but one
small spot any signs of decay. The same region
possesses many other American elms almost as
beautiful and as large as this one. •

In other parts of the State the tree also attains
great size and becomes no less remarkable for its

beauty. I have in mind two or three growing in
the rich flats between Wilkesbare and Kingston
which a few years ago (if indeed they are not still),

were marvels of size and symmetry. This points
the remark, that no tree shows a more marked
fondness and fitness for a particular soil than the
American Elm does for the rich alluvial flats which
border our larger streams. Though this species
ranges over a vast area, from New Foundland to
Florida—and as far west as the nearer side of the
Rocky Mountains, no one need expect to find it

in its best estate except when it has a stream or a
bog and rich soil for neighbors.
The elm tree has its uses, of which more here-

after, and important ones; but it does not make its

strongest appeal to you through the utilities, dif-
fering in this respect from the pine or the hem-
lock. It is a tree which commands the respect and
admiration inseparable from majesty, beauty and a
glorious presence. It has not the rugged strength
of the old oak. The latter might be a Hercules
from the development of its brawny limbs ; hut
the grace, the suppleness, and the cleanliness of
the elm would suggest Diana. A fine specimen of
this American elm stood thirty years ago in North-
ampton, Massachusetts. It was almost three and
a-half feet in diameter. A gentlemen, whose
veracity seemed to be above suspicion assured me
that It had attained its size in less than half a cen-
tury. It appeared to be incredible, but may have
pointed the aphorism that truth is the strangest of
all things.

We have with us two distinct types of white
elm, and from what Emerson writes of those of
Massachusetts, I take it that these types are well
preserved over wide areas. Thus, to allude again
to our illustration, the Chester County specimen
branches symmetrically, from near the ground, up-
wards and outward forming a large round head.

while the tips of the branches droop until they
almost suggest the weeping willow. Another form
carries up a single straight trunk, and is crowned
by a smaller flatter head. It is noteworthy also
that in this latter form one often sees small clusters
of what seem like abortive branches lower down on
the stem, say from fifteen to thirty feet above the
ground. There is also another instance of marked
character which the elm suggests. Its main
branches maintain their upward tendency. The
young branchlets show their pliant immaturity by
drooping. In the white pine, by way of contrast,
the old, spreading limbs droop and all the aspira-
tion of the tree seems lodged in those green
branchlets which show their freshness by endeav-
oring to rise above the matured stems from which
they have come.
There are possibly some trees whose natural form

IS improved by pruning, but the elm is not of the
number. If, however, it must be trimmed in some
special cases, it is better as a rule to take out a
limb or a branch clear back at its point of origin,
rather than have a limb stump in the body of the
tree head to send out its misplaced shoots and mar
the symmetry of the whole mass.
The wood of the American elm is hard to split.

I was in quest of a board not long since for work
in which the splitting tendency would not be great
*'Take that alum board," said the workman.
''You cannot split it." What possibly might have
been done, I do not know, but I am bound to say
the advice was good, for after severe trial the
'*alum" board is still in service and unsplit. In
this respect we do not fully appreciate the worth
of the wood. It should have a greater commercial
value than it has. And we should also say that
though the tree is by no means a rare one yet it

it should be much more common, for the reason
that there are so many places where it would grow
without interfering with anything else, and where it

might in most instances do a good work. The So-
ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
should recognize in the elm tree just what they want
to see planted on the low grounds by the streamside
where a road crosses. Its spreading arms would
overarch the road, making a refreshing shade for
man and beast halting to slack thirst or to rest
before attempting a hill beyond. The famous
elm tree in Philadelphia at Broad and Walnut
streets has for half a century been a benefaction
to the city. In its shade hundreds of weary
workers and passers find comfort during the
heated term of each year. It would be a dis-
grace to the city if any one who wantonly in-
jured that tree were allowed to go unrebuked.
The wonder is that the lesson of its vigorous life
is so unappreciated by those who have abundant
space on their grounds. One such tree given a
hundred feet to itself is worth more than all the
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smaller species that can be crowded into the same
space. Its presence is an inspiration. One must
feel the grandeur of association who lives under
or near it. Planted near a home, it would be
one feature of the environment to which memory
would cling in later life when the child had be-
come a white-headed exile from the home tree.
The seasoned wood of the American elm has a

specific gravity of 0.6506, which would place it
as No. 213 in weight on our list of American
trees. In his report for the Tenth Census, Prof.
Sargent enumerates 405 species of American trees
upon which careful observations have been made.
From this table it appears that in approximate
fuel value the American elm stands 130 in the list

;
in elasticity, 91 ; in ultimate transverse strength,
106; in ultimate resistance to longitudinal crush-
ing, 121 ; and in resistance to indentation to 1.27
millimeters, 153. From these figures it may
readily be seen that the wood of the American
elm is of a ''good all-around" character, and
naturally might be expected to meet many re-
quirements. It does not figure conspicuously in
our great industries, but has a recognized value in
such smaller uses as manufacture of wheels, saddle
trees, certain kinds of coopering, and, to a very
limited extent, in boat building. A good elm
keel for a small vessel is reliable to build upon.
Ropes may be made from its macerated bark.
The ease with which the elm may be grown is

one of Its many points of value. The seed ma-
tures early, and may be sown the same year, with
a mere covering of loamy soil; After all that has
been said of this tree there still remains the most
striking statement that in Pennsylvania it is almost
wholly unappreciated,

J. T. ROTHROCK.

Report of Dr. J. T. Rothrock.
(General Secretary Pennsylvania Forestry Association.)

THE General Secretary would report that in
his contact with the people of the State at
large, he finds a marked and positive ac-

I AM very anxious to obtain, from within the
limits of Pennsylvania, all the information I can
concerning the common white Ash tree (Frax/mis
Americana, L.). It is proposed that the next
number of Forest Leaves shall contain an illus-
tration of the whole tree, and a close view of the
trunk which will show the bark character

Give location of tree
; girth of trunk at a height

of four feet above the ground ; and specify any
use that IS made of the bark, wood, or any part of
the tree. I particularly desire to ascertain themaximum size of the tree in this State. Any in-
formation from newspapers throughout the State
will be thankfully received.

Sign your name
; give your P. O., and direct to

,,^ J- T. Rothrock,
West Chester, Chester County, Pa.

—The Huapa Indians make the pipe of the man-
zanita, or laurel wood, elegantly carved.

ceptance of what may now be called th^ forestry
idea This is the more gratifying because it is of
such recent origin. It is true that for twenty years
or more there has been abroad, in a vague way a
recognition of the fact that we are removing our
woodland resources much more rapidly than they
are being renewed

; that we were allowing them to
be consumed by forest fires in a manner which
seemed not only reckless but almost criminal. Still,
no organized effort appeared to meet the conditions
which were fast coming to be recognized as almost
inevitable.

The legislative bodies recognizing this general
apathy, and feeling that they had no popular sup-
port, declined to recommend any measures which
appeared to have the active support only of the
pronounced few friends of forestry. Then, too,
there was a wholly erroneous idea prevalent' that'
in some way, it was proposed by the friends of
the forestry movement to place legal restriction
on the vast lumbering interests of the State, when
on the contrary, the sole object of the agitation
was to perpetuate them.

In this condition of affairs, the public press of
the State, as if by general consent, began to urge
the importance of legislative action. Immediately
a change was perceptible; it could not be other-
wise, for the newspapers entered every household,
and their solicitations for forestry laws were so
direct, frequent, and forcible, that an alteration
in the thought of the general public was inevita-
ble. It deserves to be recorded, that during the
past winter there were hundreds of editorials and
brief mentions of the forestry interests in the news-
papers of the State, and that out of these there
were not half a score that were not urgently in
favor of forestry legislation. It would be impos-
sible to mention any one paper, when all were so
active, but it should be stated that the newspapers
of Philadelphia, without exception, were promi-
nent in bringing about this revolution in public
sentiment, and the Forestry Commission appointed
by the Governor of the State (who is heartily in
sympathy with the forestry cause) is now receiving
the most cordial support of the newspai)ers. In
a word, every chance is being given to show what
IS to be done, and how it is proposed to do it.

It would be unjust to omit mention of the fact
that the agricultural organizations of the State
have long recognized the need of forestry legisla-
tion, and have, to a greater or less extent, been
influential in maturing sound views on this subject
in different sections of the State. The State Board
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of Agriculture has, since its organization, made
forestry a special feature of its work. Its reports
were the first to contain any adequate expression
of the present conditions and future needs of the
State. The service the State Board of Agriculture
rendered the public generally has not been fully
realized. ^

We may now speak in a more modest way of
our own Association. It was the first organization
to make the preservation of our forests its single
aim, and well illustrates the force of persistent
quiet effort. For years it appeared as if nothing
was being accomplished, and at times its members
were almost in despair of ever securing an appre-
ciation of its work. It is now clear that results
were produced which were of wider scope than at
first supposed, and that the ideas inculcated were
already securing public attention and gaining? pub-
lic support. ^

It is unnecessary to call attention to the passage
by the Legislature, during the past winter, of a
l^orestry Act—the measure known to you as the
* Bill of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association "
It IS however well to remember that all that was
asked for was received, and that the association
will to a certain extent be credited or discredited
by ttte results of this Forestry Bill. There never
was an hour in which the organization had so
golden an opportunity as the present to shape the
sentiment of a willing public in the best and most
productive direction. The field is still one of a
missionary character, hence we must raise the
funds required to fully occupy it. Forestry litera-
ture must be freely scattered over the State. Every
prominent citizen, every official, especially the
judges, the members of the Legislature, the
County Superintendents of iniblic schools, must
be directly or indirectly informed as to the workof the Association. It is gratifying that Professor
Schaeffer, the State Superintendent of Public
J^chools, is so active and earnest in our work It
IS also an indication for good that the ArborUays of the past years were so generally observedand that at the Teachers' County Institutes Zch
encouraging responses were made to our request
^lat at l^ast an hour should be devoted to forestry.

ciL'ens n?^^h '
''""^''' '' '' ^^^^^^ ^« '^^^^^ ^hecm/ens ot the coming generation

«f^l.w'^'^^
"'" imiwtance that the possibilities

, iT^Ty^^^"^! "'^""'^ ^ widened, and that
>t should be made a monthly instead of a bi-niomhly publ.cation

; its character being sustained
to at least Its present standing. To do this will
require at least two thousand dollars for the nextwo years and we feel assured that the public maybe depended upon for this support.

^
wi.hin

^*'""''' Secretary would report that he haswithin the year given about thirty public lecturesupon forestry, the results being very encouraging

The most frequent calls for these lectures came
from the Farmers' Institutes of the State.
The General Secretary would say that he this

year declines to receive any salary from the Asso-
ciation for his services ; but he hopes that a sum
as large at least as was secured last year may be
raised this season, and that it may be made avail-
able in a more frequent issue of and larger dis-
tribution of Forest Leaves.

In closing his statement for the season, the Sec-
retary desires to thank all for the assistance re-
ceived, and to say that success is in sight, if we
wiil but use the means in our power

Annual Meeting of the American Forestry
Association.

THE twelfth annual meeting of the American
forestry Association was held in Wash-
ington, D. C, Friday, December leth, in

t.he Department of Agriculture.
The convention was presided over by the HonEdward Willets, Assistant Secretary of Agricul-

ture, in place of Hon. J. S. Morton, the Secre-
tary who IS president of the association

The reports of the .secretaries, treasurer and
committees were duly read, routine duties attended
to, etc. Representatives of many states and asso-
ciations were in attendance, a number of interest-
ing addresses were made by prominent men

cJ f."'""!'^^
°" ^•''O'" Day made a reportshowing that there were but two states and terri-

tories in the Union that had no such day set apartduring the year.
^

The election of officers re.sulted as foUoWs •

President. Hon.
J. S. Morton ; Vice-Presidents'

oiie from each state and Canada : Treasurer, Dr'

rm"r7 H M^^''
/^'^"^d^'Phia

; RecordingW
retary, H. M. Eggleston, of Washington, D C •

BosTon'"^^
^"^ Secretary.

J. D. W. French, of

The Executive Committee is composed of the
President, the Secretaries, the Treasurer and theAllowing members of the Association • Dr B E
fohn^'n'

^,- "-Newell. Prof. Cleveland Abbe.Dr'.

r.f w il-J""^'- ^"'^ "«"• Edward A. Bowers, allot Washington. '

bea?fn.Tr^M^'''',^r"'^''^" ^^^^'"^ ^' ^^' to

Dub ir •
•

1

""/
"""l^^

'''' '^^ I^^^^>^ "f reserving

iSh 1 T^l ^^""^^ ^^' ^""'^^''y purposes, estab-shed by the late administration, been recognizedby the present administration, in reserving^ome

tl^r^'Z
^'''^' "^""'^

^
the Cascade range and Ash-

Icrea^in^f^^^^^^^^ " ''"^^"^^ rnaki'ng the fotal
•

but fh^ri •
^'^ reservations nearly 18,000,000,but there is ground for hope that some rational
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legislation for protecting and utilizing these re-
serves may be enacted, thanks to the warm in-
terest and energetic work of the Hon. Thos C
McRae, of Arkansas, Chairman of Public Lands
Committee.
Now is not the time, therefore, to slacken in en-

ergy and interest, nor to become lax throuijh
prosperity, but to keep a strong grip on the situa-
tion, so as to hold the vantage ground gained,
and press with renewed zeal and energy forward
to safely establish the policies which have been
urged for the last decade by the Association.
The Executive Committee has issued the fol-

lowing appeal to the members and friends of the
American Forestry Association :

*'The Executive Committee of the American
I'orestry Association desires to urge its members
and all friends of a rational forest policy to use

K-n /SP^^'''^^"^ ^" securing the passage of House
bill (H. R. 119), «To protect public forest reser-
vations, introduced and championed by Mr i

McRae, of Arkansas, which was reported favorably
from the Committee on Public Lands and is now
on the calendar, to be acted on at any time
The provisions of the bill are extremely simple

Protection of the forest reservations (now com-
prising nearly 18,000,000 acres) is sought by the
employment of the army, which has done such
effective work both in Yellowstone Park and the
Yosemite reservations."
The text of the McRae bill will be found in

this issue.

The Present Forest Area of Pennsylva-
nia and its Native Forest Trees.

*: .c

Meeting of the Colorado State Forestry
Association.

THE annual meeting of the Colorado State
I'orestry Association was held at Denver

t.nH.H
^" ^^^^^^ber 28, 1893. It was well at-

tended, pleasant, and profitable. Resolutions
were passed recommending the McRae bill for
protecting the public forest reserves, but sufftrest-ing amendments permitting prospecting, miniuL.
construction of irrigation works, and the develop'
ment of all the natural resources within the terri
tory reserved. The attention of the Secretary ofthe Interior was called to the urgent need of due
administration of the reserves already established-
denouncing the wasteful and destructive lise ofyoung conifers during the holiday season, and an-
pointing a committee to secure legislative and
municipal action for the correction of this abuse
It was also announced that the membership of the
Association was somewhat increased

For years this Association has been unselfishly
laboring in a cause which should command the
universal and hearty support of the people. It haspromoted useful legislation in the behalf of for'
estry reform, both state and national.

ALTHOUGH at the time William Penn sailed
up the Delaware and viewed the magnifi-
cent forests lining its banks, it no doubt

seemed very appropriate to bestow upon this Com-
monwealth the title of Pennsylvania (Penn's
woods), as at that time authorities state that with
the exception of a few bare meadows, such as were
found in Centre county, the entire State was cov-
ered with timber.

That he had a true idea of the value of trees as
aids in preserving health, is proven by the way in
which the city of Philadelphia was laid out, nu-
merous squares being provided for, and the prin-
cipal streets named after groups of trees, such as
Spruce, Pme, Chestnut, Walnut, Cherry, etc He
would, however, be surprised at the manner in
which his own descendants, and those of the
Swedes who preceded him, have treated the matj.
nificent heritage left to them.
The assessors' lists from the different counties

show that at present, out of a total of 23,42c 000
acres comprising the entire area of the State, only
8,355>ooo acres, or 35 >^ per cent., were reported
as timber land. From this total probably 2c: per
cent, can be deducted for land which is now in
sprouts, has been burnt over, etc., leaving as the
total area on which merchantable timber is found
about 6,200,000 acres, or between 26 and 27 per
cent, of the total. This is certainly a great falling
oil /rom the original condition of the State As the
forests which acted to a certain extent as storage
and distributing reservoirs, were removed, the
water from rains and melting snows at once run
down the mountain sides, and the effects are
readily seen in the enormous loss of life and prop-
erty from the annually recurring floods in our
rivers and creeks, and also the low water which is
found in our more prominent streams in the sum-
mcr months, many of the smaller rivulets being
dried up. ^

Speaking generally, the most densely wooded
counties of the State are found in the central and
northern-central portion, although Pike Countym the eastern portion, has the largest percentaije
of wooded land. If the counties are arranged
according to the percentage of timber which is
found within their limits, the more prominent
would rank about as follows : Pike, Cameron Pot-
ter Llk Clearfield, Clinton, Fulton, Carbon, etc
While those most sparsely wooded are, Allegheny,
Philadelphia, Montgomery, Bucks, Wayne, etc

Ihere is, certainly, quite a large amount of
waste mountain lands, especially in the coal re-
gions, which could, with advantage to the State
be put into timber, and would, if properly man-
aged, yield a revenue in money, irresi)ectiveof the

/
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benefit^ to the community at large, and the For-
estry Commissioners will no doubt make a recom-
mendation to this effect in their report, as well as
suggest some incentive to parties owning wood-
land to keep them in timber. If this were passed
and acted upon, there is no doubt but what, in
time, the percentage of woodland to cleared land
would increase quite perceptibly.

In this connection the following list of indigenous
Pennsylvania forest trees, which has been prepared
by Messrs. Rothrock and Porter, is presented ; the
common and also the botanical name of the tree
being given. It does not include any of the smaller
bushes, such as the hazel, rhododendron, etc.,
which by some writers are classed among trees;
neither does it embrace those trees which are do-
mesticated and found in the orchard, such as the
peach, pear, quince, etc., but merely what maybe
considered, strictly speaking, as forest trees. All
imported trees, such as the Lombardy poplar etc.
are omitted. ' *'

If the different groups of trees are placed ac-
cordmg to their value and usefulness, the arrange-
ment in this State would probably be about as
follows—oak, pine, hickory, ash, elm, maple
birch, poplar, etc. F. L. Bitler.

'

PRIMARY LIST OF THE TREES OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Common Name. Botanical Name.
Ailanthus. Ailanthus glandulosus Desf.
^PP'^-

, Tyrus Malus, L.
Apple Crab. p^^us coronaria, L.
Arbor V itne, or White Cedar. Thuya occidentalis, L.
Aspen, American, or Quaking Populus tremuloides, Michx.

Aspen.

Populus grandidentata, Michx.
Fraxinus sambucifolia, Lam.

Fraxinus juglandifolia, Will'd.
Fraxinus pubescens, Lam.

Aspen, Large-toothed.
Ash, Black.
Ash, Green.
Ash, Red.
Ash, White.
Bass wood

;
see Linden.

Beech.
Birch, Black or Sweet.
Birch, Paper or Canoe.
Birch, Red, or River.
Birch, White.
Birch, Yellow.
Buck Eye, Sweet.
Buck Eye, Ohio.
Buttonwood, see Sycamore.
Catalpa.

Cedar, Common.
Cedar, White.
Cedar, Red.
Cherry, Allegheny.
Cherry, Common.
Cherry, Wild Black.
Cherry, Wild Red.
Chestnut, Common.
Chinquapin.
Coffee Tree, Kentucky.
Dogwood.
Dogwood, Alternate-leaved.
Elm, American, or White..

Fraxinus Americana, L.

Fagus ferruginea. Ait.

Betula lenta, L.
Betula papyrifera, Marshall.

Betula nigra, L.
Betula populifolia, Ait.

Betula lutea, Mx., f.

Aesculus flava, Aiton.
Aesculus glabra, Will'd.

Catalpa bignonioides, Walt.
Juniperus communis, L.
Thuya occidentalis, L.

JunipeVus Virginiana, L.
Prunus Allegheniensis, Porter.

Cerasus avium, Moench.
Prunus serotina, Ehrh.

Prunus Pennsylvanica, L. f.

Castanea vesca, Michx.
Castanea pumila, Mill.

Gymnocladus Canadensis, Lam.
Cornus florida, L.

Cornus alternifolia, L. f.

Ulmus Americana, L.

Elm, Slippery, or Red.
Fir, Balsam or Silver.

P>inge Tree.
Gum Tree.

Hickory, Shell-bark.
Hickory, Big Shell-bark.
Hickory, Butternut, or Swamp.
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Ulmus fulva, Michx.

Abies balsamea, Miller.

Chionanthiis Virginica, L.
Nyssa multiflora, Marsh.

Carya alba, Nutt.
Carya sulcata, Nutt.
Carya amara, Nutt.

Hickory, Mocker-Nut, or Bull-nut. Carya tomentosa, Nutt
Hickory, Pignut, or brown. Carya porcina, Nutt!
Hickory, Small pointed. Is a variety of common shell-bark.

Ilex opaca. Ait.
Ilex monticola, Gray.

Gleditschia triacanthos, L.
Ostrya Virginica, Will'd.

Carpinus Caroliniana, Walt.
Cercis Canadensis, L.

Holly, American.
Holly, Mountain.
Honey Locust.
Hop, Hornbeam.
Ironwood.
Judas Tree, or Red Bud.
June Berry, Shad

Bush. Amelanchier Canadensis, Torr and Gray
Larch, Tamarack or Hackma- Larix Americana, Michx'

tack.

Linden, or Basswood.
Linden, White.
Locust, Common.
Locust, Honey.
Magnolia, Cucumber Tree.
Magnolia, Sweet Bay, or Swamp

Laurel.

Tilia Americana, L.
Tilia heterophylla. Vent.
Robinia Pseudacacia, L.
Gladsitia triacanthos, L.
Magnolia acuminata, L.

Magnolia glauca, L.

Magnolia, Umbrella Tree.
Maple, Ash-leaved, also

called Box-elder,
Maple, Striped.

Maple, Sugar, or Rock.
Maple Swamp, or Red.
Maple, White or Silver.

Mountain Ash.
Mulberry, Red.
Mulberry, White.

Magnolia Umbrella, Lam.
Negundo aceroides, Moench.

Acer Pennsylvanicum, L.
Acer saccharinum, Wang.

Acer rubrum, L.
Acer dasycarpum, Ehrh.

Pyrus Americana, Marshall.
Morus rubra, L.

XT ^ r^- TT Morus alba, L.
Nettle Tree, Hackberry, or Hoop Celtis occidentalis L
Ash. '

Oak, Black, or Quercitron.
Oak, Black Jack, or Barren.
Oak, Chestnut.
Oak, Laurel, or Shingle.
Oak, Over Cup White.
Oak, Post or Iron.

Oak, Red.
Oak, Scarlet.

Oak, Spanish.

Oak, Swamp or Pin.

Oak, Swamp White.
Oak, White.
Oak, Willow.

Quercus tinctoria, Bartram.
Quercus nigra, L.

Quercus Prinus, L.
Quercus imbricaria, Michx.

Quercus macrocarpa, Michx.
Quercus stellata, Wang.

Quercus rubra, L.
Quercus coccinea, Wang,
Quercus falcata, Michx.

Quercus palustris, Du Roi.
Quercus bicolor, Will'd,

Quercus alba, L.
Quercus Phellos, L,

Oak, Yellow or Chestnut. Quercus Muhlenbergii Eneelm
Papaw.
Persimmon.
Pine, Jersey or Scrub,
Pine, Pitch.

Pine, Red or Norway,
Pine, Table Mountain or

Prickly.

Pine, White.
Pine, Yellow, Short-leaved.
Plum, Red.
Poplar, Balsam.

Poplar, Tulip.
Poplar, Water, or Cottonwood.
Sassafras.

Sour wood, or Sorrel Tree,
Spruce, Black or Double.
Spruce, Hemlock,

Asimina triloba, Dunal.
Diospyros Virginiana, L,

Pinus inops, Ait.
Pinus rigida, Miller.

Pinus resinosa. Ait.

Pinus pungens, Michaux, f.

Pinus Strobus, L.
Pinus mitis, Michx.

Prunus Americana, Marshall.
Populus balsamifera, L., var.

Candicans ( Ait), Gray.
Liriodendron Tulipifera, L.

Populus monilifera. Ait.

Sassafras officinale, Nees.
Andromeda arborea, L.

Abies nigra, Poir.

Tsuga Canadensis.
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Sumach, Staghorn.
Sweet Gum, or Bilsted.

Sycamore, Buttonwood or
Plane Tree

Thorn, Cockspur.
Thorn, Common, or Black.
Thorn, White or Red Haw.
Walnut, Black.

Walnut, White or Butternut.
Willow, Black.
Willow, Shining.

Rhus typhina, L,
Liquidambar Styraciflua, L.

Platanus occidentalis, L.
Crataegus Crus-galli, L.

Crataegus punctata, Jacq.
Crataegus coccinea, L.

Juglans nigra, L.
Juglans cinerea, L,
Salix nigra, Marsh.
Salix lucida, Muhl.

The Forest Reservations Bill Now Be-
fore Congress.

THERE is now pending in Congress a bill
(H. R., 119) to protect forest reservations
in the United States, but just what it pro-

vides may not be generally known.
The bill was introduced September 6, 1893, by

the Hon. Thomas C. McRae, Chairman of the
Committee on Public Lands of the House of Rep-
resentatives. The measure is entitled, ** A Bill to
Protect Public Forest Reservations," and is divided
into eight brief sections, as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives of the United States of America in Con-
gress assembled., That all public lands heretofore set
apart and reserved by the President of the United
States, under the provisions of the act approved
March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, or
that may hereafter be set aside and reserved as pub-
lic forest reservations, shall be, as far as practicable,
controlled and administered in accordance with
the provisions of this act.

Sec. 2. That no public forest reservations shall
be established except to improve and protect the
forest within the reservation or for the purpose of
securmg favorable conditions of waterflow and con-
tmuous supplies of timber to the people.

Sec, 3. That the Secretary of the Interior shall
make provisions for the protection against fire and
depredations of the public forest reservations set
aside, or that may be set aside, under the said act
of March third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one
and he may make such rules and regulations and
establish such service as will insure the objects of
such reservations, namely, to regulate their occu-
pancy, to utilize the timber of commercial value
and to preserve the forest cover from destruction,'
/Provided, I hat no timber of commercial value
shall be sold except to the highest bidder on sealed
proposals after due appraisement, as hereinafter
provided, at not less than the appraised value
thereof.

Sec. 4. That before any sale of timber of com-
mercial value on any forest reservation shall be
made, notice thereof shall be given for at least
thirty days in a newspaper of general circulation
printed and published at the capital of the State or

Territory, and shall also be published, when prac-
ticable, in a newspaperprintedandpublishedin the
county and counties in which such reservation is sit-
uated, describing by numbers the tracts of land on
which the same is situated and the location thereof,
and designating the land office of the district in
which the land is situated as the place where such
sealed proposals will be received, and stating the
time within which such sealed proposals will be
received. All such sales shall be for cash, payable
at the time of sale at the land office of the district
in which the land is situated, and the proceeds
shall be accounted for by the receiver of such land
office in a separate account, and shall be covered
into the Treasury as a special fund to be expended
in the care and management of such reservations
in such manner as Congress may provide.

Sec. 5. That the Secretary of War is hereby
authorized to make such detail of trooos for the
purpose of protecting said reservations as the Sec-
retary of the Interior may require.

Sec. 6. That any public lands embraced within
the limits of the forest reserve which, after due
examination, shall be found better adapted to ag-
ricultural than forest uses, may be restored to the
public domain upon the recommendation of the
Secretary of the Interior, with the approval of the
President, after sixty days' public notice in two
newspapers of general circulation in the State or
Territory where the reservation is situated.

Sec. 7. That any timber on the public lands, not
within a forest reservation, may be sold by order of
the Secretary of the Interior in the same manner as
IS heretofore provided in this act: Provided, That
tt shall be first shown that such cutting will not be
injurious to thepublic interests : And providedfur-
ther, That no timber on the public lands shall be
disposed of except in accordance with the provisions
of this act.

Sec. 8. That allacts andparts of acts inconsistent
with tne provisions of this act are hereby repealed.

It might be added that Secretary of the Interior
Hon. Hoke Smith approves of the bill, and Hon.
W. M. Stone, Commissioner of Public Lands, has
recommended its passage. The original bill did
not contain all the above, but several amendments
have been inserted, which make it satisfactory to
the officials named. B. W. D.

The more Southern pine is tested the more
merit it shows. Harvard College has been mak-
ing some tests of it at the Watertown Arsenal,
and the results are more than satisfactory to the
pme men. The long leaf yellow pine has proven
to be the peer of any wood for structures, im-
provements, machines and general purposes.— 7%^
Tradesman,

m
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Forest Preservation in New York State.

IN
his annual message to the Legislature of New
York, Governor Rosvvell P. Flower made the
following statement in regard to the forests of

the State

:

,

*' The year just ended has marked the beginning
of a new era in the State in the matter of forest
preservation. A new policy has been established,
whose good results are already far beyond expecta-
tion. It gives me particular pleasure to announce
this fact and to congratulate the Legislature that
this State undertaking is at last on a business-like
and intelligent foundation.

'' A year ago I recommended the creation of a
new forest commission and made two principal
suggestions as to what the policy of the State
should be in the matter of forest preservation
These were as follows :

** I. That vast tracts of the Adirondack forests
now owned by individuals or private associations,
any used mainly for purposes of recreation, might
be secured as part of the State forest preserve and
forever guarded against denudation bv a contract
between the owners and the State 'whereby, in
consideration of forest protection furnished by'the
State and exemption from State taxation, the
owners and their grantees would refrain forever
from removing the timber except under conditions
imposed by the State. Such contracts, I urged
would obviate the necessity of expending millions
of dollars for purchasing lands.

"2. That without injury to the forest, but rather
with benefit, the State could acquire considerable
revenue by granting permission to fell trees above
a certain diameter on State lands and to remove
the timber.

'• These recommendations were promptly em-
bodied in law, and the new Forest Commission is
now able to report that 225,000 acres of Adiron-
dack land have been offered to the State upon the
terms of the proposed contract, and that standing
bpriice timber exceeding 12 inches in diameter
has been sold on 17,468 acres of State land, from
which It is expected that the first year's cutting
will yield to the State a revenue of ^52,400 These
prompt result are exceedingly gratifying. It thus
appears that the State Forest Preserve has been in-
creased by probably $1,000,000 worth of land
wuhout any direct appropriatio ^ of public money,
and that the first year of intelligent administration
under the new law has insured to the State an an-
nual revenue largely in excess of the entire cost of
maintaming the Forestry Bureau. Everv lover of
the Adirondacks and every friend of forest preser-
vation will rejoice at these results, but they will be
particularly satisfactory to the taxpayers of the
btate. If from so small a portion of the Forest
Preserve so considerable a revenue is received

without injury to the forest, we can reasonably look
forward to the time when the Forest Preserve will
not only be the great conservator of our water
courses and the restorer of health, but will contri-
bute a large part of the money required for the
support of the State Government.

'' All sales of stumpage were to the highest bid-
der. Applications for sales were numerous and
covered more timber than the Forest Commission
thought wise to sell at that time. They indicate
that there will be no difficulty in obtaining an an-
nual revenue which shall not only render the de-
partment self-sustaining, but will leave a large bal-
ance which for the immediate future can be ap-
plied annually on the purchase of lands and the
enlargement of the preserve.

'[ The legislative policy declared two years ago of
selling scattered and detached tracts of State for-
est land lying outside the limits of the Adirondack
I ark has been pursued during the year, but notmany sales have been made, owing to the depres-
sion in financial circles.

There has been a notable absence of forest
fires, although neighboring States have suffered
considerably in this respect. This absence is in
large part attributable to the efficiency of the town
fire wardens and to the efforts of the Forest Com-
mission, through its officers.

^' The threatened loss to the State of hundreds
of thousands of acres of forest land by cancella-
tions of tax sales was happily averted by legisla-
tion last year passed in response to my earnest so-
licitation. The law governing these cancellations
still needs strengthening in some respects, and
your attention is respectfully directed to the sub-
ject.

The New York State Park Project.

THE new State Forest Commission submitted
a special report to the Legislature, strongly
favoring the issue of $3,000,000 in bonds,

to purchase lands for the State Park. In it the
Commission says :

**The department would urge the importance
and necessity of providing means for an extensive
purchase of lands within the Adirondack and
Catskill forests. On the preservation of our forests
depends the water supply of our rivers and canals,
the motive power of great manufacturing interests
the priceless benefits offered by our forest sanita-
riums, the many delightful places of refuge from
the summer heat of cities, and the existence of our
hsh and game. But, above all, on their preserva-
tion depends that great factor in our political
economy, our future timber supply. The great
forest of Northern New York covers an area of
3,589,303 acres. The Adjrondacks Park, or pro-
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posed reservation, includes 2,807,760 acres. The
area which should be acquired by purchase is
1,200,000 acres, of which 671,955 is lumbered
forest and 522,045 primeval forest. The price of
timbered lots, or lots that have been cut over, has
been established at ^1.50 an acre.

'' We desire also to call you attention to the ne-
cessity for some action in regard to the Catskill
forest. The wooded area of the Catskill forest is
in size fully three-fifths that of the Adirondack,
there being over 2,200,000 acres of contiguous
forests in Ulster, Delaware and Sullivan counties.
Within this territory the State owns 49,332 acres
principally in Ulster County. These holdings are
in scattered lots, and should be made a solid tract
by the purchase of additional lands, in order that
they can be brought under some systematic man-
agement. We believe that it would be well to
acquire 100,000 acres in the immediate vicinity of
the lands mentioned."
A bill carrying out the above recommendations

accompanies the report. It authorizes the State
Controller to issue ^^3,000,000 in bonds bearing
interest at a rate not exceeding 4 per cent one-
twentieth of the bonds to be paid each year after
issue, Jijme i, 1894, being named as the date of
issue. They shall be sold by the Controller as fast
as needed at not less than par, and the proceeds
shall mainly be devoted to purchasing lands for
the State Park. Sixty thousand acres is fixed as
the amount to be purchased in the Catskills out of
the proceeds of the bonds, at a price not exceedintr
J 1.50 an acre. ^

BOOK NOTICES.

Agricultural Bibliosniphy of the State of Maine
: 'U ^'''^^'- ^^ ^^"^"^^^ ^- Boardman, Au^

gusta, Me. '

This is a most painstaking production, and will
abundantly testify to the activity of tbe farmer-
writer in our most northeastern State Indeedone IS surprised to see that a State which has so
large a portion of its area in woods, and overwhose surface winter holds a long relentless sway,
should have done so much more than States whose
advantages and whose incentives to good farmimr
were greater. Mr. Boardman includes Forestryamong the aspects of Agriculture, and we have onpage 65 an abstract of the first Annual Report ofthe Forest Commissioner of Maine, Cyrus APackard, for 189 1.

^

It will be seen by the following, that Maine is
s udying the forestry problem from an enlightened
standpoint. ^ "-v^ncu

The First Annual Report of the Forest Commis-
sioner ofthe State of Maine, Augusta, 1891, 8vo
pp. 78, contains

:

c
, y ,

ovu.,

'' Act Creating Forest Commissioner of Maine
for the Protection of Forests."

'

*' Importance of Protecting our Forests."
'* Returns of Selectmen, County Commissioners

and Firewardens."
"Preservation of our Forests." By Prof F L

Harvey. Pp. 29-41.
'

' *

'^The Relation and Importance of our Forests
to Summer Tourists and Sportsmen." By Georee
F. Godfrey. Pp. 42-44,

^

"Economical Cutting of our Forests." By
Wilson Crosby. Pp. 45-50.

^

"Forest Planting and Municipal Ownership of

u'^^,^^"'^'-'' % George F.Talbot. Pp. 5,160
.

,-,J/^^
Depreciation of our Forest Growth, and

its Lffects upon our Various Industries " By Tohn
E. Hobbs. Pp. 61-78.

Letters ofAsa Gray, ^^y Mrs. Jane Loring Gray
8vo. ° ^'

Few books of this season are, in all respects
more desirable additions to a library, public or
private, than this work, which has been collected

I and edited as a tribute of respect to his memory
I

by '* the companion of his life and travels "—his
wife, Mrs. Gray.

j

As a scientist, no reader of Forest Leaves will

,

require to be told. Dr. Gray was among the leaders

I

in our land. Indeed, he stood in the very front
rank, where he had but few peers. It is not so
well known, however, that as a letter-writer he
deserves to take rank with that marvel of the age
Jarnes Carlyle. There is, however, this distinction
--the topics upon which Dr. Gray wrote, and in
which he was interested, were of real importance
Ihe personal magnetism of the man attracts you
even in the printed page.

His life and character furnish one of the very
best examples for the American lad to pattern
after. He was pure, above all meanness, and ca-
pable of rendering a signal service to a friend
without ever reminding him of it.

It is to Dr. Gray that we are indebted for the
first rational explanation of the close relationship
between the floras of northeastern Asia and north-
eastern America. It is not the less a tribute to his
genius, that his earliest conclusions, reached when
the known facts were by no means abundant, have
substantially stood the test of later years.

Mrs. Gray has earned the gratitude* of those
who follow, tor the insight she has allowed into
the heart of her great, good husband. The reader
of these letters will be surprised to find how many
of the great scientific advances of the age they
trench upon. Dr. Gray was in more or less inti- -

mate relation with nearly all the leaders of thought
in this country, and with many in Europe. So
that, in one respect, these letters will reflect the
spirit of the past and present into the future.

J. T.R.

ri\

II:
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2,000,000 White Tine, nursery grown, from Northern
seed, part 3-year seedlings, 4 to 5 and 5 to 7 inch, and
part transplanted 2 years, 4 to 5 and 5 to 7 inch, all abun-
dantly furnished with fine fibrous roots. 3000 American

,

White Beech, 3000 Yellow Birch, 4 to 5 and 5 to 6 feet

and a large choice ornamental stock for sale low to close

an estate. Correspondence solicited, h. A. JACKSON
Successor to Thomas Jackson, Portland, Me.
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tion as to collecting and planting seeds, cuttings,

etc

In the absence of exact knowledge as to tree

planting, or where there is no one well versed in

the matter to guide, we would suggest to our

readers who wish to secure and plant trees on

Arbor Dav, that some of the younger species of

deciduous^rees, such as white oak, elm, etc.,
,

be selected from near the border of a wood or
|

forest, carefully dug up and transplanted One

of the prime requisites for success is keeping

the rootlets well covered and moist. These are

not used to either the heat or light rays from

the sun, and when a tree is to be removed the

earth surrounding its rootlets should be disturbed

as little as possible, the tree should remain for

but a short interval out of the earth, and for this

time its roots should be protected by carpet or

bagging well moistened.

;}C * * * *

The illustrations forming i)art of the article upon

the white ash, which we present to our readers,

show its physical appearance and its structure

magnified. We believe this will be welcomed by

our readers, for we know of no better method of

learning to appreciate trees than to investigate

their growth and structure.*****
The Council of the Pennsylvania Forestry As-

sociation, with a view of encouraging a study of

the forestry problem, and at the same time enlist-

ing the interest of the teachers of our public

schools, have decided to offer premiums for

specially meritorious essays or theses upon " For-

estry," prepared by teachers of the public schools
|

of the State of Pennsylvania. Beyond the fact of

a preliminary announcement, so that all may

know of the intention, no details have been

decided upon, except that all such essays or

theses must be prepared and presented between

the present time and April ist, 1895. A sub-

sequent announcement will explain the num-

ber and character of the awards, the basis for

competition, and the manner of deciding the

relative merit.
ju ^ * 'K

At the Albany forestry meeting, a narrative of

which appears in this issue, resolutions were

adopted approving the policy of President Harri-

son and Secretary Noble in establishing forest

reservations (which policy has been continued by

President Cleveland's administration), as marking

a more intelligent and patriotic era in the care

of American forests. The McRae Forest BiW

(H. R. 119) was endorsed, and a thorough inquiry

looking towards the establishment of a systematic

and permanent policy concerning the national

orests recommended. J- B.

Arbor-Day Proclamation.

JN
the name and by authority of the Common-

wealth of Pennsylvania, Proclamation: The

beneficent results attending the proper ob-

servance of " Arbor Day," in Pennsylvania, have

been apparent to the most casual observer. Much

has been done in the way of ornamentation of our

yards, gardens, public streets, and parks, but much

still remains to be done. The oft-repeated calls

for a more general and active observance of the

day have not been met with that general response

so earnestly desired. The destruction of our tim-

ber lands continues with increased vigor, and, un-

less public opinion is awakened to the dangers that

confront us, the woodlands of the State will soon

remain only in memory.

The rapid disappearance of our native forests,

the constant and indiscriminate destruction of the

woodlands, the influence of forests in their rela-

tion to floods and droughts, to climate and atmo-

sphere, to health and comfort, to pleasure and en-

tertainment, to occupation and profit—all com-

bine to make '* Arbor Day " one deserving of the

support and encouragement of every citizen hav-

ing at heart the future welfare of the State. Aside

from all philanthropic motives, self-preservation

and a selfish concern for the health and comfort

of ourselves and those closely dependent upon us,

demand that some consideration be given to this

important question.'

Attention is called to the provisions of an Act

of our General Assembly, approved May 23, 1893

(Pamphlet Laws 1893, page 115), by virtue of

which a Forestry Commission is now in existence

in our State, and is earnestly engaged in the per-

formance of its duties. From its report to the

next legislature much valuable information on this

important subject is expected. But legislation will

be worse than vain unless it is brought about and

supplemented by an educated and progressive pub-

lic opinion.

Now, therefore, I, Robert E. Pattison, Governor

of the said Commonwealth, in accordance with cns-

tom, which has received the official sanction of

our General Assembly, whereby the Governor is

requested to appoint, annually, a day to be desig-

nated as "Arbor Day," in Pennsylvania, and to

recommend by proclamation to the people, on the

days named, the planting of trees and shrubbery, ,

in the public school grounds, and along the public

highways throughout the State, do hereby desig-

nate and proclaim, Friday the 13th day of April,

and Friday, the 27th day of April, A.D. 1894, to

be observed as Arbor Days in Pennsylvania.

The selection of either of the above designated

days is left to the discretion of the people in the

various sections of the Commonwealth, each lo-

cality observing that day which is deemed to be

mm
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most favorable on account of climatic condi-
tions.

Let the people lay aside, for a season, the hab-
itual activities of the day, and devote sufficient

time thereof to plant a forest, fruit, or ornamental
tree, along the public highways and streams, in

private and public parks, about the public school
houses, around the places of public worship, and
on the college grounds, in gardens, and on the

farms, thus promoting the pleasure, profit, and
prosperity of the people of the State, providing
against floods and storms, securing health and com-
fort, increasing that which is beautiful and pleasing

to the eye, comforting to physical life, and elevat-

ing to the mind and heart; and, by associations

and meetings, excite public interest and give en-

couragement to this most commendable work.
Given under my hand and the great seal of the

State, at Harrisburg, this nineteenth day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and ninety-four, and of the Commonwealth
the one hundred and eighteenth.

[seal.] Robt. E. Pattison.
By the Governor,

William F. Harritv,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

History and Aims of Arbor Day.

IT is stated that on January 4, 1872, the
Hon. J. Sterling Morton, of Nebraska City,

^ now Secretary of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, introduced a resolution at the
meeting of the Nebraska State Boardof Agriculture,
which was unanimously adopted, setting apart the
loth of April as a day consecrated to tree planting
in that State, and ofl*ering a special premium for the
proper planting of the largest number of trees.
On that day it is stated over one million trees
were planted in the State. In 1874 Governor
Robert W. Furnas of Nebraska issued his first

Arbor Day proclamation, which was generally ob-
served, and in 1885 Arbor Day was made a legal
holiday in Nebraska.
Arbor Day is now observed in nearly all our

States and Territories. In most of them it is es-
tablished by law either by act of the legislature or
proclamation of the Governor, or both combined.

In Pennsylvania Arbor Day was first observed
in 1887, a"d according to Superintendent Higbee
fully one hundred thousand trees and vines were
planted by the school children on that occasion.
On March 13th, 1887, Governor Beaver api)roved
the act establishing Arbor Day in Pennsylvania
and the full text of this is as follows

:

Resolved^ That the Governor of this Common-
wealth be requested to appoint annually a day to be

designated as Arbor Day in Pennsylvania, and to

recommend by proclamation to the people on the
days named for the planting of trees and shrubbery
in the public school grounds and along the public
highways throughout the State.

Approved March 30, 1887.

James A. Beaver.

Last year there was a general observance of the
day

; great interest was manifested by the schools
and others, and it is confidently expected that

even greater efforts will be put forth to render the
Pennsylvania Arbor Days of 1894, viz., April 13th
and 27th, memorable.

Arbor day is designed for the benefit of the
whole community—the rich, the poor, old and
young—but is especially applicable to schools, im-
provement committees, associations, etc., giving
most valuable object-lessons to the participants, in

connection with which botany, entomology and
ornithology can be taught.

Mr. B. G. Northrop in an article on Arbor Day
says: '* Our schools can render new service to
the State, as well as to the pupils, by leading
them to observe the habits of trees, appreciate
their value and beauty, thus making them practi-

cal arborists. Let each child plant some flower,

shrub, vine or tree to be known by his or her
name. Such offspring they will watch with pride,

as every month or year new beauties appear, and
find a peculiar pleasure in the parentage of trees,

whether, forest, fruit or ornamental, a pleasure
that never cloys, but grows with their growth.
The educational effect of such work, the aesthetic

influence, the growth of heart and mind thus
secured, are of priceless value. Tree-planting is a
grand discipline in foresight. It is always plant-
ing and planning for the future. Mental myooia
means weakness and folly, while the habit of
forecasting is the condition of wisdom. Too
often youth will sow only where they can quickly
reap; a meagre crop, soon in hand, outweighs
a golden harvest long in maturing." This work
begun at school soon extends to the home ; the
parents as well as the children naturally become
interested, and in their turn aid in the planting
of trees, flowers or vines to beautify their homes.

There is an Arabian proverb that with the plant-
ing of a tree a blessing comes to him who drops
the seed. We trust that all who have an oppor-
tunity so to do will on Arbor Day carefully plant
and afterwards tend a tree in the school yard,
along the streets or highways, in parks, cemeteries
or gardens, and thus obtain not only a blessing
for themselves in after years, but also provide one
for future generations who will enjoy the grateful
shade as well as the beauty, and in some cases the
fruit, of the trees which their forethought has
provided. F. L. B.
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How to Manage Seeds, Seedlings, and
Cuttings of Trees.

MR. J. O. BARRETT has written an in-

teresting article bearing the above cap-

^ tion, in the Progressive Age, and we re-

produce it for the benefit of our readers.

To ensure success, the seeds must be of the best

(juality. Avoid the first instahnent that falls, for

insects may have caused premature, and therefore,

unhealthy ripening. Seeds from stunted, malformed,

or dwarfish trees, may be morbid in make-up ;

avoid them ; also, seeds from trees enfeebled by

extreme age or other debilitating causes. The trees

should be middle-aged, and a little separated from

others, where they have the full benefit of the sun

and air, which gives a full head and a healthy con-

dition.

Time to Gather,—^^^^'^ should be gathered

when the weather is dry, and when they fall to

the ground as if heavy—in showers at the beating

or shaking of the tree.

Art ofDrying.—When gathered the seeds should

be immediately spread in thin layers in a dry, airy

place, until the dampness has evaporated. There

is such a difference in the conditions of species as

to tendency to sprout, to heat, to rot, to perish

by desiccation, or to mould ; no one set rule seems

to be always applicable. The seedsman must be a

close student of nature's art of preservation, and

act according to conditions and circumstances.

But we have some guides, which are herein men-

tioned, safe to follow.

Seeds of the box-elder, white, green, and black

ash, and seeds that often hang all winter in shel-

tered places, may be gathered sometimes as late

as planting time, but if gathered earlier, with

better chances for supply, may be safely spread

(juite thin on the barn floor, followed by frequent

raking over until properly dried, so as not to heat,

then be hung up in a cool place or dry cellar till

time to plant in the fall or spring.

Sugar Maple.—The hard or sugar maple—one
of our best trees when established—bears seeds in

October. Plant as soon as gathered ; and be sure

that the locality is protective. The box elder is a

good support for shade and security against ad-

verse winds and heat. When strong enough to

stand alone the support can be removed.

Pioneer Trees.—The l)ox-elder and ash are pio-

neer trees, bearing seeds in autumn. If not planted

in the fall, they should be the following spring, for

such seeds are apt to dry up in the kernel after

the first year, being destructive to their germ
properties.

Soaking Refractory Seeds.—Before sprmg plant-

ing, soak the box-elder in clean and changed wa-

ter for about two weeks, or until well swelled out,

and serve the ash to a soaking of about three or

four weeks, or till they show signs of trying to be

something. Sow while wet, into moist ground,

and hurry up the work, lest they dry out by expo-

sure. Do not sow too thick nor two thin, but just

right for self-shading and vigorous growing. Cover

about an inch thick.

The Nuts.—^\\t nuts of oaks, walnuts, hicko-

ries, butter-nuts, and the like—all ripening in au-

tumn—should be gathered as soon as they fall fast

and hard upon the ground. Some may be worm-

eaten ; test them in water ; the sound ones sink.

Dry them awhile, by spreading out thin on a floor

and stirring them frequently to prevent heating.

When they appear brownish, leathery, and

wrinkled, mix them with moist sand in a cool

cellar, kept at about 30 degrees above zero. An-

other good way, after drying, is to spread thin on

well-drained ground under woody mould, leaves,

sand, or something that will prevent drying out of

the kernel. Examine them occasionally to see that

they do not sprout there.

Premature Quickening.—Acorns are liable to

(piicken their germs in the warm, early fall, send-

ing down their tap-roots. Hence, if planted be-

fore winter sets in, the frost may destroy the

germs. It is well to keep them till you are sure

** Old Boreas" has about come to stay. Then,

hasten to put them into the ground, about two

inches deep, where you want them to grow. They

can be kept, however, until spring planting, as

herein described.

The hickories, walnuts, and butternuts should

be exposed to the hard frost all winter, where they

cannot dry up. Plant as you do the acorns.

Pulp Seeds.—Buffalo Berries, ^/t*.—The seeds

of cherries, buff*alo berries, highbush cranberries,

plums and others of like constituents, also of

pears and apples, should be subject to moderate

freezing through the winter, keeping them damp,

not water-soaked, say under inverted sods, and be

planted in the spring. Or, for surer success un-

der control, freeze awhile in a box of moist dirt,

then remove to the cellar, being careful that they

do not dry out there. In the spring, expose to

warm suns till they just '* Bo-Peep" from their

shells; then plant, properly shading while young

and tender.

The Hardshells.—T\\Q seeds of the honey-lo-

cust, hawthorn and their kindred are quite diffi-

cult to sprout. Pour boiling water on them, and,

as it gradually cools, let them remain in it about

an hour or more, or untd some of the seeds have

swelled out. These *' elect " should be imme-

diately planted in moist soil and kept moist for

sprouting with certainty. Treat the still more

refractory to a like dose. The red cedar seeds are

harder to manage. The alkali of potash seems to

be the most effectual. This preparation is for

spring planting.

Some seeds, the haw, for instance, may be

mixed with bran-mash and fed to sheep or cattle

and the droppings planted. Being softened by
digestion, they are thus fitted for sprouting.

Soft Seeds.—These comprise the white and red

maples, red and white elms, which ripen and drop
in June, and the rock elm, ripening a little later.

These seeds do not keep well. Plant them as soon

as possible. Cover from a half to a full inch, pro-

tect them from the rapid drying of the ground,

and Dame Nature will do the rest that very season.

Downy- Winged Seeds,—In June the beautiful

cottonwoods burst their shells, and outleaps downy
specks like flakes of snow, flying in every direc-

tion. These pretty things are laden with little

seeds of these trees that sometimes grow to a giant

size. This is nature's method of distribution.

Even if you could catch some floating on the

stream, it is a useless waste of time and labor to

try to raise trees from them. Wait—they are

lodging on the river and lake bottoms, and in

October you can find seedlings grown well for the

market or field. They do well in deep soil, more
especially the alluvial of river valleys.

Raising Evergreens from Seeds.—As a rule, it

does not pay to raise evergreens from the seed

;

but there is a pleasure in success, and profit with

the pleasure. Almost any kind of mould will do,

but sand-leaf mould is preferable.

Locate the bed where mice and squirrels are not
masters of the situation.

Sow broadcast ; sift the covering on about an
inch deeper for the larger sort, such as the pines

and Norway spruce. Raise up sideboards about
six feet for air circulation. Have portable latticed

covers to shade or remove, as needed, these can
be made of lath or brush. Protect against bright

suns both summer and winter. Remove the
shades after ordinary rains, and put back when
the bed is well dried off.

In warm and moist weather the seedlings are
apt to dampen, a peril that can generally be pre-

vented by covering the bed with a coating of sand.
Preparation of Soil.—Plow deep for all trees

—

pulverize the soil fine, as for corn. If you plant
on newly broken or unsubdued soil, failure is cer-
tain on the prairie. All seeds and plants have
their inalienable rights to fitted soil, light, air,

water, and culture.

Depth of Covering, etc.—Covering too deep
retards germination. Comparatively thin sowing
gives large, healthy trees. For maximum depths,
i^ to 2^ inches for oaks and chestnuts

; j^ of
an inch for maples, ash and box elder ; 2 inches
for black locust

; ^ of an inch for alder
; ^ to i

inch for spruce, Scotch pine and larch
; ^ of an

inch for Austrian pine ; birch and elm as thin as
possible to ensure germination. Fall sowing may
be covered more heavily.

Have the earth-cover above the seed loose so

that air and moisture can readily penetrate to aid

in dissolving the food materials in the seed. The
quicker the sprouting the less danger to the seed.

Guard against hot air and strong light. Keep
the water supply at the roots and the degree of
light and heat at the top properly balanced.

Avoid too much water for the plantlets; most
plants are then liable to rot.

Copying Nature's Method.—Experiments have
been tried, and with considerable success, to raise

forest trees by sowing broadcast the seeds of the

box elder, ash, oak, birch, sugar maple, hack-

berry, etc., as is done in some parts of Europe
where conditions warrant. This method has

promise where the soil is moist. The crop the

year of the seeding must be a clean one, say of

corn or potatoes, and all the weeds and grass ab-

solutely subdued. The plowing must be deep ; it

is well to use a sub-soil plow, and harrow the land

till as mellow as an ash heap. Then mix the seeds

together promiscuously and sow broadcast, put-

ting on a liberal quantity. Next spring they will

come up thick, but will thin themselves out on
the principle of the ** fittest." The growth will

be com})aratively slow, but healthful if the weeds
are hoed down during the growing season. In

due time you will have one of the best and most
beautiful forests on the open prairie. This is the

by far cheapest way. •

Spring or Fall Planting.—If the ground is well

supplied with moisture for the winter, it is quite

safe to plant seedlings in October, such as the box
elder and ash. Trees one year old are more pre-

ferable for the field than older and larger ones,

and with proper management will soon outstrip

the hitter in size and quality. Plant on a slant so

the stalks will hug the ground quite close, thus

being ])rotected against the perils of winter. If

the fall season is dry, do not plant a tree till

spring.

Heeling In.—Trees for spring planting had better

be removed from their seed-beds in the fall. They
are then in their best condition, and it is wise to

keep them so, and not subject the young candi-

dates to needless, wintry perils. Select a well •

drained spot ; dig a trench of suitable length and
depth ( orresponding to size of your trees. Throw
tlie dirt up like a roof. Thin out the plants side

by side in the trench, their stalks lying impact on
the slant. Sprinkle the dirt among the roots fine ;

shovel on enough for another ground roof and
another tier, and so on till all are buried. Press

the earth down gently. After the ground is well

frozen, cover the tii)s with some kind of litter.

By spring the cuts and broken parts of the roots

have started to heal over and you have gained so

much time in nature's beautiful art-growing.

General Directions for Planting.—Your soil
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must be all ready before you unbury a single

tree, and all your tools in proper order. Do not

venture to plant while the ground is so wet as to

make a mortar, or the water collects iu the hole.

If you do, the soil in contact with the roots tends

to become hard in drying, to the great injury of

the growth. The following are laid down as safe

rules

:

Be careful not to expose the roots of trees to

the wind and sun. More failures in tree planting

arise from carelessness in this particular than

from any other cause.

To prevent this, carry the trees to the field to

be planted in bundles covered with mats ; lay

them down and cover the roots with wet loam,

and only remove them from the bundle as they are

actually required for planting.

In planting, the roots should be carefully spread

out and the soil worked among them.

Insert the plant somewhat deeper than it stood

before being transplanted.

Sprinkle the dirt in fine : press it around the

roots close ; shovel in and press down, and so on
till the tree is so well planted you cannot pull it

up. Leave a film of unpressed dirt on the sur-

face; have the ground dip toward the tree to

catch the rain. Mulch on the surface and out

over and beyond where the roots are.

Select, if possible, for tree planting a cloudy or

a rainy day. It is better to plant after the middle
of the day than before it.

All young plantations must be protected from
cattle and other browsing animals—the greatest

enemies, next to man, to young trees and the

spread of forest growth.

Transplanting Nut Seedlings.—In July of the

first year's growth dig sideways to the tap-roots

and with a sharp spade, knife or chisel, cut out a

chunk of an inch or more. The plants, undisturbed

in growth, remain in their beds and will send out

lateral roots fitting them for safe transplanting the

next spring.
(To be continued.)

Errata.

In the list of forest trees of Pennsylvania, pub-

lished in the February number of Forest Leaves,
the following should be omitted, as they are not

properly native trees, viz., the Ailanthus, Ailan-

thus glandulosus, the Apple, Pyrus Maliis^ and the

white Mulberry, Morus alba. We trust any of our

readers who detect any omissions or corrections

which should be made will notify us, as it is de-

sired to have this list as correct as it is possible to

make it.

Practical Results from Arbor Days.

THE Phoenixville Messenger in a late issue

contains an editorial on Forestry, from

which we abstract the following :

It must appear to any one who will carefully

consider the accelerating rapidity by which our

forests are disappearing, means most unmistakably

destruction to the stock of trees in this country,

and that relatively there is no method suggested

to halt that destruction, no sufficient substitute for

wood in sight, and no comprehensive effort made
at replenishment of the quickly shortening supply.

Can anything be done outside of the National

Congress or independent of State Legislatures to

provide for the future ?

We think so. In conception, it may be that

the proposers of our arbor days had within their

scope of vision the possibility of aiding in tree

growth ; but if it were so the results have not

borne out the fact.

Arbor days, so far as our observation has gone,

are simply school holidays. True, we have about

our school houses a few hardy flowers, flower

bushes and perhaps creeping vines, but as to tree

planting by the pupils of our schools has it ever

been done? And if not, why not?

The writer when a boy going to the national

schools in England, was a tree planter at certain

seasons of the year, as was every other boy and
girl in attendance. Provided with nuts and acorns,

roots and other tree germs, the pupils marched to

the woodlands and other favorable localities, where

our teachers had us deposit them in the earth and
showed us how it should properly be done. No
doubt, judging from the tenacity of the English

character that system is in operation there to-day,

and the germs planted forty-five or more years ago

under that system, in all probability now have de-

veloped into lusty trees.

In the State of Pennsylvania there is almost a

million pupils in our common schools. If a million

trees were planted every year, given a good start

and cared for until they could care for themselves,

would not that be practical work? And if the

State should lend its aid, as it should, and cause

many millions of trees to be annually planted, not

only would we be able to look forward with hope

as to our future timber supplies, but other advant-

ages would accrue, climatic advantages that have

more importance in the economies of nature than

is generally admitted.

It might appear to our readers, that the planting

of trees by individual or State effort is of minor
importance, and that the results would be so slow

in realization as to be discouraging ; but we assure

them that time flies rapidly, and trees grow right

along. It only seems a short time since we bought
for ten cents an ash tree at a sale in this town.

carried it between thumb and finger to Reeves
Park, and planted it. That was twenty-two years

ago and the tree is twenty-five feet tall with a trunk

a foot through.

There should be also a forestry association in

every county, and sub-association in every town-
ship. By such means the people at large could be
informed of the depletion of timber in progress,

of the cognate bad results because of it, of the

importance of tree culture to keep up the supply,

the best kind of trees to grow, and all that per-

tains to their growth. Thus interest in arbori-

culture may be cultivated and encouraged, that a

movement general in tendency, pleasant in prose-

cution and resultant in great good may be the out-

come. '

Forestry at Teachers' Institutes.

T AST September a circular letter from the

J ]^ Council of the Pennsylvania Forestry As-
sociation was sent to each county superin-

tendent of schools in the State requesting that

one exercise of the week's proceedings of the

County Teachers' Institute be devoted to the sub-

ject of Forestry, either in the form of an essay or

an address.

Subsequently cards of inquiry concerning any
observance of the request were issued.

To these twenty-three replies have been received,

showing that Forestry formed a feature of the exer-

cises of the meetings in eleven counties, viz. :

Montgomery, Chester, Centre, Luzerne, Forest,

Blair, Tioga, Huntingdon, Perry, Northumber-
land and ('ameron. Other counties from which
replies were received, report that the Associa-
tion's request was received after the programme
had been made up, but that this coming Fall (of

1894), attention will be given the subject.

The favorable replies were as follows :

Prof. R. F. Hoffecker, of Montgomery county,
reports that a teacher, Ely Weitzel, read a well-
written essay.

Prof. Joseph S. Walton, of Chester, states that
S. R. Stoddard gave an illustrated lecture on for-

estry. At the next institute Prof. Walton hopes
to have the subject again presented.

Prof. C. L. Gramley, of Centre County reports
that Prof. John Hamilton, of the Pennsylvania
State College, spoke on forestry.

Prof. Torrence Harrison, of Luzerne County
writes that the subject was considered before the
institute by Hon. D. L. Rhone, Judge of the Or-
phans' Court.

Prof. George W. Kerr, of Forest County, re-
plies that Samuel D. Irwin, Esq., who has written
considerable on forestal matters, lectured before
the institute of Forest county.

Prof. Henry S. Wertz, of Blair County, reports

that an essay on forestry was read by H. S. Fleck,
a teacher, whose paper was printed in the daily

papers.

Prof. H. C. Raesley, of Tioga County, says

that Prof. J. C. Doane, principal of the Blossburg
Schools, made special mention of forestry.

Prof. S. G. Rudy, of Huntingdon County, states

that the subject was considered by Prof. Ezra Leh-
man.

Prof,
J. M. Arnold, of Perry County, says Prof.

W. F^. Baker, one of the oldest and best teachers,

considered the forestry problem.
Prof Ira Shipman, of Northumberland County,

states that the subject was well presented by one of

the directors, Mr. L. N. Frymire, of Watsontown.
Miss Ella Herrick, of Cameron County, reports

that Dr. R. P. Heilman read a paper on Forestry,

before the institute, and that a resolution was
passed ordering the remarks printed in the Came-
ron County papers.

The replies from counties where Forestry was
not a part of the institute programme include the

following encouraging words:
Superintendent G. T. Cooper, of Mifilin

County, writes: ** Let me hear from you next
Fall, about September."

Superintendent John F. Bigler, of Venango
County, says :

" Our programme was made up be-
fore you sent word, but I promise you that this year
the subject will receive attention."

Superintendent A. G. C. Smith, of Delaware
County, in a letter reports that their '* institute

was held early and your request came so late that

none of our teachers had time to prepare for it.

Hope to have something next time."

Superintendent W. A. Beer, of Clarion County,
says : *M assure you if your communication had
reached me the subject would have been discussed.
* 'K * Hope that at some future time I may be
able to serve you."

Sui)erintendent W. A. Snyder, of Clinton
County, states that no attention was paid to for-

estry last year, but that he would be glad to be
able to secure the services of Dr. J. T. Rothrock
at the institute next December, for an address on
the subject.

The interest that is prevailing almost every-

where in the State is plainly apparent from this,

the first attempt ever made by the Association to

have Forestry brought before the Teachers' Insti-

tutes. B. W. D.

More than 40,000,000 young trees, it is offici-

ally reported, have been planted in Switzerland in

the last seven years in the effort to '' re-forest that

country."

I
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The White Ash (Fraxinus Americana).

IN Max Muller's *' Chips from a German Work-
shop,'' I have read that the early Norsemen

^ considered themselves to have sprung from

an ash tree ; and when looking upon the massive

trunk which is figured in this number I involunta-

rily thought, there are the loins from which the

nations have sprung. A larger white ash than this

may exist in Pennsylvania, but if it does I am un-

aware of it, and think that the white ash does not

reach its best development with us. In fact, I

unconsciously look at every ash tree with the men-

tal inquiry, how many twelve-foot oars would it

make ? but am bound to say the shortness of the

trunk in our Pennsylvania trees of this species

raises the inquiry, where do all the oars come
from?—surely but a small proportion from the

woods of Pennsylvania.

The term white ash is well worth keeping in

mind when we endeavor to distinguish between

the different species of ash which grow about us.

In the eastern portion of the State, the red ash

(Fraxinus pubescens, Lam.), appears to be more
abundant than the white ash. Indeed, the bark

of the two kinds, to which allusion has already

been made, do at times closely resemble each

other. The branchlets of the white are more up-

right and more slender, as a rule, than those of

the red ash. The fruit of the ashes may often

serve to distinguish the species of ash from each

other. It should, however, be remembered by
those who consult Michaux's ** North American
Sylva," that the author has there placed the fruit

of the white ash under the green ash and associated

the fruit of the green ash with the leaves of the

white ash ; so, at least, it is stated by Dr. Gray.

For my part, I cannot see that the fruit figured for

green ash resembles anything with which I am ac-

quainted. The ash trees with us are either male

or female ; that is, no tree is both male and female,

the male flowers being in dark-brown clusters,

blossoming in May, but soon disappear. The
female flowers mature into those peculiar winged
fruits, which often remain on the smaller branch-

lets all winter. The leaves are made up of leaf-

lets, and hence would come under the head of

compound leaves, as understood by the botanist,

there being about seven to nine of these leaflets

in each compound leaf of the white ash. Of course

one may readily see how the wing-like margin of

the seed will aid in its dispersion, and this means
a wider range for the tree, providing the climatic

and other conditions are favorable. It need there-

fore create no surprise to learn that the white ash

is found growing naturally from Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick to Florida and Texas, and as far

West as Kansas and Nebraska.

The particular specimen figured in this number

of Forest Leaves was photographed by Mr. Chas.

S. Bradford, Jr., of West Chester. It grew on the

grounds of a botanist and tree- lover, Mr. S. Ed-

ward Paschall, of Doylestown, Bucks County. At

four feet above the ground its diameter is some-

thing more than four and a half feet. Recently I

measured another specimen, growing in a rich

alluvial flat, whose diameter at the same distance

above the ground was four and a half feet. The

Fig. I,—Cross-Section.

White ash {^Fraxinus Americafta.)

tree did not seem to have exhausted its vitality,

and was apparently good for another twenty years.

We can hardly reckon the white ash, or any
other ash, among our most important forest trees,

and yet there would be a great gap left in our re-

sources if by any chance it should suddenly become
extinct. It combines in large measure elasticity

and strength, and is withal not a really heavy wood
as measured by other hard woods which we use

for like purposes. It is these properties which
make it so popular where elasticity is required.

But then, be it remembered, there is ash and ash,

some of which suggests the elasticity of >yhalebone

and some of which is almost brittle. Singularly
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enough, these two characters may be found com-
bined in wood growing side by side. Indeed,
they may possibly have come from the same tree.
Those who might know affirm that such good and
bad qualities could be found in the same identical
stick. When selecting a bit of ash wood for
strength and elasticity combined, look for a piece
of wood with a white straight grain. I have occa-
sionally had a pecuniary inducement to make no
mistake in the selection of the lightest and toughest
oars, and the rule given above seemed to reduce

V\c.. 2.—Tangential Section.

White ash (Fraxitms Afnericana.)

expense of wear and tear on shipboard. Ash wood
appears in rake handles and other smaller parts of
our agricultural implements. Its grain also makes
It a desirable finishing wood for rooms. The light
color carries cheerfulness into a room which few
if any, of our other American woods can do.

'

I am greatly indebted to my friend Professor Hal-
sted for the three photographic sections reproduced
in this number. The cross-section (Fig. i), natural
size, shows a well-marked annual ring, where the
closer wood of the late summer and early autumn
months alternates most markedly with the more
porous tissue, which indicates where the work of

the following spring began. The sectign marked
tangential (Fig. 2) represents a slice of the wood
taken out lengthwise and diagonally so as to show
the pattern made by the cut annual ring. It is, of
course, easy to see that for house-finishing it would
be very desirable. The section marked radial
(Fig. 3) is also longitudinal, but gives a better idea
of the wood structure than the second one.
As a shade tree the white ash might well be re-

garded as among the best. It is healthy, a fairly
rapid grower, clean and compact enough to render

Fig. 3.—Radial Section.

White ash {Fraxinus Aviericana.)

an acceptable shade, and beside all this, is sym-
metrical when it has a chance to be so. It grows
on almost any kind of soil, which is, of course, a
great advantage. The light-green leaves come
late and go early. Their autumn color is hardly
attractive, and is therefore rather desirable that
they should not remain long on the trees.

There is yet another word to be spoken in favor
of the white ash—it is quite easy to propagate, the
only caution being to cover the seed very lightly
(it may be sown the year it matures if taken in
time), protect it slightly during the winter by a
thin covering of hay or pine needles ; and in the
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spring, when the young plant begins to make its

leaves, shade it for a while from the too intense

sun. The physical properties of the white ash are:

specific gravity, 0.6543; percentage of ash, 0.42;
relative fuel value, 0.6516 ; weight of a cubic foot

in pounds, 40.78. In strength, it is 110 on the

list out of 310 enumerated.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

A Neglected Tree.

PURING the flowerless, almost, leafless, period
of winter the eye finds peculiar delight in

those trees which offer beauty of form or
color, or perhaps both, in their denuded state. It

is a little singular, therefore, that one of our native
trees, though early in the century adopted for orna-
mental uses by Europeans, has thus far been so little

utilized here. This tree is the red birch sometimes
known, from its preference for streams and low-
lands, as the river birch, and by botanists called
betula nigra. For though its geographical distri-

bution in New England is limited, it is actually

indigenous to Massachusetts, growing naturally
and freely along the banks both of the Merrimac
and the Spicket rivers. Southward from New Jersey
it is very abundant, being found along all the
lowland streams from there to Florida and Texas,
and westward as far as Iowa.

In appearance the red birch is somewhat unlike
the other members of the family, though always
and i)lainly a birch. Its fancy for running water,
too, where it loves to stand with its roots in the
stream, is hardly characteristic of the race in

general. George B. Emerson says that it is

*^ usually remarkable for the denseness and mul-
titude of its branches above. The stem in trees

thirty feet high is covered with a reddish-white
bark, more loose and torn than that of any other
tree. The external bark separates in flakes an inch
or two broad, adhering by one end, while the other
projects like an ample fringe." This fringe-like

characterofthebark—in which the tree resembles,
but surpasses, its cousin the silver birch—and the
warm terra cotta coloring of the inner flakes of
the bark, make the tree a most interesting one in

winter, while the heavy brush of its innumerable
small branches—long, slender and drooping—gives
it a distinguished appearance at any season. The
European gardeners, as has been said, recognized
its value long ago, and to-day very large speci-
mens may be seen in some of their old parks. In
favorable locations it sometimes becomes a majes-
tic tree, eighty to ninety feet in height.—Boston
Transcript.

(Some excellent specimens of this tree and
many thousand smaller ones are found in Schuyl-
kill and adjoining counties of Pennsylvania.

—

Ed.)

Encouraging Tree-Planting.

THE following clipping from the Press shows
how sidewalk ornamentation is secured in

Florida:
'* Tree-planting on the streets at Orlando, Fla.,

is encouraged by a bounty of 50 cents for each
tree in good condition after one year of growth.

The work is being done under an ordinance passed

two years ago. It provided that the variety to be
planted must be the water oak, in size not less than

2 inches in 'diameter at a point two feet above the

ground. The trees must be not less than 10 feet

in height, and they are to be set out at stated dis-

tances apart and 7 feet from the street bound of
the adjacent lot. Thirty days after planting the

trees are inspected by a committee, and for each
one in good condition 25 cents is paid in city

warrants upon the treasury. At the end of the

year a similar sum is paid if the tree still flourishes.

Larger trees may be planted by the property own-
ers, provided they are uniform in size, but the city

pays no more for them. There seems to be no
difficnilty in finding men who are willing to make
contracts with property owners to put out and
care for the trees, assuming all risks and relieving

the owners of the labor and care."

This scheme seems to possess merit entitling it

to being copied elsewhere, and it should prove
advantageous to some of our Pennsylvania towns
and cities. However, in some instances mission-
ary work will be necessary to convert those in

authority to an appreciation of trees; for the mayor
of a city of 15,000 inhabitants in Eastern Penn-
sylvania lately expressed the desire to have every
tree along the city streets cut down. Another in-

stance, which we would not accept as reliable

except upon the unquestionable character of the

evidence in hand, is the effort to have a miners*
village in the anthracite coal regions of this State

beautified by trees. Impressed with the barren
effect of a settlement devoid of any trees, the
president of a large coal company decided to have
trees set out in front of the company's dwelling-
houses, but realizing that if the miners were j)er-

sonally interested, the trees would receive better

care, the following plan was attempted :

Notice was posted to the effect that if trees were
set out, awards would be paid in cash for the best

trees, as determined by unprejudiced persons, at

the expiration of one year, the first i)rize to be
$100, the second $50, the third $25, either amount

'

being a large sum of money to men dependent
upon their daily wages. The result

—

^^Not a single

tree 7vas planted.''

The friends of forestry may well feel encouraged
at the advances made, but such instances as are
(juoted show how much is yet to be done to edu-
cate public sentiment. In addition, there is a

MUmw I

•—

*
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strong sentiment (if it may be so called) of abso-
lute hostility, which encourages cutting, hacking
or felling trees without purpose or object, and in
this category may be properly placed the tree-
trimmers-—who pretend to prune, but too often
destroy handsome trees—and the telegraph line-
men, who chop and saw without regard to the
absolute necessity of their work, and who leave
bleeding sores to sap the life of shapely trees which
were found in perfect health.

J. B.

The Persimmon.

THERE is no timber known, now growing in
the United States, so well adapted for
cogs in making gearing as well-seasoned

persimmon. The elastic hardness of this wood is

so well tempered that in driving an iron gear with
it the iron will wear out by actual service, while
the wooden gear will remain quite good. Some-
times the wooden portion will last twice as long
as the iron, both being exposed to a like friction.
The persimmon is also largely used in making

shuttle-blocks in weavers' looms. For slow-run-
ning machinery and shafting it makes good boxes
in journals. Formerly it was much used in the
manufacture of shoe-lasts, but beech and maple
are now -largely substituted.

The persimmon is seldom found growing in
large bodies or clumps, only a few trees appearing
together. This makes it an expensive wood, and
explains why it is so little used, even though it

possesses so many desirable qualities.

J. W. Crowell.

Few men deserve better of their constituents
than the Hon. R. F. Schwarz, of Analomink,
Monroe County. At a time when a single man,'
who had the courage of his convictions and the
ability to express them, was of the utmost impor-
tance to the forestry cause, Mr. Schwarz in an ad-
mirable address before the Legislature stated his
reasons for supporting the measure creating a for-
estry commission. He clearly recognized the les-
sons of the past. If, in less than three centuries
of civilized occupation, we have succeeded in re-
ducing the timbered areas of the country to about
the danger level, it was fairly a question to Mr
Schwarz how long it would be, with our con-
stantly increasing population, before we should
pass beyond the line and would reap in diminished
water-flow, increased frequencv of floods and
shortened lumber resources, the' result of a folly
which has long been observed and commented on
by the keener men of the State. The tens of thou-
sands of waste acres in the northeastern part of
the State, which are now producing nothing, will
yet be eloquent witnesses to the wisdom and prac-
tical statesmanship of Mr. Schwarz.

J. T. R.

The Gypsy Moth in Massachusetts.

IN
view of the great and increasing insect

ravages in trees and vegetation, which seems
to follow the extermination of many of our

insectivorous birds, it is encouraging to find that a
determined effort to rid one section of the country
from one of its most notorious insect pests has
already met with a large measure of success.
The gypsy moth (Ocneria Dispar) was imported

into this country from Europe about twenty years
ago. So alarming were its depredations in Massa-
chusetts that in 1890 the legislature passed a law
providing for a commission, charged with the
duty of mapping out the territory infested by the
moth and providing for its extermination. A
preliminary appropriation of ^{25,000 was made
for the use of the commission. Since then yearly
appropriations of from $50,000 to $75,000 have
been made.
The committee of the State Board of Agricul-

ture made a special report to the Massachusetts
Senate in 1893 that the moth had been extermi-
nated in three hundred and ninety localities, and
that during the previous summer probably less
than twenty trees had been injured to a perceptible
extent, that, while complete extermination of the
pest had not been attained, it had certainly been
held in check and prevented from spreading.
The experience derived from the three years

field work showed that the destruction of the eggs
in the autumn and eariy spring gave the most
favorable results, but vast numbers of the caterpil-
lars have been destroyed by banding infested trees
with burlap; after the bark had been well scraped,
crevices had been filled in, and thereafter by the
daily inspection of the trees and hand picking and
destruction of the caterpillars caught in the meshes
of the burlap. Spraying with Paris green in the
proportion of one pound to one hundred and ^{iy
gallons of water was found to be very effective.

In order to accomplish the results that have been
thus far attained two hundred and thirty men were
employed during the caterpillar season of five
months, while a smaller force had been operating
during the autumn and winter months searching
for and destroying tgg clusters.
The caterpillar is voracious and hardy. The list

of its food plants includes neariy all evergreen
and deciduous trees, most bushes, shrubs, vines
and vegetables. Wherever they become numerous
they move slowly, devouring nearly every green
leaf and twig as they go. Some of their favorite
food plants are the apples, willows, elms, oaks,
Norway spruce, rose, strawberry and wisteria.
They feed during a much longer time than the
canker worm or the tent caterpillar.
The report contains illustrations of tracts of

woodland and orchard devastated by the caterpillar,
and the same tracts after they had been freed from

I'.'I
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the pest, which give a vivid impression of the im-

portance of exterminating them.

The Massachusetts Board of Agriculture is to

be congratulated on their successful battle with

these insect marauders, and we hope that other

State Boards may be stimulated by their example
to wage relentless war upon the insect enemies of

fruit and forest trees.

I

I

I

The Albany Forestry Meeting.

TFTHE Albany meeting, March 6, 7 and 8, was a

I joint gathering made up of the American
~^ Forestry Association, New York State For-

estry Association, Adirondack Park Association,

and the Genesee Valley Forestry Association.

All in all it was the most successful of the recent

meetings which the friends of the forestry move-
ment have held. To start with, the State of New
York was represented by no less than three distinct

organizations, and the meeting was held in a

capital city during a legislative session. These
elements alone might be depended uj)on to have
brought together a considerable body of honest
men who had the courage of their convictions.

It was also well known that the Adirondack
question was sure to be a feature of the discus-

sion, and that an excursion to the Adirondacks
was to be the closing pleasure of the meeting.
The meeting was opened by an address of wel-

come from his excellency. Governor Flower. This
was more than a mere formal welcome. It was a

clear statement of his views on the forestry rela-

tions of the State. The following extracts will be
of interest as an authoritative statement of the facts

of the case

:

*' Gentlemen of the American Forestry Associa-

tion and others : It is an especial pleasure for me
to welcome you, because the membership of the

Forestry Association includes men who were pio-

neers of the forestry movement in America. I am
sure I am not exaggerating the truth when I say

that it is to the earnest efforts of your association

that we are indebted to-day for the widespread in-

terest in the preservation of our forests which finds

expression in nearly every State of the Union.
'* Long before there were any forest commissions

in the various States, the men of your association,

acting from purely disinterested motives, held an-
nual conventions in the large cities of the United
States and Canada, and aroused thereby the atten-

tion of the people to the necessity of forest pre-

servation. As a result of the early labors in this

direction, many of our States have now established
forest commissions; the federal government has
become interested in the work, and throughout our
entire land the celebration of an Arbor Day is the

occasion for implanting in the minds of thousands

of school children the first principles of forestry.
*' It is eminently proper that the forest associa-

tions represented in this congress meet in Albany,
for it was in the Empire State that the ideas which
those associations promulgated were first planted,

and first bore fruit. Of the forty-four States in the

Union, New York was the first to establish a de-

partment of forestry, and to provide the liberal ap-

propriations needed for carrying on its work. The
State of New York was also the first to assume con-
trol over its public lands, and to place them under
a definite system of management—one which will

not only insure forest preservation, but will at the

same time furnish a perpetual supply of lumber and
a constant revenue to the State.

** New York is so fortunate in its natural and
topographical advantages, that we have unusually

large areas of timbered wilderness which has thus

far been spared from destruction. In the Adiron-
dack region alone we have about 3,700,000 acres

of wooded area, and in the CatskiU region is an-

other large tract. New York is also particularly

well supplied in respect to water courses and lakes,

which depend very largely for their supply upon
the vast tracts of wooded land. Because of our
forests we are shielded from long periods of drought,
such as are characteristic of the treeless S.tates of

the west. In 1885 steps were taken toward the

establishment of the Adirondack park.
*' Most of the lands in the Adirondacks avail-

able for the purpose of a forest preserve, are now
owned by private individuals or associations, who
retain them, not only for the purpose of lumbering,
but for the present, at least, as places of recreation

and sport. It has been thought that these hold-

ings might be turned into a state preserve, and
the object of forest preservation attained by an ar-

rangement between the State and the holders. If

forest preservation in this State is at stake, our
people could certainly afford to be taxed many
millions of dollars rather than to suffer the disas-

trous effects of forest denudation.
'* Following the ideas and suggestions which have

been promulgated by the forest experts belonging
to your associations, we intend then that our for-

ests shall not only protect our water supply, and
thereby our agricultural and commercial interests,

and furnish summer homes and sanitariums for our
people ; but that they shall at the same time yield

a revenue which shall pay the cost of maintenance
and a handsome sum beside. Our commission has

already this year sold stumpage rights which will

yield the State upwards of $50,000. This is more
than the entire cost of the department.

**This matter of selling timber rights has been
mis-stated, and the impression has gained ground
in some localities, that the State permits the cut-

ting of all trees over twelve inches in diameter.

mm
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In reply it should be stated that none of the hard
woods, which, by the way, represent sixty per cent,

of the forest, can be cut under the present law.
** All those who argue that cutting for revenue

is inconsistent with the preservation of our forests,

I would refer to the successful operation of this

system in Europe, and I would also call attention
to the fact that the New York State Forest Commis-
sion is selling to-day timber rights on thousands of
acres which have been cut over by the lumbermen
in some cases three times—lands which, owing to

the natural tendency of the spruce to reproduce it-

self, now offer another desirable crop of timber.
*' But these questions and others relating to the

forests will, I have no doubt, receive your careful

consideration in the deliberations of your congress.
** My duty is that of welcoming you to this city

and State. I thank you for choosing Albany as

your place of meeting, and I now give way to your
distinguished presiding officer, the Secretary of
Agriculture, who has honored us with his presence,
and has manifested an unusually intelligent and
earnest interest in this great subject."

Secretary Morton responded in a brief address.
He was received with applause, and gave thanks
for the hearty welcome extended by the governor.
He said it was eminently proper that the State
which had sent out so many sturdy axemen, should
take the lead in efforts to restore the forests which
had well-nigh met destruction. Unless we heeded
the monition in regard to replacing the forests, what
had befallen the Orient would befall the Occident.
The establishment of Arbor Day had resulted in

Nebraska, his own State, in establishing over a
100,000,000 acres of woodland, where formerly
were only desolate prairies. No association was
doing a nobler work than the American Forestry
Association in conserving and protecting the wood-
lands of the country. The United States consumed
for building purposes, fuel, etc., 25,000 acres of
woodland every twenty-four hours. How many
acres were being planted ?

Judge Higley followed in a brief statement as
to the birth and history of the American Forestry
Association, which was well fitted to make the
Association satisfied with itself.

^
An illustrated lecture by the Hon. Bernard E.

Fernow closed the exercises for the evening. It

followed the order of vegetable development on
the globe, showing how, from lower to higher
forms, our forests came down to us from the re-
mote past ; how each had had to struggle, and
succeeded in proportion as it was capable of meet-
ing the conditions of the then existing environ-
ment. Probably most of the listeners took away
with them from that lecture a more exalted idea
of the inherent dignity of our American trees
than they had (arried into the room.
On Wednesday morning reports were heard

from the States represented in the congress.
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, New York, California and Canada
were all heard from, and each reported something
of comfort and encouragement. The remarks of
Mr. John W. Wood, of Boston, a lumber dealer,

produced a most profound impression on the con-
gress. He said that the lumberman did not, of
necessity, stand to the forests in the light that the
potato bug did to the potato-plant. It was time
to number progressive lumbermen among the
friends of the forestry movement. Walnut boards
twenty years ago were a drug in the market at ^45
a thousand feet ; now they are cheap at five times
that price. Oak in Indiana has become so scarce
that there are few places where it is abundant
enough to pay to put up a mill. Woods consid-
ered worthless twenty years ago—as sycamore,
gum and elm—are now coming into use as substi-

tutes for better wood in house-furnishing and for

furniture. Cherry is about exhausted ; beech and
birch are taking its place. The question for the
lumberman to settle is, where is he to find the ma-
terial on which to continue his business? Wood
can be had from the tropics for certain [)urposes,

but it is very expensive. All the mountains of our
country hav^e been scoured by men on foot and on
horseback who were seeking fresh lumber supplies,-

and the (luestion now is, where is the wood to

come from ?

The afternoon session was devoted wholly to the
Adirondack problem. It illustrated again an evil

to which attention should have been called sooner:
that of having joint sessions of several wholly dis-

tinct associations, each operating on different

fields and each having different rights. For ex-
ample, it was all right and proper for the three
associations belonging to New York State to discuss

and to endeavor to suggest an Adirondack policy
for the legislature to act upon ; but any such inter-

ference on the part of the national body was out
of place, and more likely to do harm than good.
At least, if the American Association could not
have kept its hands off, it would have been wiser
to have called a caucus and determined upon a
line of policy in advance.
The features of the evening session were a paper

by Dr. Loomis, on ** Influence of Forests on Pul-
monary Diseases ;

" then came a most interesting

address by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Doane, on '' The
General Relations of the Adirondacks to Society.*'

It was brimful of happy suggestion and practical

common-sense. Dr. Burke had a paper read by
proxy, on '* The Relation of Forests to Civiliza-

tion." Dr. Rothrock, of Pennsylvania, occupied
an hour with an illustrated lecture on '* The Rela-
tion of the Forests to the Surface of the Country."
He was followed by Prof. Albert S. Bickmore, of
New York, who delighted the audience by an ex-

11
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hibition of his colored Adirondack slides ; indeed,
one might say that it was the most fitting intro-

duction possible to the excursion of the day fol-

lowing, when, by a special train of parlor cars,

the members of the congress were taken to Lake
Li la, in the heart of the woods. J, T. R.

The Influence of Climate Upon Trees.

ON coming to Philadelphia in 1865, at the
close of the civil war, one of the things
that surprised me was the general abuse of

the trees scattered here and there through the
streets of the city. I had lived in a city in North-
ern New York where a shade tree upon the public
streets was regarded by all with peculiar pride
and interest, for the people hoped that in time
their maples and elms would grow to be as beautiful
and as highly venerated as were those of Hartford,
New Haven, and Springfield. But the way the
city trees here were pruned by ignorant laborers,

and the almost sinful manner in which those
upon the streets were ** cribbed'* and bitten by
horses, unchecked by their drivers, seemed to me
a very great abuse. As, however, no general
complaint had been made about it, after a while
these disagreeable sights became so familiar that I

looked upon them as a peculiarity of the city where
the streets themselves seemed open to every kind
of assault from anybody. But I will confine my-
self to some thoughts about trees, having had un-
usual opportunities for observing them from
Labrador to the Oulf of Mexico, in addition to
having been born upon a farm contiguous to two
splendid forests, one full of hard and soft maples,
elms, beeches, and basswood—the other rich in

pine and hemlock.
A treeless country has an appearance of deplor-

able desolation, to be appreciated only when seen.
There are no trees on the Labrador coast, even
as tar south as the Straits of Belle Isle—though it

is probable there may be a slim growth in the in-

terior where the cold winds that sweep down from
the polar regions would have a less destructive
force. I never saw a tree in Labrador that was
twenty feet high. A species of dwarf hemlock
shows itself there, about five feet high, and spread-
ing out at the top in a peculiar manner. Stand-
ing close together the branches interlock, and the
heavy snows of winter flatten them down nearly
as level as a house floor. At a distance it would
appear to be a mass of moss or turf, but one step
would reveal the mistake, for you would be
plunged into a mass of interlaced boughs, through
which you would sink to the solid earth beneath.

There was a time when I attempted in my own
mind to formulate a theory that no land should

be inhabited by man that was incapable of sup-
porting him in every natural want. But after

visiting the far north and understanding how people
lived there without trees, timber, or grain of any
kind, subsisting, when forced to do so, upon fish

and seal meat, one begins to see how small indeed
under my theory the world would become, and
how much it would be limited as a theatre where
man could develop his grandest energies. Nearly
the whole globe was made for man to live and
thrive in, and even lands without trees, under
God's all-seeing plan, may afford opportunities
for human endeavor.
As you go southward from Labrador and into

that noble sea which is but a continuation of the
great St. Lawrence river, you begin to notice
trees as far north as the Mingan river. Even
Anticosti Island has quite a growth of spruce and
some white birch, but it is only when well up the
gulf tiiat what may be called a ** forest " is reached.
Quebec is one of the greatest lumber-shipping
cities in the world, but not one stick of timber
ever left that ancient port that had not come down
''the great river," some of it from a thousand
miles towards the southwest.
When LaMountain and myself were lost with

our balloon in the great Bos-ke-tong wilderness in

Canada, we had even too much of an opportunity
to study the trees. When you penetrate into that
great forest, say two hundred miles north of
Ottawa, you are puzzled by the uniform size of
the trees. There that tree which here is thought
so hardy and cosmopolitan, the hemlock, has
entirely disappeared, while the spruce has its

greatest development, being straight as an arrow,
but never over ten to twelve inches in diameter
and without limbs for a height of thirty to thirty-
five feet, a beautiful, sturdy, but ''spindling"
tree. In localities especially dry and sheltered
from high winds, small clumps of the white pine
are found, but these also are of the "spindling "

kind, never exceeding eighteen inches in diameter
at the butt. A few small deciduous scrubs are
also found, but excepting the white birch, the
spruce and the pine, are almost the sole growth
in that wonderful wilderness, as large as six States
like Pennsylvania, and reaching from the Ottawa
and the Gatineau rivers to the Arctic circle. The
white birch there reaches perfection. I wrote
many notes upon the thin crearo-colored outside
bark, as smooth and delicate as the finest note
paper; but there is a very thick and tough interior
bark, suitable for use in building the Indian
canoes.

It is needless to dwell upon the trees of Penn-
sylvania and New York, since your admirable
paper has already said so much about them. Pass-
ing from north to south in this wonderful country
of ours, one is impressed with the changes which
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climate effects in the growth of trees. Our beauti-
ful and sturdy soft maple, that variety which shows
the bright red leaves in November, in Florida be-
comes a sturdy shrub, taking the place on the
streams which the common alder assumes here

;

while the magnolia, which has with us but a slight

growth, though ever beautiful, and one variety
delightfully fragrant, in Florida becomes a shade
tree, sixty to eighty feet high. One of them just

below Palatka, on the St. Johns, which is larger
at the butt than a barrel, is curiously intergrown
with an oak.

J. A. H.

y
One Cause of Forest Fires.

AVING noticed in Forest Leaves articles

about forest fires, and seen large sections

of our State burnt over by them, I send
some reflections caused by noticing night after

night the beautiful sight of freight engines throw-
ing showers of sparks as they labor around moun-
tain curves, and by having one favorite spot
almost yearly burnt over by railroad fires. The
remedy seemed to be to amend or make new our
spark-arresting law for engines, framing it so
plainly that no court could twist it. Enact a new
law providing that when a forest fire is started by
sparks from an engine that whoever is responsible
for the policy of that road be imprisoned for not
less than three weeks, or more than two years, as
the punishment of the court miijht decide. That
the railroad causing the said fire be fined double
the amount of damage caused ; the loss on prop-
erty to go to the owner, whether State or private,

and the balance to the county treasury to be used
as a fire and tree fund.
The county law officers should be compelled to

investigate every fire and bring the guilty parties
to justice. It should be the business of the sheriff
or constable, or whoever has charge of policing
a county, to put out fires as they put down riot

;

they should have power to call on all citizens to
assist, and in case of it being too large a fire for
a county to fight, then the sheriff should call on
the State for help.

I have not visited the extreme western part of
this State, but have been in the central part and
along the Suscjuehanna, the Lehigh, the Schuylkill,
the Delaware and the Juniata, and seen the sad
havoc of fire in all these sections. More than
tKis it is the uniform testimony of the inhabitants
in all these sections that forest fires are mostly
started by the railroads. As things are now, it is

easy for hunters or berry pickers to lay the blame
for the fires they start on the railroads, because
everybody knows the engines throw out sparks.

N. K.

[The laws of the State seem to be clear enough
in regard to the punishment of railroad com-
panies and others starting forest fires, but the diffi-

culty is in bringing such evidence as will secure
conviction, viz., the witness who can or who will
affirm that he saw the engine throw ofl" the sparks,
and observed that these sparks caused the con-
flagration. To secure enforcement of laws de-
mands action.

—

Ed.]

The Relation of the Forests to the
Commonwealth.

PR. J. T. ROTHROCK delivered an interest-

ing illustrated lecture on March nth be-
fore the Spring Garden Unitarian Society,

on " The Relation of the Forests to the Common-
wealth." He considered the relation of trees to
the soil, and pointed out how the forests served to
keep the soil in place, referring to the discovery,
settlement and cultivation of this continent in the
space of four centuries as one of the most remark-
able events in the history of the world, and then
went on to show how the destruction of the trees

had been begun by the settlers, and carried on to
such a vast extent that very serious consequences
were to be feared if measures were not taken to
restore the devastated forests.

A number of views illustrated how the forests

of Pennsylvania had been destroyed, so that there
were now, in consequence, 6000 miles of uni)ro-
ductive land in this State.

He explained how the trees produced soil and
served to keep it in its place, and said we were
now face to face with the problem whether we
would allow this protective power to be swept
away. Every twenty-four hours 25,000 acres of
timber were swei)t ofl" the face of our country.
He denounced the burning of forests, and

hoped that the sentiment would become general
that the man who fired a forest was as bad as the
man who stole a horse. He argued that as the
forests made the State valuable, the State should
pay for them by diminished taxes, so that it might
be more profitable for the owners of timber lands
to retain the trees than to clear them off*. Dr.
Rothrock explained the relation of the trees to
the atmosphere, and described, in illustration of
the beneficent effects of the forests, the climate on
the Pacific slope.

In concluding, he made a plea for the culture
of trees in cities.

—A white oak, cut near Shenandoah Junction,
W. Va., made three logs whose length was 36 ft.,

the diameter of the largest at the butt being 70
inches.

ril
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to convey to their fellow-workers a warning which
may result in great advantage.

To our travelling friends we say, Keep up your
interest in forestry while absent from home, and
let each bring back some word of encouragement
or helpfulness for the coming winter's campaign.

*i* vL# vL* •I' *X*
"7* ^j% ^j^ ^j^ *^

Much of the space in this issue is devoted to

reports of Arbor Day celebrations, and many more
records could, with propriety, be added. Our
friends should not imagine that a failure to notice

important meetings or interesting exercises in some
portions of our own or other States, indicates ne-

glect on the part of the Publication Committee.
While it is desirable to notice with equal credit

exercises in all parts of the State and country, the

committee must rely upon the readers of Forest
Leaves to supply the desired information. We
hope next year to hear from every county at least,

and from many towns, villages, or settlements.

Arbor Day should grow in favor, and this growth
will be encouraged by reports of what is done to

celebrate it.
J. B.*****

It is a source of regret that in some of the meet-
ings which have lately been held in the avowed
interest of forestry or tree planting that so little

of practical value was presented to ears willing to

listen and minds anxious to learn. There is much
which can be said to arouse interest and encourage
activity, without demanding technical knowledge
of botany, or thorough acquaintance with tree life.

Addresses which treat only of the sentimental
aspect of forestry may be of marked service, for it

is the desire of those who seek to advance the for-

estry interests to use all legitimate means for popu-
larizing the movement. But there is so much to

be said on the practical side, that our friends who
arrange meetings can well afford to lay out a pro-
gramme which means actual progress, and not fill

the time with mere speeches. Speeches may do
much to aid or discourage the forestry movement

;

if when friends of forestry meet together a few
well digested suggestions are offered, they will help
the cause ; while more eloquent speeches which
are merely talks against time may drive away those
who would be valuable allies.

J. B.********
We would remind the teachers of our ])ublic

schools throughout the State of Pennsylvania that
the vacation time which will soon Come offers ex-
cellent opportunity for the collection of data from
which to prepare papers upon some phase of the
forestry interest. The Council of the Pennsyl-
vania Forestry Association has as already an-
nounced decided to award prizes for the most
meritorious contributions prepared by teachers of
the public schools, said articles to be written so

that the decision can be reached by April i,

1895. Being desirous of arriving at a most equit-

able decision, and at the same time permit of the

fullest competition, the committee having the

matter in charge have not formulated the details

of the plan, but will probably include a means of
securing the co-operation of the various teachers*

institutes and other similar organizations, so that

the institutes or public meetings will get the benefit

of the papers prepared, and pass upon them prior to

their submission to a final adjudication. It is also

probable that the scope of the paper will cover a
wide field, and thus we feel warranted in suggesting
that our friends who teach the youth of the State
take advantage of the vacation season to collect

the information desired. J. B.
^ ^ ^4f >!* ^ si* •si' vL»^ ^ *X* ^T* ^p ^n ^v* ^1^

We note with pleasure that the New Jersey
House of Representatives has passed a bill for

$5000, to be expended under direction of the
State Geologist, in looking into the forest re-

sources of that State, and devising means for a
perpetuation of the same. The sum is inade-
(juate, but it is a step in the right direction, and
is doubtless but the herald of a more liberal forest

policy. Such measures seldom move backward.

J. T. R.
^^ J|^ T* 5K 'I* 3(5

In my report of the recent meeting of the Na-
tional Forestry Congress at Albany, published in

the April number of Forest Leaves, I called at-

tention to what I then and still regard as an unfor-
tunate interference by those who were neither citi-

zens of the State of New York, nor members of
any of her forestry associations. It is simply fair

to add, however, that the discussion over the Adi-
rondack policy arose from the consideration of the

resolutions introduced by Mr. Fernow. He is a
citizen of that State, and a member of the Gen-
essee Valley Association, and also of the New
York Forestry Association. It was, therefore, en-
tirely proper for him to take the initiative under
these circumstances as a citizen expert.

This, however, does not in the least alter my
belief that it were wiser policy to avoid mixed
meetings. The meetings of the national body
should, in my judgment, be distinct and separate
from all other kindred associations. Its own field

of work is (juite as distinct from that of the State

organizations as the duties of the Senate of the
United States are from those of a State Senate.

J. T. R.

Our readers will be glad to hear that the Minne-
sota State Commissioners have presented their

State Forestry Association with the splendid ex-
hibit of woods which the State had at the World's
Fair.

li
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Arbor Day Celebration in Philadelphia
and Spring Meeting of the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Association.

/^OVERNOR Robert E. Pattison appointed
ViC two Arbor Days, viz., April 13th and 27th,

and the members of Council of the Penn-
sylvania Forestry Association decided to celebrate
the second of these, by appropriate exercises, in-
cluding tree-planting in Fairmount Park, closing

' with an illustrated lecture by Prof. Alfred S. Bick-
more, of New York, and making this the Spring
Meeting of the Association.

It was thought especially fitting that some of
the eminent Philadelphians be remembered by
planting trees in their memory, and on the after-
noon of the 27th, a number of those interested
assembled at the southern end of the Centennial
Concourse in Fairmount Park to attend the plac-
ing of trees to nine distinguished Pennsylvanians,
and listen to the addresses.

Mr. John Birkinbine, the President of the As-
sociation, was unavoidably detained, and in his
absence Mr. J. Rodman Paul officiated, Dr. H.
M. Fisher superintending the planting of the trees.
After a few appropriate remarks by Mr. Paul as to
the origin of Arbor Day, and its object, Mr.
Lucius S. Landreth was introduced, and planted
a sugar maple in memory of the Rev. J. P. Lundy,
D.D., the former President of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Associatin. In the course of his re-
marks he said, " trees appealed to Dr. Lundy for
their utilitarian influences and for their elevation
of human thoughts to God. If Dr. Lundy had
had his choice of a monument it would have been
a tree. The granite crust of indifference in regard
to tree culture has been broken, and I hoi)e we are
coming to the day when the noble scions of our
forests will be carefully guarded and nurtured in-
stead of ruthlessly destroyed."

Dr. J. William White then placed an elm tree
in remembrance of Dr. D. Hayes Agnew, whom
he said, was a great lover of nature, and a great
physician, who did yeoman service in alleviating
the sufferings of mankind.

General William Farrar Smith then planted an
oak tree to. the memory of General George (iordon
Meade, which he stated would flourish long after
monuments of marble and bronze should^ have
crumbled to dust, and also referred to his emi-
nent services during the late war, especially at the
battle of Gettysburg.
An eloquent tribute was paid by Mr. Joseph

G. Rosengarten to Mr. George W. Chi Ids, in
whose honor an ash tree was planted. He stated
that this way of perpetuating his memory was in
happy consonance with his own interest in the
trees planted at Wooton, his country home, where
every distinguished guest was asked by Mr. Childs

to plant a tree, until now a grove of flourishing
trees commemorates the names of a long line of
men and women of note. He mentioned many
famous trees in this vicinity and said :

''The trees planted here to-day will attract at-
tention from all quarters, and may lead to a better
and more tender regard for the preservation of our
forest trees, to a more intelligent knowledge of the
need of protection for our forests, to planting
trees on spots that are suited to so good a pur-
pose, and to a greater interest in the economical

j

and industrial resources of the country from this

I

source. Small as may be the contribution, yet

I

it is one that cannot fail to be appreciated by
j

thinking men and women, and thus to secure that
popular approval which in the .end will reward
the earnest efforts of those who are engaged in
making the question of forestry one that comes
home to the legislators of both State and nation.

" We may hope that each recurring Arbor Day
will be marked by a similar service, and that those
who take part in it will see on this spot the vigor-
ous trees planted to-day growing heavenward, and
helping to recall with every upward and outward
growth of limb and trunk and branch the lifelong,
steadflist, earnest effort of Mr. Childs to do good
to others.

*'The trees planted to day bear the names and
perpetuate the memory of men whose lives were
full of useful examples of the different services
that men can render by a faithful discharge of
duty, and in all times to come these trees will
bear evidence to the earnest affection felt for them
and of the wish to erect to them a monument not
built by hands, but a living and growing and beau-
tiful grove of trees, gaining in beauty with every
recurring year, and always inviting interest in the
work of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association."

Mr. Henry Budd placed an ash tree to the
memory of the Hon. Furman Sheppard, who had
done great good to the community by purifying
criminal justice.

Dr. James Anders paid a fitting tribute to Ex-
(Governor John F. Hartranft before planting a su-
gar maple in his honor. He stated that during
his term of office General Hartranft had advanced
the cause of the preservation of our woodlands.
A linden tree commemorated the memory of the

famous scientist. Dr. Joseph Leidy, and Dr. James
Wolf in his remarks paid a just tribute to his use-
ful life.

Mr. John Cadwalader placed a linden tree to
the memory of Mr. John Welsh, who did so much
for that portion of the Park on which the trees
were planted.

Prof. Wm. P. Wilson planted a sweet gum in
honor of Mr. Thomas Meehan, who has for many
years advocated the preservation of trees and the
establishment of city parks, and future generations
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will remember him and his good work in the cause

of nature.

In the evening Professor Alfred S. Bickmore,
Director of the Central Park Museum of Natural

History, of New York, delivered an illustrated

lecture at the Academy of Natural Sciences on the

"Trees of North America." He threw on the

canvas maps of the western continent and of North
America, showing the tree regions, and then start-

ing in the Adirondacks illustrated the evergreen

and deciduous trees native here. From the mount-
ain region of New York attention was next drawn
to the trees of the Rocky Mountains, and then to

the Pacific coast, where the enormous redwood and
pine trees were excellently illustrated. Views of
Utah, etc., were also shown, exhibiting the won-
derful variety of trees in this country, the lecture

closing with some views and explanations of the
system pursued at the Museum of Natural His-
tory in exhibiting specimens of trees, leaves, etc.

At the conclusion of the lecture a vote of
thanks was tendered to Prof. Bickmore for his in-

teresting lecture and to the New York State Board
of Agriculture for permitting Prof. Bickmore to

show the views, and to the Academy of Natural
Sciences for their courtesy in tendering the use of
their hall was unanimously passed.

Owing to lack of space about the public schools.

Superintendent Brooks deemed it inadvisable to

have a general tree-planting by the scholars, but at

a number of the schools Arbor Day exercises were
held and trees planted. The eighty-five kinder-
gartens also made a suitable observance of the day,
and where trees could not be planted hardy vines
or other plants were substituted. At the Asbury
M. E. Church, Thirty-third and Chestnut Streets,

two trees in honor of Messrs. Henry C. Shartleff

and Charles E. West were planted.

Arbor Day and tree-planting exercises were
held at the Philadelphia Hospital. Over forty
trees were planted by Superintendent Lawrence
and named in honor of Mayor Stuart, Director
Beitler, Presidents of Councils Miles and Hartman,
President Lambert, Directors Gardiner, Moore,
Walk and Shallcross of the Board of Charities
and Correction, and Secretaries Floyd and Palmer,
the members of the old board, City Treasurer
George D. McCreary and other city officials.

F. L. B.

—The California Indian's bow was made from
the white or sap wood of the cedar, the outside of
the tree being also the outer side of the bow. The
stick was scraped and polished with the sharp
pieces of obsidian, roasted in ashes and bent into

shape. Their arrows are made of button willow
twigs of the buckeye and canes.

Arbor Day Throughout Pennsylvania.

WE are pleased to note that Arbor Day was
more generally celebrated in the State

this year than on previous occasions,

and from many notices select the following as

representative

:

At Lancaster the boys' and girls' high schools

celebrated the day by singing and reading essays.

Addresses from the speakers mentioned below were
made, of which we give some extracts

:

Dr. J. T. RoTHROCK stated that less than three
centuries ago, in the providence of God, our an-
cestors fell heirs to a land which was not only
well watered and fertile, but well wooded. It is

fair to say that on the eastern slope of the conti-

nent there was no second area equal in size to

Pennsylvania, which possessed resources so varied
and that bid fair to last so long.

Already, practically 75 per cent, of our State

is destitute of real forest growth, and to meet the
wants of a rapidly-increasing population we are
now importing lumber. Not so only, but about
an eighth of the land which is cleared is so ex-
hausted in fertility that it can no longer be made
remunerative in agriculture. In at least one county
of our State the president judge says that the bar-
ren hillsides are being deserted by their population
because they can no longer wring a living from the
impoverished lands.

You are now called upon to save the State from
wasting its strength and from becoming weak and
poor when it should be strong and rich. God
never allowed a child to grow up to be a citizen

without providing something for him or her to do
for the public good. Every citizen should in some
way aid in making every acre of the State as pro-
ductive as it can be made. Of all things, a use-

less soul and a useless acre are the most useless.

You young people, who are thinking already what
you will do when you grow up, should resolve that

you will be patriots, and help make the land in

which you live as near a paradise as you can. You
will be wiser if you begin at once to do some good
thing. Here is a chance. Every tree that is

planted helps to save water for the uses of the
people. It helps to restrain the floods which de-
stroy life and property. It helps to keep the air

in pure condition for you and your associates. It

helps to moderate the climate, so that crops may
grow and fruits mature.

If, then, you plant a tree, you increase the
wealth and strength of the Commonwealth, and
at the same time you aid in husbanding its re-

sources. Is not this a worthy work? But it is so
small a thing, you may say. True, but life is

made up of small things. How many really great
things can any one do ? The great acts of any

MM
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man's life are few. It is the multitude of small
deeds which makes life important.

I desire especially to call attention here to a
mistake too often made in connection with Arbor
Day; this is the planting of foreign instead of
native trees. It is now well known that no for-
eign species, except, possibly, the eastern plane
tree, is so long lived as the corresponding native
species. As between foreign and native trees,

then, give the first place to our own species. In
the country, as in smaller towns, nothing is better
than our white oak, a native elm or a sugar maple.
Do not plant the silver maple. It is too weak to
support its own enormous growth. It must be cut
back. This opens the way for decay, and just
when your tree should be in its prime it is in the
stage of decay.

We are now passing from the period of destruc-
tion to the period of restoration. Hardly a State
in the Union but is concerning itself with this
great reform. Pennsylvania has earned a first

place as a pioneer in the movement. In my travels
over the country I see on all sides the signs that a
reformation is at hand.

I look on the hopeful side of things. The
world has constantly been, in the main, becoming
better fitted for the prosperity and comfort of men.
It is the natural order of evolution. It is not too
late to restore our forests on land where nothing
but trees will grow. It is not too late to make oiir
roadsides, our school-yards, our swamp land and
our barren ridges eloquent witnesses of God's
willingness to help us beautify our living places
and perpetuate the prosperity of our Common-
wealth. You may never command armies or
thrill a listening nation by your eloquence, but
you may at least, each one of you, leave a thrifty,
growing tree, or more than one, to show those who
follow that you were unselfish enough to labor for
the benefit of posterity that you may never see.
You may, at least, exemplify the noble justice of
leaving the world in as good condition for the
prosperity of your children as you found it for
yourselves. All this you may do by simply plant-
ing a tree, which will grow while you sleep and
draw its strength and its long life and large useful-
ness from the sunshine and the storm, costing
nothing, ''harming no one, blessing every one
and pleasing God." Will you do it ?

Dr. N. C. Schaeffer, State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, said:

In a forest not far from the University of Tu-
bingen stood an ancient oak tree that was known
as ''Die Dicke Eiche." From the size of its
trunk It was supposed to be over a thousand years
old. Under its shade the early Germans may have
gathered previous to their conversion to Christi-
anity. Under its spreading branches the Druids
may have initiated youths into the mysteries of

their organization. Against its trunk Crusaders
may have rested on their return from the Holy
Land. The tree certainly witnessed the outbreak
of the Reformation, and the cruel scenes of the
Thirty Years' War that resulted in the peace of
Westphalia and led to religious toleration in the
Fatherland. It survived the bloody wars of Fred-
erick the Great, the terrors of the French Revo-
lution and all the vicissitudes of history from the
rise of Napoleon Bonaparte to the final fall of
his dynasty in the Franco-Prussian War. When,
at last, a mighty storm blew it over, the forester
to whose circuit it belonged is said to have shed
tears, and crowds of students and peasants visited
the spot where the giant oak lay stretched upon
mother Earth. The remarks that were made, and
the poems that were written, served to show how
the affections of the heart and the associations of
other days may cluster about a tree.

It is, indeed, difficult to conceive of any object
better adapted to carry the associations of school
days than a class tree. It will continue to grow
upon the spot where it was planted, whilst those
who planted it are scattered over the globe in the
pursuit of fortune or in the struggle for existence.
As it grows in size and spreads its branches those
who named it may be growing in fame and afllu-

ence, but they come back to repose under its shade,
and to think of earlier and happier days in which
the future was radiant with hope, and the heart
had not been soured by disappointment.

Sentiment, however, is not the only motive that
should impel us to plant trees on Arbor Day. How
many people depend upon the industries whose
principal raw material is wood ? It will at no dis-
tant day be a serious question whence some of our
industries shall obtain the wood that is needed to
keep them in operation.
At the close of the war the forests of hemlock

in Pennsylvania appeared to be inexhaustible.
The largest tanneries in the world grew up in the
northern tier of counties. Raw hides are now im-
ported from South America and Australia, the sup-
l)ly from our Western prairies being insufficient.
I'he tanners of to-day gather their bark from a
territory more extensive than the whole of Brad-
ford county, in fact, equal in area to three of our
smaller counties. The magnificent specimens of
hemlock trees—some of them at least—which sup-
ply the bark for these tanneries, may have been
saplings when Columbus erected the crucifix in

the New World. Certain it is that the conditions
are wanting for the reproduction of these hemlock
forests. Where is salvation to be found for our
large tanneries? The experiments in France and
Germany show that new forests of oak can be re-
produced, and a fair crop of bark obtained once
in ten to thirteen years.

In the Province of Ontario a text-book on agri-
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culture, treats of the cultivation of forest trees for
shade, ornament, and protection. The principal
uses of forests are specified.

1. They are sources of timber, lumber and fuel.

2. They modify the climate during the heat of
summer by making the days cooler and the nights
warmer ; retard the evaporation of water from the
soil, and, without increasing the aggregate rain-
fall, cause its more even distribution throughout
the year.

3. They affect the salubrity of climate not only
by causing a more even temperature and a more
even rainfall, but also by absorbing carbonic acid
gas and exhaling oxygen during the hours of day-
light.

The presence of forests influences the steadiness
of the flow of water in streams and rivers, thus
tending to prevent destructive floods and spring
freshets.

5. In cold climates forests are of immense ser-
vice as a protection against cold winds, which
freeze out winter crops in cold places and cause
snow to accumulate in drifts in the highway.
An Italian proverb says, *' Where the sun can-

not enter the doctor must." Trees should not be
planted too thickly or too near our dwellings and
our school houses.

Mr. McCaskey made some eulogistic remarks
in regard to the former speakers, and stated that
the work of tree-planting is going on in Lancas-
ter as never before, but advised that more care be
exercised in the planting, so that more handsome
and valuable trees would grow up instead of small
spindly telegraph poles.

Carlisle, Pa.—Arbor Day was appropriately
observed by the children of the public schools.
Several trees were planted and a large American
flag hoisted on Educational Hall, the oldest public
school-house in the town. The exercises were
held in front of this building, and were witnessed
by a large number of people. After a patriotic
song had been sung, an address on Arbor Day
was made by Major A. A. Line. Ex-District
Attorney Maust, the orator of the day, followed
Major Line with an address on " Patriotism."

Harrisburg.—Arbor Day was observed by the
children of the public schools. Over 4000 gaily
dressed pupils participated in the planting of trees
at Reservoir Park, after which there was a pro-
gramme of music and addresses.

Mechanicsburg.—The afternoon session of the
public school here was devoted to Arbor Day ex-
ercises. On the lawn that surrounds the' new
school building a number of trees were planted
by the scholars.

Middletown.—Colonel James Young, owner of
the 1500 acres of land famous as the Middletown
Farms, observed Arbor Day by planting on his
estate 150 fruit trees and 1180 locust trees.

Selin*s Grove.—Rev. Jacob Youtzy, A.M., of
the University Institute at this city, delivered an
address to-day to the Freshmen class of that insti-

tution upon the planting of a number of trees by
the latter.

Skippack.—Hon. B. Witman Dambly, observed
Arbor Day this year by planting trees in the
school grounds of Skippack township. Up to
date, Mr. Dambly has planted a round hundred
trees.

Stroudsburg.—Arbor Day was celebrated in a
fitting manner at the Normal School.

At 2 o'clock the faculty and students assembled
in the chapel. The exercises commenced with
the singing of a national song by the school.
This was followed by the reading of Governor
Pattison's proclamation concerning the celebra-.
tion of Arbor Day. The orator of the day, Mr.
R. F. Schwarz, made an interesting speech to his
audience.

At the close of the exercises in the chapel, the
audience filed out into the grounds, where 40
trees were planted. The setting was done by the
faculty, trustees, and the Shakespearean and Min-
nisink Literary Society. Some of the classes also
planted. Each class and society had appropriate
ceremonies. The trees were placed all around the
building, and were of different kinds.

Forestry Meeting at Riverton,
New Jersey.

ON Saturday, May 12th, in response to invi-
tations sent out, about seventy-five persons
from Philadelphia and neighboring towns

in New Jersey assembled at the home of Mrs. John
C. S. Davis, at Riverton, N. J., to celebrate the
passage of the New Jersey Forestry Bill. After a
few words of welcome had been spoken by Mr.
D. H. Wright, luncheon was served. Trees were
planted in memory of Dr. J. P. Lundy, past
President of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associa-
tion, and Mr. George W. Childs by Messrs. Herbert
Welsh and William E. Meehan. Addresses were
made by Messrs. Joseph Wharton, Edward Bur-
rough, William E. Meehan, John Birkinbine and
Walter Dye.
At the conclusion of the speech^making, a per-

manent forestry organization was effected with
the selection of the following officers:

President, Edward Burrough, Merchantville

;

Vice-President, Charles Hendrickson, Mount
Holly

; Treasurer, Franklin Dye ; Secretary, D.
H. Wright; Committee, Mrs. J. C. S. Davis;
Mrs. Ezra Lippincott, Mrs. E. Burd Grubb, Mrs.
C. E. Hendrickson, Mrs. J. M. Watson, Mrs. E.
H. Ogden, Messrs. S. R. Coale, J. Girtanner, C.
B. Cole,

J. M. Watson, H. J. Budd, George May
Powell.

Arbor Day in Other States.

TV RBOR Day was observed in nearly all the

./^\ states and territories, and we give below
^ notices of some of the celebrations which

were supplied to us.

Beverly, Mass., April 28th.—The Improvement
Society observed Arbor Day by the planting of
some 125 shade trees in various parts of the town.
They have been doing good work in the destruc-
tion of the tent caterpillar, and 36,855 belts have
been destroyed this year and 220,344 last year.

Marquette, Mich.—Arbor Day was- indeed a
gala day for the children of Marquette's public
schools, and the teachers were good enough to see
that their pupils had a glorious outing. Shortly
after dinner troops of scholars might be seen
wending their way gaily in different directions
to the woods.
At 2 o'clock school was dismissed and the

scholars properly placed by their teachers outside.
A company was detailed to look after the planting
of each tree and older hands and eyes saw it was
properly done. In half an hour a row of small
maples stood gravely in front of the trim little

school house and many rows of pleased children
stood and applauded the general result.

A large group of girls attended with great care
to the planting of a tree of their own finding at
one side of the school.

Inside the school exercises appropriate to the
day and occasion were held, the smaller scholars
offering recitations and songs.

Belvidere, N. J., April 27th.—-Arbor Day has
been generally observed throughout Warren
county by the public schools. Addresses were
made by prominent citizens and public exercises
held by the children.

In Belvidere the observance was on a large scale.
Addresses were made by the Rev. Messrs. Bruen
and Wilson. At the close of the exercises trees
and vines were planted on the school grounds.

Lambertville, N. J., April 27th.—Arbor day was
fittmgly observed in this city. This afternoon all
the public schools assembled at the High School
on the hill and after going over a programme of
exercises that had been prepared for the occasion,
the class of 94 planted several trees in different
parts of the school grounds. The exercises were
largely attended by the citizens.

North Branch, N. J.—The exercises were heldm the school house in the evening. It was the
first time that much interest had been taken in the
occasion there, and it was with delight and appre-
ciation that the 100 or more visitors applauded.

Salem, N. J., April 27th.—-Arbor Day was cele-

brated in this city in an appropriate manner by the
public schools. The different schools assembled
on the High School grounds. The exercises con-
sisted of readings, recitations, singing ; the whole
concluding with an address by M. H. Stratton,
city superintendent of public schools.

Somerville, N. J.—In compliance with the Gov-
ernor's proclamation, the day was celebrated by
the public school.

The literary exercises were chiefly performed by
the girls and small boys; the energies of the
larger boys being reserved for the tree planting.
The programme lasted about an hour, at the close
of which about 300 boys, ranged in double files,

passed out of the building, and planted two Nor-
way maples. In maturity they will be a great
boon to other pupils and teachers in future years.

The eight elms planted last year along the west
line are all alive and budding.

New York, May 4th.—Over 200,000 children
in the public schools of New York celebrated
Arbor Day with the customary ceremony. Before
the School Commissioners, teachers and principals,

a regular program provided by the Superintendent
of Public Instruction was faithfully gone through
in all the schools of the State.

State Superintendent Croker*s address was sent
to each of the city schools. It contains also an
address by Francis Theodore Dana, and the re-

maining twenty pages were taken up by a short
article oh plants, trees and shrubs, poems about
flowers, directions about their treatment and va-
rious other matter calculated to stir the love of
nature in the breasts of the school children.

In the up-town schools, where there was a little

spare ground around the building, the ceremony
of planting trees was performed, but down town,
where there is not enough earth, the children
brought boxes of soil, planted in them seeds and
vines and watered them with the same interest

as the up-town children gave their trees.

The parents and members of families were in-

vited to the celebration. The flowers and shrubs
that grow best in the confines of a smoky city

were especially introduced to the children's no-
tice so that they can beautify their homes with
them and make even the dull school room look
more cheerful and bright.

Rev. W. H. Hare, D.D., Bishop of the Episco-
pal Church in South Dakota, addressed a pastoral

to all persons in charge of churches, rectories,

boarding schools and other buildings belonging to
the Episcopal Church in that State, sending them
a copy of Governor Sheldon's Arbor Day procla-
mation, and suggesting ** what a reward in beauty
and comfort the future will bring, if in the present
trees be set out each Arbor Day on the premises
under your charge."
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Our Illustration.

THE magnificent specimen of an elm tree
which forms the illustration for this num-

ber is an evidence of what can be done in

the way of preserving handsome trees in the city.

This tree stands in private grounds at the north-
east corner of Broad and Walnut Streets, close to
the heart of the busy section of Philadelphia. It

is doubtful if it would have reached its mature
age, or attained its present proportions, had it

been placed upon the sidewalk and subjected to
all of the disturbing influences of paving and
other city improvements, or had it been utilized

as a hitching-post for horses.

Philadelphia can present some additional illus-

trations of handsome trees well preserved, but,
unfortunately, they are so few in number as.^o
make them peculiar. It is a pity that such is tfie

case, and we trust that the interest which is now
being awakened in the preservation of trees along
our sidewalks will result in protecting such as are
now growing and encouraging the planting and
care of others.

We are sure that the illustration will prove of
interest to our readers, and be accepted as'^aw
apology on the part of the Publication Committee
for the absence of the usual contribution from Dr.
Rothrock, which has become a feature of Forest
Leaves.
We have an article upon the** White Pine,"

which Dr. Rothrock prepared for the present
number, but circumstances beyond control pre-
vented the illustrations being completed in time
for publication.

y-i

*m-^czy.t

. The Late Floods.

THE entire area of Pennsylvania east of thf
Allegheny Mountains and portions near
the western slope of this range have again

suffered by disastrous floods, and the section of the
State which suffered so severely five years ago, a i

time made memorable by the destruction of Johns- '

town, has again sustained tremendous money
losses, due to swollen rivers and streams. For-'^
tunately but few lives have been sacrificed, but tb«-

1

injury to railroad property, to manufactories, to
'

homes, to farms, to gardens and to the lumber
industry will represent a loss of millions of dollars
to the people of Pennsylvania and will practically
impoverish the commonwealth to that extent. The
losses are, however, not covered by crops destroyed,
booms full of logs carried away, bridges swept
from their foundations, houses or manufactories
wrecked or wiped from the face of the earth, or
the numerous other evidences of the power of the

flood now apparent, but much fertile land has
been permanently damaged iii some localities, and
in others the accumulated detrital matter may en-
courage sickness or pestilence.

Naturally, the question arises, can these floods
be prevented or the injury done by them miti-
gated? We do not clainn that man can prevent
floods, but we do believe that it is in his power to
materially reduce the amount of injury resulting
from them. Probably no section of the State
suffered more severely lately than the West Branch
of the Susquehanna, and a means of reducing the
damage by flood was suggested by Major C. W.
Raymond, of the United States Engineer Corps,
who made a critical examination of this stream
and prepared a report thereon. We cannot
answer the above query better than by a few sen-
tences from Major Raymond's report, an excerpt
of which appeared in Forest Leaves, of October,
1892, he says, referring especially to the drainage
of the West Branch of the Susquehanna River:

'^The destruction of the forests from the moun-
tain crests and slopes of a watershed is undoubtedly
the principal cause of tht^ increase of the average
magnitude of floods. The evidence collected
during the last twenty-five years establishing this
conclusion is well nigh overwhelming, and it is

verified by repeated observations, not only in the
mountainous countries of Europe, but also in our
own land.

** That the destruction of forests in mountainous
watersheds is followed by disastrous floods, where
previously such floods were unknown, is not a
matter of theory, opinion or probability, but it is

a well-established physical fact. * * * In France,
Italy, Germany and Austria the systematic plant-
ing of mountain slopes as a means of restoring
lost fertility and preventing the inundations fol-

lowing the destruction of forests, is followed by
results more satisfactory than the most sanguine
anticipations. * * *

'' All that can be done at present to protect the
valley of the West Branch of the Susquehanna
from inundations seems to be to remove, as far as
possible, the conditions tending to increase the
destructive eff*ects of the floods. Obstruction
should be reduced to a minimum, and, most im-
portant of all, such forests as yet remain upon areas
not valuable for cultivation, especially near the
headwaters and on the upper slopes of the basin,
should be protected.

'

' .

—The Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution at Washington, D. C, has issued its

annual report, showing the operations, expendi-
tures and condition of the institution to July,
1892, together with numerous articles on various
subjects by different authors.
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Our Illustration.

THE mai^nificent specimen of an elm tree

which forms the illustration for this num-
ber is an evidence of what can be done in

the way of preserving handsome trees in the city.

This tree stands in ])rivate grounds at the north-
east corner of Broad and Walnut Streets, close to
the heart of the busy section of Philadelphia. It

is doubtful if it would have reached its mature
age, or attained its present proportions, had it

been ])laced upon the sidewalk and subjected to

all of the disturbing influences of paving and
other city improvements, or had it been utilized
as a h itching-post for horses.

Philadelphia (an present some additional illus-

trations of handsome trees well preserved, but,
unfortunately, they are so few in number as to
make them peculiar. It is a pity that such is the
case, and we trust that the interest which is now
being awakened in the preservation of trees along
our sidewalks will result in protecting sue h as are
now growing and encouraging the planting and
care of others.

We are sure that the illustration will ])rove of
interest to our readers, and be accepted as an
apology on the i)art of the Publication Committee
for the absence of the usual contribution from Dr.
Kothro( k, which has become a feature of Forest
Lkavks.
We have an article upon the ''White Pine,"

which Dr. Rothrock prepared for the present
number, but circumstances l)eyond control pre-
vented the illustrations being completed in time
for i)ubli( ation.

, The Late Floods.

THE entire area of Pennsylvania east of the
Allegheny Mountains and portions near
the western slope of this range have again

suffered by disastrous floods, and the section of the
State which suffered so severely five years ago, a
time made memorable by the destruction of Johns-
town, has again sustained tremendous money
losses, due to swollen rivers and streams. For-
timately but few lives have been sacrificed, but the
injury to railroad property, to manufactories, to
homes, to farms, to gardens and to the hunber
industry will represent a loss of millions of dollars
to the people of Pennsylvania and will practu ally
impoverish the commonwealth to that extent. The
losses are, however, not covered by crops destroyed,
booms full of logs carried away, bridges swept
from their foundations, houses or manufactories
wrecked or wiped from the face of the earth, or
the numerous oilier evidences of the power of the

flood now apparent, but much fertile land has
been permanently damaged in some localities, and
in others the accumulated detrital matter may en-
courage sickness or pestilence.

Naturally, the question arises, can these floods
be prevented or the injury done by them miti-
gated ? We do not claim that man can prevent
floods, but we do believe that it is in his power to
materially reduce the amount of injury resulting
from them. Probably no section of the State
suffered more severely lately than the West liranch
of the Susquehanna, and a means of reducing the
damage by flood was suggested by Major C. W.
Raymond, of the United States Engineer Corps,
who made a critical examination of this stream
and i)rei)are(l a report thereon. We cannot
answer the above query better than by a few sen-
tences from Major Raymond's report, an excerpt
of which appeared in Forest Leaves, of October,
1892, he says, referring especially to the drainage
of the West Branch of the Sus(]uehanna River:

''The destruction of the forests from the moun-
tain crests and slopes of a watershed is undoubtedly
the principal < ause of the increase of the average
magnitude of floods. The evidence collected
(luring the last twenty-five years establishing this
conclusion is well nigh overwhelming, and it is

verified by repeated observations, not only in the
mountainous countries of Europe, but also in our
own land.

*' That the destriK tion of forests in mountainous
watersheds is fi)llowed by disastrous floods, where
previously su( h floods were unknown, is not a
matter of theory, opinion or probability, but it is

a well-established physical fact. * * ->" In France,
Italy, Germany and Austria the systematic plant-
ing of mountain slopes as a means of restoring
lost fertility and preventing the inundations fol-

lowing the destruction of forests, is followed by
results more satisfactory than the most sanguine
anticipations. -'- -'''-

-i^

*' All that can be done at present to protect the
valley of the West Branch of the Susquehanna
from inundations seems to be to remove, as far as
possible, the (onditions tending to increase the
destructive effects of the floods. Obstruction
should be redu( ed to a minimum, and, mos/ im-
f^ortanf of a//, such forests as yet remain upon areas
not valuah/e for cultivation, csfeciai/y near the
ht:adwatcrs and on the upper slopes of the basin,
should he protected,

'

'

—The Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution at Washington, D. C., has issued its

annual re[)ort, showing the operations, expendi-
tures and condition of the institution to July,
i<S92, together with numerous articles on various
subjects by different authors.
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A Dead Letter.

THERE exists already upon our statute books
the following law in section i, page 1316
of laws of 1870:

It is hereby enacted, etc., That it shall be the
duty of the commissioners of the several counties
of this commonwealth to appoint persons under
oath, whose duty it shall be to ferret out and
bring to punishment all persons, who either wil-
fully or otherwise, cause the burning of timber
lands

; to take measures to have such fires extin-
guished where it can be done; the expenses
thereof to be paid out of the county treasury, the
unseated land tax to be the first to be applied to
such expense.

In sections i and 2, page 162 of the laws of
1869

:

Sec. I. Be it enacted, etc., That any person or
persons who shall wantonly and wilfully kindle
any fire on the lands of another, so as to set on
fire any wood lands, barren or moors, within the
limits of this commonwealth, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be
sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding $300, and
undergo an imprisonment not exceeding twelve
months, or either or both, at the discretion of the
court

j and prosecution for such offences may be
commenced at any time within two years from the
commission thereof.

Sec. 2. Upon the conviction of any person or
persons for any of the offences aforesaid, the
commissioners of the county in which such con-
victix)n is had, shall pay to the prosecutor in every
such case the sum of $^0 out of the county treas-
ury as a reward for the apprehension and convic-
tion of the offenders, and the defendant or de-
fendants shall pay the same, with the costs as in
other cases, into the hands of the sheriff for the
use of the county, and nothing herein contained
shall prevent the prosecutor from being a compe-
tent witness in the prosecution aforesaid.

Every spring we hear of forest fires in this and
in other states until the record has become sicken-
ing in the annual details of property destroyed.
Yet it is the very rarest of all things to hear of a
conviction and a sentence for the wrong done to
the present property owners, and still more for the
crime against the welfare of those who are to fol-
low us. The fact is, this law might as well not be
upon the books at all so far as any practical recog-
nition of it goes. It is clear, explicit and manda-
tory. It leaves the commissioners no option ; but
states that it is the duty of the commissioners to
appoint persons to ferret out fire-bugs. If this
law is right then enforce it. If it is bad then
take General Grant's method of securing the re-
peal of a bad law, by enforcing it.

It is probably safe to say that the majority of

our County Commissioners are not aware that
such a law exists; we can by no other supposition
exjjlain the extent to which it is disregarded.
A conviction of a County Commissioner for

failing to act, might wake up the others to realize
that laws are made to be enforced.

Meeting of Forestry Officials at
Harrisburg.

AN important meeting was held on April 17th
by representatives of the State Board of
Health, State Forestry Commission, State

Agricultural Society, State Fishery Commission,
Geological Survey and Superintendent of Public
Instruction. Secretary Lee, of the State Board of
Health, and Dr. Ford, of the Fishery Commission,
read papers relating to the interest of their respec-
tive departments in the forestry problem.
As to the pollution of streams by coal water and

culm ex-senator Coxe, of Luzerne, of the Geolog-
ical Survey, said the evil could not readily be
remedied. If the mines were stopped indefinitely
they would fill up with objectionable water and
overflow, and as much of it must find its way into
streams as when the mines were worked to their
full capacity. One ton of coal required the dis-
charge on an average of ten tons of sulphur water.
The mining companies, he said, partially settled
the problem by rescreening and washing the culm
and selling a large portion of it for fuel.

Governor Pattison appointed a committee, at
the head of which is Secretary Edge, to take into
consideration the interest which each department
represented had in the question of forestry in the
State and to present at the next meeting a detailed
report showing the condensed views of the com-
mittee, which should form the basis of an act to
be presented to the next Legislature relating to
the action of the State in the matter of the care of
the remaining timber tracts, and, if feasible, the
reforestration of tracts now partially denuded of
their trees. It is expected that out of the report
will grow the basis of something practical in rela-
tion to the forestry interests of Pennsylvania.—

A letter from Portland, Oregon, published in
the New York Evening Post, says that a small
measuring worm has made its appearance along
the Hoquiam river in Chehalis county, Washing-
ton, and is devastating the forests. The great Fir,
Spruce and Hemlock trees are suffering alike. It

is asserted that the worm is destroying a tract of
timber equal to two whole townships along the
Hoquiam river. This is said to be one of the
heaviest timbered sections in the State of Wash-
ington.

i-y
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Spring Forest Fires.

1\ T UMEROUS and very damaging fires have
1 \^ lately occurred in various portions of
^* Pennsylvania and New Jersey ; one in

the latter State near Tom's River being stated to

have been started by an incendiary. It is reported
that if the criminal was caught, the dwellers in the
pines would probably lynch him. This would not
be recommended but it certainly shows that i)ublic

sentiment is at last being aroused, as it has hitherto
been the custom unless houses, etc., were threat-

ened, to let the fire burn itself out, and outside of
complaining of the fact of the smoke laden air,

make no attempt to extinguish it, or find out the
cause of the fire.

These late fires have destroyed thousands of dol-
lars worth of timber lands and other property, and
a prominent authority in New Jersey stated that if

these forest fires in Southern New Jersey should
continue, portions of that State will be reduced to

desert lands, the recuperative power of the soil

being destroyed by the repeated fires. Something
can and should be done to prevent these fires, and
enforce the laws in reference to them which already
exist. In this connection attention maybe called
to a new French law for the prevention of forest
fires, which appeared in the Boston Herald.

Apart from some regulations as to the punish-
ment of persons who kindle fires in forests, which
it would be impossible to apply in a country like
ours, the law is principally to be recommended for
the directions which it gives for keeping forest
estates separated from each other by strips of
cleared land, from sixty to one hundred and sixty
feet wide, according to circumstances, on which no
shrubs are to be allowed to grow.

In the same way every railroad comjjany, whose
line passes through a wooded region, must, at its

own expense, keep a strip sixty feet wide, on each
side of its location, thoroughly cleared of trees
and brush. This provision could and should be
imitated in all our States. Several railroad com-
panies already keep, by arrangement with the own-
ers, the land for a certain distance on each side of
their roadway cleared, but statutes requiring this
to be done would assist the careful railway presi-
dents in dealing with owners, besides enforcing
proper precautions on the indifferent ones.
Another valuable rule which might be adopted

here, is that of compelling owners of forest land
to keep a clear space around their property. It

would be easy to enforce this rule, by making
owners who neglected it liable for damages to their
neighbors, from fires spreading from their own
ground

; and it might be possible, perhaps, to re-
quire that great forest estates should be sub-
divided by isolating strips of cleared land. Every-
one knows that the most essential element of secu-

rity against fire in a building is to subdivide the

building as much as possible by fire-resisting par-

titions ; and an owner of timberland who has been
compelled to clear a few strips across it would be
well repaid by the knowledge that he could not
lose more than a tenth or twentieth part of his

fortune by any one fire. F. L. B.

Nebraska's Forest Area.

IN reply to a letter written by Dr. J. T. Roth-
rock, ex-governor Robert W. Furnas of Ne-

^ braska, sends the following in reference to
tree-planting in that state:

'*The * 100,000,000 acres of trees * planted in

Nebraska as the result of ' Arbor Day ' is not cor-
rect. Many thousand trees were planted in Ne-
braska before the inauguration of ' Arbor Day.'

'' Data as near accurate as may be, shows that
the acreage in Nebraska since the extinguishment
of the Indian title to lands, and the passage of the
Kansas-Nebraska act, in 1854, is, in round num-
bers, about 2,021,543 acres. We have planted

6,065,689, 750 /r^^^i-. We reckon 3000 trees to the
acre, 4 feet by 4.

''It is safe to say that the spontaneous tree
growth in the Territory and State since fires have
not been permitted to run over the prairies, has
increased over the original timber area quite one-
half as much as has been planted. Thus the total

increased timber area or acreage for the forty
years has been say 3,032,319 acres.

"RoBT. W. Furnas.''

Saving Trees from Linemen.

Lancaster, May, 13th.—The property holders of
the city are up in arms at last against the mutila-
tion and destruction of shade trees by companies
operating electrical lines of various sorts. Yester-
day the linemen of the new Electric Light Com-
pany were stringing wires on East Orange Street,
where a number of beautiful trees were ruthlessly
slashed. When about beginning the same kind of
work on the trees in front of the residence of Mr.
A. J. Steinman, one of the editors and publishers of
the Intelligencer, he summoned the superintendent
of the iron works, of which he is the principal
owner, and twelve brawny ironworkers, who were
given orders to resist by force any effort of the
dozen or more linemen to cut a single branch.
The police were sent to the scene by the mayor to
preserve order, his Honor being also opposed to
any mutilation of trees. The result was that the
wires were put up without any tree butchery.—
Public Ledger.
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A Lay Sermon from a Personal Text.

<< T hear that Forestry Commissioner (J. T. R.)
I has four thousand acres of wood land and^ proposes to cut it off. Is not that strange

conduct for one in his position?"

—

Reporter.
Well, the Forestry Commissioner is not so

greatly blessed as to possess four thousand acres
of timber land, or of any other kind of land,
so that the statement falls under its own
weight. But to test the principle involved, let us
suppose he had. What would he do with it?
To be perfectly frank, he would cut off every stick
that was past maturity and on the decline. He
would do this to prevent criminal waste of what
should accomplish some useful purpose, and allow
younger coming trees room for growth, and nour-
ishment to feed upon. This statement brings out
the essential fact that the whole, avowed purpose
of forestry is to produce timber for use and have
the land produce more.
A continuous succession of forest can just as

well be had on ground which is good for nothing
else as to have one crop which came tlirough the
grace of bounteous nature, and then to have a
thicket of worthless underbrush, which vengeful
nature inflicts as a penalty for neglecting to plant
something better, and then protect it from the
annual forest fires which, unchecked, blacken at a
stretch miles and miles of our rougher hillsides.

Nothing has so retarded the forestry cause in
Pennsylvania as the idea that the woodman must
forever and eternally '*spare that tree,'* and
every other tree. It is not against any legitimate
or proper use of our timber that i)rotest is entered
but against its reckless waste that we inveigh. To
point this statement, it may be remarked that the
civilization of the next quarter of a century will
find some means of preventing the slovenly lum-
bering methods which take a butt cut from a tree,
or possibly several cuts, but allow a whole laby-
rinth of branches and tops to remain on the
ground to rot or furnish fiiel for forest fires. The
reformation may come, indeed, most likely, will
come, by increasing scarcity of wood, which will
enforce that economy which the whole civilized
world, except ourselves, has learned to respect.
However, come it will, and before the heads now
silver-gray are turned to white, we will be living
under the new forestry dispensation, when men,
wasting nothing, will cut what is ready to be re-
moved, and then busy themselves with restorative
measures.

j, x. R.

A log of Afri( an mahogany, said to be the larg-
est ever landed in England, was recently sold in
London. It measured 36x40 inches, and was 41 J^
feet long, free of knots, shakes and all other defects.

How to Manage Seeds, Seedlings, and
Cuttings of Trees.

(
Concludedfrom page 1 1 6.)

Insect Depredation.—All things have their para-
sites. Forest trees are no exception. Soon after
the box elder and ashes, and other favorites are
leafing out, millions of winged and crawling imps
may be preying on their leaves, stems and roots.
The writer has successfully used Paris green,
thinly diluted with water and sprinkled on the
plants.

But one of the most useful of the insecticides
destructive to all sorts of plant parasites, those of
the garden as well, is the kerosene emulsion ; dis-
solve one-half pound of hard soap (best whale
soap) in four pints of water by boiling. When
the soap is all dissolved, remove from the fire and
add eight pints of kerosene, and agitate the whole
briskly until a permanent mixture is obtained.
This is best done by using a force pump and pump-
ing the mixture with energy back into the vessel
that contains it. The emulsion may be diluted to
the desired strength and used at once, or may be
used from when needed. The strength ordinarily
used is prepared by diluting one part of the emul-
sion in ten or twelve parts of water, which.jnakes
the kerosene one-twentieth part of the whole.

Cultivatiofi.— It will not harm the young seed-
lings in the least, but help them greatly, when the
weeds peep up, and before the leaves are unfolded,
if you drag the harrow over. This saves a great
amount of time and labor. Soon after this pro-
cess, the soil must be stirred by the cultivator fre-

quently and more and more shallow as the season
wanes. By the middle of July hold up. The cells

of the plants have then about reached their full

development. They must now have time to ripen
for the winter's ordeal. If you cultivate later you
dangerously prolong the ripening processes, thus
quickening the circulations and weakening the
plants. Let the weeds then grow; they are a
splendid protection, trapping too the snowy man-
tles. Living, healthy plants, next spring—success.

Propagatingfrom Cuttings.—During wet seasons
cottonwoods, willows, poplars, etc., can be raised
from their cuttings. They should be selected from
well ripened and smooth-barked wood, cut with a
sharp knife, from eight 10 ten inches long, and not
over half an inch in diameter. Never cut them
when frozen. If cut in autumn, or during warm
days in winter, heel them in, or pack in damp straw
or sawdust until wanted. If, just before planting,
they are any way shrunk, soak them in water till

plump again. A good time to cut and plant im-
mediately is when the spring buds begin to swell.
Sink into the soil the entire length, if possible, and
press the earth close.

i
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Safest Way,—Wm. Somerville, of the Farmers'
Institute, recommends cutting notches in the bark
of cotton-wood, poplar or willow poles, laying
them down in furrows and plowing them under.
They will sprout up at the notches, and are less

endangered by the dry weather. This is practical

when the object is to retain the trees permanently
where the poles are planted. But for healthfulness

and durability, a tree from a well managed seed-
ling is ahead of the one from a cutting, for the
seedling has more tendency to tap-root itself,

reaching down to the moisture and taking stronger
hold.

The Evergreens.—Among the evergreens are

our native white spruce, red and white cedar, white
and red pine, Norway spruce, bull pine, balsam
fir. Those from the wild forest are not as well
rooted nor so hardy as from the nursery; but with
care in plucking up, packing and planting, never
exposing the roots to the sun, they can be made to

live and do well. Best evergreens have been trans-

planted two or three times. The smaller sizes, from
tnree to four years old, are the more reliable.

They should be planted on the lawn, here and
there one, and sometimes in groups, and around
the stock yard, the barn and other out-buildings,
hiding deformities. There is no better windbreak
for the orchard or garden than evergreens.

Thinning the Forest.—Trees will thin themselves
in due time. But, understanding nature's laws, we
can apply them, if wise enough, as aids, and sooner
accomplish the ends sought. With scarcely an
exception, the owners of our native woodlands cut
and slash indiscriminately, without a thought as to
effects. In cutting trees for fuel or lumber, the
rule is, cut so as to get the most immediate profit.

Even if fires do not follow the axe, the wide gaps
make open the way for the sudden ingress of
scorching suns and sweeping winds, drying up and
tearing to pieces the remnant. That forest is the
same as ruined. Sad to relate, such is the common
condition of the old woods of Minnesota. Trees
growing compactly side by side, are comparatively
tender, unfitted for sudden exposure that breaks
the balance of mutual support.

If the object be to preserve a forest, and yet
draw from it supply for home or market, do not
cut out over a quarter, or at most, a third of the
trees the first year; and this thinning must be
judicious, cutting here and there a tree, always
with a view to improvement. Then wait for two
or more years before thinning much more. The
idea is to give more room for root-taking and
limb-branching, maintaining the continuity of the
forest arch or roof, the trees standing up symmet-
rically to grand heights and dense foliage.

'

Art of Pruning.—K\o\A zxiy\\\\Y\g set or stifily

artificial. Trees should be pruned to healthful con-
ditions, and beauty of form will naturally ensue.

Ignorant pruning is one of the unpardonable
foes to a tree. Very frequently—indeed the rule

of thoughtless intermeddlers with nature's beau-
tiful art of self-preservation—the branches are

sawed off an inch or more from the tree trunk.

It is impossible for nature to heal such wounds.
Always prune close to the bark. The roots of a
tree are proportioned to the branches. If, then,
you saw off large live branches which nature can-
not heal over, the roots at once begin to die, and
the rotting roots convey rottenness to the trunk.
The bungling pruner virtually stabs the tree to the
heart, for the stumps he leaves on soon rot, and
convey the rotting tendency downward as the rot-

ting roots do upward. A severely pruned, or a
badly pruned tree soon becomes hollow, and
seldom lasts many years. Prune when the trees

are young, and '* be harmless as a dove."
"The gnawing of the bark by horses," says

Thomas Meehan, " shortens a tree's life consider-
ably. If the bark is removed half around the tree,

only one-half the necessary amount of moisture
and food that the tree requires can be drawn. In
a very dry time such trees suffer seriously, and
either die at once or dwindle gradually away."

A Discovery in Pike County.

IT
HERE are a few men to whom new ideas
come by instinct. Such an one is Mr.
Arthur M. Adams, of Pike County. I re-

cently had the pleasure of a walk with him
through Townsend Swamp which is in his care.
His first statement to me was that he cut no white
pine which he could reach around with his arms,
or at least nothing of much less size, unless it was
wanted for a special purpose and where it would
have been wasteful to take a larger stick. He
aims to secure a perpetual forest succession on
that same ground, which is of no agricultural use,

and which must be made productive. Here at

once he has recognized the germ of the whole
forestry system. It is merely for Mr. Adams to
develop his own method suited to his special sur-

roundings. One can hardly doubt that he will

accomplish this after having already made out so
much for himself. His keen observations as to
the spruce supplanting the white pine were very
interesting. He had all the points and stages of
the process clearly fixed in his mind.

Mr. Adams recently called my attention to a
perfect clump of young black spruce growing from
the soft top of a well-rotted pine stump. Thirty
thrifty young trees stood on a diameter of two feet.

It would be an interesting thing to number and
watch the history and growth of the members of
that miniature grove. He thinks these seedlings
grew from seeds overlooked by the red squirrels
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as they sat on the stump and broke open the cones
in quest of their accustomed food.
A few such young men in each county of the

State would be of inestimable value to the com-
monwealth. They would inevitably and speedily
turn the sentiment of their homes from the present
wasteful methods of lumberintr to one of true
economy m forest conservation.
What Pike County needs just now, most of all,

in the way of forest reform, is just what a score of
other counties require—some real protective fire

laws. On May 4th, over an area of almost one
hundred square miles, north, south and east of
Blooming (rrove Park, the atmosphere was dark-
ened with the columns of smoke which marked
the damage by fire done to growing timber.

There is a law in our statute-book requiring
county commissioners to ferret out offenders who
start these fires, but practically it is seldom ob-
served. Nor does it promise much even if it were,
unless the men appointed be taken from outside
of the region for which they are appointed. Men
who would obtain such offices would, in most in-

stances, be of that peculiar political turn which
would make them specially desirous of standing
well with their neighbors. Then, too, there
would always be a possible danger to the property
of such an officer. These obvious facts absolutely
neutralize the law as it now stands.

J. T. R.

A Giant \A^alnut Log.

THE large walnut log from Leavenworth
county, Kan., which attracted so much at-

tention at the World's Fair, will be con-
verted into furniture by a company that bought
it from the Kansas commissioners. The log was
cut from a tree growing in Tonganoxie town-
ship. It cost $200 to get the log out of the
woods. The commissioners paid $600 for it for

World's Fair purposes, and sold it at the close
of the Exposition for $1200. The tree from
which the log was cut was the monarch of Leaven-
worth county, being seventy-five feet high. The
distance from the ground to the first limb was
forty-seven feet. Exclusive of the log the tree

yielded two car-loads of lumber. The log was
fifteen feet long, seventy-two inches in diameter at

the top and eighty-four inches at the butt. It

weighed 40,000 pounds and contained 3500 feet

board measure. People not acquainted in Kansas
who visited the Fair could not understand how
such a giant grew in that State. The tree, scien-
tists say, was 71 years old when Columbus dis-

covered America. It was stated to be the largest

tree of its species in the United States.

—

The
Timberman,

An Early Recommendation and a Present
Realization.

I ) ECENTLY, in looking over some old news-

jr\. papers, the writer came across the follow-

ing reference to the planting of trees in

Philadelphia and the country districts, and as it

may prove of interest to readers of Forest Leaves,
it is jotted down. The item is from the Lancaster
Intelligencer and Weekly Advertiser, of April 30,
1800 (evidently copied from some Philadelphia
paper) and is as follows. S. M. Sener.

*'To the inhabitants of the cities in the United
States on the planting of trees near dwelling
houses, in the streets, and public squares.

*'The inhabitants of the cities in the United
States, and principally of Philadelphia, are not
sufficiently convinced of the prodigious advan-
tages arising from trees planted in the streets and
public squares. They are one of the first causes
of the salubrity of the air. because their branches
and their leaves have the property of collecting
and absorbing the mcphitic exhalacions common
in the summer season ; they are, therefore, one of
the best means of preventing, in the cities, that

terrible disease called the Yellow Fever.
"The shade tree cools the air, and keeps the

heat of the sun and the dust from the houses. It

will also afCord great comfort to laboring men
working in the streets and to passengers who, when
the streets are entirely unshaded, are consequently
exposed to the scorching rays of the sun.

"A house, the front whereof is planted with
trees, might be rented or sold more advantag-
eously than another not so, because the trees are
not only an ornament but a real profit."

Turn now, to the Philadelphia Press^ of May
13, 1894, and note how the trees are treated to-

day, for iu an editorial it says

:

"The supposedly intelligent people of this city,

official and private, are engaged apparently in an
extermination of all trees, by dereliction if not by
design. No tree can live unless a considerable open
space, into which moisture and air can percolate,

be left open. As street after street is asphalted,

and sidewalk after sidewalk is relaid with improved
pavement, it is really pitiable to see the trees dy-
ing, one by one, simply because the pavement is

laid so close to the trunk that a week of rain woulcj

not yield so much as a tincup of water to the thirsty

roots.

"As if to tantalize the trees, and certainly those
interested in them, those who have charge of In-

dependence Hall, have followed the fatuousness

that obtains throughout the city. Unwarned by the

fate of the trees previously planted in front of the

State House, which died from lack of moisture,
the new saplings that have been set out are planted
in such a way that a few summers will end them.
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The flagstones, it is true, are not laid close to the
trunks of the trees ; there is a space about three
feet square about each tree, but with great care a
rim of stone has been set up on the edge of the
little plot, so that it diverts the drainage of the
pavement. In consequence, after a heavy rain
each tree will receive simply the amount of rain-
fall that reached the nine square feet or less of
earth that surrounds it.

" This method of preventing the rainfall from
even reaching what little open space surrounds the
tree, can be seen all throughout the city, and it is

a further evidence of a certain blank ignorance
which prevails regarding tree planting and tree
growth in city streets. It is difficult to reach each
private citizen, but it is certainly unfortunate that
any public official should be so careless as is shown
by the tree planting in front of the State House."

Legislation in Regard to the Adirondack
Park.

IT is quite clear that the Adirondack region in

New York will no longer be allowed to remain
^ unnoticed, as the subjoined clipping from the
New York Evening Telegram shows. Whether the
legislation will be, in the main, helpful or not re-

mains to be seen. It is paltry in a great State to
mince matters. New York should buy and hold
the whole of the Adirondacks; nothing short of
this will satisfy the future.

But is not our own State in a similar case? We
have lands as important and as inviting as the
Adirondacks, and the State should own them for
those who follow.

''The State has purchased but comparatively little

land in the Adirondack region, except at tax-sales.
A great many people want the establishment of a
State park of many hundred thousand acres, and
all the knowing North Woods land sharks are
scheming to have the parks laid out so as to take
in all the burned over and denuded lands they
own. They desire to sell to the State, at a good
round price, lands that they have purchased at
from two to five dollars an acre. In anticipation
of a liberal appropriation for the purchase of lands
for the State park, they have gobbled up all the
lands they can secure, at a low price, and are striv-
ing to secure as much more as possible by setting
aside tax sales ar;d getting back lands now the
property of the State.

' * Some idea of what is going on to aid these various
schemes in the legislature, can be obtained from a
glance at the fifteen bills now before the Senate
and Assembly, nearly all of which are directly to
the advantage of the timber and land sharks. A
bill to make Beaver River, Fish Creek, and Alder
Creek public hghways, in order that they ( annot

be dammed, and that the timber-men can use
them for the purpose of floating logs and timber.
A bill to make the Fulton chain of lakes a public
highway, and to condemn the lands between them
and provide for their connection in a manner bet-
ter suited for boats, canoes, steamboats, and other
vessels, at the expense of the State ; this bill is

being pushed by the railroad mterest. A bill ap-
propriating money for the improvement of Saranac
river, in the interest of lumber men and summer-
hotel proprietors. A bill allowing water to be
taken by pipes from streams and lakes on State
lands for domestic and sanitary purposes. A bill

giving unlimited power to the State Forestry Com-
niission to sell any lands in the State Park in the
Catskills, and to buy other lands with the proceeds.
A bill modifying the procedure on application for
the cancellation of tax sales. A bill making rail-

roads responsible for forest fires caused by sparks
from locomotives, notwithstanding the use of spark
arrestors. A bill appropriating ^1,000,000 for the
purchase of Adirondack lands for the State park. A
bill appropriating ;f;5o,ooo for the continuation of
the Adirondack survey under Verplanck Colvin.
A bill allowing the Forestry Commission to sell

isolated lots of less than one thousand acres. A
bill modifying the procedure of cancellation of
tax sales. Another bill, still more radically modi-
fying the procedure, and allowing sales made ten
years ago to be reviewed. A bill appropriating
$50,000 for the purchase of the lands at the head-
waters of the Hudson. A bill to legalize the sale
by the Forest Commission of five lots in Belmont,
Franklin county. A bill restricting the prohibi-
tion of sales of State lands near Chnton Prison to
ten miles instead of twenty. A bill materially
amending the general act governing the State For-
estry Commission, and affecting their powers.

'* Doubtless, before the session is over, still other
bills will be introduced aff'ecting State lands or the
proposed million-acre park."

The German Dendrological Society which is

presided over by Baron von St. Paul, of Fischbach,
in Silesia, consists principally of practical gardeners,
nurserymen, scientific botanists, officers of forestry
and country gentlemen.
The aim of the society is the introduction of

new trees and shrubs into Germany and to test
their usefulness or ornamental value.

For this purpose it is proposed to plant arbore-
tums in different parts of Germany, which, of
course, will also contain the old and well-known
species of indigenous trees and shrubs.

It is to be hoped that an enterprise of general
interest like this, will meet with the necessary
support of the authorities and the public in
general.

wmm
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Willow-growing as an Industry.

7\ NEW industry has been established in St.

Jb\ Louis County, Mo., says the St. Louis
^ Globe-Detnocrat, near the town of Allen

-

ton, thirty-six miles west of St. Louis, which, if

successful, will furnish employment to many
idle laborers. The enterprise is for the culti-

vation, on a large scale, of willows suitable for the
manufacture of willow-ware.

The site selected for this purpose contains about
400 acres. This property, with the half-completed
buildings originally intended for county institu-

tions, was purchased last spring. Mechanics were
set to work upon the half-finished buildings of the
county farm, converting them into an immense
factory, hot-house, steam ing-house, warehouse,
offices, and residences.

A year ago the company imported 1,000,000
plants—an e(pial number each from Belgium and
France—which were transplanted on the AUenton
farm on the sixty- five acres that have been in cul-

tivation for a number of years. Notwithstanding
the dryness of the season, a very fair crop of wil-

lows of fine cpiality was harvested last year. The
willows, which now average from four to seven feet

in height, will continue to grow rapidly until the
first heavy fall of frost, which drives the sap from
the canes, strii)s them of their leaves, and toughens
the bark. They will then be ready for harvesting.

A description of the process through which the
willow goes in its various stages of cultivation,

harvesting, and preparation for the factory, is in-

teresting. The willow plant is obtained by cutting
up live willow twigs twelve inches long; these are
shar|)ened at one end and planted in rows by thrust-

ing them into the ground to the depth of six or
eight inches. As soon as the plants begin to sprout
the work of weeding and cultivating should begin
and be kept up until the crop is laid by, the same
as in the cultivation of corn. The canes ripen
in the fall when the frost strips them of the leaves

and turns the bark of a glossy brown color.

When ripe, the willows are, under favorable cir-

custances, from ten to twelve feet in length. They
are then cut and tied in bundles like rye, carted
to the hot houses where they are subjected to a
sweating process which softens and bleaches the

bark, which is then easily peeled off by dragging
them through a little machme made for the purpose.
Another process is that of steaming the willows,

which is much quicker, requiring only a few hours,

while the former recpiires a month, but it is not so
desirable as the willows are discolored to some
extent, and thus rendered less valuable for fine-

work.
The willow plants last about twelve years, after

which they ar.e grubbed up and the ground re-

planted. The plant does not attain its full growth

until the second year, as the greatest part of its

energy is spent the first year in making roots.

It is estimated that under the most unfavorable
circumstances, an acre of properly cultivated wil-

lows, during the first three years, will produce
from 3000 to 5000 pounds of peeled willows ready
for market, the price of which is 10 cents per
pound, wholesale.

A visit will convince the most sceptical that the
popular notion that willows will prosper only in

low, swampy ground is an erroneous one. This rule

applies only to certain varieties of the American
willow, which are of a very inferior quality. The
Belgian and French varieties thrive best on high
ground, and in a sandy or loamy soil.

Tree Planting on the Girard Estate in

1893.

THE annual report says in referring to forestry:
'* In connection with the lands of the Girard
estate, continued annual plantings will event-

ually restore the forests which were used in the min-
ing operations. The practicability of this on a large

scale has been established by our work, its neces-

sity is universally recognized, and its pecuniary
results will become manifest in the early future.

" Encouraged by the advantage to be derived
from our efforts' to retimber the Girard lands, and
believing that it is easier to retain than to replace,

measures have been adopted for the preservation

of the timL)er still remaining or again springing
up (^n the Boudinot lands."

Supt. George E. Kirkpatrick in speaking of the

forestry land on the Boudinot estate, says :

" The condition of the real estate belonging to

the estate of Dr. Elias Boudinot, and located in

Centre county, Pa., continues to improve under
the constant supervision incidental to its use as a

game preserve by the Spruce Run Park Associa-

tion. The taxes paid upon this tract of 12,000
acres amount to about $225 per annum ; a small

sum it is true, but a sum the payment of which,
when all the circumstances are taken into con-
sideration, seems eminently unjust. Of the profit

and benefit derived from a piece of land devoted
to reforest rat ion, a preponderating proportion
goes directly to the State, in the insuring of a con-
stant flow of the springs and streams of water
located within its boundaries and in the check-
ing of the forest fires."

—In Melbourne, Australia, two varieties of
hardwood, the jarrah and the karri, native to that

place, are used in street paving. They are also

used in paving the carriage ways of London, and
lasts much longer than the pine.

f
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2,000,000 White Pine, nursery grown, from Northern
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dantly furnished with fine fibrous roots. 3000 American
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Successor to Thomas Jackson, Portland, Me.
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plain should their views not find an echo in enact-

ments which protect the woodlands.
At no time since the organization of the Penn-

sylvania Forestry Association has the necessity of
enlarged membership and concerted action been
more important, and we trust that those now en-

rolled may bring into co-operation many who are

favorable to its purposes. There are thousands of
such in the State, who are ready to enroll their

names and pay one dollar per annum for Forest
Leaves. Have you attempted to interest your
friends ?

%^ «^ ^^0 «^ ^ju
't* •T» ^ ^ <\

The climatic influence of forests, and their rela-

tion to the flow of streams, receives attention in

five contributions to the present issue, and we shall

continue to give our readers in future numbers
additional data concerning this very important
feature of forest value. We believe that the people
only need to know how forests benefit mankind,
to develop a public sentiment favorable to their

protection, which will make itself felt in the enact-
ment of judicious laws favoring the increase of
wooded areas, and others punishing the ruthless

destruction of those now existing.

The importance of forests was lately emphasized
by an engineer recommending a water-supply com-
pany in this State to purchase a specific area, pro-
vided certain stumpage contracts could be bought
off, and, if this could not be done, to look else-

where for a water supply, as the value of the
streams draining this area for collecting and storing
water was greatly reduced by the removal of the
timber.*****

It is our good fortune to reside opposite one of
the handsomest private parks within the city limits,

in whit h are many magnificent trees, and the side-

walks bordering the grounds are well shaded.
During the warm weather pedestrians enjoy the
relief which the trees give, while many infants
from the neighborhood are taken by parents and
nurses to receive the benefit which the closely in-

terlaced leaves offer.

When we see citizens crowding close to the
house walls on treeless streets to gain the few
inches of shadow which are possible, we wonder
that the movement favoring tree planting along
sidewalks does not command more enthusiasm,
and grow more rapidly in spite of the increase in

the number of impervious pavements r4Kii# the
roots of moisture, and the electric wires for the
passage of which limbs are carelessly cut away.*****
The white pine has proven to be one of the

most important of America's trees, and has sup-
ported an enormous lumber industry ; but beyond
a general knowledge of the species, there is but
limited public information concerning it. Dr.

Rothrock*s illustrated article is, therefore, unusu-
ally attractive, and will, we are sure, gratify many
readers, and give information of value. Mr. Rich-
ard A. Parker's interesting article on " The North-
ern White Pine Industry," which appeared in the

May number of the Engineering Magazine, may
be read with profit in connection with Dr. Roth-
rock's contribution.

\w addition to the discussion of the white pine,

we give spjce to data concerning white oaks, hem-
locks, the English walnut, and other trees. We
believe the more individuals know about trees, the
greater will be their appreciation of forests and
interest in their preservation.

The Origin of Trees in Nebraska.

PROF. CHARLES E. BESSEY, in the Eighth
Annual Report as State Botanist of Ne-

^ braska, says that most of the trees and
shrubs of that State have probably migrated to the
plains from the East, the majority starting in the
southeastern corner of the State, and spreading to

the west and northwest. The trees which are
found only in the western part of Nebraska came
from the Rocky mountains, spreading eastward.
It would seem as if the trees coming from the
West, having the watershed and prevailing winds
in their favor, would have spread more rapidly
than those coming from the East ; but this is not
the case, and Prof. Bessev believes that the eastern
conditions are advancing westward, and the cli-

matic and other changes favor the eastern rather
than the western trees— the latter slowly retreat-

ing, while the eastern species are slowly pushing
their way westward.

Reference is also made to the reforesting of the
sand hills in Holt County. Several years ago four

plats were planted in trees. One plat was plowed
before planting, while the remaining three were
not ; the trees were planted two to three feet

apart in deep furrows, placed at distances of from
three to four feet from each other. At the end of
the first year only 5 per cent, of the trees planted
on the plowed plat were alive, while 53 per cent.
of those on the other areas were living. The
Banksian and Bull pines seemed to be best adapted
for this sort of soil. Judge J. C. Tolliver, of
Ainsworth, is also makmg an experiment upon
the sand-hills of Brown County, where he planted
six acres of land in September, 1893, with native
pine seeds. It is hoped that this experiment may,
if successful, demonstrate tl>e way in which the
central portion of Nebraska may be reforested,

enabling the rivers to receive living waters from
the planted forests.

The report also contains a list of the trees and
shrubs of Nebraska.

\

Prize Essays upon Forestry.

BELOW we give the text of a circular which
offers prizes oi $^q and $2^ for essays pre-

^ pared by teachers of the public schools
of the State of Pennsylvania. In providing these
prizes the Council of the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association has sought to awaken an interest in

forestry among those who are educating the rising
generation, by having them investigate the subject,
and we trust the effort will meet with favor. In
order to accomplish this end the scope of the essay
is restricted only sufficiently to give contestants a
basis to work from, and the decision as to merit
is left practically to local associates in each county.
The Council is perfectly willing that all of the
essays should appear in print in local papers, and
it is also desired, as far as possible, to credit every
writer by a notice, or possibly by excerpts, in

Forest Leaves, while the prize essays will be
printed in full. We trust that diffidence will not
prevent any teacher from entering the contest

;

for often the most modest in appreciating his* or
her ability contribute the most i>ractical and val-
uable suggestions, and the essays are to be judged
by friends and passed upon by those who love trees.

Circular.—The Pennsylvania Forestry Asso-
ciation offers prizes of fifty dollars for the best
and twenty-five dollars for the second best essay
upon *'The Practical Value of Forests to the Sur-
face of the Country," prepared by teachers in the
public schools of Pennsylvania.
The conditions under which the prizes are to

be awarded are

:

1st. Each essay must be presented at a county
teachers' institute, or (in cities where institutes are
not held) at an organized assemblage of teachers,
and the merit of the same passed upon in such
manner as the institute or other organization de-
cides.

2d. The County or City Superintendent is re-
quested to forward to the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association as soon as possible a list of those who
contributed essays, giving names, addresses and
schools with which the writers are connected, and
also the two essays which have been endorsed as
specially meritorious or recommended for compe-
tition for the prizes.

3d. A committee will be selected by the Coun-
cil of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association to
pass upon the essays received from the various
county and city superintendents, and decide which
of these is entitled to the first prize of fifty dollars,
and which to the second prize, of twenty-five
dollars.

4th. The competition will be open to all essays
presented, as above indicated, which are received
by the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association on or before March 31st, 1895.

It is intended that as far as it may be practica-
ble, all persons who have been, are, or shall be
teaching in the public schools of Pennsylvania
between April i, 1894, and April i, 1895, may
become contestants.

5th. It is expected that the name of each es-
sayist, and, as far as possible, excerpts from essays,
will be printed in Forest Leaves, the organ of
the Pennsylvania Forestry Association, and that
the essays winning the prizes will also be published
in Forest Leaves; but no restrictions upon pub-
lication of essays in local papers are made,

'i he sole desire of the Association is to encour-
age the study of and interest in tree growth, and
none should be deterred from entering the contest
because of modesty or diffidence. The purpose
has been to open the subject to all in the broadest
manner possible.

A concise, well-thought-out essay will be as apt
to win a prize for its practical features as a com-
position of greater length, abounding in elaborate
phraseology or presenting rhetorical perfection.

Teachers everywhere in the State are requested
to enter the contest. The subject is a practical
one and, by keeping their eyes open during the
summer vacation, teachers will find innumerable
fa( ts on every hand bearing on the subject, which
*Mie who runs may read " and write about.

John Birkinbine, President,

J. T. Rothrock, Secretary,

How Different Here.

THE following is excerpted from a letter

written by a member of the Pennsylvania
Forestry Association :

I was born in Wurtemburg, in the " City of
Pleasure," on the mountains of the Black Forest,
where the citizens pay no taxes, and are provided
with enough fuel to keep them warm throughout
the year, where they also enjoy the surplus de-
rived from the forests, out of the city treasury.
But what regard is paid there to every detail of
the forest

!

I remember well that a friend of my father,
also an officer of the forests, sent to the treasury
of the government /z/^ dollars fine for the damage
done a little tree at which his horse nibbled while
he (the officer) was making his inspection."

B. W. D.

—In the June issue, on page 131, in the descrip-
tion of the Arbor Day celebration, we should have
stated that the tree to the memory of Dr. Leidy
was planted by Dr. Samuel Wolfe, and not by Dr.
James Wolf. Through inadvertence, the latter

flame was inserted in place of Dr. Samuel Wolfe.

j
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Woodlands and Floods.

THERE is no truth more incontestable than

that a covering of plant life to the earth

conserves the water delivered by falling

rain and melting snow.

The minor conditions are by no means so well

understood by the public. Some facts from my
note-book may have an interest.

"Tuesday, April lo, 1894, will long be remem-
bered as the date of the blizzard which was phe-

nomenal for this latitude.
'* April 13th was warm and clear. The mass of

snow disappeared so rapidly from the exposed
places, that by night the Brandywine was bankfull.

A few hours more of this rapid thaw would have
meant a disastrous freshet.

** Whence came this water? Mostly from the

open grounds; because on the morning of the 14th

much of the snow remained in the woods, but the

fields were almost wholly bare ; in other words, it

was a pointed argument for the statement that

melting snow coming from the woods is less likely

to cause freshets than that from the open grounds,
because its delivery is less rapid."

This is true, but it is a general truth, and like

all other such, is liable to special exceptions.

Woodland may be so situated that there will be no
melting of snow until the season is well advanced.
The whole fall of snow may lie until advanced
spring, and in the diffused warmth of a late April

or early May day the entire mass may go off in a

deluge, long after the open grounds have delivered

their water. Hence in some lands, bordering on
the Connecticut river, it is a common saying that

there is no security against a flood until the snow
has gone. But this is the exception to the rule, in

our State.

Sod will retain more water than a barren region.

But it does not ordinarily conduct water to great

depths, nor does it offer any great protection
against rapid evaporation. Even the scrub under-
brush which covers so large a portion of our State
after the matured forest has been removed, retains

much more moisture than the sod. This is so,

because its roots penetrate deeper than those of the
sod, and afford highways along which the water
seeks the greater depths. The height of the shaded
zone is greater than on the sod, hence evaporation
is slower, and there is, besides all this, the matting
of leaves on the earth, which alone is as efi&cient

as the sod. The real trouble comes in when such
"scrub lands " are fired, as they are, at least once
in three years throughout our State, burned over,

and roots, leaves, branches and humus wholly,
or in pqrt, destroyed. Under such conditions the

region becomes ultimately but little better than a
desert, though it nominally is forest land, and is

usually so reported on our assessor's lists.

The " high forest "—that is the matured timber,

is the most efficient conservator of water. To
begin with the leaves ; their agency in breaking

the force of the rainfall is seldom sufficiently ap-

preciated. The phrase, ** pelting of the storm,"

is more than a figure of speech. Those who are

most frequently exposed to it, know best the actual

force of impact of the falling rain drop, and will

be most likely to properly estimate the power of

falling water to produce important changes in the

surface of the earth. Nothing more clearly reveals

this to the ordinary observer than the effect of a

dashing rainstorm on a freshly cultivated field.

Within twenty-four hours I have seen such a sur-

face furrowed throughout its entire length and the

soil removed to a lower level, where it covered the

growing corn.

Then beneath the living foliage on the trees, and
above the decaying vegetable matter on the sur-

face of the soil, there is a belt of moist air which,
of itself, is a reservoir of aqueous vapor. The air

th^e, if not constantly saturated with moisture, at

least holds it longer than that of the open ground,
and this, also, is a most important factor in re-

tarding loss of the water in the soil by evapora-
tion. Every branch that leads to the main trunk,

and this main stem itself, conducts the water to the

ground, where along the diverging roots and root-

lets the water is distributed through the soil.

This distribution is simply as water borrowed from
the surface. Absorbed by the roots, it finds its

way through the leaves to the air, or percolating
along the sloping strata, it reappears as a flowing
spring, possibly a hundred miles from where it

entered the earth.

The important point to be emphasized here is

that matured forests, more than any other form of
plant life, carry with them the conditions of per-

petuation. There is no obvious reason why a forest,

once established, should not remain in a perpetual

succession of trees forever. It makes its own soil,

supplies to a large extent its own food, and main-
tains the requisite moisture for its own growth.
More than this, failure to produce seeds for a sin-

gle year, or for a score of years, induces no change
in its growth and perpetuity. The extremest
vicissitudes of any half century in the latitude

where it grows, hardly ever threaten its existence.

The recent storms (in May), have been full of
instruction for me. Along the valleys of the
north and west branches of the Susquehanna and
also of the Juniata the freshets have been of un-
usual severity. Open grounds, more or less steep,

and on which the drainage is rapid, characterize
a large portion of the valleys through which these

streams flow. High stages of water have always
been common in them, but it is probably capable
of proof that these have become more frequent, or
at least of greater severity, in recent years. The
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reason seems obvious. Let one look at the abso-
* lutely bare hills back of Beech Creek, or those
along the Northern Central Railroad between
Williamsport and Canton, and the explanation
will probably suggest itself. The mere statement
that there has been a cloud-burst is no explana-
tion. It is but a new way of expressing a con-
dition of things which was probably as common
in the past as now.
At Wilkesbarre the water rose rapidly. On

May 2 2d, the water on the Kingston Flats was
high enough to cut off communication by the
electric cars (on the ordinary route) between the
east and west sides of the river. It fell as rapidly
as it rose. At the very time the North Branch
was at its greatest height, the waters of the
Bear Creek region were but moderately swollen.
Two days more of almost constant, heavy rain fol-

lowed, and still there was no inordinate freshet in
the latter region. The ground was, in its absorb-
ing capacity, one vast sponge. It was well on
toward the point of absolute saturation, but there
was as yet no excessive discharge of water. Here
all the conditions were just what might have been
expected. It is true that there was hardly more
than two million feet of good timber in sight from
the highest point, but there was a dense growth of
underbrush and beneath this a tangled mass of
leaves, ferns or moss as the case happened to be.
A recent fire had swept over part of the county
and extensive areas were blackened by its visita-
tion. But much of the original debris remained
to retard the flow of water. The next, or a still later
flood, may sweep it out of the country and leave
an impoverished region on which forest restoration
will become increasingly difficult.

The open valley of the Susquehanna carried the
water out of the country in a destructive deluge.
The highlands of the Bear Creek region absorbed
most of its rainfall for future utilities. It is to be
hoped that such facts as these will be more fre-
quently noted and commented upon. Let us have
them in all their bearings, for upon them some of
the most important practical questions of the next
decade depend.

J. T. Rothrock.

— The perennial announcement of destructive
forest fires appears with persistent regularity, but
we hear of no arrest of persons guilty of setting
the woods aflame. The day will come, when the
miscreant who purposely sets fire to woodland will
receive from the public execration similar to that
justly applied to the outlaws who lately terrorized
Chicago and other places, detroying railroad prop-
erty under the guise of sympathizing laborers.
Our courts should teach each class of offenders
wholesome lessons by severe penalties.

The Caterpillar Plague.

THE caterpillar host appeared this year as
usual. One great help in the spread of
this pest is the wild cherry tree. Through-

out some parts of the country the wild cherry

—

the '^rum" cherry and the choke cherry, different
species—stand by the roadside.
They grow rapidly, and as the trees are more

ornamental than some other roadside trees, they
are left to shade and to ornament the highway.
But for several years they have been no ornament—every leaf gone and the branches hung with the
web of the caterpillar.

The caterpillar may be driven out of orchards,
but no one drives them from the roadside cherry
and other trees ; hence, they stand as feeding-
ing places and encourage the pests to prolong
their lives and to propagate their species. Either
these trees should be cut down or the farmer
should make it his business to destroy all cater-
pillars that infest the roadside trees next to his
farm.

Several methods are employed to kill cater-
pillars, the usual way being to burn them out by
kerosene. This is sure death to the caterpillar,
and also to. that part of the tree with which the
fire comes in contact.

A simpler, neater and just as effective method
of getting rid of caterpillars is to apply soap.
Dissolve common soft soap in water, making a
**suds," and apply with a cloth on the end of a
pole. It is as fatal to the caterpillar as the fire of
kerosene.

—

Farm and Fireside.

What is Hard Wood.?

7\ RECENT issue of the Timberman contains

j^^ the following legal decision in regard to
^ what constitutes *' hard word": A cer-

tain man had a contract with a railroad company
to deliver ** hard " cord word, and he delivered
poplar in part fulfilment of the contract. The
railroad company objected, but the contractor won
his case in court in consequence of the judge's
decision that botanically any tree that had a leaf
as distinguished from a needle was a hard wood,
regardless of what the actual texture of its fiber
might be. This is strictly in accord with other
decisions based upon the technical and commer-
cial nomenclature of the wood. There may be
no particular reason for saying that Lombard

y

poplar or basswood orcottonwood is a hard wood,
but such it is commercially, as decided by the
courts. If this new decision, based upon bo-
tanical considerations, is sustained it will merely
add strength to the old position.
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Changes in the Volume of Streams.
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R. ROTHROCK forwards for publication
the following communication bearing upon
the volume of water now in some of the

streams of New Jersey, as compared with earlier

data upon their flow. Dr. Rothrock says the evi-

dence upon this subject has been scattered, and
often confused, but as it is collected it becomes clear
that the popular idea as to the reduced volume of
water once carried by streams during the warmer
months of the year is correct, and furnishes a
weighty argument in favor of the State govern-
ments applying corrective measures promptly and
sensibly

:

Respected Friend : I wrote to Josiah Wistar, of
Salem, N. J., in reference to the effect of defores-
tation upon our navigable streams. In answer,
he says :

" In the early settlement of Salem, Keas-
bey's Creek was navigable to a point some dis-

tance above where the road to Quinton now
crosses that stream. There was a landing on this

creek where a continuation of what is now Kent
Street would strike the creek. Kent Street runs
at right angles to York Street, above the Baptist
Cemetery. How late this landing was used I do
not know, but there is an old building now used
as a tin-shop that formerly stood at the above-
mentioned landing or wharf, having been moved
from there many years ago, probably at the time
when the discontinuanoe of the place as a landing
rendered it useless there. (Note.—This old
building mentioned is now close by Penn's Neck
Bridge over Salem Creek). Stone vessels (vessels
loaded with stone) have been to the bridge on
the Quaker Neck road within fifteen or twenty
years, and could still come to that place at high
tide. Before the dam was placed at Quaker Neck
bridge, the creek was dammed near its mouth,
where I have frequently seen the old posts and
piling. This, of course, would put a stop to its

being navigable When I was a boy, vessels
came up to my father's farm (this was on Fenwick
Creek), on which was a landing, from whence
large quantities of wood were shipped, while now
there is only quite a small stream there.

**This contracting or diminishing of our tide-
water streams I suppose to be owing to the copious
deposit of sediment along their borders, and is

not, to much extent, caused by the clearing up of
the country and the destruction of the forests;
though this no doubt has the effect of diminishing
the supply of spring-water. The effect which the
cutting off of the forests has on the supply of
spring-water would be more noticeable in those
streams in which the tide does not ebb and flow,
such as Chester and Brandywine creeks.

" I may have mistaken thy meaning, but I infer
from what thee says in thy letter, that ' in the

early settlement of the place, the landing was
made at a point at the east end of the town,' etc.,

.... that at that time there was no landing-
place at the west end or north. It is just possible
that this may have been the case, but I always
understood that John Fenwick landed at the foot
of Old Wharf Street, as it was formerly called,
now West Broadway, and that a landing-place has
been maintained there from that day to this. The
landing above referred to as being at the intersec-
tion of Kent Street with Keasbey's Creek, I sup-
pose to have been for the convenience of those
living in that vicinity."

I have quoted at length from Josiah Wistar's
letter, and he is certainly right about there always
being a landing at Salem, N. J., at the west end
of the town, the point the lowest down upon the
Salem Creek, and landings doubtless could be
made anywhere up the creek to some point east.

This extreme point, as he speaks of it, at what
would now be a continuation of Kent Street east-

ward, was even further up than I thought, about a
quarter of a mile beyond the road to Quinton,
and this Quinton road is a half a mile from the
Quaker Neck bridge. This bridge connects Salem
with the southern end of Quaker Neck in Man-
nington township, a place once all settled by
Friends, whence the name. Quaker Neck bridge
is the present terminus of navigation on Keasbey's
Creek, since the creek is here dammed off, as J.
W. mentions.

Many of our streams are dammed off, which of
itself cuts off navigation and hinders a just esti-

mate as to how much the streams have naturally
shrunken. I think that this stream, Fenwick
Creek (one branch of which, Keasbey's Creek,
runs to Quaker Neck bridge, and of which we have
more knowledge than of the others, because it is

the boundary of the city of Salem), has shrunken
in volume more than one-half since I was a boy.
The channel as viewed between the ** Covered
Bridge" and the new railroad bridge, has in this

time surprisingly filled up. This '' Covered
Bridge" is on the direct road from Salem to
Philadelphia.

Following the city boundary around further
westward, this Fenwick Creek that we have been
speaking of empties into Salem Creek, which
bounds the western part of the town, and where
Penn's Neck bridge and the steamboat landing
now are. Of late vears I have known the steam-
boat to get aground at her wharf; something un-
heard of years ago.

J. W. thinks that the copious deposit of sedi-
ment has been the cause of the diminishmg of our
streams. I differ with him about this. I think
the volume of water controlled the size of the
channel. A considerable part of this volume was,
however, made of the tide coming up and over-
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flowing the low lands. The embanking in and
reclaiming of these low lands diminished the vol-

ume as well as the deforestation, and the deposit
of sediment in the streams was the result of less

capacity required. I suppose that when Haddon-
field, N. J., was built it was at the head of navi-

gation on Cooper's Creek ; now we must go some
distance down the stream, maybe one and a half
miles, to reach the vessel-landing. I had hoped
to get some information about this, but have not
thus far.

With the lower part of the Delaware river a dif-

ferent cause seems to be at work. The river is

widening. In the township of Elsenboro, just

below Salem, N. J., the surveyed lines running to

the river are shorter by several rods than the old
deeds call for. Just east of Fort Delaware on the
Jersey shore is an old apple orchard. It has been
there for many years ; and at least three rows of
trees next to the water have disappeared, the river

having slowly absorbed the orchard by that much.
I don't think that this has been caused by an in-

creased volume of water coming down the river.

The question has often arisen in my mind whether
Washington, if living, could now reasonably ex-
pect to put an army across the Delaware in boats,

where he once did
; would he not have to wait for

an unusual freshet? I however know nothing
about this, but I did see a notice in a Philadelphia
paper a number of years ago, quoting from an old
man of Trenton, N. J., who stated that there was
then not more than one-third the volume of water
in the Delaware river that was found in his child-
hood. The broadening of the mouth of the Dela-
ware is, I think, due to the action of the waves
upon its banks. Considerable water of the lower
river is tidal ; at times of storm the surf wears
away the shores in very much the same manner as
occurs at several places on our seacoast, and is aided
also in some instances by the currents. I suppose
the same cause is at work in the broad estuaries
of the Potomac, James, and other eastern rivers.

As the shores are washed away the current becomes
sluggish and shoals are formed. The island upon
which Fort Delaware stands was not in existence
in the early settlement of the country, and it is

still increasing. At the time of our late war the
Salem steamboat occasionally stopped at a landing
on the western side, where now the flats reach far

out towards the Delaware shore.

Casper W. Thompson, of Salem, N. J., has a
written account of the formation of Pea Patch
island on which Fort Delaware stands ; it was pre-
pared by his grandfather, who remembered when
the first clumps of water grass appeared on the
island. Afterwards he boated around among the
reeds gunning for ducks; then the land appeared,
followed by the contention between the States of
New Jersey and Delaware for possession.

In the early times wood was one of the main
articles of export, and vessels sought their way far

up the streams for it. Chew's Landing in Cam-
den County on the North Branch of Big Timber
Creek, was one of the places from which large
quantities of timber were shipped. It is stated
that the old wharfing was east of the town ; the
bri( k house standing near this place being dated
1756. Vessels may have gone to another ancient
house nearly a mile further up than this. The
present head of navigation is about three-quarters
of a mile down stream, west of the town, and has
been reached by two stages, being so indicated by
two abandoned wharves ; in fact the most of the
vessels stop in Big Timber Creek a mile further
west. On Big Timber Creek proper (West Branch),
the old head of navigation, so far as I can learn,
was at a bridge, S. W. of Blackwoodtown ; now it

is about i^ miles west, but about 3 miles down
the stream, and much smaller boats come up than
formerly.

The present head of navigation on Mantua
Creek is at Mantua. This creek heads up rapidly
in the hills beyond, but some persons remember
that years ago vessels were able to go a half mile
beyond, and that much larger ones could then
come to Mantua, or Carpenter's Landing, as it

was called.

Thy Friend,

H. B. A.

Absorbent Power of Leaf Mould.

THE following interesting excerpt has been
taken from a letter from Mr. A. Sharpless,

^' of West Chester, showing the absorbent
and retaining power of leaf mould ;

** Last fall the leaves were gathered from my
lawn because they were likely to smother out the

grass under the trees. Some eight or ten well-

packed wheelbarrow-loads were thrown in a pile

at one side of the garden, where they remained
until early in May. On removing the leaves,

after several weeks of fair weather, it was found
that the whole mass, except an inch or two on the
top, was thoroughly saturated.

I estimated the leaves, when put there dry, to

have weighed not over three hundred pounds,
and, on removal, am confident there was double
that weight of water held in the leaves and imme-
diately under them, while the ground three feet

away was very dry.

I am convinced that the ordinary leaf covered
forest tract will retain a fall of several inches of
rain, and this is but one of the advantages of a
well-wooded country in the prevention of disas-

asters from floods." A. Sharpless.
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White Pine (Pinus Strobus, L.).

THERE are some trees which require the
poetic rather than the historic genius to do
them justice. There are a few others, but

only a few, in the vast assemblage of species which
require both poetry and history to fairly celebrate
their relations to man and his world. The date
palm in Egypt, and the cocoanut palm in the
islands of the warmer seas, the oak in the temper-
ate regions of the Old and New Worlds, and the
white pine of our own country, are of the latter

class.

In all its relations the white pine is so much a
tree of character, in purity, port and products,
that for us it stands alone. When well-grown and
perfectly developed it suggests nothing less than
absolute beauty and everlasting fitness. On the
river bank its soft foliage is in keeping with the
fertile soil and the luxuriant plant-life about it,

and on the mountain-top its sturdy form rises like
a sentinel keeping '* watch and ward" over the
valleys beneath. There is no position which it

does not adorn nor any location in which it is in-

congruous, or out of place. If we were in posses-
sion of all the facts it would probably appear that
as early as the year iioo it excited the admiration
of the citizens of Bremen by its straight trunk and
strong, soft fibre. With us it stands for commer-
cial prosperity to whole States, and for the best
workmanship in numberless industries. Its good-
ness is its very bane, because its large utility makes
demands upon it which threaten its existence.
Yet no species of tree is more willing to grow and
reproduce itself if it be given but half a chance.
Even on soil so lean that the oak would linger out
a miserable life and fail to reach fair proportions,
it will raise its great head a hundred feet in air
and produce lumber with which the most critical
c^n find no fault.

On tens of thousands of acres in our State it is

spontaneously springing up, eager to come again
on soil which offers to produce nothing else. Yet
we ignorantly speak of it as gone forever, and
wickedly fail to protect it against forest fires when
it is striving might and main to return to aid and
bless our own children. Our relations to it are an
almost incomprehensible compound of mismange-
ment and of ingratitude. Even now, when its

coming scarcity is recognized, we allow the mature
trunks to be felled, a few cuts taken, and the tops
to remain as fuel to feed fires which, where I

write, are darkening the whole sky with columns
of smoke. We allow the parent trees to furnish
fuel to destroy the children. *' Thou shalt not
seethe the kid in its mother's milk," said the He-
brew law-giver. Public sentiment is stronger than
law; indeed, makes law! Yet, neither prophet
nor press has yet effectively called such attention

to these facts as will force the law-makers to rec-

ognize the crime against the future which unkempt,
debris-strewn woods entail. From these come
the tongues of flame which lick up into their insa-

tiate maw whole miles of young trees that within
a century might have hoarded water for a crowded
population, and furnished employment for whole
communities. Such a lack of statesmanlike fore-

cast upon a question to which there is but one side,
is a national reproach, and will provoke the just

criticism of those who come after us !

To cultivate the white pine is easy. Collect
your mature, unopened cones in autumn, or early
winter. Hang them up in a bag in a cool, dry
place, then, from time to time, carefully shake the
bag to remove the seeds from between the open
cone scales. When early spring comes, sow these
seeds in a sandy loam, not too rich; protect them
against the direct sunlight ; keep them only mod-
erately moist, and in a little while you will see the
young leaves appearing. Thin out, as they grow,
just enough to allow room for development.
When two or three feet high, or even earlier, the
young trees may be transplanted to where they
ought to grow. Three things must be remembered
in connection with this work: ist, white pines do
not grow best in the richest soil ; 2d, in trans-
planting, the roots must not be allowed to become
dry; 3d, the young trees must be shaded until
fairly started.

To start a grove in place, directly from the seed,
select a spot where there is shade, either from
standing trees, or by virtue of a pronounced north-
westerly exposure. Prepare the soil, because the
winged seeds may fail to penetrate the overlying
leaves or grass and reach the earth. Sow broad-
cast, and cover lightly by dragging a brush-harrow
on the surface. Never cut off the terminal bud
(the top) of a white pine (or any other cone-bear-
ing tree), as to do so is to destroy the strai^htness
and value of the trunk. Let the young trees stand
as thickly as they can thrive. This sends the tops
up and causes an early fall of the younger branches,
which, if allowed to grow, would cause unsightly
knots. If your plantation is in a forest, the other
trees which protected the young pines may, when
the latter are five or six feet high, be removed. It

will give the pines a better chance for rapid growth.
In half a century your pines should be sixty feet
high, at least, and have a diameter across the
stump of not less than eighteen inches.

It is strange that the behavior of the white pine
leaves under various climatic conditions has been
so little noticedby vegetable physiologists. These
leaves form a cluster and start from a single point.
In clear weather, they stand off from one another
so as to form an open whorl. They need no sup-
port or protection. Each individual leaf is suffi-
cient unto itself. In this condition the whole
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White Pine (Pinus Strobus, L.).

THERF^ are some trees which require the
poetic rather than the historic genius to do
them justice. There are a few others, but

only a few, in the vast assemblage of species which
require both poetry and history to fairly celebrate
their relations to man and his world. The date
palm in Egypt, and the cocoanut palm in the
islands of the warmer seas, the oak in the temper-
ate regions of the Old and New Worlds, and the
white pine of our own country, are of the latter

class.

In all its relations the white pine is so much a
tree of character, in purity, port and products,
that for us it stands alone. When well-grown and
perfectly developed it suggests nothing less than
absolute beauty and everlasting fitness. On the
river bank its soft foliage is in keeping with the
fertile soil and the luxuriant plant-life about it,

and on the mountain-top its sturdy form rises like

a sentinel keeping *' watch and ward" over the
valleys beneath. There is no position which it

does not adorn nor any location in which it is in-

congruous, or out of place. If we were in posses-
sion of all the facts it would probably appear that
as early as the year iioo it excited the admiration
of the citizens of Bremen by its straight trunk and
strong, soft fibre. With us it stands for commer-
cial prosperity to whole States, and for the best
workmanship in numberless industries. Its good-
ness is its very bane, because its large utility makes
demands upon it which threaten its existence.
Yet no s[)ecies of tree is more willing to grow and
reproduce itself if it be given but half a chance.
Even on soil so lean that the oak would linger out
a miserable life and fail to reach fair proportions,
it will raise its great head a hundred feet in air
and produce lumber with which the most critical
can find no fault.

On tens of thousands of acres in our State it is

spontaneously springing up, eager to come again
on soil which offers to produce nothing else. Yet
we ignorantly speak of it as gone forever, and
wickedly fail to protect it against forest fires when
It is striving might and main to return to aid and
bless our own c hildren. Our relations to it are an
almost incomprehensible compound of mismange-
ment and of ingratitude. Even now, when its

coming scarcity is recognized, we allow the mature
trunks to be felled, a few cuts taken, and the tops
to remain as fuel to feed fires which, where I

write, are darkening the whole sky with columns
of smoke. We allow the parent trees to furnish
fuel to destroy the (hildren. ''Thou shalt not
seethe the kid in its mother's milk," said the He-
brew law-giver. Public sentiment is stronger than
law; indeed, makes law! Yet, neither prophet
nor press has yet effectively called such attention

to these facts as will force the law-makers to rec-

ognize the crime against the future which unkempt,
debris-strewn woods entail. From these come
the tongues of flame which lick up into their insa-

tiate maw whole miles of young trees that within
a century might have hoarded water for a crowded
population, and furnished employment for whole
communities. Such a lack of statesmanlike fore-

cast upon a question to which there is but one side,
is a national reproach, and will provoke the just

criticism of those who come after us !

To cultivate the white pine is easy. Collect
your mature, unopened cones in autumn, or early
winter. Hang them up in a bag in a cool, dry
place, then, from time to time, carefully shake the
bag to remove the seeds from between the open
cone scales. When early spring comes, sow these
seeds in a sandy loam, not too rich; protect them
against the direct sunlight ; keep them only mod-
erately moist, and in a little while you will see the
young leaves appearing. Thin out, as they grow,
just enough to allow room for develojiment.
When two or three feet high, or even earlier, the
young trees may be transplanted to where they
ought to grow. Three things must be remembered
in connection with this work : ist, white pines do
not grow best in the richest soil ; 2d, in trans-
planting, the roots must not be allowed to become
dry; 3d, the young trees must be shaded until
fairly started.

To start a grove in place, directly from the seed,
select a spot where there is shade, either from
standing trees, or by virtue of a pronounced north-
westerly exposure. Prepare the soil, because the
winged seeds may fail to penetrate the overlying
leaves or grass and reach the earth. Sow broad-
cast, and cover lightly by dragging a brush-harrow
on the surface. Never cut off the terminal bud
(the top) of a white pine (or any other cone-bear-
ing tree), as to do so is to destroy the straightness
and value of the trunk. Let the young trees stand
as thickly as they can thrive. This sends the tops
up and causes an early fall of the younger branches,
which, if allowed to grow, would cause unsightly
knots. If your plantation is in a forest, the other
trees which protected the young pines may, when
the latter are five or six feet high, be removed. It

will give the pines a better chance for rapid growth.
In half a century your pines should be sixty feet
high, at least, and have a diameter across the
stump of not less than eighteen inches.

It is strange that the behavior of the white pine
leaves under various climatic conditions has been
so little noticedby vegetable physiologists. These
leaves form a cluster and start from a single point.
In clear weather, they stand off from one another
so as to form an open whorl. They need no sup-
port or protection. Each individual leaf is suffi-

cient unto itself. In this condition the whole

Forks r Lkaves, XOl. iv, No. 10
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tree-top is a mass of feathery foliage. In cold,
damp weather these leaves close in upon each
other and droop until the whole expression of the
tree is changed. The top is now so open that you
may see through it in almost any direction. To
obtain a full recognition of this change, it is nec-
essary to look from the level of the leaves, through
them, to the sky beyond. Even our artists seemed
to have failed to notice this peculiarity, though it

changes the whole appearance of the tree, and has
always been appreciated by those whose attention
I have called to the facts.

Another point of equal importance in proper
delineation of the tree is in connection with the
branches and smaller branchlets. First of all, it

should be said that the ordinary trees show, as a
rule, decay of branches first on the top. Even the
hemlock, a cone-bearing tree, like the pine, does
this to a certain extent. The branches of the
white pine, where it grows in a condition of nor-
mal crowding, die from below up.

The direction of the branches is a study. At
first they leave the trunk at a decided upward
angle

; gravitation associated with the increased
weight, size and age reduces this to a hori-
zontal, and later to a drooping position. The
younger branchlets all leave the parent branch
with such an upward tendency, that if one observes
them from a level, the branch can always be seen
as a base beneath the upward-pointing branches.
This is also very pronounced in the cedar of Leb-
anon. It should never be lost sight of in any de-
lineation of the ffee.

Further, it will be noticed that the cones are of
two sizes, the smaller being those of the present,
the larger those of the previous year. It should
also be remarked that the evergreen trees, like

other trees, have a regular shedding of leaves ; but
it is only after the new ones are formed. They
are, as John Burroughs well says, ** on with the new
love before they are off with the old."

To enumerate the uses of white pine would be
impossible. Wherever a soft, straight-grained

wood will answer, it is of all others the one wood
most in demand. As an ordinary interior finish

for houses, when simply oiled and varnished, it is

neat, unobtrusive and satisfying to any taste except
one where worth is measured by the sole condition
of cost. Excepting cedar, no wood surpasses it

in manufacture of shingles. It is hardly a strong
wood, absolutely considered ; but when its light-

ness and softness are remembered, it is surprisingly
strong.

Geographically, the white pine ranges from
Newfoundland through Canada to Michigan and
** along the Allegheny Mountains to Northern
Georgia."
We quote its physical properties thus : Specific

gravity,o.3854; percentage of ash, 0.19; relative

approximate fuel value, 0.3847 ; weight in pounds
of a cubic foot, 24.02. In relative strength it

stands as 232 on the list of 310 American woods.
The white pine will never become extinct

wholly
; but it will become, under existing condi-

tions, more and more rare, and we shall come to
recognize its great worth in a search for a satisfac-
tory substitute.

J. T. Rothrock.

The New England Wood Lot.

q: ENATOR HOAR of Massachusetts, in a

X^ speech before the United States Senate on
New England husbandmen, said :

*' Every one of these old farmers has upon his
farm a wood lot, and that is one thing which he
depends on for the great emergencies of life,

growing, as the old Scotch laird told his son,
while he sleeps. The old, dying Scotchman, you
remember, said to his son :

' Jock, when ye hae
naething else to do ye may be aye sticking in a
tree ; it will be growing, Jock, when ye're sleep-
ing.'

"

'' When the farmer wants to send his son to col-
lege or his daughter to school, or to have a little

fund for his old age, or to add a neighboring lot

to his own farm ; when he wants to build a new
barn or a new house, he depends upon this wood
lot as a last resource. It is the only thing which
in a generation is going to bring him in any con-
siderable sum of money. The little cash that he
gets for what he raises on his farm and carries to
the market goes out for sugar and spices and
clothing and taxes. He is fortunate if he makes
the two ends meet in the year, and when his wood
lot is cut off then he is to have a sum of money
which he can use to carry out what has been the
dream or desire of life, whatever it may be."

—It takes not less than 2600 red cedar trees to
supply wood for the pencil manufacturers of this

country. Alabama was once the great cedar pen-
cil producing State, but its cedar is exhausted.
Manufacturers have tested other kinds of wood
with a view to finding a substitute for cedar, but
so far without success.

—Russia has about 600,000,000 acres of timber.
The government there is about putting up 200 saw-
mills, many of which will be rented to citizens.

Timber is very cheap, fir trees selling at what
would be in our money equivalent to 12 to 18
cents each.
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Influence of Forests upon Climate.

THE manner and magnitude of the influence

exercised by forests on the climate of a
country have lately been much mooted

questions. There is a school of meteorologists
and geologists, largely represented in America,
who deny the climatic influence of forests upon
the quantity of rain precipitated, and who would
fain demonstrate that forests are absolutely un-
necessary, if not, indeed, detrimental, to a country.
Recently an article, written by Mr. H. Gannet,
Geographer of the Geological Survey, has evoked
discussion, because Mr. Gannet abnegates any
and every influence of forests on the quantity of
rain. It is not the object of this essay to prove
that the conclusions of this ^* investigator " rest

entirely upon superficial observations and incor-
rect methods, but merely to demonstrate, in brief,

that climates are influenced by forests.

Viewed from the standpoint of civilization,

forests are mainly subservient to two ends. The
one results from the direct advantage accruing,
first, to the owner of a forest from the production
of wood, by which, also, mankind at large are
benefited. The other originates in the influence
exercised by sylvan vegetation on the physical
condition of countries, and thus indirectly on
their susceptibility to culture and consequent fit-

ness for human life. The former is denominated
the privately economical, the latter the politically

economical purpose of forests. Up to within a
few years the direct utilization alone of forests

was //.f y///-^, inasmuch as their extent and inner
conditions were such as gave no ground to the
fear that, by further reduction of woodland area,
the beneficent reaction upon the physical condi-
tions of the country would be diminished.

Meanwhile, in consequence of inconsiderate
denudation, the extent of forest-area has not only
been diminished, but, what is of no less impor-
tance, the interior of the forests has been altered
for the worse.

There now are many sparsely wooded tracts de-
void of those beneficent influences before alluded
to. Each year sees an increase of regions in
which forests, because of their diminution, can no
longer exert their influence. Year by year indi-
cations multiply that prove beyond a doubt that
our sylvan area, so far as its value as a preserver
of culture is considered, on the whole, has been
reduced to a dangerous limit. Hence, the politi-

cally economical purpose of forests is assuming
the foremost position and is deserving of para-
mount attention.

It is of the highest importance that every moun-
tain-forest contribute its share towards the politi-

cally economic end.
The observation of numerous phenomena proves

to a certainty that the permanent water-supply
throughout America is far less than it was formerly.
Numerous slopes and valleys, centrally located,

are suffering from lack of ground-moisture in a
measure heretofore unknown.
The correction of streams and lesser running

waters, the drainage of paludal agricultural areas,

the drawing off of lakes, swamps and moors in

highlands and lowlands, the abuse and destruction
of many forests are the causes of these phenomena.
Though the volume of water annually perme-

ating the country be practically the same, yet the
uniformity of its distribution, according to time
and place, kas decreased.

Through channels definitely marked, yet dimin-
ished in number and profile, our waters rush head-
long to the sea, without affording riparian dis-

tricts that uniform saturation so conducive to
sylvan vegetation.

Both science and experience teach that the most
potent factor in the preservation of the activity of
local natural forces is treasured up and perpetu-
ated in an unbroken sylvan vegetation adapted to
the soil. Thus, forests, by means of their pe-
culiar and unbroken vegetation, form the bulwark
against a diminution in the operations of local

natural forces. This function is eff*ected in a still

higher degree, the more unbroken, temporally and
locally, the leafy roof endures and the greater the
extent of area covered by a forest.

Leafy trees prevent a too rapid evaporation,
enabling the leafy stratum, on the ground, to re-

tain its moisture. The cool and moist sylvan air,

quiescent and interposed between the latter layer
and the leafy roof, helps make the leafy layer on
the ground retain its indispensable humidity. The
greater the number of forests in which this pro-
cess takes place, the more adjacent they be, the
more the power of forests to retain moisture is

increased, and the more independent are these of
the vicissitudes of circumjacent culture.

If a sylvan region be denuded of its growth
and hence exposed to sweeping winds and scorch-
ing heat, its humidity is diminished. The still re-

maining leafy ground layers are dried up. In con-
sequence of increased aerial circulation and warmth
evaporation is accelerated, and the soil becomes
more and more dry.

On the other hand, if the ground be covered
by woods sufficiently dense to exclude deleterious
heat and gusts, the causes of exsiccation of soil

are removed.
Thus, the superimposed humid layer of air is

not swept away by gusts, and, in conjunction with
the gradually decaying ground-layer of leaves, it

protects the soil from further exsiccation. In this
manner forests ward off" extraneous influences,
preserving at the same time the means of self-

sustenance, and that these are wholly adequate, is

.<u
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demonstrated by the existence of woods. Hence,
it is manifest that extreme moisture and drought,
heat and cold are obviated by well-stocked woods,
i.e., such as are of dense growth.

• F. R. Meier.

Interest in Forestry.
•

THERE is a large class of people who abound
in good works and have a most anxious re-

gard for the welfare of the race whose re-

ward, as far as appreciation is concerned, is be-
stowed after they are dead and gone. These people,
during their lifetime, are called fanatics or cranks,
and are usually treated with contempt, indiff*erence

or hostility, according as to how their propaganda
affects the interests of certain people.

There are some indications, however, that the
forestry enthusiasts are going to get some of their

rewards of appreciation in this life, or at least

those who are at present active workers in this

cause may see some result of their self-sacrificing

labors. It is true that a few of them, mainly by
virtue of their interest in forestry matters, are in

possession of salaries as professors or secretaries

;

but with the vast majority it is a genuine work of
love, and prompted by devotion to what they con-
ceive to be the best interests of the country and of
** future generations." Their reward has, for the
most part, consisted in the approbation of their

own consciences, and in the approval of a hand-
ful of people who think as they do.

That there has been an awakening in forestry
matters is evidenced in many ways. Nearly
18,000,000 acres of land are included in forest

reservations established by authority of the gen-
eral government, most of this area- having been
set aside within the last four or five years.

One of the most enthusiastic forestry advocates
is Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Secretary of Agricul-
ture, perhaps better known as the originator of
Arbor Day. He is, moreover. President of the
American Forestry Association. A former secre-
tary of that body is in charge of the public timber
lands in the general land office, while the chair-
man of the public lands committee in the House
of Representatives is a distinguished member of
it. It is evident, therefore, that much has been
done of positive account in the direction toward
which the forestry advocates are working. Fur-
thermore, there is a bill now in the House of Rep-
resentatives entitled **To Protect Public Forest
Reservations."

Not only are the forestry advocates showing
strength in these public ways, but private interest
is being aroused. This is evidenced by the large
number of meetings which are being held and at-

tended at least well enough to warrant their re-

ports in the daily papers. Hardly a paper can
be picked up nowadays but what contains a report
of some forestry meeting or some article on the
subject which shows the hand of the agitators who
are so persistently seeking to influence public sen-
timent. It forms a part of the tariff* agitation,
and seeks every avenue by which the public ear
may be gained. We congratulate Fernow et al,

on what they have already done and that victory
and glory seem in sight.— The Timberman.

Lumbering in the Puget Sound Country.

7\ N interesting contribution to Harper's
^t\ Weekly, under the caption, *' Riding the

^ Humpdurgin," describes the method pur-
sued in a lumbering camp among the majestic firs

and cedars of the State of Washington, and from
it we excerpt the following:

''In sharp contrast to the profound silence
reigning elsewhere throughout the mighty forest,

the scene at the terminus of the skid road was one
of noisy animation. The wooded aisles rang with
incessant axe strokes, the raucous swish of long
fierce-toothed saws, the jangle of chains, and the
shouting of teamsters. . . . There was the laugh-
ter and singing of light-hearted men, and above all

came the occasional thunderous crash of stately

woodland kings deposed and hurled from their

lofty thrones. Of this magnificent timber, while
much is taken, a far greater quantity is left, for

the loggers of this generation are but skimming
the cream of the vast northwestern forests, select-

ing for present use only the largest and finest trees,

and leaving those of inferior growth for their as

yet unborn successors. Still, the present waste of
timber is prodigious and inexcusable. A pernicious
custom of the coast is to cut all trees at a height of
from eight to ten feet •above the ground, leaving
stumps containing millions of feet of the finest

lumber to useless decay But the timber
supply of these forests is not inexhaustible any
more than it was in Maine or Michigan, and at

the present rate of destruction conservative esti-

mates predict the utter disappearance of Wash-
ington's valuable timber within sixty years."

—Prof. Asa Gray says that the Washington Elm
at Cambridge has been estimated to produce seven
million leaves, which would make a surface radia-

tion of about five acres in extent, and give out
every fair day in the growing season 7^ tons of
moisture.
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Our White Oaks and Hemlocks.

IN
the enumeration of our native trees, peerless

among their companions of the fordst, the

white oaks {Quercus alba) and hemlocks
{Tsuga Canadensis) must not fail to be praised.

The white oak, owing to its numerous ligneous

qualities, seems to have no rival in either hemi-
sphere, and the efforts of the advocates of forestry

should be directed to its preservation.

In a good calcareous soil the white oak of East-

ern Pennsylvania rises to the height of 60 to 75 feet,

and attains a diameter of 3 to 4 feet. The com-
pactness and indestructibility of its wood renders
it a desirable material for most useful purposes, and
its applicability to the in-door and out-door con-
struction of dwellings makes it valuable wherever
durability is an object. In sounding the praises of
this monarch of our forests, let us inquire into the

readiest and most practicable mode in which this

tree may be propagated and brought by cultiva-

tion to a venerable age.

German forest culture claims our earliest atten-

tion, and in applying its general features to our
system the way cannot be mistaken. Where the

surface of the arable earth has been disrobed for

some two hundred years, knowledge on the sub-
ject of arboriculture is more likely to be gathered
that may be available in our own case.

An essential factor in the proceeding is the
tender care to be taken of the seed acorn and in

administering to the delicate nurseling before the
sprouting season comes on.

Young and thrifty trees are sought to be the
future parents of sturdy oaks, and as good blood
constitutes the true element of a valiant manhood,
so the vigorous sap of a father oak gives the tone
of a succeeding generation of vigorous white oaks.

Calcareous soil seems to be most conducive to a
strong growth of the white oak, and furnishes the
largest specimens, although the more compact
wood is most readily found on a meagre tract of
land, where a rapid growth has not been fos-

tered.

Where its growth is retarded by less nutritious
soil, its arrival at maturity is of slow progress, and
the wood becomes more dense and harder. Our
chief care for the white oak and solicitude for its

development and perpetuation in our land should
be with a view to its valuable timber, a wood that
will outlive the age of man and endure throughout
all seasons.

There seems to be a growing opinion that the
preservation and enlargement of our timber lands
can be brought about only by planting and re-

planting the tree. The necessity for this course
is apparent in the history of the tree we are dwell-
ing upon. It is presumed by those legislators who
are engaged in the work of dividing our lands

into reservations, that the white oak will grow up
as an indigenous growth wherever it has been left

to succeed the same species. But this may be
found a deceptive theory, as in all our experience
throughout Eastern Pennsylvania the exhaustion
of the alkaline element has frustrated the re-

growth of the while oak, and its appearance as the
successor of the parent tree has only been sporadic.

The white oak remains no longer the sole occu-
pant of the soil, but the lord of the same domain
is either the pine or chestnut, which flourish

throughout their allotted epoch of time.

The laws of dendrology bring around the period
for the reappearance of the white oak in a space
of time which has been computed at several

hundred years. The chestnut and pine almost
invariably succeed the white oak, and if the same
process of rearing the oak by the usual forestal

treatment, and in large forest reservations, should
be upheld, our gigantic woodlands may degenerate
into forests of inferior growth of timber. In prais-

ing our white oaks, it may be added that many
homes can be seen in the shape of humble cabins,

whose outer frames consist of these logs, either

hewn square or left as nature formed them, that

have been blocked together more than a century
ago, and sometimes another century passes by ere
their perfect demolition is accomplished.

In Europe the foundation, walls and lower por-
tion of the cottage are constructed of masonry,
and the dwellings of that class of people called

the peasantry lasts for generations.

The Hemlocks.—This species of tree demands a
place next to the white oak, in point of its adapta-
tion to all utilitarian purposes. As an adornment
of the rural homestead, its graceful shape and per-

petual verdure render it an object of beauty all

the year round. Its wood is so valuable that, at

the present day, it threatens to supplant the white
pine, a wood almost universally used. A choice
of soil is not peculiar to the hemlock, but its fa-

vorite abode is on high shelving rocks, overhang-
ing streams where the debris of the trees and a
soil of decayed leaves form the sustenance of the
tree, while exhalations of the streams constitute
the moist atmosphere that provides the nourish-
ment. In the great work of forest culture, the
hemlock will form an object of simple and easy
propagation, while a slaty soil will constitute the
best locality for promoting its growth.

In the northeastern portion of Cur State, an
ardent lover of nature, may gratify his taste by
studying the stately picture of thousands of aged
hemlocks, showing from one to four hundred an-
nular rings across their stumps that form in a
diminutive degree the sequoia of our eastern do-
main. These have been encroached upon by the
woodman, and their history will soon be told.

The patriotic American cannot but see in the

»
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future of this country a spectacle of forest industry
as yet unknown in all our past experience.
He may perchance cast a glance in that direc-

tion and will there behold a nation of several
hundred millions of people whose thought will be
directed to the desolate country surrounding them,
its people busied with the solution of the problem
how the sun-stricken land and soil shall be re-

stored to their original beauty and fertility. This
is no idle dream, and no man now living may be
here to witness the appalling spectacle, but the
tendency of events is in this direction and the if

prophetic admonition is fulfilled, nothing can
arrest the downward course of our timber wealth
unless we plant as we consume. Our average ratio
of wood-timber to timbered land is not above
what it should be.

What a spectacle for the future, if every inhabi-
tant should be employed in the planting and grow-
ing of a new forest in place of the old. None can
be brought to believe this now. James Henry.

The Rice Paper Tree in Florida.

THE rice paper tree, one of the most interest-
ing of the entire flora of China, has re-

cently been successfully experimented with
in Florida, where it now flourishes with other sub-
tropical and oriental species of trees and shrubs.
When first transplanted in American soil, the ex-
perimenters expressed doubts of its hardiness,
fearing that it would be unable to stand the win-
ters. Hut all these fears have vanished.

It is a small tree, growing to a height of less
than fifteen feet, and with a trunk or stem from
three to five inches in diameter. Its canes, which
vary in color according to season, are large, soft
and downy, the form somewhat resembling that
noticed in those of the castor bean plant.
The celebrated rice paper, the product of this

queer tree, is formed of thin slices of the pith,
which is taken from the body of the tree in beau-
tiful cylinders several inches in length.
The Chinese workmen apply the blade of a

sharp, straight knife to these cylinders, and, turn-
ing them around, either by rude machinery or by
hand (in which latter operation they display much
skill and dexterity), pare the pith from circumfer-
ence to center. This operation makes a roll of
extra quality paper, the scroll being of equal thick-
ness throughout. After a cylinder has thus been
pared, it is unrolled and weights placed upon it

until the surface is rendered uniformly smooth
throughout its entire length. It is altogether
probable that if rice-paper making becomes an in-
dustry in the United States, these primitive modes
of manufacture will all be done away with.—6"/.

Louis Republic.

The English V/alnut.

THE tree generally called the English walnut
is a near relative of our native black walnut.
The name is a misnomer, for the tree is a

native of Asia, whence it was transplanted to Eu-
rope. It is true that it is cultivated to a large ex-
tent in England, both for the fruit which is sold
in all American markets under the name of Eng-
lish walnuts, and for the lumber which the tree
makes when it is fully matured.
The tree is indiger.ous to the valleys and slopes

of the southern foot hills of the Himalaya moun-
tains; on the eastern slopes of the Caucasus, and
in fact entirely across the continent and in the
islands of Japan. Its habitat is thus very exten-
sive, and everywhere it is valuable, whether native
or adopted. The ancients' called it the Jovis
glansy the nut of Jupiter, whence our botanical
tQrm, /uglans, which term covers the black walnut
(/' ^itgra) and the butternut (/. cinerea). The
English walnut is i\\G Juglans regia.

In its native haunts the tree is large, often four
to six feet in diameter and from 75 to 85 feet in

height. In thick woods it is tall, with a smooth
trunk and a smallish head well up giving a good
body for timber. But in open glades which it

loves best, it is lower and wide branching, like

the butternut. The wood is hard, heavy and
much like our own black walnut in texture but not
always so finely figured. In color it is dark brown,
almost black, the sapwood lighter. With one ex-
cei)tion it is the nearest approach to the native
walnut. That exception is the California walnut

( /. nipestris Eng.), which in some respects is the
finest of the three dark species. The wood can be
used for the same purposes as the black walnut,
and not one person in ten can tell the difference
when finished up.

The tree flourishes fairly well in any moderately
warm latitude, from southern New York west
through southern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois to west-
ern Kansas and south to the gulf; but it will not
fruit very abundantly along its northern limit. It

is probable, however, that it does best in Cali-
fornia south of the latitude of Sacramento, where
it fruits profusely.

Under proper care it is easy to propagate from
seeds, grows rapidly as a sapling, and under good
conditions will commence fruiting when ten years
old, and thereafter will increase rapidly and con-
tinue to bear a heavy crop for from 50 to 75 years.

There are trees in Europe, known to be 200 years
old which still yield abundant crops of nuts.

The fruit always brings a good price and as has
been stated, they begin to yield cash returns at ten

years of age and thereafter a constantly increasing
income, exceeded by few crops, and with the mini-
mum of care and expense. At 40 to 50 years, the
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tree becomes valuable for lumber, increasing from
year to year. This is the experience in Europe
and bids fair to be the same in this country wher-
ever the experiment of its cultivation is tried.

There are undoubtedly many sections of the
United States where this walnut can be planted to
advantage, and where, the owner of the land is

young, it would give him a sure and valuable in-
come in middle and old age and a most satisfac-
tory heritage to his children. Indeed, a walnut
plantation in a favorable location, well planted
and cared for for 20 years, thereafter with little
more trouble than an ordinary woodland, should
become an income-producing heritage for several
generations, the last of which, when the trees be-
gin to show signs of decay, could convert it into
cash by cutting it into lumber, which will always
be in demand. All four of the walnut species,
the black, the English, the California and butter-
nut can be planted to a safe and certain profit,
and as the three native species are rapidly becom-
ing extinct, it is high time the attention of econo-
mists was drawn to the m^fici.—Hanhvood.

Suit to Prevent Cutting Trees.

WRITS in an unusual and peculiar suit were
issued in court, at Reading, on May
29th, to prevent the cutting down of

forest trees. They were issued upon the petition
of Mrs. Henry S. Shauer, of Boyerstown, and
Mrs, Thomas R. Miller, of Bechtelsville, who rep-
resent that they are the heirs under the will of
the late Samuel Walter, after the death of his
widow, who has a life estate in his property, and
that the widow has in her possession a farm of 28
acres in Pike township, 4 acres of which is timber
land; and that she and the tenant, William Fron-
heiser, who has lived there thirteen years, are cut-
ting down and selling the forest trees and depre-
ciating the value of the property by this waste;
that the legatees have a half interest in a tract of
8 acres, also in Pike, the other half of which is

owned by A. B. Oberholtzcr, and that he and the
widow are committing waste on that tract by
removing the timber. Writs were issued against
Mrs. Walter, William Fronheiser and A. B.
Oberholtzer.

—Prof. W.
J. Beal, of the State Agricultural

College of Michigan, has prepared an article on
the trees of that State, giving the names of those
which are native, and also the uses to whi( h the
principal woods are put, and any one wishing in-
formation in regard to the forests of Michigan is

referred to articles by Prof. Beal in ^* Michigan
and its Resources " and the ** State Forestry Com-
mission, 188,8."

The Battle of the Forest.

MR. B. E. FERNOW has been a prolific

writer upon forestry and kindred subjects,
^ and we have published a number of his in-

structive contributions. We recall none of these
however, which to our mind deserves praise greater
than is due to him for a paper presented before
the National Geographic Society.

This paper which has a very appropriate title of
"The Battle of the Forest," starts out with the
statement that ** the earth is a potential forest.

Given time, freedom from geologic revolutions and
from interference by man, and tree growth must
finally dominate everywhere, with few excepted
localities." The writer then discusses the efforts

made by forests, and by different species of trees
to obtain and maintain a foothold in prehistoric
times, closing his review by the following :

" One
of the most interesting evidences of these vicissi-

tudes in the battle of the forest is represented in a
section of Amethyst Mountain in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, exhibiting the remains of fifteen forest
growths, one above the other, buried in the lava.
Again and again the forest subdued the inhospit-
able excoriations; again and again it had to yield
to superior force. Among these petrified witnesses
of former glory, magnolia, oak, tulip tree, sassa-
fras, linden and ash have been identified, accom-
panying the sequoia in regions where now only the
hardiest conifer growth of pines and spruces find
a congenial climate."

Coming closer to the present, Mr. Fernow
graphically pictures the struggle for existence of
the algae, lichens, mosses, grasses, herbs and shrubs
which preceded tree growths and the subsequent
competition for light among different species which
never ends until the weaker fall as prey to the in-
vidious work of rot, fungi and insects. The for-
estal conditions of the North American continent
are thus described :

'* As far as occupancy of the
soil by the forest is concerned, we find that the
struggle had not yet been determined in its favor
everywhere. While a vast territory on the At-
kntic side and a narrower belt on the Pacific coast,
connected by a broad belt through the northern
latitudes, was almost entirely under its undisputed
sway, and while the back-bone of the continent,
the crest and slopes of the Rocky Mountains, was
more or less in its possession, there still remained
a vast empire in the interior unconquered ; we may
claim that the North American forest with 425 or
more arborescent species, belonging to 158 genera,
niany of which are truly endemic, surpasses in va-
riety of useful species and magnificent develop-
ment, any other forest of the temperate zone,
Japan hardly excepted. In addition there are
probably nowhere to be seen such extensive fields
of distribution of single species."

h

A map accompanying the monograph divides
the North American forest, according to its bo-
tanical features, into two great forest regions,
namely the Atlantic, which is in the main charac-
terized by broad leaved trees, and the Pacific which
is made up almost wholly of coniferous species. It

also designates the tropical, sub-tropical, southern,
northern, Mexican and other sub-divisions.

In addition the paper is illustrated by views of
the means employed in France to " drown the
torrents" and permit of afforestation of denuded
and barren districts and, an example of a German
spruce forest under intelligent management.

Mr. Fernow introduces an extract from Mr.
McGree's statement concerning the creation of im-
mense areas of southern bad lands within a quarter
of a century and concludes his paper by reference
to the recklessness.which is displayed in the abuse
of our forests.

The paper is one of unusual value and we trust

that it may receive a wide circulation and be the
medium of awakening interest in afforestation.

A V/orn-Out River.

TN a late issue The Timherman says: This ex-

1 pression, ^* worn-out," seems a strange one^ to apply to a river, and yet it is a literal

description of the present condition of the Mus-
kegon river. This has been one of the most fam-
ous logging streams in the United States. It was
exceptional both in flowing through a magnificent
white pine country and in the excellent character
of the stream, looked at from the log-driver's
standpoint.

A gentleman who spent many years logging
on that stream says that in the early days, from
Houghton Lake to the present City of Muskegon
itself, there was not a mile of the river bank which
was not shaded by a fine growth of white pine. The
distance is perhaps 120 miles in a direct line and
double that by the river. The City of Muskegon
itself was carved out of the virgin forest. Then
the stream was of very even flow, with high and
solid banks and deep and regular channel. Since
the records have been kept, over 10,000,000,000
feet of logs have been driven down the Muske-
gon. Each log, somewhere in its course, has
rubbed against the river bank, tearing away a
little of the earth

; gradually the river banks have
flattened out, and the bed has filled up until what
was once a comparatively narrow but deep stream
is now a wide and shallow one. Not only this
but sunken logs have impeded its flow, until now
it is a difficult and costly task to drive the river.
Thus it has been literally worn out. *

One of the characteristics of the river, spoken
of above, was its even flow of waters. There
were no high floods and no droughts. Now this
is changed, and there are floods and low water,
the same as in most other streams. Those who
^iscredit the evil effect on our water courses of cut-
ting away the timber which shields them and their
sources have but to contemplate the Muskegon
river to get a very plain object lesson on the sub-
ject of deforestation.

As stated above, the Muskegon once flowed
through an unbroken forest, and its head waters
were all shielded by thq great cork pines which
made the fame of Michigan as a lumbering State.
But now, clear to Houghton Lake and beyond, the
torest has been cut over, and the streams and
lakes which feed the head waters of the Muskegon
have all been uncovered. Not only the heavy
growth has disappeared, but the farmer has come
in and completed the work, and fires have gone
over the old cuttings and into the underbrush until
now a large portion of that section of the State is

barren as far as trees or shrubbery is concerned.
The rainfall is as great as ever, but when it falls

the water runs off in floods and leaves no adequate
supply for the dry months.

All this makes a sad picture to those who re-

member what the Muskegon was in its earlier

days; and Muskegon itself has dropped from one
of the greatest lumber producing centres of the
world to a position of minor importance.

[ rhis is but the natural result of deforestation,
and examples are not wanting in our own State of
Pennsylvania in the floods which are an an-
nual occurrence in the Susquehanna, Ohio, and
Delaware rivers and their branches. The once
j)rosperous lumbering towns of Lock Haven and
Willianisi)ort are, at least in this branch of their
industry, commencing to show unmistakable signs
of a great falling off in the supply of logs. But
a wise forestry policy, enacted by the State, will

do much towards correcting these evils.—F. L.B.]

^^~

The investigations of the United States Geolog-
ical Survey in the South reveal the fact that large
tracts of abandoned land in Mississippi, Kentucky
and Tennessee, which were formerly under a high
state of cultivation, are being rapidly converted
into deserts approximating to the " bad lands " of
Montana and Dakota. Some of these regions ag-
gregate from 4000 to 10,000 square miles in area,

and are so far destroyed that it will take many
years to restore them to fertility. Professor Shaler
of the Survey urges the immediate planting of
willows or other quick growing trees as the only
check against further deterioration by preventing
the washing away of the soil.

—

Iron Age,
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year to houses or other buildings was small ; but

in Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota the record

is more terrible. Here the fires had the same

modest beginning, and it is probable that each

fire, which proved to be specially disastrous, was

noticed by one or more persons, who thought it

the business of some one else to check it. As the

flames spread, fanned by strong winds, they be-

came hurricanes of fire, making the top of each

resinous tree a flaming torch, until a sheet of fire

enveloped hamlets and towns, burning railroad

trains in transit, and leaving in their wake black-

ened tree-trunks, a dead forest floor, on which lay

five hundred or more human beings, or what was

left of them, and the carcasses of thousands of do-

mestic and wild animals. The fire passed, leaving

in its track nothing which had life—men, women,
children, horses, cattle, fowls, game, mature trees,

saplings, sprouts, under-brush, grain, grass, all

DEAD. Who is responsible for this? Will they

restore the homes destroyed ? Can they replace

the grain or the forests? Can they bring back

the lives sacrificed ? Will they comfort the many
who mourn ? If the responsibility could be lo-

cated, what punishments do our laws provide for

those who fire forests ? And whose business is it to

ferret out and bring to punishment the offenders?

We have had a terrible lesson, but others have

preceded it. Will the awful chapter of 1894
merely shock us for a while, or will the record of

death in the Lake Superior region, and the lesser

but still severe losses in our State awaken public

sentiment to realize that a beneficent Creator,

having placed forests on the earth for man's use,

looks to man to protect and care for them. We
doubt if such fires as lately devastated so com-
pletely large areas in Minnesota, Wisconsin and
Michigan could occur in a forest in its natural

condition, for much of the intensity and volume
of flame were due to the tops and branches of trees

which, after being felled, were left in immen;>e

piles or great windrows to dry into tinder. Once
ignited, the flames spread with lightning rapidity

through the refuse, mounting to a height sufficient

to envelop the tops of standing timber, and the

whole forest became aflame. Under such condi-
tions it is not surprising that burning embers
were carried by the highly-heated, smoke-laden
air, which preceded the body of flame, over cleared

areas, and ignited buildings or grain already dried
by long-extended drought.

When the Pennsylvania Legislature meets in

January next it will receive a report from the

Forestry Commission, and we hope that the re-

collection of the awful record of the forest fires of

1894 will be sufficiently fresh to have public senti-

ment sustain emphatically our representatives in

formulating laws which will effectually protect the

remaining forests in this State. J. B.

The Membership Committee have issued a cir-

cular letter which members of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association can send to their friends with

a personal endorsement ; and it is hoped that in

this way the roll of the Association will be ma-

terially increased. We trust that these circulars

will be used to advantage, and would again remind

our friends that the next six months will probably

offer better opportunities than ever before for the

influence of the Association to be made manifest.

A large and well distributed membership is there-

fore important.
jjc :ic * * *

Something for nothing is, tersely stated, the

object and expectation of a large class of re-

formers. The world is, however, fast passing the

condition of one-sided barter. Equivalents are

mated. These truisms no less concern and charac-

terize that aggregation of individuals which we de-

nominate the State than they do the solitary citizen.

It was, therefore, with a feeling of profound

satisfaction that we read the series of admirable

articles by '• Observer" in recent issues of the Wil-

liamsport £vem'/tg News. He, '^ Observer," has es-

timated the area drained, the rate of descent and the

volume of water in the valleys which make up the

"west branch" system of river channel. Then
in a clear, concise and correct manner he proposes

a cure for the evils of periodical overflows in that

region. The United States engineers are now
represented on the same field by Major Raymond,
who has been there before and whose special fit-

ness for the work of solving the same problem is

undisputed. It is doubtful, however, if his sur-

vey will add much to what "Observer" suggests.

If it does, it will be a clear gain, thankfully

received, and worthy of immediate, careful atten-

tion. When both of these gentlemen and Mr.
Shunk, also, of the Pennsylvania Forestry Com-
mission, have made their final statements the ques-

tion of expense will come in. It is high time for

the State to realize that it is suffering vast pe-

cuniary loss year after year from the unrestricted

deluges which pour down from the steep hillsides,

and that if these evils are to be corrected it will

cost money in no small sums to do it. Further-

more, the longer the work is undone the more it

will cost to do it and the less will the State be
prepared to undertake the task. The golden hour
is now. The emergency is pressing, and we will

be wise if we abandon the idea of obtaining

somethingfor nothing.

The Constitutional Convention, of the Empire
State, recommends the adoption of the following

amendment to the constitution :

**The lands of the State now owned or here-

after acquired constituting the forest preserve, as

now fixed by law, shall be forever kept as wild

forest lands. They shall not be leased, sold or

exchanged, or be taken by any corporation, public

or private, nor shall the timber thereon, be sold,

removed or destroyed."

"While the Committee on Forestry believe that

it is necessary for the health, safety and general

advantage of the people of the State that the forest

lands now owned and hereafter acquired by the

State, and the timber on such lands, should be

preserved intact as forest preserves, and not under

any circumstances be sold, it thinks that any fur-

ther action is more properly in the province of

the Legislature than of the Convention."

It is probable that if the people of New York
adopt this recommendation, the terms will be

modified, for the wording of the resolution could

be interpreted to prevent the proper thinning out

of matured trees, and the sale of the lumber there-

from. It is probably wise to prevent the sale of

timber rights to parties who would denude specific

areas, but under proper management, the judicious

selection of trees suitable to be cut and their re-

moval would be to the advantage of the forests

—

while the sale of lumber which these trees would

furnish would help maintain proper oversight over

the State forest preserves.

5yC 5|C 5|C 3|? ?p

The American Forestry Association has issued

in pamphlet form the first forty-four pages of

volume X. which includes the proceedings of the

tenth, eleventh and twelfth meetings at Wash-
ington, and those of the World's Fair Congress,

1891-93. We understand this is the initiation of a

policy to print proceedings and papers rapidly in

brochures, which having a continuous pagination

can be subsequently assembled in a continuous

volume. The first brochure of volume X. contains

the roster of officers, constitution and list of mem-
bers of the Association, which latter we are

pleased to note embraces 400 names in thirty-seven

states and territories, the District of Columbia and
Canada. It also gives the detailed proceedings of

the meetings above-named and the additional ad-

dresses delivered at the special meeting in Chi-

cago, October, 1893, v*^- •
^* Forest Conditions

and Forestry Problems in the United States," by
B. E. Fernow, and *' Our National Parks and Tim-
ber Reservations, their Importance and Proper

Administration," by Hon. John W. Noble.

We note that in membership Massachusetts is

credited with 73, New York with 72, the District

of Columbia with 39 and Pennsylvania with 38,

etc. The, late meeting has probably materially

added to the roll. J. B.

<K ^p^ ^K ^1^ ^^

We would call attention to the Fall Arbor
Day, on Friday, October igth^ an announcement
of which appears on page 175.

The Prize Offer and the Newspapers.

IN
the August number of Forest Leaves the

prize offer for essays on forestry to school

teachers of Pennsylvania was explained at

length. About August ist the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association sent to every one of the news-

papers in the State a circular headed ** To the

School Teachers of Pennsylvania " announcing
the prize offer and setting forth the conditions of

the contest.

To show the extent of the approval with which

the proposition has met at the hands of the news-

papers, and how generally the matter was taken up
in their columns, it need only be added that up to

date ninety-three papers representing forty-one

counties were received at the rooms of the Fores-

try Association containing the entire circular.

Twenty-three of the papers in addition to the cir-

cular presented editorial notices approving of the

plan, encouraging teachers to compete, and in a

general way endorsing the forestry movement.
Doubtless the circular appeared and was com-

mented on in many other papers that did not

come to our notice, but nevertheless assisted in

spreading the information throughout the State.

While it is true that newspapers create public

sentiment it is also true that they reflect public

sentiment. The growth of the forestry movement
in the State mav, therefore, be estimated from the

foregoing facts. The results thus far apparent are

largely due to the work of the Association, ably

and generously assisted by the State papers, and

the intelligence of the people, as to the vital evils

which the Association seeks to correct solely in

the interest of the State's.good.

As the work is merely under way and far from

completion, the press of the State can further con-

tribute to the public good by continuing to support

the forestry movement until every evil is remedied

and the cause is removed. Posterity will bless

their unselfish and beneficent efforts.

B. W. D.

While sawing a cypress log about thirty inches

in diameter, taken from a bayou near Strader,

Louisiana, sparks were noticed flying from the

saw. An investigation showed that the saw had

come in contact with a piece of iron, which, on
being extracted, proved to be a loaded shell. The
shell was imbedded in the centre of the log, and
no trace of an aperture was noticed. The missile

was probably thrown by one of the contending

armies in the late Civil War, and lodged in the

tree, which, gradually increasing in dimensions,

entirely closed the opening made by the entrance

of the shell. ,
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What the Woodchopper Thought.

ii T'VE been a-choppin' since I was fourteen;
I that is, I've been with the lumbermen in

the woods since I was fourteen. Tho' I
'low I didn't do much choppin' myself till I was
some older. There's the house I was born in
thirty-three years past. Them hills was covered
with hemlock since I can mind. That's steep
ground there he's clearin' ; but he'll seed it down
for a couple of years, then git in grass. Makes
tolable pasture for a few years, then gits sort o'
sour and poor like, and nuthin' grows on it. The
more you works it, the poorer it gits.

'* 'Bout that creek, did you say? Well, you'd
orter see it when she's a-boomin' ! 'Tain't no
water in it now, but that field was as nice a lot o'
ground as you'd want to see. Look at it now—-all
covered with rock and gravel. 'Tain't good for
nuthin'. I mind it when the creek run cross the
road, down that little gully. It broke through
tmie o' the June flood; the whole field wa'n't
none too big fur it then. Folks round here says it
came o-cuttin' off the woods. One time we had
a tearin' flood down this valley; just now the
springs are a-dryin' up. You kin see fur yourself
there hain't no water in the run, but you want to
see It a-boomin' after a heavy rain. 'Pears to me
the grass ain't as green as it used to be when I
was a boy. I know the early taters this year ain't
comin to nuthin'

; maybe the late ones will if we
git some rain. But there hain't no water in the
ground now. I wonder how the people will git
along without wood after while.

'' Yes, I guess we do have some mountain fires '

Soon as the hemlock is cut, some feller comes
long and starts a fire. Then it runs through the
who e slashin' and kills all the trees that's left
Look at them hills over there. There hain't no
timber eft on them. That's what the mountain
fire did."

The above is as nearly as can be remembered
he volunteer statement of a young man in one of
the lumbering counties of the State. It is very
clear that he and his associates are comprehendintr
one side of the forest problem.

In Memoriam.

ONE of the truest and most earnest friends of
forestry has finished her earthly work and
gone to her reward, and of comparatively

few can so many good deeds be recorded as of
Deborah Brown Coleman, relict of the late Hon.
G. Dawson Coleman, of Lebanon, Penna.

Possessed of a competence of her own, and ad-
ministering a liberal fortune left by her husband,
she truly '^ went about doing good," and an inti-
mate knowledge of her work, covering a quarter
of a century, permits us to say with confidence
that thousands mourn her. Active in the Sabbath-
school, the church, the hospital, and in many
chanties, much of her time was devoted to helping
her fellows. The veterans who fought for the
Union found in her a friend so true that, although
at the dark days of the sixties she was but a young
woman she was lovingly recognized as the

' Mother" of the 93d Pennsylvania Volunteers
It is not surprising that one so ready to help

the needy, relieve the suff-ering, lift up the fallen,
and sustain the soldier, was appealed to by our
last-waning forests, and early allied herself with
the friends of forestry.

Mrs. Coleman has been for years an active
member of the Council of the Pennsylvania For-
estry Association, contributing liberally to its
support, and has emphasized her interest by main-
taining magnificent groves at her late home
known as Mount Lebanon.

Until the past year, when illness prevented her
attendance, she was punctually at the Council
meetings, severe storms failing to keep her away
Her colleagues, who were helped by her counsel
and encouraged by her enthusiasm, will miss her
but will cherish the memory of a life which car-
ried sunshine with it everywhere.

Mrs. Coleman had lived over three-score years
and passed away at Beverly, New Hampshire'
August 19th, surrounded by her five daughters
and two sons.

j g

urT ,^^^^^ I"<^»ans, in the absence of suit-
able birch, make their canoes of spruce bark \
measured section of bark is first peeled from' the
tree after it has been ringed at both ends and
scored longitudinally. The ends are then doubled
and sewed with roots, and a suitable gunwale and
frame of willow are fitted and sewed to the bark
I hen the seams and knot-holes are filled andgummed and the craft is complete. Two Indians
can build one in a day.

—The mischievous prevalence of locusts in Cy-
prus IS ascribed by Sir Robert Biddulph to the de-
struction of the forests. By the resultant washing
away of the soil the ground became barren, and
the locusts at once took possession of it It is
only since the forests werfe destroyed that this pest
nas made headway in the manner which has been
so notable in modern times. Its great breeding-
ground is not likely to be ever again covered with
forest, and its disappearance will depend on the
increase of population and cuhiv3ition.— C/iureJt-
fnan.

/
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The Future of Forestry in Pennsylvania.

JT
may be fairly assumed now that the period of
agitation of the Forestry Question is over in

this State. A full, frank recognition of the
need of protective and restorative measures in be-
half of our woodland areas has come. The ques-
tion is no longer one of men but of measures, for

all men of sense admit the need of positive,

prompt action and insist that it is a wise economy
to bring this reform about even if it does cost
money to do it.

It is quite clear too, that the forestry question
should be considered from the standpoint of a per-
manent State policy, just as education and agricul-

ture now are, and that no halt should be made
because of failure in legislative appropriation.
This should continue to be made, not as a matter
of constant individual effort, but as a matter of
course.

All in all the plan of the general government is

a wise one,—to make a Forestry Division in the
Department of Agriculture. Situated as Pennsyl-
vania is, with her forests scattered over the entire
commonwealth, it is clear that the State never can,
or should, come into possession of all the wood-
land. The individual farmer will continue to
hold and manage, or mismanage, his wood-lot.
Growth of trees is as much a branch of agricul-
ture as growth of wheat, and there is no more rea-

son why one should be made a special department
of public service than there is for separating the
other from agriculture in general. Certainly it

would be wiser in Pennsylvania if these interests
were consolidated now. It should also be added
that the agricultural community has been a most
powerful ally of the Forestry Association in forcing
a public recognition of the immediate importance
of this forestry movement, and it will be better
for both parties if the union is made a perpetual
one. It is quite certain that the largest results
will be thus most economically and speedily pro-
duced.

J. T. R.

Encouragement for Forestry.

TV LADY, who spends her summers in the
jM^ mountains of Franklin County, Pa., near

^ the State line, and is a friend of forestry,

has written a letter to the Corresponding Secre-
tary of the Pennsylvania Forestry Association,
from which we take the liberty of making the
following extract, which may interest the readers
of Forest Leaves :

" Did I mention to you when I wrote you last

autumn the cutting of a great deal of timber on a
mountain called Beard's Lot on Beard's Hill?
The mountain is owned, I am informed, by the

State, the title having lapsed : but the mountain
people say nobody owns it and so interpret it

that every one does. People just across the
Maryland line cut large quantities of wood from
this hill, and since I came up to my cabin three
weeks ago, I heard that one man hauled off a hun-
dred cords of wood last winter. As Beard's Hill
is an important water-shed, it seems to me that
these depredations should be stopped, if possible.

'* I am glad to be able to tell you that the en-
mity towards trees (^unless such as bear fruit) which
the mountaineers of this region seem to feel, is

slightly subsiding. I met on the road a man who
has just built a little store on the side of the road
not far from my cabin. Instead of clearing away
every tree and bush as he probably would have
done a few years ago, he has not only spared
every tree possible, but told me he meant to set

out along the road as many trees as he had been
obliged to cut down.

**The country about here is so beautiful, and
there are still so many wooded tracts which can
be spared, if public opinion is aroused, that I am
most anxious to awaken an interest in forestry."

South Jersey Woodmen^s Association.

THROUGH the efforts of Professor John Gif-

ord, assistant to State Geologist Smock, in

charge of forestry work in south Jersey, the
South Jersey Woodmen's Association has been
organized. The first meeting of the association
was held at Weymouth. Charles R. Colwell was
elected president ; Prof. John Walker, vice-presi-

dent from Atlantic county ; Dr. Theo. Price, vice-
president from Burlington county ; Prof. Gifford,
superintendent of the association and editor of
the South Jersey Forester,

The objects of the association are to improve
and protect the forests of the southern counties of
New Jersey ; to prevent all needless destruction of
forest ; to enforce the laws in relation to forest
fires and punish the fire setters ; to encourage the
planting and seeding of valuable trees, and to en-
courage such methods of forest management as
will tend to conserve and increase our water supply
and protect the wild animals of the woods.

—A considerable portion of Alaska is well tim-
bered, the principal trees being spruce, hemlock,
cedar, and birch. There are large areas which are
very heavily timbered, and which has given rise

to speculations as to the amount of timber on this

latest acquisition to our public domain. Consid-
ering it in the light of its prospective value, it can
scarcely be doubted that the timber alone will be
worth, some day, more than the entire purchase
cost the United States.— The Tradesman.
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The Lumber in a Tree.

7\ T the present time, when rational opinion
J^^ in matters of forestry is fast spreading in
^ this country, profitableness of forest man-

agement is frequently urged as one of the many
arguments in favor of better methods. Td speak
intelligently on this subject it is necessary to
know, how much wood can be grown per acre
under varying conditions. This is ascertained
by measuring trees that have grown under these
conditions.

A few suggestions with regard to the amount of
material furnished by a tree and the manner of
computing this amount may, therefore, prove of
interest.

The amount of lumber which can be cut from a
log is but a fraction of its real contents, the frac-
tion becoming less the smaller the diameter of the
log. Wholesale experience as set down in Doyle's
rules, published in Scribner's excellent little log-
book, shows that even in a log of 14 inches
the waste due to crookedness, saw kerf, slab and
edgings sum up to 50 per cent, of the real con-
tents of the log, which may be still further in-
creased by decay and other defects.
The following table illustrates this more fully:
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ough puzzle. A closer inspection showed that

my supposed white walnut tree bore black walnut
fruit. During the morning's travel I had seen no
black walnut trees, but there were plenty of the
white. In fact, this particular tree stood in quite

a grove of genuine white walnuts. Before I had
gone another quarter of a mile I found the black
walnut trees becoming quite common. Was the
special tree which gave me so much perplexity a
cross between the white and black walnuts ? The
white and black species are by no means always
clearly defined. In fact, so keen an observer as

Thoreau admits the difficulty he had in distin-

guishing between them. He adds, however, that

his Indian guide (Maine Woods) could recognize
the trees.

As for tree form, we must bear in mind the en-
vironment. The elm tree, usually conspicuous
for its drooping, spreading branches, assumes a
habit wholly unlike this when it grows in the
dense hemlock or maple forests of northern Penn-
sylvania. So, too, does the white ash under simi-
lar circumstances. The same is markedly true of
the tulip poplar. In fact, let it be told, some of
our best authorities are so much more accustomed
to the open-ground forms of our trees that they
fail to recognize the indigenous woodland shape
of our most familiar species. So far as the char-
acter of the fibre is concerned, most of us can
*'get points" from a shrewd, observing wood-
chopper. To make a personal acknowledgement
of this is a great pleasure to J. T. R.

The Clearing up of Land from an Agri-
cultural Point of View.

tN
L Echo Forestier there is an interesting ar-
ticle on this subject, from some remarks
made by M. Pruvost de Saulty, at the re-

union of the Societe des A^riailteiirs de France.
Regarding the different aspects in which we

look upon the clearing of land, the agricultural
considerations which present themselves to the
mind are, he says, very varying, but the conclu-
sions to be drawn from all of them are, that the
deforesting of a region leads to the ruin of its ag-
riculture. Spain, Italy and Greece show the
traces of a formerly abundant forest vegetation
which is to day replaced by the aridity of the
desert.

At the period when these forests were in exist-
ence the agricultural fertility was real, to-day it is

nothing.

On examining the (juestion, in the point of view
of the transformation of wood into arable land,
the speaker gave as an example a typical opera-
tion, one which he more than once had an oppor-

tunity of examining and analyzing. A farmer
with capital buys a forest or a property composed
of fields and woods. Without taking into account
what these woods produce or could be made to

produce under rational treatment, he clears them
away under the conviction that the vegetable
riches accumulated in the soil during the ages in

which it had been forest-covered were inexhausti-
ble and would give him splendid agricultural re-

turns.

What happens? The soil, incompletely pre-
pared, produces a first harvest satisfactory enough,,
the second may be passable, but, in order to
obtain a third, it must be plowed deeply and
manured, since the humus produced in the wooded
state is not inexhaustible, and, in fact, is already
in part exhausted. The acid element dominates,
and it becomes necessary to combat the injurious
action.

In short, if one has to do with land of good
quality, it cannot be maintained as such without
great labor and expense.

Should it be bad or simply mediocre, and if,

while being good for the growth of wood, it needs
the qualities which would render it suitable for

the farmer, the farmer is ruined in expenses and
in labor without remumerative results; he be-
comes discouraged and abandons the transforma-
tion already begun, and a non-productive clearing
succeeds a destroyed forest.

As an example in point, the case of the settle-

ments made in the Province of New Brunswick,
on the line of the Inter-colonial railway, between
Moncton and the Miramichi river may be cited
with profit.

Here was a vast area of land well covered with
a thick growth of pine and hemlock. The soil

was generally poor and sandy, the underlying
rock being that of the millstone grit formation.
This soil, well adapted to the growth of the trees
which stood upon it, was totally unfit for the pur-
poses of the agriculturist. What did the govern-
ment do? Withdraw this land from settlement
and preserve the woods from destruction? No.
Acting under certain foolish laws, with the tempt-
ing names of labor and free grants acts, it invited
poor people to settle on them; in fact, made
them certain advances for so doing. What has
been the result? The settlers who have not gone
away are dragging out a miserable existence in
endeavoring to make farms out of a dry and mis-
erable waste.

Had these forests been cared for and preserved,
the country would to-day have, instead of barren
plains, a great and valuable forest in which the
settlers living on the banks of the rivers where
the soil was fairly good, could, when winter had
closed in upon them, have had remunerative work
for their unemployed men and teams.

f

>
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The Hemlock. (Tsuga Canadensis, Carr.)

WHY this tree should have been called
hemlock will probably be hard to ex-
plain, when one remembers that the

term was given to a plant well known to the an-
cients. Between these two claimants for the same
name there are as few points of resemblance as
between any other two vegetable species. Nor is

the case much closer to a justification when we
call our tree hemlock spruce. The only merit of
the name hemlock is that it serves to point the
utter unreliability of popular nomenclature. To
which stricture the rejoinder may well be made
that the scientific terminology is hardly better.
Those blessed mortals who live in the coming
times, when some person has rendered himself
forever famous by fixing an unchangeably univer-
sal name or number on each kind of living plant,
are to be congratulated.

Meanwhile, we apply the name hemlock to
one of the most striking trees of an American
forest. If Pennsylvanians were to select some
one tree as characteristic of our State, nothing
would be better than the hemlock. It is true, we
do not have a monopoly of it, any more than we
do of the white pine, but it has probably been
relatively more conspicuous in our lumbering in-
dustries than in those of any other State, and,
alas

! it is now becoming doubly conspicuous by
its increasing scarcity.

The hemlock is, as a rule, a social tree. It is

fond of the society of its kind, and often, both on
northern mountain slope or in a cold, damp valley
floor, thrives, to the exclusion of every other tree.
In such places it is seen under the very best con-
ditions. The trunk of the full-grown hemlock
has seldom the graceful taper of the white pine.
It carries its thickness well up into the top, and
then is very likely to end in a few dead branches,
to which the Indian orator so aptly likened the
scattered hairs on his aged crown. Its bark is

dark, rough and without any semblance of beauty
in the pattern of its clefts. It is wholly rugged.
Yet the young hemlock is a thing of grace. It
has justly been allowed to stand on our best-kept
lawns, where its lower branches sweep the ground
on a broad base and its topmost growth tapers up
gradually, and, with gentle eastward inclination,
salutes the morning sun. The young hemlocks
have their varying shades of light and dark, as
you see the under or the upper sides of their leaves.
Above they are a dense, impenetrable green, below
a light, almost milky color. Some species of wil-
low show as markedly as the hemlock this varying
countenance. In the photograph of a clump of
willows the masses of foliage resemble the rounded
backs of fat wooly sheep. No one can fail to no-
tice these masses in the willows. Something of

the same shading is seen in the hemlock foliage,
except that you seem to see the masses more on
edge, from the peculiar flatness of the hemlock
spray. Then, too, the light yellow of the foliage
on the young shoots is strikingly beautiful.
As a rule, hemlock trees produce fruit only on

alternate years. The late Dr. Parry said this law
was the same clear across the continent. Hemlock
trees more than four feet across the stump are very
rare now in Pennsylvania. I have seen them in
but one place within a year. This was on North
Mountain, Sullivan County. There I have meas-
ured trees four and a half feet in diameter, and
one which was four feet and ten inches across the
stump, which, by the way, showed five hundred
and forty-two annual rings. This tree must have
been a vigorous, well-grown specimen when Co-
lumbus first sighted the islands of the New World.
I have also reliable information of a tree in Sulli-
van County, standing a few years ago, which was
seven feet in diameter at three feet above the
ground. Owing to the thickness of the hemlock
trunk, one is apt to guess wide of the mark in esti-
mating the height of a tree of this species. One
hundred feet is a more than average height for an
adult hemlock tree.

Hemlock bark has long been in great demand
for tanning, until now the waning crop has prac-
tically gone into the hands of one great ** trust."
The end is inevitable and not distant. Hemlock
lumber, thirty years ago, was of but little value.
The trees cut far back were, in great part, allowed
to rot where they fell. White pine was the reign-
ing favorite for construction work. Now the
hemlock lumber much exceeds the white pine in
quantity. We have forgotten that it splits easily,
that it is a coarse-grained, splintery wood, and
that its knots break the edges of our tools. The
carpenter will not admit that his houses with hem-
lock frame and planking are less durable or com-
fortable than those built by his predecessors of
white pine. It is a happy thing that men are so
constituted as *' to make a virtue out of a neces-
sity." It often keeps stagnation out of the world.

There is some comfort in the thought that sub-
stitutes for hemlock bark may be found. Young
chestnut sprouts produce a certain quantity of
tannin. A change in fashion might make the
color associated with mangrove bark popular, and
thus bring into the markets of the world the prod-
ucts of the tropical seaboard swamps, from ten
degrees north and south of the equator and clear
around the globe.

Or, an improvement in the chemistry involved,
might give us the mangrove tannin, without the
color.

This, however, does not solve the problem ! We
must have hemlock for other uses; and once the
forests of it. are removed, we let the sunlight in
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on the forest floor, and destroy the moisture held
under the shade, until restoration becomes either
impossible or, at least, slow and uncertain. The
trees which grew in our mountain gorges sent
their roots down deep among the rocks, and found
nourishing soil which the young hemlock plantlet
cannot reach, and without which it must perish.
Add to this, the fact that the young hemlock is, of
all our trees, the one most slow in its early growth.
It develops into youthful strength so slowly as to
dishearten those who might be tempted to try to
produce other kinds of lumber. Thus, it will be
seen, the problem is by no means a simple one.

It would be almost impossible to imagine a
harder array of descriptive adjectives than Pro-
fessor Sargent has marshalled against the hem-
lock : *'Wood light, soft, not strong, brittle,
coarse, crooked-grained, difficult to work, liable
to wind shake and splinter, not durable." Every
word of which is true

;
yet, how large a gap it will

leave in our lumbering and building industries
when the hemlock ceases to be abundant enough
for general uses. After all, it is but the most tell-
ing way of indicating that we are already hard
pushed for a really desirable building wood. To
hemlock, almost every frame house now built owes
its strength. The massive frames of white and
yellow pine and oak, once so common, have disap-
peared. Hemlock ties are occasionally seen in this
State, but in their lasting capacity they are in every
way inferior to white or rock oak.

Quoting from Professor Sargent's tables, the
physical properties of hemlock may be stated thus

:

Specific gravity, 0.4239 ; percentage of ash, 0.46 ;

relative approximate fuel value, 0.4220 ; weight of
a cubic foot in pounds, when dry, 26.42. On our
list of 310 kinds of American woods, it stands as
171 in general strength. In other words, it is on
the better end of the poorer half, and well merits
our esteem.

The hemlock has a wide geographical range—
from Nova Scotia along the St. Lawrence to Lake
remiscaming and Wisconsin. Along our moun-
tains. It descends to northern Alabama. It is en-
tirely at home among the mountains of North
Carolina and Tennessee, and becomes larger there
than in our own State. It is by no means com-
mon along the southern border of Pennsylvania,
except where the mountains cross the line.

It often reaches a great age. An observing
friend has just counted four hundred annual rings
on a stump, which was less than four feet in di-
ameter.

In all my wanderings during the past year
through the mountains and forests of Pennsylva-
nia, I can remember of but two or three places
where I saw a young hemlock forest which pro-
mised to become like the original hemlock woods
of which there are so few remaining in this State.

FOREST LEAVES.
The white pine and the hemlock stand in

marked contrast to each other in this—that the
former tends to spontaneous reproduction, while
the latter does not, needing all care to start it and
all patience to await its tardy, precarious devel-
opment. It might well be added that the hem-
lock, in early and middle life, is a thing of beauty,
but that its attractiveness diminishes when death
invades its topmost branches, and old age seams
and scars its dark-brown bark. At a time when
the oak commands our veneration the hemlock
only awakens our sympathy.

J. T. ROTHROCK.
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A Case in Point.

1VT0THING better illustrates the fact that

1_X every one's business is no one's business
than a circumstance recently observed

near Williamsport, in this State. A fire started
one afternoon on the hills just across from the
city. When first seen it would have been but a
slight matter to have arrested it, but before this
was done it had spread over a considerable area,
as every citizen of the place can now see for him-
self. If such a thing is possible in full sight of the
active, business city of Williamsport, which owes
Its prosperity to the lumbering industries, what
may one expect from regions where the work of
fighting forest fires falls on a scattered population ?
Is it not time that it was made the business of
some one, or of some set of men, to check this
drain on the resources of the State?

—Mr. N. S. Nesterhoff, of the Forest Depart-
ment, Ministry of Agriculture and Crown Do-
mains, St. Petersburg, Russia, spent several days,
in August, in Philadelphia. On the 20th he called
at the office of the Pennsylvania Forestry Associa-
tion and subscribed for Forest Leaves. Mr.
Nesterhoff's work in his country is statistics and
law. He was sent to this country by the Russian
Government to visit the great lumbering centres
in the United States and learn something about
our improved facilities and machinery for hand-
ling and marketing lumber. He visited the lum-
ber states of the west and northwest and was sur-
prised, he said, at the magnitude and importance
of the lumber industry in this country. He also
went to Washington, D. C, and was especially
interested in the Forestry Bureau, being favorably
impressed with its efficient head, Hon. B. E.
Fernow.

Summer Meetings of the American For-
estry Association.

THE Anrierican Forestry Association held two
meetings in succession this summer, one at
Brooklyn, at the invitation of the Brook-

lyn Citizens* Committee in connnection with the
Arnerican Association for the Advancement of
Science, and a peripatetic meeting in the White
Mountains under the auspices of the New Hamp-
shire State Forestry Commission.
The Brooklyn meeting, on August 21st and 22d,

opened with Mr. Fernow's illustrated lecture on
'*The Battle of the Forest," which was at the
same time one of the series of lectures compli-
mentary to the citizens, offered by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the
Art Gallery being used for the purpose, with every
seat filled.

The sessions of the following day were held in
the Packer Institute, Mr. Geo. W. Minier, of
Illinois, one of the vice-presidents in the chair
and were devoted mainly to the reading of papers
and discussion on them.
The following titles give an idea of the range of

subjects

:

1. The Forests of Alaska. By William H.
Dall.

2. The Forests of the Shenandoah Valley, their
Origin and Present Condition. Forestal Areas
in West Virginia. By Major Jed Hotchkiss.

3. Forests in New Jersey. By Prof. John C.
Smock, State Geologist, Trenton, N. J.

4. The Petrified Forests of Arizona, with lan-
tern views. By Horace C. Hovey, Newburyport
Mass.

'

^ 5. The Adirondack Forests. By Verplanck
Colvin, Superintendent Adirondack Survey Al-
bany, N. Y.

6. The Condition of Our Public Timberlands
and Forest Reservations. By B. E. Fernow.

7. What the People Should Learn About For-
estry. By Prof. Selden J. Coffin.

8. Tree-Planting. By George W. Minier.
9. Forest Fires in New Jersey and Some Notes

on Methods of Protection. By Mr. John Gifford
May's Landing, N. J.

'

10. The Prevention of Forest Fires. By Gen.
C. C. Andrews.

11. Prairie Forestry. By Prof. L. H. Pammel,
Iowa College of Science, Ames, Iowa.

12. Observations on the Destructive Effects of
Drying Winds and the Protection Afforded by
Woodlands and Windbreaks. By Prof F.

'

H.
King, Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison!
Wis.

13. Does the Rain Gauge Settle the Problem?
By J. O. Barrett, Brown's Valley, Minn.

14. The Conservation of Soil and Water Supply

of Hill Countries in Cultivated Areas. By Thos
J. McKie. ^

^ •

15. Black Walnut for Economic Tree-Plantine
By B. G. Northrup.

^*

16. Western Pine Timberlands. By H. C. Put-
nam.

1 7. Economics in Railway Ties. By E. E. Rus-
sell Tratman.

18. Forest Fungi and an Anthracnose of the
Poplars. By Prof. Byron D. Halsted, Agric. Coll.
Experiment Station, New Brunswick.

19. The Relation of Insects and Birds to Cer-
tain Forest Conditions. By A. D. Hopkins.
The papers that attracted most attention were

those of Mr. Gifford, in which the efforts in the
State of New Jersey to secure protection against
fire were detailed, followed by a strong plea for
settling the fire nuisance by Gen. C. C. Andrews,
of St. Paul ; that of Mr. Putnam, who advanced
the idea of creating State reservations in Wiscon-
sin by cession of cut-over lands from the lumber-
men

; that of Mr. King, which was a valuable
contribution towards establishing the exact effect
of forest cover on agricultural crops ; and the talk
with Mr. Hovey, illustrated with lantern views, on
the petrified forests in Arizona, which he said were
as ruthlessly destroyed as the living ones by
grinding the fossilized trees into emery sand. It
should be acquired an^d reserved by the Govern-
ment.

Mr. Fernow called attention to the necessity of
following up the policy of reserving forest lands
with measures for their protection and rational
use. The lack of proper administration was
causing a change of heart in the adjoining resi-
dents who had once favored the reservation. The
following resolution was thereupon unanimously
adopted :

Resolved, That the American Forestry Associa-
tion desires to express again, emphatically, its ap-
proval of the efforts of the Public Lands Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives, and its
chairman, the Hon. Thomas C. McRae, for the
enactment of a law providing not only for the
care and protection, but also for the rational use
of the timber and other resources in the forest
reservations and on all public timberlands. The
policy of reserving can hardly be considered an
advantage to the forestry interests unless followed
up by an intelligent and efficient administration
of the reservations.

This Association emphatically denies that it

advocates in the policy of forest reservations the
unintelligent exclusion from use of large territo-
ries and the resources contained therein, but, on
the contrary, it reiterates that it conceives the
reservations made for the purpose of their rational
use under restrictions and control apart from pri-
vate interests in expectation of possible occupancy.
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If uncared for by the rightful owner, the govern-

ment, the door is opened to greater destruction

and depredation than before. We, therefore, de-

sire to impress upon our representatives in Con-

gress the immediate necessity of making pro-

visions for the better care of the public timber

and other resources, as urged heretofore by this

Association.

On Thursday, the 23d of August, the members

of all the associations meeting in Brooklyn en-

joyed a complimentary excursion up the Hudson

River to West Point, and in the evening a contin-

gent started for the White Mountains, increasing

in number on the road, so that about seventy people

started from Plymouth, N. H., on the trip through

the mountains.

After a drive in the surroundings of Plymouth

on Friday afternoon, an evening session was held

in the opera house, Hon. William E. Chandler,

Vice-President of the Association for New Hamp-
shire, presiding. After an address of welcome by

Hon. George H. Adams, Hon. Joseph B. Walker,

of Concord, gave a most comprehensive account

of the history, development, and condition of the

White Mountain region, pointing out also the for-

estry legislation so far secured on behalf of the New
Hampshire forests and the difificulties of the prob-

lem of preventing forest destruction. Mr. George

H. Moses, Secretary of the New Hampshire For-

estry Commission, then gave an account of the

itinerary, illustrating the same with a series of

beautiful lantern views.

Saturday the party was conveyed by special

train, kindly tendered by Messrs. Henry & Sons,

to their lumber camps and to the saw-mills in the

Pemigewasset Valley.

On the return to North Woodstock, stages were

taken to the Flume House, where the party made
a short stay for dinner and a visit to the Flume,

then proceeding to the Profile House.

After supper at the Profile House, a meeting in

which the guests of the house took part was held

in the dining-room. After an introductory speech

by the chairman, Hon. William E. Chandler, in

which he deprecated the reckless methods of the

lumbermen, who deteriorate thereby the composi-

tion of the forests and endanger their very exist-

ence by inviting destructive fires, he introduced

the first speaker of the evening on the White
Mountain forestry problem, Mr. George B. James,

of Boston, editor of the Atnerican Cultivator^diV\d

President of the New Hampshire Land Company.
The proposition of Mr. James was, that associ-

ated or co-operative private effort alone will be

effective in saving the mountain forests. He sug-

gested that the 250,000 visitors to the mountains

might by contributing funds

—

$1 per head would
suffice—become possessors of the forest areas. Mr.

J. R. Edmunds, as representative of the Appala-

chian Club, discussed these propositions as far as

that club might serve as a trustee of such lands as

might have to be acquired for such co-operative

forest reserves. Judge Warren Higley, of New
York, spoke for the Adirondack League Club, re-

lating how the Adirondacks were gradually becom-

ing the property of such clubs, and thereby not

only protection but also proper utilization of the

forest resources was gradually secured.

Mr. George T. Crawford, of Boston, an old

surveyor of the White Mountains, contended that

the pulp-mill did not, as was asserted, destroy the

forests, since they (or some of them) took only

the spruce over 12 inches in diameter on the

stump.
Mr. B. E. Fernow pointed out that forests served

three purposes—the purpose of beauty, gratifying

the aesthetic sense, the purpose of regulating water-

flow and soil conditions and the purpose of sup-

plying us with material. It was perhaps no wonder,

that most of the speakers had kept the first of

these purposes in the foreground, because here in

the White Mountains that might be considered

their foremost value ; the second, no doubt, was of

equal importance ; but certainly the lumberman

was in the right, when he cut the timber, supply-

ing the demands of civilized nations ; he was

blameable only for the uncivilized manner in

which he did it. The speaker then showed that

the forester as well as the lumberman uses the axe,

only the former used it in such a manner as to

produce new and better crops, while the latter

carried on nothing but a robbing system. He
thought that the first step towards better con-

ditions was to stop the destructive fires and

branded the present absence of moral sentiment

against this nuisance as a sign that our nation is

still in the pioneering stage and only half civil-

ized. When the lumberman has his property

protected by a well enforced fire law, he will im-

prove and may be forced to improve his method
of cutting according to forestry principles. As to

ownership of the mountain forests, which serve

the purpose of beauty, he did not see why Mr.

James should confine the ownership to 250,000

visitors instead of the 350,000 citizens of the

State of New Hampshire. The State should cer-

tainly own the watersheds, and the hotel-keepers

should associate themselves to own the attractive

forest scenery—not the guests. A resolution de-

claring against the proposition to incorporate into

any State constitution—as proposed for the con-

stitution of the State of New York—a prohibition

of cutting timber on State lands as impracticable

and against proper forestry principles, was unani-

mously carried, and the association adjourned for

the night.

Sunday was utilized by the larger number of the

party for an ascent of Mount Washington by
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special train, the weather being fine, a thunder

storm during the night having partially laid the

smoke from the forest fires, which had enveloped

the mountains for the past few days.

. On Monday the party left the Profile House,

spending the day on the road, through the Craw-

ford Notch to Glen Station, where carriages were

taken for Wentworth Hall. The evening was

again devoted to a session, the guests of the hotel

as at former occasions taking part ; Capt. F. H.

Appleton, Vice-President for Massachusetts, pre-

siding. After some preliminaries, of a business

character, enrolling of new members, etc., and

some talk on the gypsy moth, which is said to

threaten extension of its field into New Hamp-
shire, Senator Chandler spoke at length of what he

thought the Association and the people of New
Hampshire might do on behalf of the forestry in-

terests of his State, deprecating again the methods

of the lumbermen in a manner hardly calculated

to brmg about the much desired co-operation of

these owners and users of the forests.

In the absence of Dr. Rothrock, who was to

have given a lecture, Mr. Fernow again related

the battle of the forest. After the passage of re-

solutions of thanks, the meeting adjourned.

When, next morning, the stage coaches took

one set of the party after the other to the various

trains, again and again the enjoyment and the

value of this meeting, as well as its successful con-

duct, were discussed by the parting members.

Not only had an opportunity been offered for

inspecting the forest conditions of the mountains

and forming correct ideas regarding the same,

but the practical problems of their future had been

discussed on the spot, and an impetus to action,

rational and effective, had been given by the pres-

ence of the Association.

That, foremost among the problems stood that of

stopping forest fires, was agreed by all. It was
observed, that, as far as scenic effects are con-

cerned, the White Mountains, in spite of the rav-

ages of axe and fire, are not a howling wilder-

ness ; that a verdant growth of young forest has

re-covered with tolerable success the sores and
scalds of former years. That the economic value

of these forests had, however, been recklessly de-

cimated by fire and axe could hardly be concealed.

The general consensus seemed to be that the

State should own the Alpine regions, and that co-

operative effort should guard the beauties of the

valley and lower slopes, which could be readily

done when the lumbermen had lost interest in the

forest, culled of its valuable timber. F.

—Mr. Armory A. Lawrence planted, this

spring, 6000 seedling trees on a river pasture

owned by him at Groton, Mass.

Introducing Tree Planting,

(Address by George W. Minier, Vice-President of the

American Forestry Association.)

¥R. President, Ladies and Gentlemen :

I have ventured to write on a topic which

belongs rather to youth or middle-age

than to one who, to quote the words of Scotland's

immortal poet, **has seen yon weary winter's sun

twice forty times return," but my apology is, that

vigorous youthful minds have not written or spo-

ken on this subject.

The earth, to be adapted to the necessities of

man, was clothed with verdure, among which was

strewn a profusion of plants and shrubs^ and all

crowned with trees. Amidst all these man toils

for existence and welfare.

Of all the mistakes made by man, since the first

one in Eden, none has been more baneful than

the thoughtless, indiscriminate destruction of for-

ests.

Every thoughful American has doubtless con-

templated the aspect of his country when first

visited by the white man. From the Atlantic to

the Pacific, from the silvery lakes to the blue Gulf,

an unbroken forest, save where the verdant prairies,

the natural meadows of the interior, open their

verdant bosoms and silently implore the agricul-

turist to partake of the blessings which nature has

provided so bountifully.

In the eastern portion of our country, the Orient

of the United States, if you please so to call it,

the forests have been mostly removed, some by

the woodman's axe, used for the aid and benefit

of man ; more, by forest fires ; and now, we see

the mistake of the pioneers, and begin to feel the

necessity of reformation. Some of our State gov-

ernments, and the National likewise, are making

reservations, none to soon for the welfare of the

people. Would any one hinder or retard this

awakening to the interest of our common country ?

I hope not.

The naked hills, the bald mountains, the devas-

tating floods, the rock and debris piled upon the

plains, as well as the gulches in the fields and prai-

ries, cry aloud for reformation.

The American Forestry Association is doing a

good work. The Arbor Day invention (may I so

call it) has become a necessity, a luxury, a blessing.

Shall we be satisfied with what is being done to

preserve our forests, and re-forest our now useless,

worn out fields? How others may feel on this

part of our labor I know not, but for myself I am
not content. I want to see the planting of trees,

the care of trees, and the preservation of trees

go on until it permeates the nation ; until taught

in every school, from the public school to the uni-

versity and cherished in every household.
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In 1867 I read an essay before the Illinois State

Horticultural Society in the city of Jacksonville,

in the presence of the Presidents and Professors of

their Colleges, and the Chairman of the Commit-
tee of Education, of the Senate and House of

Representatives, on introducing the natural sci-

ences into our public schools. Through the efforts

of members of the Senate and the House a law

was enacted, and three more sciences were added
to our common school curriculum, which are, if

my memory is not at fault, Natural Philosophy,

Botany and Physiology. To these, Mr. President,

I would like to see added the art of Tree-Planting.

I want this noble and refining art begun in child-

hood and fostered in families.

We all know how almost impossible it is to

change the feelings and correct the habits of old

people. To attempt the reformation of an old

man is like trying to straighten the crooked and
distorted trees in a forest. With the application

of guy-ropes and pulleys one may possibly straighten

one in a year, and more than likely kill it in the

operation. Go to the saplings, and we may
straighten a hundred in a day, and injure none of

them, so we may imj)ress the beauty of trees, the

grandeur of forests, and the charms of the land-

scape upon childhood, but make little impression

on mature years or old age.

Our roadsides and railways may be, and ought
to be planted with trees, either fruit or ornamental,
and thus both beauty and utility combine to make
the earth which God has given into the custody of

man, beautiful as was Eden before the wily ser-

pent persuaded the fairest of women to barter

Paradise, for the curiosity of being the first to

taste forbidden fruit.

Children take to planting seeds and transplant-

ing trees as instinctively as ducks do to water. To
them it is a source of pleasure which needs little or

no encouragement. All they ask is opportunity.
Let us encourage tree planting as well as tree

preservation in childhood, in families, in schools of
every grade ; the public schools especially. There
it is that nineteen-twentieths of the people get all

the education they ever get in schools. Our com-
mon schools therefore are nineteen times more im-
portant to us, as a nation, than our colleges and
universities.

And now you will permit me to say that at my
age, I dare not promise myself the pleasure of
meeting with you again in your official capacity.
I desire to assure you that you will always have
my cordial wishes for your success in whatever
elevates, purifies and adorns humanity. And I

pray that we may leave the world wiser, happier
and more beautiful for our having lived in it.

My friends in Illinois, seeing what I have done
in planting trees in groves, parks and roadsides,

jocosely say that I have a disease in my head which

they call ** Tree-planting on the brain." I ac-

knowledge the malady if such it is, and only re-

gret that it is not contagious.

Evolution of Tree Form.

THE spreading elms are a factor in New Eng-
land scenery. The inhabitants are proud
of the trees which lend so distinctive a

glory to the meadow and roadside. Certainly no
one can fail to admit that the pride is well founded.

A few days since, amid a dense forest of sugar

maples, I saw a giant elm. It towered up sixty

feet without a single large branch, and then

spread out into a small, broom-shaped top. The
question naturallv arose as to whether or not the

present typical elm-form is not due to the sunlight

of cleared grounds, rather than to any inherent

tendency on the part of the tree?

I had observed (who has not ?) that we have
two distinct forms of white oak and tulip poplar,

the tall one, growing in the woods, and the spread-

ing ones, which are found ** in the open." So,

too, even the white pine, to a certain degree, illus-

trates the same law. Of course, the reasons for

this are obvious; but one inquires whether or not
New England had her spreading elms before the

Pilgrims came? If so, it must have been only
where this noble tree rose above the surrounding
forest at a very early age. J. T. R.

— Mr. H. C. Putnam, writing from Eau Claire,

Wis., sends the following:

**On tree planting as a practical thing much
has been said, more need be, I would add, on
the side of sentiment, memory, etc. On the

banks of the Chippewa, the historical river of the

forest Indians, the Ojibeways, I built at Eau
Claire a temporary house in which, in October,
1862, a daughter was born. In April, 1863, ^^'^

house was removed, and I planted an elm tree on
the site, which is now a fine tree some two feet in

diameter at the base with symmetrical top. We
can sit under its shade and dine, while its beauti-

ful form and shade are a comfort and a sweet
memory.

'* I have twenty other similar elms on my place,

planted in 1857, but the one mentioned has the

memory connected with it. In another place on
the same grounds I found a stray soft maple seed
and planted it where my boy fell. It is now
twenty inches in diameter and seventy feet high

;

a fine tree. Are not these trees of value to me and
mine? East summer, when ill, I sat under them

;

the catbird and the robin had their summer home
in their branches, so I had life, beauty, memory
and rest."

Friday, October 19™, to Be Observed.

THE Superintendent of Public Instruction, in

designating Friday, October 19th to be

observed in the public schools as Autunin

Arbor Dav says: ** Numerous and cogent are the

feasons f- the'celebration of Arbor Day in alUhe

public schools. And since very many of the rural

schools close before the two days appointed as

Arbor Days in the spring of the year, 'fs «nse to

perpetuate the custom of celebrating an Arbor Day

fn the fall. The Department of Pubhc Induction

therefore, recommends the observance of Friday,

October 19th, as Autumn Arbor Day, and earn-

estly urges teachers and superintendents to adopt

a suitable programme of exercises, including the

nlanting of one or more trees.
P

'< Song other things let attention be drawn to

the fact that it is best to plant native trees Our

young people should know, for instance, that 1
1

s

beuef to plant the elm in damp soil, the ^vhi e

oak and sugar maple in richer, drier soil, than it

U to plant the too short-lived horse chestnut or

the silver maple, which is too weak for its enor-

rnou size. Even when tree-planting '^^"i^Po^^'b'e

the observance of the day need not be omitted

The cultivation of flowers, the care of trees, and

other useful forms of vegetation, the destruction

of noxious insects and preservation o the feathered

friends of the farmer, the wonderful laws govern-

ng the growth and fructification of ma.ze and

other cereals, these and a host of other topics can

be utilized in preparing a series of afternoon exer-

cises that shall be both interesting and profitable

" Finally, trees which have become famous in

history should not be forgotten. The elm under

which Penn made his great treaty with the Indian

may be made to teach a lesson in justice to all

mankind. The story which clusters around the

. linden tree under which stood a. ^^ve ^oy while

his father, William Tell, took aim and shot the

apple from his head, can be used to fire young

hearts with a spirit of heroism, love of iberty and

hatred of oppression as lasting as life itself. Ihe

celebration of Arbor Day can thus be made help-

ful in preparing our pupils for the best k>nd of

citizenship." < ,i,„

We recognize the active co-operation of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction in our work

and trust that the friends of forestry w.th the

schools will take an active part in the observance

of the day.

—Forest fires occur annually in some parts of

country, and, after long seasons of drought,

sometimes spread over wide areas, but not «ncc

1871, when there was great destructM« of Michi-

gan pineries, has there been a calamity like

Fhis Man is powerless to stay the flames when

they have fairly started after weeks of dry weather,

for the fire spreads so rapidly as often to outrun a

horse. But man can do much to prevent he

breaking out of such fires, which are very often

caused by the carelessness of <^a"'|'"g,P^;:';?f^

Maine has suff^ered little from forest fires since the

appointment of fire wardens and the training of

lumbermen and hunters to extreme care in extin-

guishing every spark of the fires they may have

kindled^n the woods. In view of the enormou

losses that may be occasioned by forest fires it

would seem to be the duty of the State to guard

as well as may be against their origin and spread.

It is not impossible to do either. Hunters, lum-

bermen and others who frequent the woods can be

taught to be extremely careful in the use of fire.

Railroad companies can be compelled to use effi-

cient spark arresters on their locomotives and in

dry seasons fire wardens may be authorized o ap-

point deputies to guard the forests ^Y night and

day and give timely warning of forest fires before

they have gone beyond control.
,,„•,„ ,„

What is needed is some one in authority to

command the services of the able bodied men o(

a neighborhood in extinguishing small fires or pre-

venting their spread. When the farmers and lum-

bermen are left to themselves they do not unite

their efforts until the danger becomes pressing

and then it is too late, unless rain should come to

Professor Hazen thinks that Federal and State

authorities have duties in this matter.—Fu6lu

Ledger.

—The annual forest fire in the northwest has

this year been more than usually ghastly in its

terrible destruction of life and property. Some

fourteen small to^vns in the district have been

completely wiped out of existence, and it will

never be known how many lives have been lost.

Each year there have been fresh victims added to

the list without attracting more than momentary

attention, but this year the number is so great

that the country is ringing with the disaster. Mil-

lions of dollars worth of property have been de-

stroyed and hundreds of lives lost. I he origin of

thel fires can never be traced, but in the grea

majority of cases they are undoubtedly the result

of carelessness, and emphasize the great need of

more stringent laws to protect our forests and the

lives of i^ople living near thtm.- Engineering

and MiningJournal.
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writes in a letter accompanyinir the naner hi

to assist in agitatinjr the snhipn w ^°"^P'*"'fS'

trnst that his tborsi-llbearSt.
""^'^'''-'^*****

New York is certainly taking great interest .Vhe forestry movement, and one^of the thirtySree

e7pEel ^"' """-^^-'- ^^^-^ - tS*****
tha^ ''"m "'''t

'" ^''^ Philadelphia J^r.ss statesthat on November 1 6th, at the Teacher's Insth^ue

State ^nH^ff^'-'i'"" ^"'^ Association in this

l-or many years the forestry cause has had th.a.d of the public school system of the Stae None

those inlmediatet^rciated'iuh h-r
''°"' ^"^

toSsrg^;rSi?nix^r^
f^ESr-^' ^"^ •" -^'"^ He7a„7xal;l^

an?r tsr:^icteTh?tirw^KXteachers have so generously accorded
"^^

T,,
* * * * *The forest fires have maHp fhe.--

into consideration such contincr^nf
making

partial destruction nf Vi
''''"^"^g^"^ bosses as the

soil, or th^l' y d^ r^^^ ^^ ^^e

businp^^
^"jury aue to the enforced stoppaije of

narf.Vnlt.r a ^^^^ ^^^ carried out. We areparticularly desirous of seeino- P^r.,. i
.^^ ^/^

I

the initiative ^ f'ennsylvania take

* * * ^ ^
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i. hls't:n^S;"ed'tS";he- ''""^" ^^"^^'y'
sea that the quarto-centennial

celebration of the founding of Ursii^iiTr^^

^e s'oV the^""'^'^
'^ '""^ planLgT wentyfe

pATbi^r^nTltrourKetin^^^^^^^^
leges would follow the lead of U sinus in tht"

:n7rfTr:;fe^ry^,trr^^^^^^^^
will appUate^hrfo'reS^hX: of tfeir'S^
ItToK so

"^'^''"^ ''' '''"'' «f their '^a/e'It would also, ,n numerous instances, improve theartistic appearance of the college su;rouncilngs

F. L. B.
*•* ^^c A

woiS^t;'FofsfL'rv.t^7t'*^, ''^^ ^*^"'^"^'^

pleasure to nott\^rfrLdly expTesLrfn

"

journal which is edited with scieE ^

mtt. ^ colore! iltelr.S.Tw"
|< Lf Z^r™""';our most attraeilve specie, h k n,,f 1

"'
sentini fr. fK..

^F'^t.icb. It ]s not less an es-

nob e lok irr'"™""' """«• "<! « doint"

"

lollowine- whw h xvin k^ r • .
cAcerpc tne

** T fn r ^^ ,
^^ ^^ interest to our readers •

already reserUSlZbe'^.S- Tj^^S'
tTe pX;tnctned^^"'^ ^^ an atndo^m^^'rf
the governren for . ^ Present aws under which

rapidly lorir tie fo-
'''''^ "^'" <=o"^'deration is

ereH i,;fT .^ I ^° "nmense tracts of land cov "

serv.H
'""''^'' ^^'"^ should be properly re 'served as permanent sources of timber'lupply -'

plamJ^Hf' re'^'bv th
^"^", ^^*^^^ ^^^^^ '« ^he

Returns mJ ; f
"''' P^^P'*^ of South JDakota

Narrative of the Ninth Annual Meeting of

the Pennsylvania Forestry
Association.

THE Ninth Annual Meeting of the Association

was held at the Parish House of Holy

Trinity Church, Philadelphia, on the

evening of Friday, November 30th. Owing to the

inclement weather many were kept away, but

when the meeting was called to order by the

President, Mr. John Birkinbine, a goodly number

were present.

The minutes of the last annual meeting were

read and approved, which was followed by the

report of the Council of the Pennsylvania Fores-

try Association, which will be found on another

page of this issue. The report of Mr. Charles E.

Pancoast, Treasurer, was then read, as follows:

Dr.

1 894.

Jan. To balance on hand, general

fund, . . . • •

To balance on hand, subscrip-

tion fund, . . • •

To rent paid by City Park Asso-

ciation, . . . •

To cash, annual dues to Novem-

Ijer 30, 1894,

To cash, county branches, dues.

To cash, life membership,

To cash, sale Forkst Lkavks

and advertisements.

To cash, donations and sub-

bcriptions, . . . •

CV.

13y cash paid, sundries, postaj^e,

etc., . . . • •

15y office rent and expenses.

By publication of Forkst

Leaves, . . . •

IJy Secretary's salary (ll mos.),

By lectures, hall rent, etc.,

Balance on hand, November 30,

1894,

^194 04

204 89

$125 80

400 00

49 50
60 00

7 30

1459 00
S2101 60
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the portion of Minnesota, forty miles square.whichhad recently been ravaged by fire, about fweek

snlctacle /n^H'^'H.,""*^"^""'^*^'*
'^' """^nfulspectacle, and said that it would impress any one

Dr f "rp"r'\''^ prevention ^of forest-fires
LIT.

J. 1. Rothrock stated, that in one year
^250,000 was lost by one county in the State ofPennsylyania through forest fires

Mr. D. Henry Wright, Secretary of the New&h ?'''''^ Association, extended a greeUng

been aht r°'^'""'/'°"'
""'^ ^'^'^^ '^at they had

knir^ H 'T ^ ^'^'"y '''" "''••""g'' 'heir Legis-lature. He also spoke of the former and presentcondition of the Delaware river
^

the^Hnl' T ."'.!"''/ t° 'h'^ ^"''"y ^"d ^^rdens of

was t^el^l ^ ^j^"*""'' .'^"^ '^' P^^'^h building,
Iwas then moved and imanimously carried '

Announcement was made that Dr T T Rothrock would deliver, by invitation of Coundl a"n^w Illustrated lecture on " Jfeautiful l-enmylva-nia, at Association Hall, on January .6th, at 8

The meeting then adjourned.

Report of the Council of the Pennsyh^
Forestry Association.

Kinds of Trees.

T ^fh^^K"^'""
^'^'•" ""*-'''''' "^<^ article bearing

^ ^ he above caption, which appeared in the lasl* issue of i-OREST Leaves. The difficultv Thave experienced is to distinguish quckl; between

d.w'er"'%'7"""f
'*"'^"' "'"'^' - '"-heTdiameter. Par les who were gathering black birchfor the distillation of oil would also tike the darkgray^spotted barked saplings, calling them <' gray

The difficulty in separating the larger white andyellow birch trees continues until they are over 2'nches in diameter, when the yellow birch becomesmore angular, while the white birch remainrau te
'

smooth trunked, even in large trees The hlawood of the yellow birch is\lso of a darker S"
tree'if^t'hel'"'

''\' "'-^'"^ ''^•^'^- <>'-rv ng n^otrees of these varieties immediately adjoining each

S's.^'wS '^lr^ '^-•«''' -d Jiameti
(

•stotfl nt d'the "^rZrofZi t '
^'"i^-

trunks and particularl?r;l;e°[iI:Sinntcidedly different in color, shaoe Pfr i^u n
birch bark simulates in oldX;: d in fhVfi 'neTbark, the appearance of beine neir nf u- . ,

char'acteristfcs!
^' '^ '''''' '^'^"-"'' well-defi^ed

nJJ''''^ ^i'°
Observed great similarity among thepoplars and cucumber trees.

-^mong the

Abraham Meyer.

>JAHE Council of the Pennsylvania ForestryX Association composed of thirty ladies

,h^ I r"
S^"'J^"ien. during the year sustainedthe loss of two valuable members-Hon. John MBroomall, of Media, Pa., and Mrs. G DawsonColeman, of Lebanon, Pa!

i^awson

Ten regular monthly meetings and two snecialmeetings were held and twenty-one members oCouncil attended meetings

lows'"'' 7/"J^°"'=
done may be summarized as fol-

I

•
i^^J

Secretary delivered some twenty lec-tures in different parts of the State. Some were
I
very largely, and all well attended.

in the afternoon of January 17th he deliveredan Illustrated lecture in the NeJ Century ClubDrawing Room, Philadelphia, to a large and renresentative audience.
^ •

Throughout the entire year the work of the

ofTsen^at '" ^'^'' "^'p'^^^^^ ev^y membe
Z.t T T^ House of Representatives of the

Sta e' :f i!" f/'
^^-y. Judge of the Courts in th^state, 76 in all, and since April the 66 CountvSuperintendents of Schools have been receTv n^our publication. Since October every n'ws^'efof the State a total of 964) has been on our bs[and will receive Forest Leaves until the end of

mencr"^itrr" "' ''^ ""'''' Legislature. Com-
b^ seZo hi V ?'^' '''T'

°"' P^P^^ ^"1 alsoue sent to the 60 City and Borougli Sunerint^ndents of Schools in the State
supennten-

The Council at its March meeting decided tooffer two prizes of $50 and 525 to tht teachers inthe public schools of Pennsylvania for the best ?woessays presented at a County Teachers' Inst t.rethe contest to close March 3,, isj
^"*"'""^'

co^tesf"'""''"'
'^"'"^ '""' '^' conditions of the.contest, was sent to every newspaper and Countv

re SSd "f: W- 'hV'^ ^'"'l-
T*^' former be n^

columns. Ninety-three papers representing atcounties printed theentire^Ltents'^of the drcuar. Twenty-three of the papers in addiMon ^o

St"Ser\r'' ^"T''^"
°^ theSche^o the

in I rninV T'' ^""T^^^' circumstances and

adopted "" "^' " ""'' "^-' before been

Fafrmrt^lir/n^J^r''S" ^ '''' ^"

tTo'! 'viT,Ti °^4"'-^ dL-ifngSred:^-!

e^"ni°n7of'tSt;S iK'sTk ^" ''^
New York, by invit'ation^'ofX^^^o'unS S^e^ed'

'0

an illustrated lecture at the Academy of Natural

Sciences, Philadelphia. His subject was, 'The

Trees of North America."
t, -j .

Council, at the suggestion of the President

who was authorized to act, decided to consult the

Park Commission with reference to setting apart

space for a memorial grove. They now have the

matter under advisement and it is believed they

will act favorably upon it and thus increase local

interest in Arbor Day celebrations.
.

The present membership of the Association is

,48. Since December i, 1893, sixty-eight new

members have been added, nine have resigned,

and six have died. .
,

In thus summarizing the most prominent work

of the year, emanating directly from Council, it is

scarcely necessary to point to the largeness of the

scope and the systematic thoroughness of our ef-

forts. The entire State, every county of it, w^
embraced in every plan or scheme projected and

executed. Forestry education for the M
people was our keynote. As a result of the year s

work Council has the gratification of realizing

that forestry, with all that it means, has more

friends and ardent advocates in Pennsylvania to-

day than ever before.

—The school children of West Chester are tak-

ing an interest in forestry and have united in a

tree culture association, the outcome of instruc-

tion on this very important point during the past

few years, by way of a special branch in study, it

is not to be wondered at that the students of the

West Chester schools should voluntarily engage in

the practical features in tree culture and the plant-

ing of shrubbery. The subject itself is delightful

and possesses an interest for the field, farm and

home both natural and charming. I".
'f

county

in the State is the opportunity for fruitful results

so abundant as in Chester, and now that the ex-

ample has been set by the young folks m the

schools it will doubtless find many supporters over

the State. Literature on tree culture is plentiful

enough, and the practical effort to instruct in cor-

rect forestry will have a widespread and whole-

some effect.

An exploring and hunting party from the

Olympic Mountains in Western Washington re-

ports that the timber line disappears at about

6000 feet, and at the base of the higher peaks. On

the sooo and 6000 foot levels, is a system ot

meadows and lakes where grass and flowers grow

in great luxuriance.

Forests and Water Supply.

(Annual Address of John Birkinbine, President of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association.)

THE record of progress of the forestry move-

ment in Pennsylvania and the status of

our Association appear in the reports of

the Secretary, the Treasurer and the Council,

hence it is unnecessary to repeat this data or to

refer to the work of our organization, except to

express appreciation of the cordial co-operation

which has been given the President during the

past year by all those who have been chosen to

represent you, to publicly recognize the valuable

aid received from the press of the State ;
and to

congratulate the Pennsylvania Forestry Association

and other forestry organizations upon the results so

far achieved and upon the outlook of the future.

I have, therefore, elected to address the Asso-

ciation on the relation which forests bear to our

water supply, and in so doing I desire that the

views expressed may be considered as based upon

acquaintance with the requirements and utiliza-

tion of water supplies as well as upon firm faith in

the importance of forest protection.

Whether the existence of timbered areas appre-

ciably influences the amount of rain falling on a

given territory is a mooted question, but it is

generally admitted that forest floors serve as reser-

voirs to collect and hold back the surplus which is

precipitated during times of unusual rain or snow-

fall, distributing this surplus over seasons which,

in denuded countries, are droughts. That this be-

neficent influence is due to the forest floor offering a

spongy mat to retain the water and to the shade ot

the trees preventing rapid evaporation is unques-

tionably proven by investigation and research.

The population of this country increases most

rapidly in and about large cities, and the admit-

tedly primary requirement of a healthy community

is a good water supply, ordinarily obtained from

near by rivers or streams fed by rainfall upon

distant areas. The extent to which such areas

have been cultivated or the proportion of forest

lands embraced within them exerting a decided

influence upon the quality of the water and the

regularity of its flow. ... a^a
A system of impounding reservoirs is demanded

to maintain the delivery of the necessary quantity

of water during droughts or in the intervals be-

tween rainfalls, especially where water is obtained

bv gravity, but often where pumping is depended

upon it is essential that means for collecting and

holding back surplus water is provided.

Another requisite of urban development is a sew-

age system to remove offal and deleterious matters,

and while the practicability of sewage utilization

is gaining friends the majority of cities and towns

i
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discharge refuse liquid and solid matter into

streams. The necessity of some means of remov-

ing sewage, until lately considered as applicable

only to the more important towns and cities, is

now recognized as advisable for smaller communi-

ties, particularly those which bear suburban re-

lations to cities. As a consequence, the develop-

ment of territory tributary to cities is often ac-

companied by damaging influences upon the

water supply, and as these cities grow and the

adjacent territory improves the increased quantity

of water demanded and the augmented proportion

of impurities entering streams require attention.

Under such conditions it is evident that the original

sources of supply should be so maintained that

not only the quantity of water may be depended

upon but that the proportion of impurities com-

ing from the headwaters should be as small as

possible.

A noted sanitary expert says :
" The natural

method of the destruction of microbes of all

kinds is the transit of water through soil."

Another authority remarks :
'^ To the wooded hill

and mountain slopes every section must turn

eventually for its water, wherever its sources at the

present time may be situated.'*

In no way can the advantages of cpiantity and

quality of water for cities be so well secured as by

the maintenance of forest areas, but ordinarily the

sources or headwaters of the streams are distant

from the cities ; and the owners of the lands have

no interest in the community which uses the water

and no incentive to maintain the character or

volume of the supply for municipal purposes. Any
effort, therefore, to preserve our timbered areas for

the purpose of improving water supplies must de-

pend either upon.

First,—State ownership or some action by the

commonwealth which encourages the preservation'

and protection of timbered areas.

Second,—Ownership by municipalities of the

headwaters or a practical control of the drainage

districts of streams which are used to supply

water.

Third.—Ownershij) by clubs, individuals, firms

or companies who hold forest lands as game i)re-

serves, as places of resort, as a means of present

profit or for future utilization.

While the number of organizations formed to

hold forest preserves have been on the increase,

and while it is gratifying to notice a growing ap-

preciation of the value of timbered areas as

means of investment, neither of these specialties

have become sufficiently popular to exert any de-

cided influence upon the quantity of woodlands
in this or other States. Even should they develo])

rapidly, the areas selected would be principally

chosen for other reasons than the maintenance of

a water supply and the control of these, the time

when they should be denuded, or the method of

their denudation is necessarily independent of

the government of cities, while lumber firms or

companies which control timber lands do so for

the purpose of clearing them as rapidly as business

warrants. This leaves the problem of the pres-

ervation and maintenance of water supplies by

protected forest areas contingent upon State legis-

lation or ownership by municipalities, and it is

hoped and expected that the Legislature of Penn-

sylvania will pass laws materially advancing for-

est interests, such action necessarily having an in-

fluence upon the water supply. But it appears

that such legislation could well be supplemented

by cities and towns owning or controlling much

or all of the watersheds of the streams from which

their water supply is to be drawn, and if this was

undertaken judiciously and such parts of the

drainage basins as are naturally better adapted to

forest than to cultivation are maintained as wood-

land, the balance being subject to proper restric-

tions as to drainage, the investment would proba-

bly be found remunerative in forest products,

while at the same time the character and volume

of the water supply would be improved.

The risk of fire and the damage resulting there-

from bemg less in a forest well cared for than in

one which receives little or no attention, the su-

pervision necessary to protect the water from con-

tamination can be utilized to advantage in caring

for the forests.

The State Engineer of New York, speaking of

forest fires says :
** once burnt over and that tract

has lost its value forever as a water conserver."

If the upper drainage-basins of streams used as

sources of water supply are owned and controlled

by the communities which draw from them, there

will be a sentiment and power which will compel

forest preservation, for few will then dare to start

forest fires, knowing that public sentiment and

political power of a large community will secure

the punishment of the offenders.

So far the proposition is general, but possibly it

can be advantageously discussed from a local aspect,

taking Philadelphia the largest city in the State

as an example. The Delaware, the greater of the

two streams (furnishing, however, but a small i)art

of the water for Philadelphia), rises in a mountain-

ous and at present moderately wooded area, and

flows through a district, which except in a portion

of it, supports but few important cities. Its princi-

pal tributary the Lehigh river, contributes the bulk

of the objectionable drainage, and in many resp)ects

this affluent is similar to the Schuylkill from which

most of the water is lifted by Philadelphia's

pumps.
The head waters of the Schuylkill river are

chiefly in the anthracite coal-fields of Pennsylva-

nia, a district formerly heavily timbered, but now
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nearly denuded, and the exploitation of numerous

coal mines at great depth brings to the stream large

volumes of highly acid water, the utilization of

what was formerly waste also depositing in the

drainage-basin immense quantities of finely pul-

verized material, which while possibly innocuous is

disagreeable, and each returning freshet, makes

the presence of this material more appreciable in

the city The sewage of the thickly populated coal

region naturally finds its way into this stream but

the injurious influence ^i this is largely if not en-

tirely neutralized by the acidity of t^ie water.

Extensive limestone areas in the Schuylkill valley

between the coal regions and the city in turn neu-

tralize the acidity, some large wooded areas adding

pure water, and were it not for the high state of cul-

tivation and the large population due to industrial

centers on the lower reaches of the river, the

supply for Philadelphia would be satisfactory bar-

ring the amount of earthy impurities which are

washed from the limestone and sandstone areas

under cultivation.
. ^ r y c ..^^

Legislation may restrict the befouling of water-

courses and systems of subsidence or filtration,

remove suspended material which discolors water

but the question arises, should not the <-ity ot

Philadelphia own or control the area from which

its supply of water is drawn, and have all or

a good proportion of this supply flow by gravity

to the city pipes. To construct a gravitation sup-

ply for the present from any of the tributaries of

the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers with provisions

for enlargement in the future would demand the

outlay of many millions of dollars, and this out-

lay would be increased but slightly proportion-

ately by purchasing or securing control of the

drainage-basins utilized. The alternative is to

continue maintaining expensive pumping plants,

with large annual outlays for fuel, supervision,

operation, supplies and repairs ;
the quality of the

water constantly deteriorating unless stringent leg-

islation, efl-ective police regulation and elaborate

systems of filtration are employed; which to be

eff-ective and useful will be as costly as the outlay

necessary to control sufficient watershed of availa-

ble streams ; besides filtering plants will demand,

and must receive continuous attention, and will

be a cause of constant expense.
r m i

Any plan for the future water supply of 1 hila-

delphia which does not take into consideration the

control of the drainage-basin or basins and the

maintenance of at least a part of these in forest

areas will be deficient.

If filtration will remove bacteria it will be

cheaper and better to filter the water before it is

charged with the excess of impurities, than
.

to

permit it to gather the objectionable material from

a populous watershed and then attempt to remove

these.

Can we imagine the benefits resulting not only

to the city but to the eastern part of Pennsylva-

nia if Philadelphia should adopt one or more of

the available sources of supply, and control the

drainage-basins ? Such control would naturally

mean the reforesting of denuded areas, the pre-

vention of improper drainage reaching streams

and the maintenance of large lakes or storage

reservoirs. While the city would obtain a supply

of potable water, the quality of which would be

under its control, the forest interests of the State

would be protected on a liberal scale (at least

250 square miles being kept in forest which could

be utilized as game preserves, and as sources of

timber supply under proper administrative

methods) and the existence of large wooded areas

with the artificial lakes as reservoirs would possi-

bly influence appreciably climatic conditions

Such an example, set by the first city of the

State, would probably be imitated by other cities

and towns, and in this way the available and useful

forestry lands would be augmented.

The claim is made that any system of forest

legislation which restricts the clearing of wood-

land, or which does not, in some way, cause the

Commonwealth to compensate the owner tor

maintaining and protecting timbered areas, works

an injustice to him, while the people living along
^

the stream receive the benefit without contribut-

ing to maintain the source from which such benefit

comes. Ownership of drainage areas by cities

and towns, and the maintenance of these in fores s

would work a change, for those who profit by the

existence of forests would pay more of the taxes

and other charges upon them.

But the maintenance and proper care of forest

areas may bring other advantages in which the

entire State will share, for, if the flow of streams

is more regular, freshets and droughts will occur

less frequently, and be less serious, thus saving

losses in life, property and industries Many

water powers, which formerly added to the indus-

trial advancement of the State, are now unused ;

but increased regularity in the flow of streams

means improvement of the power they can pro-

duce, for every 12 cubic feet of water of the

average flow of a stream, per second, can be n^acle

to produce one horse-power for each foot ot tall.

The denudation of forests, the improvements in

steam machinery, and the necessity of utilizing

power at points distant from streams, have com-

bined to restrict the utilization of water powers

;

but, improvement in the regularity of flow ot

streams offers encouragement for the revival of

many of these powers. The advances in electrical

engineering have, also, made it possible to convey

power for considerable distances from the points

where it is generated, and it is not now essential

to have this utilized at or near to the banks
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of the streams. Where the fall is considerable,

the velocity given to water motors approximates

that required by electrical generators, and thus,

gearing or transposition of power can be largely

dispensed with ; hence, numerous sites which for-

merly supplied power may be revived if the aver-

age flow of streams is improved, and if this power

is conveyed to points for utilization.

Another commercial advantage may be gained

in the revival of canal transportation, concerning

which there has lately developed much interest in

various parts of the world. The canal system of

the State of New York has coiitributed greatly to

its wealth and Pennsylvania had a comprehensive

system of canals, which have been practically

abandoned, or, having fallen into the control of our

railroads, are now of little account. Our canal

systems may not be restored, but improved water-

carriage may extend to points in the State where

it is now unknown, and as an aid in this, increased

forest areas, and their preservation, will be most

important. Navigation in tidal or slack waters

may receive much help if the washing from our

fertile hills are not carried to silt up channels by

freshets.

Without trespassing upon your patience I dare

only outline some prominent influences of forests

upon water supply for city use, for power, or for

improved transportation. If forest protection and
preservation means so much to our water supplies,

independently of the other advantages, which will

follow a wise policy of administration, is it not

worthy of the support, from a selfish standpoint, if

you please, of our great cities and larger towns ?

State Forest Reservation.

"TV T EVER before in the history of Forestry Re-

1 \ form in Pennsylvania (or indeed, we
may say in the United States) has there

been such a combined effort toward the one gen-

eral result as now. This remark is suggested by
the information that on November 15th, Gov-
ernor Pattison presided over a meeting in which
the State Hoards of Agriculture, Health, and
Fisheries and the Forestry Commissioners were
represented. It is quite clear that the intimate

relation of each of these interests to each other

and to the public is being recognized as never
before. It is simply justice to say here that Gov-
ernor Pattison has throughout been a most active

and pronounced friend of an intelligent super-

vision of our forests and of all movements tending
to their conservation and restoration. On his re-

tirement from office he will carry with him the

hearty respect and cordial good-will of all who
recognize how much of the present advanced

standing of Forestry in Pennsylvania is due to the

generous support he has accorded it.

It is equally gratifying to be informed that his

successor has the further advancement of forestry

at heart.

The essential features of the proposed bill are

that ^'Three State Forestry reservations of not less

than 40,000 acres each should be set apart, and

that these should be under the executive control

of the State Forestry Commission, which in turn

should report to and be subordinate to the State

Board of Agriculture."

The wisdom of this last clause will be clear

when we remember that forestry is but a branch

of agriculture, and that the general government.

New York, and even Prussia, have found this the

most desirable affiliation for their forestry divi-

sions. It at once removes the forestry interests

from the list of those which must, year by year,

be brought before the public and urged for legis-

lative recognition, by placing them on the fixed

policy of the State, and while there, there remains

no chance that forestry will be forgotten in esti-

mating the expenses of maintaining the State

Government, it still gives the friends of the move-

ment ample chance to agitate for and to direct still

further advances.

The Pennsylvania Forestry Association, never

loud in sounding its own praises, may at least be

allowed to congratulate itself on the part it has

taken in bringing Pennsylvania so far toward the

front of the States with proper views on this im-

portant question.

The columns of our newspaper contemporaries

bear ample testimony to the fact that the convic-

tions of all liberal journalists are on the side of a

State policy which would deal generously with

the forest issues. Their reiterated allusions to the

facts which illustrate the need of perpetuating

large timber areas, and their pointed editorials on
forest fires, and deficient water supplies have '

brought the emergencies to the attention of every

citizen. Hence, the manifest change in public

opinion is not hard to explain.

The only criticism we have to offer in this mat-

ter of the proposed reservations is, are they large

enough? This we hope will be seriously consid-

ered by our law makers. Reservations of land

never will be cheaper than they are now. Nor will

the chances for acquiring it in large blocks ever be

better than they are now. Hence, we urge our

legislators to take a broad view of the case and
not only pass the proposed bill, but clothe the

Commissioners with abundant power to make
ample State forest reservations. J. T. R.

—Humboldt describes an oak tree which he

saw in France ninety feet in circumference at the

base, and estimated to be 2000 years old.
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River Birch. (Betula nigra, L.)

SELDOM, indeed, are two common names so

appropriate as river birch, or red birch,

when applied to what botanists recognize

as Betula nigra ! In our latitude no other birch

is so commonly found on the river bank, nor is

there any other with so red a bark on the limbs

;

either term is therefore quite distinctive. Ihere

is however, another peculiarity by which the tree

maybe readily recognized. Its outer bark sepa-

rates readily from the inner and presents a ragged

appearance, which is more marked even than in

the other species of birch. This is saying much,

for as a rule the birches are seldom Smooth

barked after attaining a considerable size. 1 he

river birch varies exceedingly in form, and it

varies very much as the elm does. In the one as

in the other, we have a broad -topped form with

graceful drooping or pendulous branches and an

erect form which is taller than broad and where

there is almost no disposition to a drooping of the

branches. Then, too, the water birch is, like the

linden, generally inclined toward the stream, be-

cause it prefers to grow so close to the bank that

the process of undermining by the current causes a

leaning toward that side.
.

In spite of its fondness for damp situation the

river birch will grow in ordinary dry ground, i

have in mind now a fine, thrifty, well developed

specimen casting its shadow on a very dry side-

walk. Hence, it should not be lost sight of as a

suitable tree for ornamental planting. Our list is

none too long, so that this addition may well be

welcomed. , ^ ^,

In its utilities there is but little to say for the

water birch. It is true that Professor Sargent

says it is used in the *^ manufacture of furniture,

wooden-ware, wooden shoes, or yokes, etc In

this State, however, it is very seldom cut. Un the

West branch of the Susquehanna it is very com-

mon and also attains a good size—two feet across

the stump, yet I have not, in a year, seen where it

has been cut. This has seemed so remarkable

that I have been unable to explain why a tree so

large and with its texture and color should wholly

escape Mr. Birkinbine calls attention to the

fart that its wood decays very rapidly in exposed

situations. Whilst it is common on the Susque-

hanna waters it forms no conspicuous feature

among the river trees of the Juniata.

Its specific gravity is 0.5762. Percentage of

ash, 0.35. Relative approximate fuel value 0.5742.

Weight of a cubic foot of dry wood, 35.91. In

relative strength among over 3 10 kinds of American

trees it stands as No. 69.

Quercus tnacrocarpa, the overcup oak stands

iust one higher (No. 68), but its specific gravity

is o 7453 In other words these two trees illus-

trate that strength and great specific gravity

though often associated are not necessarily con-

stantly so. Or we might put the statement more

clearly still by saying that the overcup oak and

the water birch stand together when considered

from the point of strength, but are separated by

I ^6 other kinds of tree when considered from the

side of specific gravity. J. T. Rothrock.

Stop the Forest Fires.

T T is unfortunate, but, nevertheless, true, that

I great public calamities appeal to states most

'^
powerfully through the channel of commer-

cial loss The recent fires of the Northwest, sick-

ening as they were to every sentiment of humanity

do not of themselves appeal sufficiently to awaken

a determination to have an end made of such cat-

astrophes, which, disguise as we will, are simply a

disgrace to our civilization, or rather to the lack

of civilization ! „ , • o. . r: ^

When we remember that in all this State, hre-

swept as it has been during the past summer,

there is probably not a single incendiary under-

going punishment for starting forest fires, and

that all our legal enactments are in public con-

tempt because they are never enforced, the won-

der is not that we have so many, but that we have

so few woodland fires !

We still need more facts. Facts which appeal

to the financial sentiment, more than to the

humanities. „ ^r fU^
I shall be greatly indebted to any citizen of the

State for information upon any one, or all, ot the

following points:

I In what county do you reside i

2. How much of its area was burned over dur-

ing the past year? ^ _

3. Enumerate losses by forest fires, so far as

you can, in your county.
^..:^ntP

4. At what sum of money would you estimate

^ ^5. "^During what months were they the most

severe? ,, . . , ^ , ^

6. How were they finally extinguished?

7 What was the supposed origin?

8 Were any of those who created forest fires in

your county convicted and punished ?

^
Will papers over the State kindly render the

gratuitous public service of copying these ques-

ions? J. T. Rothrock,

Ha risburg, Pa. Forestry Comnms.oner.

—The old forests on lower grounds do not have

as a rule, so much undergrowth as those on the

hillsides, unless it be of laurel or rhododendron.
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Report of Dr. J. T. Rothrock, the General
Secretary of the Pennsylvania

Forestry Association.

THE last annual meeting was chiefly memora-
ble to us because of the fact that a liberal

legislature had authorized the creation of

a forestry commission. It was the first legal rec-

ognition of forestry in Pennsylvania. This com-

mission is bound by law to make its report to the

legisla^ture not later than March 15, 1895. It is

to be hoped that it will be able to comply with

this requirement and then pass naturally, as it was

intended it should, out of its present form into a

permanent organization, which should be con-

structive in its character and duties.

We may safely assume that the forestry policy

in this State is established ; the only elements of

doubt are the details, and for these time must be

allowed. It would be the height of folly to at-

tempt forced action. We will be content, if we
are wise, with allowing events to indicate the

lines along which our activities should run. There

is nothing so dangerous as blundering when a

cause is passing out of its infancy and into the

period of its actual work. Many eyes are upon
it. People have come to look upon the claims of

forestry as plausible ; but the commonwealth at

large has not reached the conclusion that we must

have it, in spite of blunders. There are many lines

of policy in forest matters which are of doubtful

expediency. We may for the present wisely pass

these by. But, on the other hand, there is no
doubt as to the duty of the State in the matter of

forest fires. // is the primal duty of the State to

accord protection in both property and life to its

citizens. There is no obligation more funda-

mental than this, and, I may add, none where
failure means greater risk to the commonwealth
itself. The State can only exist by consent of its

citizens, and this will only willingly continue while

they are protected. It is to be observed in this

connection also that our ideas upon this are fast

reaching what might be called a critical point.

To illustrate : if the local police alone cannot
cope with a mob which is firing our homes the

sheriff comes to the rescue and must, if it is

needed, organize a posse to furnish that protec-

tion. If he and his posse fail, the aid of the

State is invoked. Its whole military power may
be summoned to simply protect our property. If

this fails, then we fall back upon the general

government, which will come promptly to our

aid. Along the whole line, from the local police-

man to the President of the United States, there

is not a single officer who fails to recognize the

fact that he is bound to use every instrumentality

in his power to protect our house or barn against

an incendiary. But, on the other hand, there is

not a single one of these officers who recognizes

the same principle in the protection against forest

fires. If a man has a body of valuable timber and

a fire sweeps toward it we tender him our sympa-

thy, but the law accords, in this State, no efficient

aid. Yet he has paid his taxes for just that pro-

tection. It is to have done for us, what we cannot

do for ourselves that we tolerate taxation. If the

State fails to arrest the incendiary, it should

hardly expect that we can excuse it from the con-

sequences of its own inefficiency and be content

to see our property destroyed because we are too

weak to do the State's work. The question of

cost is no more an element of the problem than

it is when we deal with a mob. There are cities

and counties in this commonwealth which have

learned practically that they are responsible for

the protection of buildings, but year after year

fires sweep through and destroy vast areas of our

State, and yet in not a single county has there

been a single fire indemnity paid by State or

county for such destruction, this, too, when there

is a mandatory law on the statute-books which

makes it the duty of the commissioners to have

the offenders ferreted out. This law the officials, in

every county of the commonwealth, have practi-

cally ignored.

It is hard to understand how the State, or county,

or township can escape the legal responsibility of

neglect to enforce the laws. It is in vain to plead

that these fires are a divine visitation, for it can be

shown that in almost every instance they are the

direct result of either ignorance, carelessness or

crime. No prosecuting attorney would for an

instant accept either of these as a justification or

excuse in any other ofience against the laws. We
cannot be too soon or too firmly convinced that

the relation between the citizen and the common-
wealth is of the nature of a contract, wherein the

latter undertakes to protect the former in con-

sideration of money received or services ren-

dered.

The lumbering and the tanning industries within

the limits of this State must, inside of the next

fifteen years, be almost wholly obliterated, simply

from want of material to operate upon. It is no
answer to assert that they will be continued else-

where, for the fact remains that we will be by so

much the poorer for their departure from us, be-

cause, thus far, there appear no permanent sub-

stitutes in the regions they have vacated. The
meaning of this, is that not less than twenty mil-

lions of dollars will be swept annually from the

wage earners of the Commonwealth. This is the

more deplorable because it can be shown that if

wise, conservative, protective measures had been
adopted earlier, the now barren hillsides of the

State would have continued a source of ])erpetual

timber supply. It is appalling to think that the

potential loss co the Commonwealth by forest fires

is not less than thirty millions of dollars annually ;

in comparison with this, the actual loss, which we

can all recognize, is dwarfed. Yet it is this poten-

tial loss which most directly concerns the State,

for it relates to our future prosperity. The citizen

might be trusted to look after his own immediate

business interests, but it is pre-eminently the func-

tion of the Commonwealth to guard the future.

Bad as all the above may seem to be, there is

another side to the question. Our present fire-

laws are inequitable, as regards forest property.

They practically place the whole burden of cost on

the counties wherein the fires occur. Those hav-

ing the largest woodland area have, as a result, the

most fires and at the same time, the smallest, and

usually, the less wealthy population. In other

words, existing laws place the heaviest burdens on

the weakest communities. The Philadelphia

Times recentlv considered this editorially, and

most forcibly pointed out its injustice. If the

counties thus burned over were the only ones con-

cerned in the matter, we might tender them our

sympathy in being thus impeded in their struggle

for wealth and prosperity equal to that of the rest

of the State. But when we remember that these

are the counties which constitute the water sheds

of Pennsylvania and that from them comes the

water which is essential to the prosperity of the

rest of the State, it is clear that these less popu-

lous counties are bearing alone a burden which we

should share with them. The condition illustrates

most forciblv the ethical principle that a wrong

usually carries a curse upon its back, and

that the burden is likely to be unloaded upon those

who were parties to it. Every fire which sweeps

the young timber from the Pennsylvania hillsides

aids in turning loose the torrents to wash the fer-

tility from our farms, to carry away our bridges, to

sand and silt our fields and to impede internal

commerce and intercourse. If we escape a portion

of the expense of preventing and extinguishing

forest fires we double the load we place upon our-

selves to repair the damages from floods, because

it is a financial impossibility for the poorer,

wooded counties unaided, to jirevent or restrain

the fires before they have desolated large areas.

To make this wrong, right, there is but one way !

The State should assume the whole responsibility

of ending these fires which consume our wealth

and strength. It is most gratifying to be able to

say that this is coming to be the concurrent opin-

ion of the influential journals and citizens of Penn-

sylvania.

Another marked advance in public sentiment is

clearly visible in the widespread demand for an

effective State police, whose members shall patrol

the fire-infested regions, and be made the effec-

tive force in arresting trespassers whenever and

wherever found, organize working posses to head

off forest fires in the start, take note of all viola-

tions of game or fish laws, and bring the offenders

to justice. This indicates great possibilities in

the way of reform especially when along with it,

is the full recognition, that it means liberal ap-

propriations on the part of the State.

There is no one feature of forestry reform to

which this association may so well direct its ener-

gies as toward the suppression of fires. Accom-

plish this, and the first, most important step

toward regeneration of our hills and waste lands

will have been taken.

Your General Secretary would like to idd more,

did time permit. The other pressing problem of.

our forestry question has been fully and ably dis-

cussed by our President. His professional stand-

ing gives special \yeight to his utterances upon the

subject. I may, however, be allowed to add that

public sentiment is fast crystallizing in the belief

that State Forestry Reservations are an essential

feature of our advanced civilization. Pennsylva-

nia is more than fortunate in possession of high-

land areas admirably suited for this purpose, and

which equal, if indeed, they do not surpass, even

the Adirondacks in the relief they bring to those

predisposed to pulmonary tuberculosis.

—Arizona is generally regarded as a barren,

rocky, mountainous region, or sandy plains,

Where only sage brush grows. Yet the forests of

that territory cover an area larger than the state

of Massachusetts, the growth being principally

pine, and where trees grow to a height of more

than 150 feet. There are to be found also the

Cottonwood, alder manzanita, maple, mesquite,

wild cherry, and ironwood, which last, brittle, and

taking beautiful polish, when dry can scarcely be

cut, and creates a furnace heat like coke.

—Shavings from planing mills and other wood-

working factories, packed in bales somewhat like

cotton for convenience in handling and shipment,

are becoming an article of considerable commerce

in the white pine lumber regions of the north-

west. Chicago uses this material in livery stables,

in ice houses and elsewhere. The demand is

steadily increasing.

—The London Standard says that the Govern-

ment of Trinidad has passed an ordinance for the

extermination of parasol ants. These ants strip

trees of their leaves, and carry them to their nests

in about twenty-four hours' time.
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Prevention of Forest Fires.

(Address by General C. C. Andrews, Vice President Ameri-

can Forestry Association at its late convention.)

7\ REPORT on forestry by Dr. Hough, de-

xA votes several pages to the fearful ravages
'* of forest fires in several of the states.

Official reports by the chief of the division of for-

estry, published in 1887, 1888 and 1890, also

devote attention to the same subject and show that

the loss from forest fires in the United States

amounts to the enormous sum of j; 2 5, 000,000 a year,

a sixth part of which is occasioned from fires started

by railroad locomotives. Attention has been freshly

drawn to the subject by the dreadful forest fire

which raged in July of this year (1894) in North-

ern Wisconsin, devastating especially the county

of Price, and causing most pitiable distress to a

great number of people and loss of many liyes.

It is difficult to imagine the horror of such a cat-

astrophe. The dismal appearance of the blackened

ruins, the chaos of obstruction such a fire leaves

for a generation or two, or the apprehension, ter-

ror and suffering of inhabitants whose lives it en-

dangered.

This recent calamity calls to mind the awful

forest fire which raged in Northern Wisconsin and

Michigan during the first half of October of 187 1,

and which destroyed not only many million dol-

lars' worth of timber and other property, but the

lives of 800 people. The London Daify News,

in an editorial at the time in regard to it, used the

expre?>sion " that terrible phenomenon of the

Western world, the forest fire!" Well, indeed,

might any enlightened writer exclaim thus.

These fires occur every year, and they are

treated only as a sort of nine days' wonder,

deeply lamented and speedily forgotten. For the

American people to allow such ( alamities to habitu-

ally occur without adopting any adequate means

for their prevention, causes our country to be re-

garded as, in some respects, only semi-civilized.

Of cotirse forest fires sometimes occur in coun-

tries which maintain systematic care of forests,

but not so frequently nor to the extent that they

do in this country. In such countries as Germany,
France, Austria and Sweden the public forests are

administered so as to yield a steady net revenue

of about four i)er cent, without any diminution or

deterioration of the forest, but rather an increase

of its resources. I have pleasant recollections of

observing the clean and thrifty appearance of

forests in each of the countries mentioned.

The principal means of preventing destructive

fires are the constant watching and patrolling of the

forests by guards or foresters who reside in their re-

spective divisions. An outline of the prevailing

system of management is about as follows : The pub-

lic forests are divided into districts, sub-districts

(reviers) and divisions. A district may embrace

a large geographical area—a province or part of a

province—and is in charge of a forest inspector.

A sub-district, which includes several divisions, is

in charge of a director, and a division, usually

comprising 1200 to 2500 acres, is in charge of a

forester, who resides in a dwelling belonging to

the government and who personally or through

an assistant keeps watch of everything in his divi-

sion pertaining to the forest. He also attends to

its economical details, to the building of roads,

the propagation of valuable game, and the de-

struction of noxious animals. He has received a

forestry education ; is a government official of

humble rank, it is true, but his position is partly

scientific, it is permanent and he is proud of it,

and looks forward, through efficiency and fidelity,

to being ultimately promoted.

Underbrush is not allowed to accumulate ;
in

some places belts of green leaved trees are grown

or openings left to i)revent the spread of fire.

Trespassers of all sorts are excluded. It is personal

presence, watching and patrolling, aiul the en-

forcement of reasonable regulations that prevent

fires. But should a great fire occur he is already

instructed how to proceed for its extinguishment.

There are good means of communication and he

can promptly summon assistance. It is made the

duty of all neighboring inhabitants to lend their

help. Women and children with wet brooms are

sometimes his effective assistants. If a fire has

gained considerable headway he can quickly have

a belt of timber felled in its path, or can meet it

by an opposing fire. There is a sentiment in

those countries which carefully administer their

forests against any act or neglect that might cause

a forest fire.

The laws of our separate states are not wanting

in penalties against setting forest fires, but they

are ineffective. We shall never prevent these ter-

rible calamities until our public forests are system-

atically cared for as they are in the countries

above named. The pecuniary gain, to say noth-

ing of enhanced national reputation, that would

be derived from preventing great forest fires

would pay the cost of management tsventy times

over. If we are not above going to a new country

like Australia to borrow an election law we need

not disdain borrowing a few well tried forestry

regulations from Europe.

i

Granted that much of the timber land which

is being devastated by fires is private property,

and cannot be subjected to government manage-

ment ; that, however, should not hinder the

government from adopting measures for the pre-

vention of fire in its own forests. Should the

government meet with success its example would

be followed by private owners.

If the government would adopt reasonable

measures for preventing forest fires on its own

limber lands it could more effectively insist that

railroads employ guards to extinguish fires set by

locomotives, or that appliances be used to prevent

their setting fires. Shakespeare says :

" Wise men ne'er wail their present woes,
^^

But presently prevent the ways to wail.

Protection in Another Sense.

i

Protection has, in political parlance, come to

have a positive, albeit a narrow, meaning, which

parties have made and will continue to make a

dividing line for years to come. There is, how-

ever another sense in which the word rises out ot

the domain of politics and enters that of states-

manship. It then comes with claims so strong

that men of all political creeds acknowledge its

force and accord it a respectful hearing.

In the latter sense, it presses upon us as a common-

wealth now. A large area of the State, once mod-

estly estimated at an eighth of our entire surface,

but now known to be more nearly a quarter of it,

has passed its most productive period. Actual in-

spection of these regions reveals the fact that the

march of population is out of, and not into them.

In other words, they are becoming partially de-

populated. We need not deal in generalities
;

in

Cambria, Clinton, Centre, Monroe, Pike, Luzerne,

Wyoming, and Mifflin counties, this fact is illus-

trated. There are others which could be added to

the list. The reason is plain enough to any who

care to seek for it.
c u a

Let, for example, any one pass from balladas-
1

burg, in Lycoming county, to English Centre,

along the old plank road, and ask himself what

there is in sight, for the first eight miles, to attract

one to that region. The fact is, the natural prod-

uct of the country has already, in the incipiency

of our civilization, been removed. Or, shift the

scene, and lift the curtain upon that part of

Luzerne of which Bear Creek is the centre, and

you will be impressed with the idea that you are

looking at a prematurely worn-out country. So,

too, there are hilly, agricultural regions, where the

original fertility has been washed out, so that it is

hard to gain access to the surface with barnyard

manure, and the farmer is unable to purchase the

more condensed commercial fertilizers. It is abso-

lutely beyond dispute, that no State can remain

prosperous wherein the unproductive areas con-

tinue to grow worse and larger. It is a case of self-

preservation, and the State which is in such con-

dition must act, and act at once. Industries essen-

'

tial to our prosperity are being wholly obliterated,

the productive capacity of the soil is becoming

less and, at the same time, our population, as a

whole, is increasing, and there is but one natural

or possible crop for the region in question. No

restoration of such parts of our State can be pro-

mised in less than thirty years. This, under pres-

ent conditions, removes the work from the domain

of ordinary individual effort. But the facts re-

main, that the process of repair must, sooner or

later be undertaken ; that it will never require

less time than it will now, and that the longer we

delay the more we will have to do, and the less

will we be prepared to do it. The work must

devolve upon one of two parties—the State, or

the owners, who at present or who may in future

hold the land. It is true, that the State might, by

right of eminent domain, take such lands at once,

and proceed with the work. But, for so large a

I

reformatory duty the State is, at present, wholly

unprepared. To accomplish it a vast machinery

must be devised before it can be set m motion.

The question of public reservations is quite an

other thing. These the State must, and doubtless

will have as the common property and outing

ground of all its citizens ; but they will, for the

next half-century, be but a fraction of the twelve

thousand square miles of woodland which the

commonwealth will require to sustain itselt in

vigorous condition and to nourish its industries.

It being granted, that the work of restoration

is essential, the practical question is, which of

these two parties shall do it? If the State, then

it must organize the official machinery, employ

workmen, purchase tools and teams, and then after

I all this, receive a perfunctory service instead of a

'

hearty one. Every change in the administration

would mean a change in the officers and men em-

ployed. To save itself, the alternative course

should be adopted by the State. It should be made

the interest of the individual to serve and aid the

commonwealth in this work of restoration. Al-

ready there is upon our statute books a meagre

bounty for tree planting, and for restoration of

second growth after the first has been cut. It can

hardly be regarded as doing anything more than

as establishing the principle of bounties. Let us,

for a moment, consider the proposition to make

that bounty large enough to be a real inducement

to the owners to plant trees. We will also assume

that the bounties are to be paid, not every year,

but every five years, and then only after the areas

planted shall have passed a critical inspection as

to the number of trees and their condition. We

are at once met by the statements that this is an

odious paternalism on the part of the State, and

that it is, furthermore, legislation on behalf ot

I particular classes, which is unconstitutional ;
that

it is protection, in its rankest political form, of

one part of the community at the expense of the

other. Is this true ? At a glance, one may see
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that the bounty proposed is on behalf of the State.

It is simply paying the individual to do cheaper,

and better, for the State what, otherwise, it would
have to do for itself in its own preservation. The
tree planter is only receiving from his trees and
his bounty enough to enable him to serve and save

the State. The thing to be preserved is not, pri-

marily, this or that particular interest, but the

State itself. The work to be done is to save the

soil we stand upon, and from which we derive our
food ; to conserve, direct, and utilize, without
damage to ourselves, the water which falls upon
every acre of our surface ; to preserve the normal
condition of our climate that our crops may grow
and mature, and to maintain the very air we
breathe in the best condition for our continued
use. The individual is simply paid for doing for

the State better than it could do for itself.

There is no acre of trees standing which does
not earn, day by day, the right to stand by the

service it renders the commonwealth. We have
no desire to see any foot of soil taken to produce
trees which is capable of producing anything bet-

ter ; but do wish to see the unutilized lands in our
farming regions, as well as in our mountain dis-

tricts, each and every one, producing crops for

which they are best adapted. Under a reasonable
bounty, for a definite term of years, this might be
accomplished.

The question as to whether a bounty for timber
production should ever become a permanent fea-

ture of our State policy is quite another thing,

and one which might well be left to the future to

determine. What immediately concerns us is the
fact that in the near future we will inevitably be
confronted by an urgent practical problem touch-
ing the very vitals of State government ; and to

solve that problem will require not less than thirty

or forty years, during which time the industries of
the State, and along with these its material pros-
perity, will alike be retarded. The urgent need
of immediate protective measures is justified by a
desire to shorten that period of depression as much
as possible. The next thirty years will, in all

probability, place the forestry problem on a busi-

ness basis. Individuals and corporations will re-

cognize, first, that here, as in all governments
which have matured into a stable condition, rates

of interest on most investments will tend to be-
come lower ; second, that the population increas-
ing, greater demands must be made upon a di-

minishing timber supply. This means larger re-

turns on capital invested. Men will reason thus :

The land is safe
;
its value is a measurably constant

thing from year to year ; we desire a place where,
on the basis of an absolutely safe crop which, when
mature, will be worth principal and interest, we
may invest our surplus. Every year, the value of
the investment would be reckoned as that of the

land, plus a crop of timber so many years toward
maturity. Such investments, if upon a large scale,

might come to figure in the stock market, and be
handled as other stocks and bonds now are. It is

not only possible but probable that they would.
There is another condition which must be con-

sidered here. To-day, the curse of our woodland
regions is the unrestricted forest fires which sweep
over them. Now, to arrest these is one of the

most serious, practical problems which confronts
us now. If we could enlist at once the active in-

terest of the community in their suppression, the
task would be neither impossible nor difficult.

After all, a system of bounties on tree plant-

ing might prove a very direct way of enlisting the

co-operation which is so much desired. It would
fix a zealous fireguard at the boundary line of
every young, growing body of timber. For the
careless neighbor, not to say malicious incendiary,
who started a fire there, would, by that very act,

rob the owner of his trees and his bounty. Under
such conditions, the tree planter would, of neces-
sity, become a tree protector, and one might ex-
pect to see him fully arrayed against the burnings
which would work him such financial harm.

It is probably too soon to see this idea take
root, but it is one of the possibilities of the future
towards which it is well to look. J. T. R.

—A pair of deer horns hung upon a tree in the
Sierra Nevada mountains by Fremont forty-five

years ago, with proper record upon them, have,
it is reported, been found in Lost Canon, Nevada.
The tree had grown twelve feet higher in forty-

five years, and the horns had been covered in

part by the bark of the tree.

—The Dragon tree {Dracxna draco) is an old
settler of the Canary Islands. A colossus of this

family grew to be eight feet in circumference at

the base, was hollow inside, with a staircase for
visitors to ascend to the top of the trunk. The
giant fell in 1867.

—A gigantic Camelia is growing near the
royal castle, at Pillnitz, near Dresden, Germany.
The tree is twenty-four feet high, and produces
annually at least 50,000 blossoms.

• • •

»

—It is said that half of the failures in tree plant-
ing are from the fact that the plant material was
not properly cared for before the planting.
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THE ILLUSTRATIONS
OF

TREES
IN THIS PAVER ARE MADE BY THE NEW

Autoglyphic Process
OF

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

2,000,000 White Pine, nursery jrrown, from Northern
seed, i)art 3-year seedlint/s, 4 to 5 and 5 to 7 inch, and
part transplanted 2 years, 4 to 5 and 5 to 7 inch, all almn-
dantly furnished with fine fibrous roots. 3000 American
White Beech, 3000 Yellow Birch, 4 to 5 and 5 to 6 feet,

and a large choice ornamental stock for sale low to close
an estate. Correspondence solicited, h. A. JACKSON
Successor to Thoma.s Jackson, Portland, Me.
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Pennsylvania Forestry Association,
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American Forestry Association.

The attention of the advertising public
is called to the advantages we offer as a
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Philadelphia, Pa.




